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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Preamble 

After having completed his D. Phil. dissertation on Die 

Musieklewe van Pietermaritzburg 1850-1902 in December 

1975 the author went on an overseas holiday - his first 

re-visit to Europe after nine years. One of the findings 

of his dissertation was, that although Pietermaritzburg 

had had quite an active musical life for a centre with its 

population with concerts featuring prominent visiting 

musicians and local artists, a flourishing music s~ciety 

and in later years a borough-organist, there had actually 

been no first rate resident composers. The existing com

positions of Reginald Statham1 , Alfred Day2 and oth-ers 

were more "occasional" pieces and did not really outlive 

the occasion for which they were composed. Today they are 

virtually unknown. 

In London the author attended the first performance · of 

Priaulx Rainier's Prayers from the Ark sung by Peter Pears 

(tenor)· and accompanied by Osian Ellis (harp) which ap

peared on the programme amongst other works with Benjamin 

Britten's first London performance of his Canticle V: The 

D~ath of Saint Narcissus in the Queen Elizabeth Hall. 

After' the concert the author went up to the composer to 

congratulate her and introduced himself. The author had 

1 
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previously been. engaged in a brief correspondence with 

her about some information he required. When the author 

visited an exhibition about the life and work of Priaulx 

Rainier held at the same time at the British Music Infor-

mation Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London it struck him 

anew that Rainier had been born in 1903 in Howick, Natal. 

Back in South Africa the author made further enquiries 

about her and then he realized that Rainier was South 

African born and although she started to compose rela-
i i 

tively. late in life, very little is known about her in 

this country. This vacuum of documented knowledge of such 

a prominent composer and personality who had strong roots 

in and drew so much of her inspiration from her childhood 

years in South Africa, and especially from Natal, was in-

explicable to him . 

. • l . 

~o investigate the life and work of Priaulx Rainier seemed 

· a logical continuation· of his interest in South African 

music'·history and the music history of Natal in p~r-

ticular. Later the • author would learn that Rainier had 

also been a student in the early days of the South African 

College of Music in Cape Town when "Daddy" Bell was prin

cipal. Everything seemed to fall into place, because the 

authoi's M.Mu~. thesis had been on W.H. Bell: Enkele 

aspekte van sy invloed op die musieklewe in Suid-Afrika 

(University of Port Elizabeth, 1971). 

strearns•can be linked up. 

2 

Now' these two 
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The purpose of this dissertation is to present a brief re

searched biography of Priaulx Rainier and a detailed an

notated catalogue of her completed compositions. 

1.2 Method 

1.2.1 Acquisition 

Initially an attempt was made by the author to· acquire 

copies of all the Rainier compositions. The composer 

generously gave permission to photocopy manuscripts of 

early unpublished works. She also presented the author 

with various dyeline scores. Sally Groves, head of con

temporary music at Schott, London was always helpful when 

new Rainier compositions became available. ·It was however 

not before all the manuscripts and "papers" came to the 

University of Cape Town that the full extent of the 

Rainier compositions could be ascertained. 

1.2.2 ' Sources 

The following sources rega·rding Rainier compositions 

exist: 

Amis, John: "Priaulx Rainier", The Musical Times, 

July 1966, p. 356.-

3 
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Cohen, Aaron I: International Encyclopedia of Women 

Composers (New York: Bowker, 1981), p. 337. 

Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., 

s.v. "Rainier, Priaulx", by Colin Mason. 

Mallows, Katherine: Chamber Music by South African 

Composers in South African Libraries (Cape Town: 

University of Cape Town Libraries, 1979), pp. 2, 5, 

9, 20, 38, 40, 46, 57, 58, 75. 

The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 6th 

ed., s.v. "Rainier, Priaulx", by Ian Kemp. 

Programme: 75th Birthday Concert for Priaulx 

Rainier, Purcell Room, South Bank, 13.12.1978, pp. 9-

11. 

Schott Brochure No. 1 (c. 1948). 

Schott Brochure No. 2 (c. 1967). 

Schott Brochure No. 3 (c. 1973). 

Schott Brochure No. 4 (January 1983). 

4 
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South African Music Encyclopedia, Vol. IV, 1986 ed., 

s.v. "Rainier, Priaulx", by J.P. Malan. 

The author "edited" the lists of compositions published 

in: the 1983 Schott brochure, The New Grove and the South 

African Music Encyclopedia, but he was not responsible for 

the actual articles. He is credited for the list of corn-

positions which appear at the end of the programme for the 

75th Birthday Concert of Rainier, but that is in fact not 
--· . -. 
the case. 

1.2.3 Reviews 

Reviews of performances were collected over many years. 

Rainier and Schott were the main sources, but through re

search and personal contact with performers more material 

became available. 

1.2.4 Letters 

The author is in possession of more than 100 letters writ-

ten to him by Rainier. They form a very important focal 

point and made further research possible because Rainier 

was precise in her documentation. 

5 
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1.2.5 Lay-out 

This dissertation consists of four sections: 

1. Introduction . 

. 2. Brief Biography. 
~ l 

3. Annotated Catalogue. 

4. Conclusion. 

From the above sources; interviews and other contacts it 

was possible to re-construct a brief biography. The 

centre part of the dissertation is the annotated 

catalogue. Its aim and organisation is explained at the 

outset of chapter 3. The conclusion is followed by three 

appendices, a bibliography and an index of names. The 

bibliography is a single listing of various sources and 

because of its brevity is not broken into sections. The 

humanities system is the .form used. The items included 

are: all works consulted 1 as well as sources which are 

not listed in the review section of a particular composi-

tion 1 :but which are listed in the notes. In order to 

avoid ' unneccesary duplication 1 sources from the review 

section are not included in the bibliography. The few il

lustrations form an integral part of the text. 

'· 

6 
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1.2.6 Visits to England 

The author became good friends with Rainier and visited 

her four times in England. She had a strong personality 

and was always extremely helpful. Although she preferred 

to live,modestly, she was a good cook, was hospitable and 

always rnjoyed the company of her close friends. One of 

her outstanding characteristics was her integrity, another 
I : 

was, her sincerity. To know Priaulx Rainier as a friend 

was, a w,onderful, enriching experience. She was a caring, 

generous person with a special kind of infectious humour. 

1.3 Literary Trustee 

After Rainier's death (10 October 1986) the author was ap

pointed as • 'Literary Trustee to take charge of her 

"papers". Clause 3 of her will reads: 

'I give to Professor Hubert van der Spuy of 153 Wyn
wood, St. Andrew's Street, Durban 4001, South Africa, 
whom failing my trustees ( herinafter called "my 
Literary Trustee" which expression shall, where the 
'context so permits mean and include the said Hubert 
van der Spuy or my Trustees as the case may be) such 
'of my music manuscripts, tapes of my work, records or 
. discs of my· work, press cuttings, reviews, letters 
·concerning my memoranda, diaries and writings and 
anything pertinent to historical, biographical 
records about or concerning me (all which objects and 
documents are hereinafter referred to as "my 
·papers"). · ;: ' 

·upon 
(a) 

the trusts following that is to say: 
My Literary Trustee shall for a period of two 
years from the date of my death (as he shall in 
his absolute discretion think fit) make avail
able all or any of my papers to the said June 
Opie whom I appoint to be my Official Biog
rapher. 

7 
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(b) Subject thereto within two years of my death my 
Literary Trustee shall offer to the British 
Museum such of my papers and on such terms as my 
Literary Trustee shall in his absolute discre
tion determine, and subject thereto my Literary 
Trustee shall transfer my papers to the South 
African College of Music, Cape Town University, 
South Africa, for use in the library of the said 
College. 

(c) I declare that the cost of insurance and 
transport shall be borne by and paid out of my 
residuary estate. 

Rainier specifically left the manuscripts of Quanta and 

Due Canti e Finale to the British Museum (now British 

Library), London. The author went to London in June/July 

1987 and after much discussion decided to bring all the 

Rainier papers to the University of Cape Town where they 

are now housed in the Manuscript and Archive Division of 

the. Jagger Library. 

In the meantime June Opie published her book: 'Corne and 

Listen to the Stars Singing' 1 PRIAULX RAINIER: A Pic-' 

torial Biography (Pensanze: Alison Hodge, 1988), 93 

pages. 

le4 Priaulx Rainier Fund 

When Rainier died her gross estate was put at more than 

R1-rnillion. Apart from about R100,000 and certain effects 

left to personal legatees, the residue went to the 

8 
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··.:·.' j 

Worshipful Company of Musicians in London to create the 

"Priaulx Rainier Fund" . 

. This will provide prizes for composition to be awarded al

ternately each year to students of the Royal Academy of 

Music, London and the South African College of Music, at 

the University of Cape Town, 3- the latter prize to be "in 

memory of W.H. Bell". She wanted to foster composition 

for quartet and quintet ensembles. 4 

; i 

1.5 Abbreviations 

The following abbrevations are used in the text: 

1.5.1 General 

ABC 
I I 

ABRSM 

add 

ARAM 

arr 

BBC 
' : 

BMIC 
l'. 

Australian Broadcasting Corporation 

Associated Board of the Royal School of Music 

additional 

Associate of the Royal Academy of Music 

.arranged 

British Broadcasting Corporation 

British Music Information Centre 

CAPAB _ Cape Performing Arts Board 

FRAM 

ISCM 
' ' 'rl. I 

I 

LRAM 

NAPAC 

pts 

Fellow of the Royal Academy of Music 

International Society for Contempor~ry Music 

Licentiate of the Royal Academy of Music 

Natal Performing Arts Board 

parts 

9 
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QEH Queen Elizabeth Hall 

RAM Royal Academy of Music 

RCM Royal College of Music 

SABC South African Broadcasting Corporation 

SACM South African College of Music 
/ 

SAME South African Music Encyclopedia 

SASMT South African Society of Music Teachers 

SATB Soprano Alto Tenor Bass 

SWF Sftdwestfunk 

transc transcribed 

UCT University of Cape Town 

UPE University of Port Elizabeth 

UWITS University of the Witwatersrand 

10 
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1.5.2 

pice 

fl 

ob 

ca 

cl 

bsn 

dbsn 

hn 

tpt 

vln 

vla 

vla 

db 

strs 

timp 

Notes: 

Instrumentation 

piccolo sd side drum 

flute bd bass drum 

oboe cym cymbals 

cor anglais ant cym antique cymbals 

clarinet susp suspended cymbals 

bassoon tamb tambourine 

double bassoon t-tam tam-tarn 

horn tri triangle 

trumpet cast castanets 

violin xyl xylophone 

viola mba marimba 

cello eel celesta 

double bass b bells 

strings sl bells sleigh bells 

timpani tu bells tubular bells 

1. Born Liverpool, 5 February 1844; died 1908. 
Professional journalist and editor of various 
newspapers.- H.H. van der Spuy, Die Musieklewe 
van Pietermaritzburg 1850-1902 (D.Phil. disser
tation, University of Stellenbosch, 1975), pp. 
660-61. 

2. Born London, January 1859; died Pieter-
maritzburg, 13 November 1907. First borough
organist in Pietermaritzburg. - H.H. van der 
Spuy, Die Musieklewe van Pietermaritzburg 1850-
1902 (D.Phil. dissertation, University of Stel
lenbosch, 1975), p.671. 

3. ".Her wili benefits UCT music students", UCT News 
Magazine (March 1987),14(1). 

4. Programme of A Concert in Celebration of the 
Life and Work of Priaulx Rainier 1903-1986. 

11 
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2. BRIEF BIOGRAPHY 

2.1 Preamble 

Information for this chapter concerning biographical mat

ters, was collected over a lengthy period i .. e. through 

personal interviews with Priaulx Rainier since December 

1977 in St. Ives and London. Where possible the data ob

tained were cross-checked against other sources and in 

some cases no reference is made to specific interviews. 

2.2 Parentage 

Ivy Priaulx Rainier was born from English-Huguenot parents 

in Howi~k, on 3 February 1903.1 Her father, William 

Gregory, at that stage a salesman, and her mother Ellen 

(born Howard), had three other children: Peter William, 

.born in 1890, ?llen Florence Dorothy (better known as 

Nella), born in 1892 and Eveline Howard, born in 1898. A 

younger sister Winifred Yolland was born in 1905. 

In 1903 C.A. Calvert and J.H. Rainier published a book 

Genealogy·of the Rainier Family, Ancestors in Male Line of 

the Rainiers according to MS in Bib R a Paris. 2 A chart 

in this publication of the Genealogy of the Rainier 

(Regnier) family dates as far back as about A.D. 750 and 

12 
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contains a special section devoted to the British and 

South African branch of the family. The copy previously 

in Rainier's possession contains certain handwritten cor-

rections and additions. Although Miss Rainier is affec-

tionately called Priaulx (her second name) by her family 

and friends, she was known as Ivy Rainier till about the 
/-

mid nineteen twenties. In this study the same sequence is 

used. 

William Gregory Rainier was born on 17 December 1858 in 

Southampton, England. 3 He was one of the youngest of a 

family of thirteen and educated at Christ's Hospital from 

the age of 6 to 16. On 30 March 1875 he became an appren

tice on a sailing ship for four years following the tradi

tion of his nautical family who had spent over 200 years 

unbroken service in the Navy. In the 1880's he gave up· 

his profession and went to Port Elizabeth, to join his 

younger brother Arthur. Here he became friendly with a 

family named Howard and in their company went to Barberton 

where gold had been discovered. The party had an adven-

turous journey: first by boat to Lourenco Marques (now 

Maputo) then by ox-wagons to Barberton through the country 

that is now the Kruger National Park. In Barberton he and 

Ellen Howard were married, spending their honeymoon in a 

camp on top of the Sheba mountains. Their son, Peter Wil-

liam, was born in Barberton in 1890. 
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Failing to make money in the goldrush W.G. Rainier and the 

Howards ran a sawmill in a forest, cutting timber for the 

Barberton mines. In about 1891 W.G. Rainier agreed to ' 

manage the farm "Cotswold" in Natal for a certain Duncan 

Mackenzie, who was transport riding by ox-wagon between 

Natal and the Transvaal - no railways had been built yet. 

Joining Mackenzie's convoy of wagons the Rainiers 

travelled to Nottingham Road, the journey taking three 

weeks. A year or two later they moved to the farm "Glen 

Lyndon" at Highlands. In 1898 W.G. Rainier gave up farm 

managing and rented "Chudleigh" at Nottingham Road, in-· 

tending to farm in a small way. At the outbreak of the 

Boer War he volunteered and was with Buller's "flying 

column" at the relief of Ladysmith (Natal). 

After the war he worked in Ladysmith where he was joined 

by his family. By this time there were three children. 

In about 1902 the family moved to Hawick, whe.re Ivy 

Priaulx was born in 1903, then to Pietermaritzburg and 

later they lived at Hilton Road to escape the hot climate 

of the town. Rainier travelled all over the country as a 

salesman for firms, but was never a very successful 

businessman. The family struggled along in considerable 

poverty, but because they were a happy family, this did 

not bother them. A few years later he was offered work in 

Salisbury (now Harare), Rhodesia (now Zimba~we). 
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W.G. Rainier went there alone to establish himself and to 

find a house. Before the family could join him, a bad 

breakdown in health forced him to give up the idea of 

working at a high altitude. The doctors advised him to 

preferably live at sea level and the family moved to Cape 

Town in 1912. 4 W.G. Rainier died in Cape Town on 31 May 

1919 aged 61 years 5 months. His address was "Oakdale", 

College Road, Rondebosch at that tirne. 5 He is buried in 

grave number 16429A (A half), Gate 1 in the Maitland 

cernetery. 6 The grave still exists. 

Ellen Howard, his wife, was born on 21 April 1867 at Hernel 
• 

Hampstead, near London. She was the only girl and 

youngest of a family of seven children. In 1874 she 

sailed to Australia with her parents on the voyage.taking 

6 months. Six years later the Howards carne to South 

Africa to join their sons in Port Elizabeth. There the. 

family lived at "Red House" on a river, some miles out of 

the town. W.G. Rainier who had made friends with the 

Howards, lived with them as a paying-guest and joined 

'their party on the adventurous journey to the Barberton 

gold fields. 7 Ellen survived her husband and died aged 58 

in Cape Town on 30 July 1925 8 and i~ buried in grave num

ber 15260/C, Gate 1 in the Maitland cernetery. 9 The grave 

also still exists. 
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Ivy's parents did not play any musical instruments them

selves, but they wer.e fond of music and also encouraged 

their children who showed interest to develop their 

talent. 

2.3 Youth 

Certain perceptions in early childhood made a lasting im

pression on Ivy. The Rainiers lived in a small cottage in 

Howick with an enormous oak tree outside. She remembers, 

for instance, lying in her pram looking up into the im

mense complexity of the oak branches of this huge tree. 

She was in contact with music from an early age, because 

her two elder sisters, Nella and Eveline, who took piano 

lessons practiced at every opportunity. They had to walk 

q~ite a long distance to school and therefore started 

practicing at about half past five in the morning. Since 

she was interested in music and could remain quiet, Ivy 

was allowed to lie under the grand piano while her sisters 

practiced. In this way she became acquainted with a great 

amount of piano literature which she apparently was able 

to recall when ·she went to London many years later. 

Amongst odd letters and other writings of the deceased 

Nella Rainier, four sheets were found where she recalls 

the early childhood of her younger sister. 
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.• 

Since no better account of these early years is available, 

the contents of the entire document is reproduced here. 

P[riaulx]. R[ainier] was born in Natal in 1903 and 
her earliest recollection must be of the giant oak 
tree in the garden of the cottage where we lived - a 
mile from the village, we were on a hill in a wild 
old garden with a quince hedge between the house and 
the road and a group of enormous old eucalyptus trees 
between us and the nearest neighbour. P[riaulx] lay 
for hours in her pram under the oak and she must have 
absorbed the sound of birds and insects and rustling 
leaves long before she could walk. At the age of 
about 3 years she began to develop decided charac
teristics. Uninterested in fluffy childish toys, she 
was happy to spend hours hammering nails into a 
plank! Her adventurous nature led her into frequent 
pranks. She was found one day in an adjoining field 
lying in the long grass with a hoofmark on her tummy 
and the old mare Mollie grazing nearby. She had been 
tickling the horses underside with a straw and had 
been treated like an annoying fly! On another occa
sion she climbed on to a table under a closed window 
and put her head through the glass. With presence of 
mind, instead of pulling it back she scream~d for 
help and the shattered glass had to be ·taken away bit 
by bit. Aged about 3 years she managed to break an 
arm when jumping up and down on a spring bed. The 
arm was put in splints from the shoulder. This 
wooden arm was used to threaten other children if she 
was not obeyed. She would run after them shouting 
"If you don't do what I say I'll hit you with my 
arm!" From an early age she led her group of 
playmates, both boys and girls, inventing adventurous 
games, a favourite part-time being "monkey travel" 
from tree to tree in the branches of a long row of 
young pines. Living, as we did, in the hills N[orth] 
of Pietermaritzburg she was brought up with the 
sights and sounds of nature - wind in the trees and 
grass - cicadas buzzing, African voices deep and 
sweet singing their wild songs as they walked by. 
The tom-toms and queer chanting of Indians on the 
neighbouring plantation (and] - the magical look of 
cobwebs covered with dew in the early morning. Aged 
about 8 years she began violin lessons ... P[riaulx] 
showed aptitude for the instrument from the begin
ning. She was a fairy-like looking girl with a mane 
of shining blond hair - very quick and light in her 
movements. 
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Rainier claimed that her roots and inspiration for her 

compositions can be traced back to the impressions and ex

periences of' her youth which provided her with a wide 

musical background : at home, where through her sisters 

she made contact with traditional Western music and also 

her perception of Indian and Zulu music. 

She must have been very perceptive and interested in all 

kinds of sound events at an early stage. She said that 

she was amazed and affected by the brilliant, starry 

nights and the enormous spaces and the way sound - bird 

calls and sounds of nature - travelled with an aura of 

resonance around it through the clear air. 

He~ surroundings changed when the family moved to Pieter~ 

maritzburg in 190710 and thereafter to Hilton Road in 

190811 . Her two sisters attended St. Anne's School. She 

went to school for six months, then had a nervous break

down and did not go to school but had her studies allotted 

to her daily at home. 

Her perceptiveness to sound had a special effect on her. 

She was very sensitive to the severe thunder storms they 

used to have at Hilton Road and there were periods when 

she became absolutely delirious and for two or three days 

was in a high fever. The doctors did not determine the 

cause and she never knew what really caused the fever. 
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It felt to her as if she was haunted by sounds of music 

and just could not get rid of them. Ivy's formal musical 

training began at the age of three when her sister Nella 

started her with piano lessons, but never seemed to 

progress with them at all. Then she changed instruments. 

Nella had a violinist friend who often stayed with them 

and they then played sonatas together. This gave Ivy her 

, passion for the violin. Nella's friend had a three

quarter size violin whi6h she lent her. Ivy used to walk 

to St. Annes's School twice a week to have violin lessons 

from a Miss Jones and immediately showed that she had a 

natural talent for this instrument. Miss Jones was a 

pupil of the Russian violinist, Adolf Brodsky12 who was 

professor at the Leipzig Conservatoire and later became 

principal of the RCM in Manchester._ From the very begin

ning Ivy thus received proper tuition. 

2.4 Miss Borniman 

Nella had been a piano pupil of Mrs Constance Day, wife of 

W. Alfred Day, first borough-organist of Pietermaritzburg 

- who taught at St. Anne's School and also privately. She 

was one of Mrs Day's more gifted students. After Nella 

had matriculated, there was no money to further her 

studies, but Mrs Day obtained a position for her as stu

dent teacher at St. Annes's. At that time a Miss Pullea

Bury was the physical training teacher at St. Anne's. 
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She and her sister Ethel, had been abandoned by their 

father but their mother knew Miss Horniman who eventually 

educated them. 

Miss Annie Horniman ( 1860-1937) 13 was a British 

repertoire-theatre pioneer. She founded the Gaiety in 

Manchester as the first English "repertoire" theatre and 

subsidized the Abbey Theatre, Dublin for the first years 

of its existence. 

Miss Pullea-Bury and Nella became friends and spent time 

over weekends with the Rainier family. When writing to 

Miss Horniman she mentioned Nella and the family and the 

fact that there was no money to further Nella's musical 

studies. Miss Horniman wrote back asking for more details 

about Nella. 

In the meantime, Eveline had matriculated and the young 

Ivy showed signs of early talent. Mrs Rainier heard about 

the establishment of the SACM and the formation of a Sym

phony Orchestra in Cape Town. She b_orrowed £ 100 from an 

elderly friend and the Rainiers moved to Cape Town. No 

sooner had they arrived there and settled down, when the 

mother received a letter from. Miss Horniman asking 

whether she would allow Nella to go to England for three 

or four years to further her musical training. 
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Miss Horniman was prepared to defray all expenses includ

ing, food, clothing and tuition. Nella accepted this of-

fer. At that time Miss Horniman's company was very 

successful in Manchester and therefore Nella frequently 

visited Manchester and attended many productions sitting 

with Miss Horniman in·the box. Nella studied at the RAM 

from 1912 to 1916, her first subject being piano (with 

professor Reddie) 14 and her second subject, viola. Miss 

Horniman's other life-long passion, besides the theatre, 

was cats, hence the nickname "Tabby". Miss Horniman later 

also took the young Ivy under her wing when she first went 

to London. 

2.5 Cape Town 

In Cape· Town the young Ivy had the opportunity of study

ing various .branches of music at the SACM and was able to 

attend live orchestral concerts. She became a violin 

pupil of Winifred Leffler,15 who was associated with the 

SACM from 1912 when W.H. Bell16 became principal. Ivy 

remembered Bell as a small man with bright eyes and a 

charming smile. Having ·attended his elements of music and 

general appreciation classes, she had quite a lot of con-

tact with him. She received harmony lessons from Lilian 

Isaacson. When the College moved to Stal Square, Bell 

used to invite some of his students 

gramophone records on Saturday afternoons. 
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It was on such an occasion that Ivy first heard the Bach 

Double violin concerto played by Kreisler and Zimbalist. 

She remembered that the recording affected her deeply. 

Immediately after this "experience", she started playing 

quartets. The quartet consisted of herself, aged eleven, 

second violin, her sister Winifred, cello, and two other 

players. Ellie Marx17 coached them. Thereafter she 

appeared regularly at Student Concerts and continued to be 

an active quartet player. 

Ivy progressed so well that she and Gretchen Rein were 

selected to play the Bach Double violin concerto at the 

first fully-fledged Student Concert which was assisted by 

the Cape Town Municipal Orchestra and conducted by Theo. 

Wendt18 on 23 October 1917 in the City Hall." The next day 

The Cape Times 19 wrote: 

A Bach concerto for two violins· was very charmingly 
played ... ·Miss Rainier, who appeared to be by far 
the youngest performer of the evening, played with a 
surprising amount of self-possession ... 

The performance was so successful that it was repeated at 

the 12th Saturday "Pop" Concert on 17 November 191 '1. 20 

The ·Cape Times 21 remarked: "A fine sense of rhythm was 

particularly noticeable in both these young players and 

they were enthusiastically recalled." 
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Ivy's great interest in rhythm which was to become such an 

important element - almost a hallmark in her compositions 

later - was clearly established from her youth. 

Bell's22 comment on the two performances were: 

While audiences appreciate such work, as they showed 
they did by their applause on Thursday and Saturday 
nights, there is every cause to be optimistic about 
musical taste of Cape Town. 

After she had passed the Advanced Examination (University 

of South Africa) with Honours23 (138 out of 150) 24 , the 

University of South Africa awarded her a prize, and the 

well-known Cape Town violinist, Ellie Marx, leader and 

sub-conductor of Cape Town Municipal Orchestra, became her 

teacher. 

In 1918 she entered for a further examination and in 1919 

won the University of South Africa Overseas Scholarship 

which could not be awarded in 1918 due to the influenza 

epidemic. 25 

To Rainier the activities at the SACM were by far the 

richest she had had in her training. There was so much 

going on: quartet. playing, sonata playing and group par

ticipation in a wide.variety of activities. ~s students, 

they had concession student tickets for the symphony con

certs - Theo. Wendt introduced these to the audience - and 

also for a series of Beethoven Symphonies with talks by 

W.H. Bell. 
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Before Ivy went to London, Ellie Marx organized a farewell 

concert for her. Rainier presumably left to study in 

England during 1920. 

2.6 Royal Academy of Music 

Ivy went alone to England by boat, was met by Miss Annie 

Horniman and stayed with her in her flat in London. Miss 

Horniman took Ivy to Stratford-on-Avon so that she could 

go to Shakespearean plays every night. There was much 

controversy at that time concerning a forthcoming edition 

of Shakespeare. The people involved were Shaw, Adams ( a 

producer at the theatre) and a publisher. Quite often she 

dined with Shaw and Miss Horniman and heard the brilliant 

conversation. That was a great experience. She sat like 

a mouse absorbing everything. 

Back in London.she took the same lodgings Nella previously 

had in West Kensington. She went to the RAM to arrange 

her le'ssons and everything herself. One was obliged to 

take piano as a second study, and although she had started 

piano lessons with Nella at the age of three, she never 

seemed to progress at all. She had the great fortune of 

going to J. B. McEwen2 6 for harmony and counterpoint. He 

made everybody who worked with him, do their exercises by 

really creating music. This was the beginning of the com

position career that followed much later. 
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The other professor she was fortunate to have, was Ernest 

Read, who was fresh from the Dalcroze School in Switzer

land. He had the most extraordinary vitality and interest 

in new ways of developing pupils' aural perception. He 

was very active and had a great influence on her if one 

considers her life-long interest in dance and dance forms. 

Later she took a year's classes at the Dalcroze School in 

London which she found invaluable for conducting. Ivy was 

fortunate enough to see the last performance of the great 

dancer, Isadora Duncan. 

Initially her violin professor was Hans Wessely, 27 a pupil. 

of Kreisler in Vienna and according to Rainier a martinet 

of the worst order. When she went to RAM the only chamber 

music that was offered, was once a week when each violin 

professor had all his pupils with an added cellist or two, 

to play chamber music. There was no proper training un-

til Lionel Tertis who put the viola on the map as a solo 

instrument, was appointed to form proper quartets and to 

take charge of the chamber music. The fact that she was 

so competent, resulted in Wessely having her play second 

violin to him in a quartet when he was giving lectures on 

the late Beethoven quartets. That was in her first year 

at the Academy. Afterwards her violin professor was 

Rowsby Woof. 28 In the meantime she actually had a nervous 

breakdown and had to stop her studies temporarily. 
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Miss Horniman advised her to go back to South Africa for 

six months to recuperate. She sent Ivy but and paid her 

fare. 

When she returned to South ·Africa, the magic of the 

country struck her forcibly - a sensation she had not ex

perienced before, because when a person lives in a country 

and sees nothing else, one does not appreciate one's sur

roundings. It was only when she came back, that the 

beauty and mystery of South Africa was suddenly impinged 

upon her conscious mind and seized her imagination. 

On her return to London, she started at once writing a 

movement for string quarteto She had no knowledge of 

musical composition, but instinct of the early years of 

quartet playing, guided this first effort. During her 

last term at the RAM, J.B. McEwen withdrew from teaching 

in order to prepare himself for his work as principal. 

Arnold Bax who took over his lessons, was impressed by the 

quartet movement she had written. When he heard that she 

was leaving, he said that if at any time she wished him to 

"look over" anything she had written; he would be very 

glad to do so. 

When McEwen became principal, he immediately engaged Sir 

Henry Wood to train the college orchestra. 
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Wood arranged his classes in such a way that each week 

different string players were in front for him to observe 

closely. It was expected of the students to play in the 

orchestra twice a week. In 1922 Ivy's name appeared 

amongst the first violins who performed at a Students' Or

chestal Concert in Queen's Hall. Walter Swanson's name is 

also listed amongst the first violins. 29 

2.7 Early Career 

After having completed her LRAM diploma, Priaulx had to 

earn a living. An ex-pupil of Rowsby Woof was giving up a 

post at Badminton School, Westbury-on-Tryrn, Bristol, 30 

which she was offered and she accepted~ She taught there 

for two days a week, was also responsible for giving a 

weekly recital with a pianist and kept this position for 

two years till she found that there was more work for her 

in London. Although she taught in Bristol, she lived in 

London all the time where she always had her working room, 

taught her private pupils and existed on what was avail

able~ Rainier was obviously a good teacher otherwise her 

professor would not have sent her the pupils he wanted 

prepared for the entrance examination of the RAM. A few 

of these students won scpolarships straight away. 
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She never wanted to return to South Africa because she 

felt that she had too much to absorb and too many oppor-

tunities to extend herself. Edith Sitwell once said to 

her: "You've got to be among people who keep 'shopping 

up' your brain." Priaulx could see that this would not be 

possible in South Africa as she was well aware of the cul

tural environment and development through contact with 

family and friends. At that time there were a number of 

society "at homes" in London at which artists performed. 

It was the thing to do and she got quite a number of these 

engagements, almost enough to make a living at one time. 

Priaulx joined the Society of Women Musicians and met Or

rea Pernel, a very fine violinist, who liked her playing 

very much and asked her to play quartets.· Eventually a 

quartet was formed with Winnifred Copperwheat (viola) and 

Gene Milne (cello). They met fairly regularly for about 

two or three years and performed in private houses. 

When she was thirty she was involved in a serious motorcar 

accident which forced her to stop her private teaching. 

She had been going to spend Christmas with friends in Lin

colnshire who sent their car and chauffeur for her. The 

car overturned when the chauffeur tried to avoid an old 

man in the dusk. Priaulx was injured and as a result had 

thirty~two stitches in her head. She went to the South of 

France to recover. 
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One of the strange things is that each time it was a 

physical accident in her life that made her change her 

direction. 

During this period she wrote a Duo for piano and violin 

which was first performed on 30 April 1936 by Orrea Pernel 

and Harriet Cohen in the Wigmore Hall. This was also the 

first important public performance of her work. She was 

then well aware that she had become interested in composi

tion, but she could not go any further in the direction 

the critics called "Sturm und Orang". 

Edwin Evans, a leading critic at that time and writer 

about music, was shown the score and he said to the 

secretary of the Contemporary Music Society: "Here is 

someone worth watching."· As her shoulder had been rather 

badly damaged, she found that solo playing was getting 

very difficult - so she. concentrated rather on playing 

quartets, largely for pleasure. 

2.8 First Compositions 

She wrote Three Greek Epigrams and three movements of the 

String Quartet without having contact with anyone to dis

cuss the ethics and essence of music and composition. 

Years of quartet-playing made the medium familiar, giving 

freedom to experiment with new sounds. 
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In the summer of 1936 Priaulx met a Finnish pianist, 

Merete SOderhjelm, who studied with Nadia Boulanger31 and 

who suggested she should have lessons with Boulanger. 

Priaulx first went over to Paris and showed Madame 

Boulanger the Three Greek Epigrams and the three movements 

of the quartet. Boulanger was very interested in the 

works, thought that Priaulx had so many ideas that she 

would get overwhelmed with them and suggested that she 

should come over for a longer period to have lessons. In 

the meantime she was told to write down the first thing 

that carne into her head every day - whatever it was - a 

short few bars or more and .every week she had to send this 

to Madame Boulanger. 

Then in 1937 Rainier went to Paris for two months and had 

special "conversation" lessons with Nadia Boulanger which 

cleared her mind as to the direction for future composi-

tion. Sometimes she would take an aria or a recitative 

and would have a discussion about the text. One could say 

those ; were the only formal composition lessons she 

received, although she did not compose a specific work un

der the guidance of Boulanger. 

In Paris she met David Gascoyne, whom she had known from 

London.· They used. to meet regularly for lunch and dis

cussed music. 
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When Priaulx went back to London she finished the quartet 

and later Nadia Boulanger saw it when she visited London. 

Rainier made an arrangement for piano of the J. S. Bach 

Chorale Prelude Das al te Jahr vergangen ist for Merete 

SOderhjelm which she performed at the Wigmore Hall on 22 

February 1938. 

Merete SOderhjelm32 can still recall her contact with 

Rainier. She describes it as follows: 

During the several periods I spent in London before 
the war my musical contact with Priaulx was of im
mense value to me and gave me more than I can say. I 
consider her as a musical personality on the highest 
possible level comparable with Nadia Boulanger only. 
They met more or less through my recommendation. 
Priaulx was fantastic as coach. Her deep insight in 
music was fantastic.... Her strong personality was 
impressive and she showed her friendship in many 
ways. 

2.9 From 1939 

Rainier was very anxious for an opportunity to hear her 

own works. A friend made this possible by offering her 

the use of her beautiful house for a concert. So on 12 

July 1939 a concert consisting of a programme of recent 

compositions by Priaulx Rainier took place at 19 The Bol

tons, London SW10. Peter Gellhorn opened the concert with 

a Concert Study in octaves for pianoforte, Sophie Wyss 

sang Fair is the Water and the Three Greek Epigrams. 
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The String Quartet was played by the Gertler Quartet from 

Brussels who had a European tour in view, but as war broke 

out shortly afterwards, that was the end of performances 

for several years. 

Elizabeth Lutyens 33 described the pre-war situation as 

follows: 

The outbreak of the Spanish Civil War changed over
night the thinking of a whole generation. Before 
1936 it was 'not the thing', certainly amongst most 
artists, to be politically minded but this hit us 
midriff. Some went to Spain to fight in the Interna
tional Brigade, others signed manifestos and 
protests. It was emotionally the 'Vietnam' of our 
age. On the horne front there was unemployment, means 
tests, the dole, strikes and general grimness. In 
contrast to the early 'twenties' with their relief 
from 'a war to end all wars' and a 'land fit for ' 
the remaining 'heroes' of a decimated generation 
still a possibility, the early 'thirties were laced 
with stern realities, left wing book clubs, League of 
Nat~ons-rninded happenings and an intense theatre. We 
were satiated (pace John Osborne!) with plays on so
cial realism and the dole. We all realized that 
another war hung like a black cloud over our heads. 

Priaulx had been through a very difficult time. First she 

had to give up violin playing, for which she had.a pas-

sion, because of the motor accident; then, when she 

started composition and was just beginning to make head-

way, the war broke out. The Quartet was sent to practi-

cally every quartet in England with the hope that the work 

would be performed, but nobody took any notice whatsoever. 

Publishers turned the work down - denouncing it as too ad-

vanced. 
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Musicians needed work, as the outbreak of the war para-

lysed the musical life of England. The general attitude 

to the arts was expressed by the following article which 

appeared in The Daily Express:34 

~ 50,000 TO WASTE 

Here is the stra1est news of the week. The 
Government gives 50,000 to help wartime cul
ture. What sor of madness is this? The 
Government imposes heavy taxes for the Ex
chequer. It puts all sorts of obstacles in the 
way of private enterprise. Regulations like the 
black-out make it more difficult for the people 
to earn their livings. Yet at the same time it 

~
hrows away 

50,000 of good money to a wasteful purpose: 
artime culture. 

BEAT GERMANY FIRST 

There is no such thing as culture in wartime. 
Wartime is itself the enemy of culture. And 
cultural activities, which bring so much benefit 
to the people in peace, must now be set aside. 
All our resources must be used for the ·single 
purpose of making ourselves safe against anti
culture -- Nazi Germany. 

Priaulx appeared before a war tribunal that had to choose 

something ~n which she could be really useful. They sug

gested she go into the Entertainments National Services 

Association (ENSA) to play the violin, which she could not 

do, or wash dishes in a cant~en. This prospect terrified 

her. In the end she did various things such as· workin'g 

for the Red Cross, helping foreign prisoners at St. 

James's Palace and harvesting ~n Hertfordshire. 
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Boosey and Hawkes inaugurated a series of concerts of con

temporary music at the Wigmore Hall. At the seventh con

cert the Three Greek Epigrams received its first public 

performance by Myra Verney in 1942. 35 William Glock's 

notice in The Observer36 underlined her gift as a com

poser. 

The String Quartet was the work which really drew atten

tion to Priaulx Rainier as a composer. Although composed 

in 1939, the first public performance was only on 3 July 

1944 at Mr Gerald Cooper's Concert Series given by the 

Zorian Quartet in the Wigmore Hall. Then it was taken im

mediately for broadcasting and eventually played at the 

National Gallery Concerts. Priaulx had no money and wore 

a pair of old grey flannel "bags" and somebody else's 

Jaeger coat to the concert. The concert caused a fantas

tic sensation and she was called to the platform to 

receive the applause - dressed as she· was! 

After unsuccessful efforts with the publishers Novello and 

Boosey and Hawkes~ she gave up any idea of getting her 

works published. It was Michael· Tippett who suggested 

that she should send the String Quartet for consideration 

for publication to Schott, his publishers. She did this 

and they published it. 
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In 1944 the RAM approached her to teach there and so she 

became professor of harmony.3 7 Amongst the ARAM elections 

in 1945 the names of Arnold van Wyk38 and Priaulx 

Rainier39 appear. 

Priaulx met Barbara Hepworth and Ben Nicolson in 1946 

through mutual friends in London. They had a great deal 

in common and invited her to spend a vacation with them at 

Carbis Bay, Cornwall where they lived and had their 

studios in St. Ives. After that she went several times 

and took over a fishing loft in St. Ives from Jeanne du 

Maurier, Daphne du Maurier's sister, where she could con

centrate on her composition during vacation time. She 

found it a satisfying place for work. It was also a great 

experience getting to know and living beside Hepworth and 

Nicholson who were c:tbsolutely dedicated to their work. 

Rainier then became interested in both painting and sculp

ture. 

2•10 String Quartet 

The String Quartet became further known through perfor

mances· in Paris and Brussels and several broadcasts in 

London. It was amongst the works chosen by the English 

jury for an International Festival of 1947. 40 In 1948 it 

was played twice on Zftrich Radio, at PRO MUSICA society 

concerts there, and also in Munich. 
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The Loewenguth Quartet gave three perfomances of the 

work. 41 During 1950-51 it was performed in Barcelona, 

Baden-Baden, Hamburg, Amsterdam, 'Berlin and Munich (2nd 

time). It was also performed in Belgrade, Amsterdam and 

broadcast in New York at the League of Composer's Concert, 

Carnegie Hall, and at Festivals in Illinois, South Africa, 

New Zealand and Australia.42 

After the performance of her String Quartet by the Loewen

guth Quartet at the Edinburgh Festival the press43 stated: 

South Africa made its contribution to the Edinburgh 
Festival yesterday (21.08.1950] at the opening morn
ing concert in the Freemason's Hall, ... This short 
work, recently recorded, suggests that in Miss 
Rainier, South Africa has at last found a composer of 
international (author's italics] significance. 

This is just one of the instances where Rainier, although 

living in London since 1920 is referred to as a South 

African composer. The maj~rity of the important reference 

works do the same. It is only lately that she is more ac

curately referred to as a South African born English com-

poser. 

In 1948 Rainier was appointed chamber music coach at Wil-

liam Glock's new Summer School of Music at Bryanston, Dor-

set. This undertaking flourished and subsequently moved 

in 1953 to Dartington Hall, Devon, where it today receives 

international status. 
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She met Stravinsky twice ( 1952, 1957) at 

Schools. 

these Summer 

In December 1950 Boris Blacher composed Sieben Studien 

tiber variable Metren, called Ornamente ft1r Klavier Op. 

37. 44 The Fourth Study is dedicated to Priaulx Rainier. 

Later, when Avril Hermann, 45 an ex-student, obtained a 

scholarship for two years for studying with Professor 

Blacher in West-Berlin, Rainier had further contact with 

him. 

2.11 Recognition 

Nineteen-fifty-two was a year of recognition. First 
. . 

Rainier was made a Fellow of the RAM, 46 a distinction be-

stowed on their past students who had distinguished them

selves in any of the subjects which form part of study at 

the Academy, or who had rendered distinguished service to 

it. This disti'nction was limited to two hundred and fifty 

students. Then, in the same year, the Worshipful Company 

of Musicians awarded her the John Clementi Collard 

Fellowhip47 in Music which at that time carried an 

honorarium of l400 for three years. It was th.e first 

time that a woman had received this honour. 48 William 

Glock;s recommendation 49 for this award reads as follows: 

Miss Priaulx Rainier is undoubtedly one of our most 
important composers. She does not write 
voluminously, because the relation between vision and 
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routine in her work is 20:1, not the reverse, as with 
so many others. But each composition has a unique 
character and quality - and I would say this above 
-all of the String Quantet and the Sinfonia da Camera; 
while her work as a whole is clearly developing 
towards a more and more authentic expression of what 
it is she has to say. I think there are few living 
composers whose outlook, discipline and general ar
tistry could compare with hers, and I recommend her 
wholeheartedly for this fellowship. 

Lennox Berkeley50 recommended Rainier on 28 August 1952 

for the Collard Fellowship by writing: 

2.12 

I understand that Miss Priaulx Rainier has been 
nominated for the Collard Fellowship. As a former 
holder of the Fellowship 1946 I should like to recom
mend her for it. It would be difficult to find a 
more suitable candidate: Miss Rainier is well-known 
as one of the most original and gifted composers of 
today, her work is of immense interest and value, she 
has more over been much hampered by lack of financial 
backing and obliged to interrupt her creative work 
for that reason. She is I believe, at present en
gaged on a large scale work and the award of.the Fel
lowship would enable her to complete it in peace and 
without further. interruption. 

St. Ives Festival of Music and the Arts 

On his' first visit to St. Ives, Michael Tippett was intro

duced to Barbara Hepworth by Rainier. In a casual conver

sation· between the three of them in the scul tor's studio 

Tippett observed that st. Ives would be an ideal place for· 

a festival because there was sufficient accommodation, a 

very good small Guildhall (concert hall) with efficient 

stage equipment and a number of churches: the Wes lyan 

Church had a good organ and the old 14th century Parish 
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Church of Saint Ia was a fine place for performances. 

Also, St. Ives long known as a popular summer resort, is 

incurably picturesque. This idea took fire in their minds 

and they went into action. A council was formed covering 

the whole county of Cornwall with the Earl of Mount 

Edgcumbe as President, the Bishop of Truro as chairman and 

included amongst its members were H.R.H. Prince Chula of 

Thailand, who lived at Bodmin, Viscount Clifden, Sir John 

Carew Pole, members of the local churches and of the 

artists' societies. Her Majesty the Queen, Elizabeth II, 

gave her approval to the plans submitted to her and con

sented to act as Patron of the Festival. Priaulx Rainier 

and Michael Tippett were appointed musical directors. 

Rainier also undertook the task of general organizer and 

at High Street in an office a little larger than a railway 

compartment embarked on the endless complexities of her 

job. The festival which took place from 6-14 June 

presented amongst others the Rostal Ensemble, Peter Pears, 

Alfred Deller, · Noel Mewton-Wood and Guillaume Ormond as 

well as local choir and orchestal concerts. The artists 

had a custom of opening their studios to the townspeople 

one day each year before sending their works to the Royal 

Academy of Arts, London. ·This was known as Show Day. Al

though their normal Show Day was in March, they agreed to 

have a special Festival Show Day. 
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There were also performances at the Minack Theatre in the 

cliffs at Porthcurno, near Land's End. 51 

Rainier was so involved with all the organization that she 

was not able to compose and the scheduled first perfor

mance of a Movement of Strings on 12 June ( 1952) never 

took place. The idea was for the festival to be an annual 

event, but unfortunately it was not continued. 

2.13 First Commission 

Rainier first met Peter Pears and Benjamin Britten at Al

deburgh when William Primrose (viola) and Noel Mewton-Wood 

(piano) performed her Sonata for viola and piano there in 

'1952. Then in 195-3 her first proper commission came about 

when she wrote her Cycle for Declamation for Peter Pears. 

About this work he52 commented: 

2.14 

..• I have used it on many occasions as a foil, in a 
recital programme, to a group of unaccompanied 
P6rotin. Whereas the medievals for the most part 
dispensed with any harmonic implication, here the 
composer has suggested a strong harmonic skeleton be
hind the solo voice, to fine effect: in the last 
section the use of different registers of the voice 
vividly unde~lines Donne's wonderful text. 

1953 - 60 

In 1953 a film Figures in a Landscape, about Cornwall and 

the Sculpture of Barbara Hepworth with music by Rainier 

was produced by the British Film Institute. 
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It was selected for the British Entry in the Venice Fes

tival and also shown at the Edinburgh Festival in 1953 and 

at the Venezuela Festival in 1954. 

The British newspapers were on strike from 26 March to 

the 20 April 195553, so there are no reviews for the first 

performance of the Five Keyboard Pieces given by Noel Lee 

(piano), on 27 March 1955 in the Wigmore Hall. Rainier 

was very satisfied with this performance especially as Lee 

took from paper exactly what she meant although he did not 

know her or the rest of her music. 

It was in October 1937 in the Jardin des Tuileries in 

Paris that David Gascoyne first spoke to Priaulx of hi~ 

desire to write a long poem specifically for setting to 

music. In 1940 the libretto was finished and given to her 

to consider, but is was not until 1945 that she felt able 

to write the music. Rainier54said: 

The poem was a requiem for all that would be lost in 
the holocaust to come, with an appeal to the 
mysterious, unknown force for strength and guidance. 

The text55 was published in 1965 by Oxford University 

· Press under th~ title Collected Poems whi6h also includes 

a poem Mozart · : Sursum Corda dedicated to Priaulx 

Rainier. 56 
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The Purcell Singers offered her a commission for a choral 

work and so on 22 February 1956 she completed the Reguiem 

for the Alderburgh Festival of that year. 

Six Pieces for five wind instruments originated from the 

Five Keyboard Pieces when she visited Switzerland in 1957, 

and the first performance was on 20 January 1961 by The 

Stalder Quintet of Zfirich on Radio Zfirich. 57 To her mind 

her compositions each seemed a step forward. She .would 

not put them in groups. Each one obviouly developed from 

the last and this progression continued. 

Pastoral Triptych in a way, belongs to the same category 

as the Cycle for Declamation, although this work was com

posed five years later during the period 1958-59. Rainier 

often spoke of her recognition of the value of silence in 

music, and how that began in her childhood in Africa. 

This obsession with silence which allowed the ear to 

finish the full arc of sound and prepare for the next, ap-

. pears in much of her work. The Pastoral Triptych is such 

an example. 

Flore Wend (soprano) and Hermann Leeb (guitar) performed 

her Dance of the Rain on 22 February 1959 in the Rathaus

saal in Visp, Switzerland~ 58 
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2.15 1960 - More Commissions and Productivity 

The event that terminated her work at the RAM was an acci-

dent at St. Ives. At about 9 o'clock one lovely Spring 

morning, she was walking up a narrow high street, when a 

lorry came along with-a mirror protruding too far and this. 

felled her to the ground with a blow. She was taken to 

hospital and for six months tried to recover from the 

shock which resulted from this incident. She was also 

"turned out" of the little studio she rented, but the com

pensation money she received after the accident, enabled 

her to buy her own bungalow: Tr~grenna Step Studio, 

Bishops Road, the Belyars in St. Ives. In March 1960 she 

completed a commission from the SABC - a Trio Suite for 

the Union Festival and decided to see if she could manage 

financially'without teaching. The same year the London 

Philharmonic Society commissioned Phalaphala (a Dance 

Concerto) to celebrate Sir Adrian Boult's ten years of 

directorship. She finally resigned from the RAM at the 

end of midsummer term 1961. 5 9 

After that she divided her time between St. Ives and 75 

Ladbroke Grove; London W11 2PD (where she had kept her 

working room, as she calls it, since 1936). 
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About St. Ives she said: 60 

I am familiar with much of Cornwall, · but I quickly 
realised that St. Ives held just about all that I 
desired and demanded from any one place. It is so 
different from other towns. Walk on the harbour 
front and it's easy to imagine oneself in a Por
tuguese fishing port, or in some part of remote 
Spain. 

Somehow it has managed to avoid the sprawl and spread 
of modern development, which has ruined so many 
erstwhile attractive Cornish villages and towns. It 
is still a community that contrasts strangely with 
the wild, desolate cliffs and moors of the north 
cast; the elemental, antique land which lies just 
around the corner. 

Continual contact with the visual arts and artists 
has helped clarify the musical approach for me, the 
rhythms of the sea, the forms of landscape, all have 
helped me grasp and realise the textures and linear 
movements I need in order to compose. 

But it is impossible to say how much one is in
fluenced by any particular person or thing; each of 
these factors have contributed something. Perhaps 
the greatest thing St. Ives has given me is solitude, 
difficult to find in the world today, and with it the 
chance to create. Even in high summer I am away from 
it all up here [in her studio], and I have peace and 
quiet; no radios, no roads, nothing to distract me, 
and this is what I treasure. 

Without any teaching obligations, she began to write much 

more. Quanta made a great change in her approach to work. 

To have the time on hand and also the stimulus of writers 

and other interesting people at St. Ives, meant a lot. 

Nobody was disturbed while working, but they were able to 

meet if they wished. What Rainier liked to do was to 

travel down to St. Ives to start a work and to get all the 

ideas down. 
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Once this was done she usually returried to London for 

various professional reasons and to carry on with the 

work. Quanta was the first work commissioned by the BBC 

and it was first performed at a BBC Invitation Concert on 

19 April 1962 by Janet Craxton (oboe) and The Oromonte 

Trio: Perry Hart (violin), Brian Hawkins (viola) and Ken

neth Heath (cello).61 

During December 1962.Rainier arrived in South Africa for a 

visit - probably the first to the country of her birth 

since the early 1920's.62 She was present at the 1963 An

nual Conference of the SASMT 8 January, the Commemorative 

Occasion when compostions of W.H. Bell were performed. 63 

On 4 February 1963 she recorded a talk for the SABC and on 

.6 February 1963 an Invitation Recital of Recordings taken 

from BBC broadcasts of her compositions took place at the 

SACM. 64 These public appearances were not enough to 

create a greater interest in her work and performances of 

her compositions in South Africa remain few and far be

tween. Besides SABC transcription recordings of the Bar

baric Dance Suite and Five Piano Pieces by ~irginia For

tescue and the Trio Suite by Nella Wissema (violin), Gran

ville Britton (cello) and Virginia Fortescue (piano) and 

the Alma Musica Trio65, live orchestral performances are 

limited to CAPAB' s presentation of Phalaphala in 1973 66 

and NAPAC' s performance of Six Pieces for five wind in

struments on 29 November 1987.67 
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In January 19 8 6 the National Symphony Orchestra of the 

SABC with conductor Brian Priestman recorded Plo~rmel for 

the SABC transcription service. 

On 29 April 1963 H.A. Kaul broadcast the Five Keyboard 

Pieces on SWF.68 

From 1964 to 1972 Rainier serviced on the Board of Ex-

aminers of the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of 

Music, "but did very 1 itt 1 e examining and none 

overseas". 69 

A second commission by the BBC was the Concerto for cello 

and orchestra which was completed during the Summer of 

1964 and first performed by Jacqueline du Pre and the BBC 

Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Norman Del·Mar at a Royal 

Albert Hall Promenade Concert on 3 September 1964. 70 Al

though the performance had excellent press notices, it has 

had on1y one performance since.71 

A Suite for solo cello was composed over a span of two 

years: 1963-65 and was first performed at a BBC Invita

tion Concert on 7 January 1967. 72 It was originally writ

ten for Jacqueline du Pre because of her outstanding per

formance of the Cello Concerto, but when she became ill 

and could not do this, ' Joan Dickson played the premiere 

performance. 
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Another first performance of Rainier took place at the 

same occassion when The Oromonte Trio: Perry Hart 

(violin), Brian Hawkins (viola) and Bruno Schrecker 

(cello) played her String Trio. 

Rainier said:73 

Of this composition 

It has been one of the most difficult works I have 
attempted. Although only 12 minutes in performance 
it has taken longer than other twice its length. 

Since childhood the night sky has always fascinated 

Rainier - the moon beyond all other objects in space - so 

that it seemed a natural and unconscious development in 

her work, and when she wrote Quanta, she moved into the 

more abstract fields of imagination. While writing the 

Cello Concerto the moon was persistently in her thoughts -

this great object in space, which men are attempting to 

probe,: its strange surface, its undisturbed remoteness~ 

and the poetic names given its concave areas by 

astronomers from their earliest observations - the Seas of 

the Moon. 'The word Aeguora, for Sea, was used by poets of 

the Golden Age - Virgil, Ovid, Homer - to describe seas 

and waters, and so the title came about: Aeguora Lunae -

Seas o't the Moon. This seven movement suite was commis-
·, 

sioned for and first performed at the Cheltenham Festival 

by the BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Norman Del Mar 

on 18 July 1967. (Some time before she had been given a 

beautiful Atlas which had a large scale picture of the 

moon in sections of infinity. On this were marked the 
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seas of the moon. This haunted her and when Rainier was 

commissioned to compose a piece, she was quite convinced 

that what she would do, would be a piece about the seas of 

the moon.) 

It was as if her creative output had gained momentum and 

new works appeared regularly, although her compositions. 

were not so frequently performed. Rainier did not "push" 

herself enough. 

Early in 1968 she visited the Carnegie Mellon University, 

Pittsburgh, USA for a concert of her compositions and to 

lecture at their Music Faculty.74 

. ' 
The Bee Oracles, commissioned for the 1970 Aldeburgh 

Festival75 and again sung by Peter Pears at the Bath Fes

tival arid.Queen Elizabeth Hall, London, in 1971, is set to 

the text from "The Bee-Keeper" -by Dame Edith Sitwell. 

Her first work for organ, Organ Gloriana commissioned by 

the Cape Town organist Barry Smith, was first performed by 

Christopher Bowers-Broadbent at the Royal Festival Hall, 

London,· on the 18th June 197276 and was followed in 1974 

by two further organ compositions - Primordial Can

ticles.77 
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In 1972 the BBC commissioned her to write a work for wind 

instruments and percussion at a time when she and her 

sister Nella set off in a car for a short holiday to Brit-

tany in France. There in a small town, Plo~rmel, the 

sounds of the cathedral bells gave her inspiration for her 

new composition.78 

Rainier celebrated her 70th birthday in 1973. During this 

year there were numerous performances of her compositions 

to celebrate this occasion. 

• On 1 February the SABC broadcast a special 

programme on the Afrikaans service, compiled by 

Ruth Thackerey to pay tribute to the composer. 79 

• Later in February the BBC broadcast a retrospec

tice concert of some of her chamber works. 80 

Calum MacDonald-'s 81 impression of this event 

which ranged from the tough, surprisingly under

ivative String Quartet of 1939 to Quanta and 

String Trio of 1962, reads: 

Rainier is a very desolate figure: a South 
African composer owing little, apparently, to 
any school, finding her own way forward, explor~ 
ing her own world of eloquent dissonance. At a 
period when so much new music is dull, grubby 
'atonalism', it is a relief to find a composer 
whose ability to 'place' every note in an 
athematic, totally chromatic context produces 
music that is clear, stimulating and alive. 
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• On 22 March Philip Langridge (tenor) and Gilbert 

Biberian (guitar) gave the first performance of 

Ubunzima in the Purcell Room. 8 2 

• Thea King (clarinet) and Steuart Bedford (piano) 

performed Rainier's Suite for clarinet and piano 

on 20 June in a chamber music programme at the 

Maltings ·during the Aldeburgh Festiva1. 83 

• The first performance of Plo~rmel took place in 

the Round House on 13 August during the Prom 

Season when Elgar Howarth conducted the London 

Sinfonielta. 84 

• Much later, on 18 October Raimund Gilvan (tenor) 

and his duo-partner Frederic Capon (piano), who 

commissioned Rainier to write the cycle Vision 

and Prayer, gave the world premi~re of this work 

in the Great Hall of Lancaster University at a 

70th Anniversary Recital for Priaulx Rainier. 85 

Again Rainier said she had great difficulty in 

finding a suitable text until she opened a book 

of Dylan Thomas and saw that years before she 

had marked in pencil Vision and Prayer as some

thing she would one day like to set to music. 

She had no recollection of doing this at all~ 
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The author's first real awareness of the music of Rainier 

was on 14 January 1976 when he attended the first perfor

mance of her composition Prayers from the Ark a cycle 

which was sung by Peter Pears (tenor), accompanied by the 

Welsh harpist Osian Ellis at the Queen Elizabeth Hall. He 

desperately wanted to know more about this fascinating 

personality, but printed information was scarce· although 

the BMIC at 10 Stratford Place, London Wl, had an exhibi-

tion of her life and works at that time. 86 Starting on 

Sunday 4 January 1976, BBC Radio 3 broadcast the first of 

six programmes on Sundays at 9a.m. featuring the chamber 

music of Rainier. Fourteen artists took part in these six 

concerts as well as the Aeolian String Quartet and the BBC 

Singers. 87 

2.16' Violin Concerto 

It was Yehudi Menuhin's 1 wife, Diana, who suggested that he. 

a~proach Rainier to write a violin concerto for him. This 

was a shock out of the blue for Rainier because she had 

heard his first performance of the Beethoven Violin Con

certo when he was a boy of about 13 or 14. It had been an 

exhilirating experience because she thought he had a spe-. 

cial .expression. Ever since then she had always held him 

in the highest esteem as a sort of magical performer. So 

it was an extraordinary experience to have reached a stage 
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in her work where this young "god" asked her to write 

something for him. Rainier found it overwhelming. She 

did not think she could do it. She replied that she would 

have to think about it for quite a long time, because 

being a violinist she knew the whole repertoire - it was 

in her hands and ears and she had to be sure to think of 

everything involved. After a considerable amount of 

thought she felt she would be able to fulfil the commis

sion, but could not do it immediatly because she had two 

other commissions to finish. All the time while she was 

completing the other compositions, ideas for the next work 

were maturing and she longed to write the new work. 

The Violin Concerto, which Rainier called Due Canti e 

Finale (two songs and a finale) was first performed by 

Yehudi Menuhin and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra con

ducted by Sir Charles Groves 88 at the 1977 Edinburgh Fes-

tival. This composition and specifically the Edinburgh 

performance can be regarded as a climax in Rainier's 

career. 89 She was particularly thrilled with this event. 

and wrote to an ex-pupil: .9 0 "Edinburgh was a truly mar

vellous occassion in every way- a kind of peak •.. which 

can never be reached again. Everything came off!!" There 

was a second performance of the concerto at the Proms the 

following year.91 
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2.17 1978 - 82 

Her 75th birthday9 2 on 3 February 1978 passed seemingly 

unnoticed. 

On 3 August 1978 the Cummings String Trio performed the 

Rainier String Trio at Dartington Hall, for the Dartington 

International Summer School. The composer was present at 

the concert, which was recorded for the BBC and broadcast 

on 4 December 1978.93 Only on 13 De~ember 1978 did 

Rainier find herself amidst many friends and admirers at 

the South Bank's Purcell Room when at a special concert 

the Park Lane Group honoured this special occasion. The 

London Oboe Quartet played Quanta (1962), Perry Hart 

(violin), Brian Hawkins (viola) and Charles Tunnell 

(cello) the String Trio (1967) while The Bee Oracles 

(1970) were performed by Philip Langridge (tenor), Judith 

Pearce (flute), Jennifer Ward Clarke (cello) and Alan Har

verson (harpsichord).94 

During 1978 Rainier was also approached by Peter Norris, 

Director of Music of The Yehudi Menuhin School, to visit 

the school to coach students. This association lasted for 

a number of years. In 1981 Norris95 wrote: 

Miss Rainier has been very generous with her time at 
the School, and has been down on many occasions over 
the last few years. She has worked with the students 
on the String Quartet, Viola Sonata and Barbaric 
Dance Suite for piano, all of which we have performed 
in public concerts ... 
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Her warmth, vitality and wide interests are all very 
much appreciated by staff and students alike, and 
everyone has found her music immensely rewarding to 
play and listen to. 

In 1979 the Arts Council of Great Britain granted Rainier 

an award of £ 5000 to enable her to write three works. 

The selection jury was Nigel Osborne (chairman), John 

Carewe and Hugo Cole.96 

Rainier's 1979 South African visit was initiated by the 

Durban Centre of the SASMT. She started her tour in Port 

Elizabeth on 6 October where she stayed with her good 

friend, the pianist Virginia Fortescue. The University of 

Port Elizabeth presented an "Evening with Priaulx Rainier" 

on 8 October at the UPE Summerstrand Auditorium. 97 Tapes 

of the Cycle for Declamation and Due Canti e Finale were 

played. Virginia Fortescue performed the Barbaric Dance 

Suite and she was joined by John Ashton Jones in the Suite 

for clarinet and piano.98 

In Durban Rainier specifically wanted to visit the Natal 

Anti-Shark Measures Board. This was followed by a Mayor's 

Tea Party iri the Mayor's Parlour on 15 October 1979 in her 

honour.· The following evening the SASMT Durban Centre 

hosted an "Evening with Priaulx Rainier" in the Jubilee 

Hall. Rainier's contribution followed the same pattern as. 

her Port Elizabeth lecture, but on this occasion Yvonne 
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Hucks (soprano) and Robin Radue (piano) performed her song 

cycle Three Greek Epigrams.99 Rainier was very anxious to 

visit the Drakensberg. En route to the "Berg", Howick 

honoured her with a Mayoral Tea Party. 

A huge photograph of Rainier and the Mayor of Howick, 

Cclr. H~ Klopper, appeared on the front page of The Howick 

Herald' with a large heading: "We're very proud of you -

Howi~k'S own Musical 'First Lady'".100 

In Johannesburg Rainier gave a lecture at the University 

of the Witwatersrand on Tuesday 23 October 1979. She was 

also a guest of honour and gave a short lecture at the 

Transvaal Convention of the SASMT which took place in the 
.. 

Roodepoort Council Chamber on Saturday 27- October. The 

late Anton Hartman publicly· paid tribute to Rainier by 

remarking on the vigor, individuality, free use of rhythm 

and creative quality of her music. He went on to say that 

her music was virtually unknown in South Africa, but paid 

homage to her great success and pointed to her undoubted 

international standard - a rare achievement by a South 

African composer. Hartman also remarked that he was · on 

the jury in 1966 when the radiophonic composition In the 

Head of. Fire by the Australian composer Nigel Butterley, a 

pupil of Rainier in 1966 won the Italia Prize. 101 
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In Cape Town CAPAB Music in collaboration with the UCT 

Contemporary Music Society presented Rainier in their 

series "The Composer Speaks" at the Chisholm Recital Room 

on Friday 9 November. Apart from recordings of the Cycle 

for Declamation, Reguiem and Due Canti e Finale two live 

performances were given of the Suite for clarinet and 

piano by Leslie Craven (clarinet) and Gordon Beasley 

(piano) and the String Quartet by Mario and Maria Filippi 

(violins), Aubrey Meyer (viola) and Marijan Milakovic 

(cello) . 102 During her sojourn of just over a month 

Rainier received wide press coverage and thus came to the 

notice-of music lovers. Back in London she said she was 

disappointed about the SABC's attitude to her music. She 

felt they could obtain the BBC transcriptions of her 

music, especially the Cello Concerto written for Du Pr~, 

Due Canti e Finale recorded by Menuhin, Aeguora Lunae, a 

Cheltenham Festival commission and her Suite for clarinet 

and piano for broadcast. 103 The prospect that a Rainier 

orchestral composition be performed by an orchestra during 

her visit remained unfulfilled. [See Appendix A for a full 

list of press reviews during this visit.] 

On· 27 February 1980 Susie M~szAros (viola) described. by 

Rainie~ as a "brilliant ... tempestuous player with a 

great passion, so rare these days" 104 and her accompanist 

~aul Coker, both ex-pupils of The Yehudi Menuhin School 
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performed her Sonata for viola and piano at a Joint Gold 

Medal recital of the Royal Over-Seas League in the Purcell 

Room. 105 They gave a repeat performance at Bath Festival 

on 6 June. 106 

During 1980 Rainier did quite a bit of travelling. First 

she went to Tenerife in March for two weeks to try to get 

sun for her rheumatism and thereafter to France in May as 

usual on her camping holiday.107 In October she flew to 

Calgary, Canada, to visit her nephew Peter and his family. 

The trip also included a flight to Santa Barbara where she 

could attend the graduation ceremony of her great-nephew 

Christopher. 108 

On 10 November 1980 Rainier109 wrote: 

Also daily rehearsals of Plo~rmel in concert Wednes
day evening: It's goirig well. In understand it 
myself at last 1 To be recorded for further broad
casting tomorrow. 

Plo~rmel was performed at a BBC Radio 3, Invitation Con

cert at the RCM Hall on 12 November 1980 at 7. 00 pm, 110 

the second of six monthly concerts recorded before invited 

audiences. 

The BBC Symphony Orchestra led by Ma~rice Brett was con

ducted by Nicolas Cleobury. Rainier1 11 wrote that the 

performance 
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Went off brilliantly ... Packed hall. An excellent 
idea to have these Contemp[orary] Concerts free. 
People go because of that - and find that contem
porary music is not so fearsome, so new audiences are 
created. ' 

During the latter half of November she attended a Memorial 

Concert of Nadia Boulanger at the Menuhin School when the 

Faur6 Reguiem was performed. The organist from 

Westminister Cathedral brought his two best trebles, about 

8 and 9 years old. Rainier112 wrote: 

It was the most beautiful performance I have heard, 
such perfection of intonation and simplicity of 
presentation ..• to see all those children, some very 
small, singing with utter attention in the little 
chapel ••. 

The major happening in 1981 was definitely the premi6re of 

the Concertante for two winds on 7 August, but prior to 

this h~ghlight of the year there were other less important 

activities as well. Even before the first performance of 

the Concertante there was interest to perform this com-
,. j 

position in South Africa, but this sadly did not material

ize. Rainier1 13 mentioned that she had written the Con-

certante "for a quite small Chamber Orchestra so very ac-

cesible if there are the soloists The work is a long' 
:. 

show-off for both soloists". 

On 26 January 1981 Rainier114 wrote: "I've never had a 

work [Concertante] so difficult because of the endless in

terruption in doing its short score." 
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She.also suffered badly from rheumatoid arthritus in her 

right shoulder which made it difficult for her to write. 

The Redcliffe Concerts of British Music scheduled a per

formance of her String Trio for March in the Purcell 

Room. 115 

On 28 April she left for France after a period of working 

S-6 hours daily on the Concertante to "truly relax" • 116 

A postcard on 17 May 1981 from Roussel-les-Vignes DrOme in 

France to the author shows one of the local 'crops' of 

lavender being harvested. 117 This was typical of 

Rainier's interest in the raw material of nature. 

The · Sinfonia da Camera was scheduled for a broadcast by 

the Lausanne Chamber Orchestra directed by Armin Jordan 

from Lausanne Radio on 4 June, 118 but by 13 June she had 

not heard how the performance went off.119 

Her120 'reaction to a broadcast of Plo~rmel on 12 June 1981 
r 

was: 

It has been remarkably well reviewed by music lovers. 
It seems very 'advanced' to me now. Perhaps I am 
going backwards, in my writing for solo instruments, 
always being aware of their techniques and quality 
which I attempt to enhance rather than turn them into 
something else, done better using the proper instru
ments. 
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On Thursday 2 July Rohan de Sarem (cello) and the BBC 

Northern Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Edward Downes 

gave a performance of her Cello Concerto at Studio 1 121 , 

New Broadcasting House in Manchester .122 This was only 

the second performance of this composition in 17 years 

which was premiered by Jacqueline du Pr~ in 1964. 

. ' The prem1ere of Concertante for two winds, which took 

place with soloists Thea King (clarinet) and Neil Black 

(oboe), who stepped in gracefully after the sudden death 

of Janet Craxton, shortly before the performance, at a BBC 

Promenade Concert with the BBC Scottish Orchestra, was 

conducted by Sir Charles Groves.123 

Shortly after the performance Shirley Winfield124 ,, an ex

pupil and friend of Rainier, wrote a postcard note saying: 

You may have heard that Priaulx's concert was a great 
success, despite the tragic loss of Janet. She 
[Priaulx] was a dramatic figure on the stage, in her 
white suit, presented with a huge bouquet and given 
an ovation. It is a beautiful work. 

Rainier125 herself remarked: 

I do not know why this piece seems so much liked -
perhaps more diatonic? or because of the riovelty of 
the soloists? 
' 

Plo~rmel had another broadcast on 9 November 1981 on BBC 

at 7.30p.m~ 126 
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Although on 2 January 1982 Rainier wrote about the "dead 

period in front of me"12? that was in fact not the case. 
,'! .i 

On Sund.ay 3 January the BBC re-broadcast of the Concer

tante "came over-well on their tape" 128 and "was a success 

again" 12 9 according to Rainier. 

she130wrote: 

Shortly afterwards 

I have had a letter from the Vice-Chancellor [of the 
University of Cape Town] which amazed mel As it was 
strictly confidential I will discuss it when I am 
bidden to do so • 

. This letter must have informed Rainier about the Univer-

si ty of Cape Town's intention to award her a D. Mus. 

(honoris causa). When it became officially known, her131 

reaction was: 

I am deeply touched by rece~v~ng it from my old Col.:.. 
lege [SACM] where I learned so much and had so rich a 
life 1n music. [See Appendix B for the full cita
tion.] 

She132 was also advised to take life easier: 

Meanwhile I have been 'under the weather' for a long 
time - so tried and the final effort over the Prom 
[performance of Concertante] , and Janet's [ Craxton] 
death and the shock, brought me to the point of an 
overhaul by a good physician here [St. Ives]. It 
seems that I have angina which, today, is very common 
and that's why hills, stairs etc, is so hard for me. 
I am on a regime which means walking for an hour on 
the flat each day. Resting after meals - no tensions 
etc etc! - in fact going slower doing fewer things in 
the day. 
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Rainier had a long correspondence with Dr. Malan of SAME 

regarding her participation of Donne in Musica 1982 in 

Rome. 133 The programme of the Donne in Musica 1982 

revealed that on 27 March Rainier's String Quartet was 

prepared and performed in a workshop situation in the 

Palazzo Bras chi . 134 In this case Rainier. was invited 

to take part in the festival because she was regarded as a 

South African composer. The other South African composer, 

who was. invited as a guest composer to this Italian Fes

tival of Women Composers is Jeanne Zaidel-Rudolph. Her 

composition Five Pieces for woodwind guartet and soprano 

was performed. 135 

During March/April the bass-baritone Christopher Keyte 

sang the Cycle for Declamation in Lisbon, Oporto and Fun

chal (Madeira). 136 

On 16 April 1982 Nigel Butterley introduced the ABC 

programme ·featuring 'the music of Rainier which ·consisted 

of recordings of the Cello Concerto, Suite for clarinet:. 

and piano, a pre-recorded talk by the composer, Due Canti 

e Finale and Aeguora Lunae.137 

In May she went to France for her usual two week 

holiday. 138 
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Then the trip of the big event in Cape Town to receive the 

honorary degree came nearer. She planned to stay four 

weeks and said "I want very much to see what I can of the 

Cape which I do so love."139 

On 2
1
5 June 1982 Mr Harry Oppenheimer, Chancellor of the 

UCT, conferred honorary degrees to five distinguished 

South Africans at the mid-year graduation ceremony: Mr 
:. !· .. t 

Justice M.M. Corbett of the Appeal Court (Doctor of Laws, 

honoris causa), Prof. A. Krepps, internationally recog-

nised expert on virus diseases (Doctor of Science, honoris 

causa), Prof. J. H. Louw, for his contribution to 

paediatric surgery (Doctor of Medicine, honoris causa), 

Sir Richard Luyt, former principal of UCT for 13 years 

(Doctor of Laws, honoris causa) and Priaulx Rainier, in-

ternationally recognised composer (Doctor of Music; 

honoris causa) . 140 (See Appendix B for full ci ta

tion.]This was followed by a grand Graduation Luncheon in 

the Students' union.141 

Dr. Stuart' Saunders, vice-chancellor and principal of the 

University of Cape Town presented a special Chamber Con~ 

c~rt in hotiour of Priaulx Rainier .(Hon.D.Mus.) in thi 

Chisholm Recital Room C7 at the SACM on 25 June 1982 at 

8p.m. The programme which reflected a variety of in

strumental and vocal works written between 1937 and 1958 

consisted of the following: 
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Suite for clarinet and piano (Gershon Reinders-clarinet; 

Lamar Crowson- piano), Three Greek Epigrams (Andrea 

Catzel - soprano; Len Vorster - piano), Sonata for viola 

and piano (Pierre de Groote - viola; Lamar Crowson -

piano), Triptych for oboe' solo (Gerrit Bon-oboe), Barbaric 

Dance Suite for piano (Thomas Rajna-piano). 142 

Rainier had quite a busy time in Cape Town visiting 
l : ~ ! 

friends.and various places. From 75.Ladbroke Grove she143 

wrote again on 27 July 1982: 

/ 

It was a most memorable time ••. One day was par
ticularly beautiful on Signal Hill in that hot clear 
sun and the sea foaming away below and a special si
lence of sea moutains wrapping out any city noise ... 

On August she lost her balance on the house stairs (at 75 

Ladbroke Grove) , pitched backwards and turned a summer-

sault to the bottom of the stairs. The results - three 

fractured ribs. 144 Still in August she says: 145 

I am finding it very hard to get into the 'Gran duo' 
after the long break - that is not a good thing. I 
do not like writing for the piano. 

'4 .. ·• • '' . ~-- . . . . . 

In September Yvonne Rodd-Marling, a wonderful friend since 

the 1930's, passed away. 
l . •. '~. i .... 

It was in her house that the 

first concert of Rainier's compositions had taken place on 

the eve of the War. · .Rainier said she had been full of 
-..; .. 

grief because of this sudden death - the sixth friend of 

hers during six months.146 
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In the meantime the Alard String Quartet had been touring 

in the United States of America with Rainier's String 

Quartet·and the reception was so good that it had been re

corded by a New York Company.147 

In November she was busy with the last movement of the 

Grand Duo. She seemed anti-piano when she said: "I hate 

writing for the piano -·it has no colour and everything 

seems obvious rather dull."148 

A visit to the Menuhin School on 14 November 1982 with 

Timothy Baxter to attend their annual performance of the 

Bach B minor Mass was a beautiful experience and for 

Rainier "always the greatest refreshment to go there". 149 

At that stage students of the Menuhin ·school were already 

rehearsing for their forthcoming performance in February 

1983 on the occasion of Rainier's eightienth birthday. ·At 

the Bach performance a little boy went to RainiEfr arid 

said: "I saw yo'u through the windplayers and I wanted to 

tell you I have been listening to the rehearsals of your 

quartet - It's smashing!!!" 150 i. 

2.18 Eighty Years Young 

The Eightieth year started off with the Park Lane Group 

Young Artists and Twentieth Century Music Series 1982-83 

. with Priaulx Rainier as featured composer in tribute to · 
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her anniversary. The artists taking part were chosen 

from over 150 young musicians who auditioned in the Spring 

of 1982. Forty-six works were played and the programme 

ranged from Scriabin, Ives, Britten and Shostakovich to 

George Nicholson, Lutoslawski, Elliot Carter and Bernard 

Rands. In reflection of the high standard of piano play

ing at the auditions, an extra series of five early eve

ning piano recitals was added to the nightly concerts 

which took place from 3 - 7 January. 

The Rainier works which were performed are: 

4.1.1982: Suite for clarinet and piano 

Nicolas Cox (clarinet) 

George Nicholson (piano) 

5.1.1982: Barbaric Dance Suite 

Yeoh Ean Mei (piano) 

6.1.1982: 

:. 

Cycle for Declamation 

Michelle Tod (soprano) 

7.1.:1982: Sonata for viola and· piano 

Patricia Pollett (viola) 

Jonathan Higgins (piano)151 
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Friends of Rainier came together and organized a public 

concert to celebrate her 80th birthday in the Wigmore Hall 

on 2 February 1983. For the particulars of this occasion, 

see the Handbill printed on the following page. 

All the art.ists had a close association with Rainier's 

music. The Yehudi Menuhin School connection, an institu

tion which has long championed Rainier, was a happy one 

because a number of the pupils have played her music. 

This concert was preceded by an interview with Rainier at 

the BMIC at 10 Stratford Place at 6.14p.m. 152 
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A CONCERT 
to celebrate the eightieth birthday of 

Priaulx Rainier 

2 February 1983 Wigmore Hall7.30pm 

Joyce Rathbone · piano 
Kathryn Harries · mezzo soprano 

Meirion Bowen · piano 
Quartets from the Menuhin School 

Joan Dickson · cello 
Celia Nicklin · oboe 

The strings of the London Oboe Quartet 

Rainier 
Rainier 
Haydn 
INTERVAL 

Rainier 
Rainier 
Rainier 
Rainier 

Barbaric Dance Suite for piano 
Three Greek Epigrams for voice and piano 
String Quartet Op. 74 No. 3 ('The Rider') 

Quanta for oboe and string trio 
Suite for solo cello 
Cycle for Declamation for solo voice 
String Quartet 

THIS concert celebrates the eightieth birthday of the distinguished composer Priaulx 
Rainier. Born in South Africa, Priaulx Rainier has spent most of her life in England. Her 
works have been widely performed and she has received many commissions from eminent 
musicians, including Sir Peter Pears and Yehudi Menuhin, and from the BBC. Her last 
three major works (Ploermel, the Violin Concerto and the Concertante for Two Winds) 
have all been heard at the Proms recently. 

All the artists · taki~g part have a close association with Priaulx Rainier's music. The 
connection with the Yehudi Menuhin School in particular is a happy one, and a number of 
the pupils have played her music. 

The musi~ ofPriaulx Rainier is a unique distillation of the sounds ofher native country (the 
liquid music of the birds and of the Zulu language), and of the techniques of the twentieth 
century. It comes closest to Stravinsky in its energy and clarity, and is distinguished by its 
precisely heard sonorities. 

The concert will be preceded by a conversation between Priaulx Rainier and Roger Wright 
at the British Music Information Centre at 6. 15pm. 

Wigmore Hall 
Manager: William Lyne 

Lessees: The Art~ Council of Great Britain 

2. Handbill of Priaulx Rainier's Eightieth Birthday 

Concert. 
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The next day - 3 February 1983 - Hilary Finch153 wrote the 

following in the press: 

She is 80 today, and last night's concert celebrated 
the entirely individual, bright and invigorating 
variety of her talent, constantly writing for com
binations of instruments, meticulously testing and 
adjusting the relationships between sound and si
lence. 

Hardly a week later on 10 February 1983 the RAM presented 

an Eightieth Birthday Concert 154 for Praiulx Rainier in 

Dukes' Hall. The programme was the following: 

String Quartet (1939) 

Barbaric Dance Suite 

Jacqueline Shave (violin) 

Catherine Thompson (violin) 

Martin Outram (violin) 

David Lale (cello) 

Nicola Losseff (piano) 

Six Pieces for five winds instruments 

The Figaro Players: 

Jennifer Stinton (flute) 

Kieron Moore (oboe) 

Linda Merrick (clarinet) 

Jean Owen (bassoon) 

Alan Jones (horn) 
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The Bee Oracles Antony Rich (tenor) with 

The Manson Ensemble: 

Wendy Gudgin (flute) 

Bridget Thorley (oboe) 

Martin Smith (violin) 

Haaken Molander· (cello) 

Graham Knight (harpsicord) 

Conducted by John Carewe 

Rainier's155 impression of her birthday concert was: 

The R.A.M. made a grand show - splendid performance 
of quartet through Sidney Griller (of the old 
quartet) and a brilliant pianist, but wind not so 
good - under-rehearsed. The 'lecture' was well at
tended and much appreciated. 

During all these activities Rainier was, still busy with 

her n~xt composition which brought along unnecessary 

anxiety. She156 wrote: 

The Grand Duo is a struggle and much has to be 
revised. I am sick of it1 and the pressure of four 
performances is too much to bear each day. I need 
this time for rest not work. 

With the composition completed Rainier157 said: 
J" .·' 

I finished the Duo-finally last Friday [18.3.1983] in 
a state of great exhaustion, having had to press on 
after all the celebration ••• 

The dates set for the performances of this composition by 

Joan Dickson (cello) and Joyce Rathbone (piano) were: 
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12 May - Kettle Yard, Cambridge University; 30 May - Wig

more Hall; 3 June - Bath Festival and 24 July - Dar

tington Summer School.158 

There is also an indication that Rainier's Trio Suite had 

gone to Saratoga with prospects of recording and that her 

String Quartet was played in San Francisco. 159 

Before the performances of the Grand Duo she went to 

France from 6 April.to 3 May, her usual holiday time and 

place, 160 but it was pouring with rain and there was no 

sun - the actual purpose of the trip thus defeated and 

money wasted. 161 

Work ·ahead was the recording of the Reguiem by the · BBC 

Singers· conducted by Simon Joly with the rehearsals for 

the • Grand Duo inbetween. Rainier1 62 "rediscovered" the 

Reguiem again: 

The BBC Singers are a marvellous body - conducted by 
an excellent young conduct.or: Simon Joly. I was 
really overcome by the fantastically beautiful way 
they sang the· 3rd part. Perfect intonation and 
glorious quality of voice 1 I forget I had written 
•the work, the sc;mnds were so ravishingly beautiful! 

On the day of the first performance of the Grand Duo at 

~ambridge, . Sally Groves, Head of Contemporary Music at 

Schott, London and Rainier first attended an 80th Birthday 
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Buffet Lunch for Lennox Berkeley at the Royal Festival 

Hall. 163 The ·Grand Duo had a grand premi~re at Kettle 

Yard, Cambridge on 17 May 1983.164 

In mid June a new recording of ~ainier's String Quartet, 

recorded by the Alard String Quartet from the Pennsylvania 

State University was released.165 

In July the BBC recorded Barbaric Dance Suite, Suite for 

cello solo and the Grand Duo. The Duo now completed its 

initial tour. Joyce Rathbone received an ovation at Dar

tington for her performance of Barbaric Dance Suite. 
' 

Rainier166 observes: 

It is a brilliant piece I find, and the BBC. producer 
was staggered to learn it had been neglected all the 
years since 1948[9]1 

In July 1983 Rainier167 wrote about the beginnings ~f a 

new conimission which resulted in Celebration, her last 

composition: 

'; 

A new offer has been made for a commission - somewhat 
strange - for a grand occasion on October 5, · 1984, 
but it is to do with Yehudi who will be involved, and 
at his instigation, so,. since the Menuhin School 
'Non' Trio is not wanted until 1985, I can, with some 
trepidation, take on this new offer instead of the 
'Rest' which I hoped for! 

The birthday celebrations continued in Cornwall where the 

St. Ives Festival organisers honoured Rainier with a 
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reception in the Guildhall with the local dignatories and 

councellors present. The Mayor made a . special speech. 

After the celebrations Susie Meszaros (violft) and Ian 

Brown (piano) performed Rainier's Sonata for viola and 

piano in the St. Ives Church of Saint Ia.1 68 

In November Rainier was already on her way with the com

mission. She169 wrote: 

2.19 

I am heavily involved in the piece for Yehudi to con
duct with solo passages for his violin in between. 
It's difficult to be forced to use so many instru
ments - against all my inclinations! 

1984 - 1986 

The short score of the new composition was completed in a 

relatively short time. On 2 February 1984 Rainier 1 7° 

wrote: 
j•.: . ! 

'Having ju~t finished tbday the short score of the 
,'Celebration' piec~ of Yehudi, I feel the need to 
write, thinking of those many times you have written 
with pleasure at the new work being 'on the way'. 

This was only exactly a year to the day after the 

memorable eightieth birthday Wigmore Hall concert. 

In March Rainier was hospitalized for three weeks at St. 

Mary's Hospital, Paddington,. because of a· sharp attack'of 

angina.... Her condition troubled her and hampered her • com

position progress. 
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She171 remarked: 

Alas, being out of action 3 weeks puts back the work 
for Jersey. I can only do what I can, and it will be 
late, because I shall not be able to work so hard. I 
was overdone, hence the attack. 

Although indisposed for some time, Rainier completed the 

composition early in May 1984. Shel72 wrote: 

I handed in the 'Celebration' Sat [5.5.1984]. Nearly 
dead after last days of pressure working all out in 
my present condition. 

At the time she had contact again with the San Francisco

based Kronos String Quartet who had been playing her 

String Quartet and enquired whether they could commission 

one for thernselves.173 

Her yearly holiday in France to which she was always look

ing forward to, commenced on 6 May.1 74 

j, i, 

The next major event ahead was the first performance of 
~ i ; . , i ; , I , • : 

Celebration in Jersey which meant some extensive prepara

tion arid organisation. From St. Ives, Rainier175 set out 

as follows: 

I ~o up to London on Tuesday [25.9.1984] to prepare 
for the expedition to Jersey on 29th - rehearsal 
30th, and then a gap when I can rest ~ which I. have 
to do so much just now - before Yehudi comes on 
Thurs[day] 4th for rehearsal - Friday afternoon 

··another, and the grand 'celebration' on evening of 
5th [October 1984]: Princess Anne and a pack of Big 
Wigs corning over for the celebration '25 Years of 
Wildlife' in Jersey. 
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I wonder how this piece of mine, with a solo part for 
Yehudi while conducting the orchestra will sound in 
the end. So much struggle to finish it! and a dif
ficult kind of piece for me to write . 

.. Jersey was a success. Huge affair, but I heard that what 

I had struggled to do with all those instruments has come 

off. Yehudi v[ery] pleased1 .. 176 was Rainier's reaction to 

the first performance of Celebration a work for full or

chestra and violin, performed by Yehudi Menuhin and the 

Jersey Youth Orchestra on 5 October 1984.17 7 

she178 gave more details when she wrote: 

However, 

The Orchestra v[ery] well rehearsed by an excellent 
young conductor- Head of Education Department [Mel 
Davison]. Yehudi was playing Bartok's Concerto at 
Fest[ival] H[all] the night before. Flew in for p.m. 
rehearsal of my work but said he would not conduct 
it... This was v[ery] disappointing because there 
was not a decent part for a soloist alone! and no 
time in which I could have written some ornamental 
passages for Menuhin! However- he played it marvel
lously and the orch[estra] came up to scratch and it 
was v[ery] well received by an audience of 2 500. 

The occasion was the dual celebrations of the 21st An-

niversary of the Jersey Wildlife Preservation Trust and 

the 25th Anniversary of the Jersey Zoo.179 

Virginia Fortescue-offered Rainier her Cape studio in 

Newlands for four weeks from the beginning of January 

1985. Rainier combined this last visit to South Africa to 

see her relations in Roodepoort and attended recording 

sessions at the SABC studios in Johannesburg of Plo~rmel 
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by the National Symphony Orchestra of the SABC conducted 

by Brian Priestman. 180 In Cape Town she enjoyed the com

pany of long standing friends and treasured most of all 

the sunshine and the view of Table Mountain which to her 

possessed magical qualities. 

Although she felt physically stronger after her South 

African sojourn, she developed a gastric ulcer in June 

1985. She was also worried about the progress of the 

proposed Trio Concertante for the Menuhi~ Schoo1. 181 

After receiving a "pacemaker", she stayed with- the Brocks 

in Essex to recuperate. Performances of her works at that 

time were the String Quartet (Krenos Quartet), String Trio 

(Von Bose String Trio at Royal Institute, 21 Alberrriarle 

Str~et, London W1), a broadcast of Pastorai Tryptych by a 

pupil of Janet Craxton. 

•. i: 

She1 82 also writes: 

I am no further with the Trio Concertante, not having 
been able to work at all, but hope to begin ••• next 
week. 

When·. professor Rosalie van der Gucht, former Head of ·the 

Department of Speech and Drama at UCT, a very; good friend~ 

died in Cape Town Rainier183 wrote: 

;I , ' 
It is hard when those landmarks of creativity disap
pear. No one can replace them. Some th~ugh dif~ 
ferent can come, but life today does not produce the 
creativity and selflessness of those pioneers of the 
past. The 'Art' was the inspiration - not what one 
could get out of it 
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Nigel Butterley (an ex-student from Australia) had a con

cert for his 50th anniversary on May 1985 and included 

Quanta in the prograrnrne.184 

At this stage it seemed very important for Rainier to 

still be "active". Earlier on there were first perfor-

mances of compositions to work towards, but since Celebra-

tion she was less productive. Now she relied more and 

more on the actual performances of her works. She 

responded to an evening devoted to her music as follows: 

"The British Music Information Centre Concert of my work 

on 31 January [1986] .•. was cheering for me being very low 

with so little activity professionally." 185 The composi

tions performed were Pastoral Triptych (George Caird -

·ObOe) 1 Barbaric Dance Suite (Joyce Rathbone - piano), 

Duo for oboe and violin: Elizabeth Lutyens (George Caird 

oboe;. Perry Hart violin), The Bee Oracles 

(performers unknown), Suite for solo cello (Joan Dickson 

- cello), Suite for clarinet and piano (Duncan Prescott -

clarinet; pianist unknown) .186 In the second series of 

concerts devoted to British Music of this century with the 

music of Richard Rodney Bennet featuring in each programme 

to celebrate his 50th birthday, Nigel Shore (oboe) played 

Rainier's Pastoral Triptych on 17 February 1986 in the 

Concert Room of the RAM.187 
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On 20 February 1986 Emma Johnson who was awarded the 

Musician of the Year Prize (1985) played her Clarinet 

Suite for the Kensington and Chelsea Music Society of 

which Rainier was a member. The venue was Leighton House, 

Holland Park Road, London.188 

Rainier's Quartet, performed by the Delme String Quartet 

on 11 March 1986 in a series of British String Quartets 

under the auspices of the Park Lane Group, 189 although 

composed in 1939, still continue to fascinate audiences in 

1986-"the general impression was of a vivid imagination 

working at full steam. 11 190 

On 22 March 1986 Anne Marsden Thomas included Rainier's 

Organ Gloriana in a recital of organ music by woman com-

posers, which she ga~e at St. Giles Cripplegate, London 

ECI.191 

Rainier was always II in touch 11 and interested in the 

devolopment of new music around her. She was also con-

scious of her own place as a creative artist within these 

developments and was not somebody who would just go along 

with any new trend. 

She192 made her point by saying: 

A propo the wild trends in new music: Valery193 

said: 'Novelty is that which is most perishable.' 
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Cocteau1 94 said:. 'Fashion is what is outmoded.' 

In July 1986 she was represented in Israel at a Festival 

of Women's Music when her Cycle for Declamation was per

formed.195 

Gavin Henderson, Director of Dartington International Sum

mer School invited Rainier to attend the 1986 activities 

where she "had a good week".1 96 On 29 July at 7.30 p.m. 

Organ Gloriana and Primordial Canticles were performed·at 

Buckfast Abbey. Rainier19 7 remarked: 

Bowers-Broadbent played splendidly. I was quite 
impressed with my own works(!!!) and [the] next day 
was constantly accosted by members of audience who 
said many times how they were taken out of this world 
into something far and beautiful and thanked me for 
the experience." 

At 9.15 p.m. the same day Andrew Ba11198 played Barbaric 

Dance Suite in The Great Hall "that too fell on 

surpri~ed ears with shouts at the end1" 199 Other Rainier 

works performed at this Summer School were: Sinfonia da 

Camera (Guildhall String Ensemble - 30.7.1986) and Ouingue 

(Colin Tilney- 7.8.1986).200 

This was probably the last occasion wher-e Rainier could 

attend and enjoy performances of her own creation. This 

contact with the audience and artists meant a lot to her. 

She201 wrote: 

I needed this appreciation for I have been very low 
and depressed about work and the difficulty of it 
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with arthritic shoulder, bad eyes, and the necessity 
of so much rest in the day - so the work is slow and 
uncertain. 

On 8 September 1986 she202 commented about her health con-

dition and the state of music in England: 

I am much stronger but am troubled by arthritis in my 
R[ight] arm, hence bad writing - and difficult for 
MSS. Very slow at present. We have the new bombshell 
of 'Computer Music' - 2 large works at 'Prom' from 
Boulez 'ASAM' Centre Paris. It seems so meaningless 
but sometimes beautiful sounds - l,OOOs of them, like 
some passing cloud. I think that perhaps for the 
time being Michael Tippett will be the last to write 
what we know as 'Music'! Everyone will do this thing 
because it is a kind of 'math' affair which can be 
worked out. 

A holiday visit to France commenced on 21 September. 

Opie 203 describes the last days of the holiday which 

Rainier.spent in the Auvergne vividly: 

It was all absolutely right for her - that she should 
die easily and quickly in her beloved France. She 
had become increasingly afraid of death and her own 
frailty but we had enjoyed two weeks of perfect 
weather: glorius sun with a cool alpine breeze: she 
was bronzed and fit and happier about death, had not 
mentioned it once and we had made some wonderful 
journeys around that vast region of the Massife 
Centrale of France formed from a chain of extinct 
volcanoes little altered by time, · man, or the ele
ments although now heavily wooded artd rich in autumn 
colour. She loved it and the little new estate car I 
bought. We had all over meals out of doors in the 
wide .courtyard of a cottage we had rented in the 
hills above the French Alpine town of Besse-en
Chandesse. We were only lkrn from the town and dashed 
in every day for French bread newly baked and our 
shopping. An excellent doctor carne at once and an 
ambulance was waiting but the doctor had already told 
me that there was little hope of her regaining con
sciousness. She lived - if living it can be called -
for only a brief period after the attack. 
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Rainier died in Besse-en-Chandesse on 10 October 1986. 204 

This news was published in various newspapers in England, 

Europe and in South Africa.205 

A concert in celebration o~ the Life and Work of Priaulx 

Rainier206 (1903 - 1986) took place at the Wigmore Hall on 

28 March 1987. 

The programme consisted of: 

String Quartet (Rainier): Robert Gibbs, David Smith 

(violins), Antonella Rallo (viola) and Hannah Roberts 

(cello). 

Sonatina for violin and piano, D. 408 (Schubert) : Clare 

McFarlane (violin) and Amanda Hurton (piano). 

Grand Duo for cello and piano (Rainier): 

(cello) and Joyce Rathbone (piano). 

Suite for clarinet and piano (Rainier): 

(clarinet) and Scott Mitchell (piano). 

Joan Dickson 

Duncan Prescott 

Oboe Quartet in F, K.370 (Mozart): Tess Miller (oboe), 

Perry· Hart (v.i.olin), Brian Hawkins (viola) and Jonathan 

Williams (cello)~ This work was included in the concert 

in accordance with Rainier's own wishes. 

Cycle for Declamation (Rainier) : Philip Langridge 

(tenor). It was Rainier's special request that Philip 

Langridge sang the Cycle for Declamation at this concert. 
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In addition to these performances, there were written 

tributes by British musical personalities like Sir Michael 

Tippett, Sir William Glock, Sir Yehudi Menuhin, Peter 

Gellhorn and others in the programme. The Priaulx Rainier 

Fund207 was also announced in the programme. 

Alan Blyth208 wrote: 

Priaulx Rainier's death •.. robbed the music world of 
one of its honest and fastidious composers. 

Notes: 

1. According to the Karkloof Parish Baptismal 
Register 1892-1906, Church of the Province of 
South Africa, Ivy Priaulx Rainier who was bap
tised on 27 February 1903 was born on 3 February 
1902. Her place of birth is given as Howick. 
According to the various Natal Almanac and 
Directory entries W.G. Rainier was resident in 
Nottingham Road in 1901/1902. In 1903 he was 
living on a farm "Glen Lyndon Heights" (between 
Mooi River and Estcourt). Then again in 1906 
there is an entry stating that he was resident 
in Howick. 

2. Published in Johannesburg by the Argus Printing 
and Publishing Company Limited. 

3. According to Death Certificate in file no. MOOC 
2877/1919 in the State Archive, Cape Town • 

. 4. Information obtained from an unidentified typed 
leaflet presented by Priaulx Rainier to author. 

5. See 3 above. 

6. Western Cape Services Council: Maitland Road 
Cemetery Records of Interments, May 1919}"~ 

7. See 4 above. 
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8. According to Full Death Certificate (No. 5894) 
issued on 13.11.1980 by the Department of Inter

. nal Affairs, Pretoria. Document in possession 
of author. 

9. Western Cape Services Council: Maitland Road 
Cemetery Records of Interments, July 1925. 

10. The Nat a 1 A 1m an a c and Directory 
(Pietermaritzburg: Davis, 1907), p.573. 

11. The Natal Almanac and Directory 
(Pietermaritzburg: Davis, 1908), p.163. 

12. Born Taganrog, 21.3. 1851; died Manchester, 
22.1.1929. He received an Honorary D.Mus. from 
the Victoria University in 1902. - Grove's Dic
tionary of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., s. v. 
"Brodsky, Adolf," by w.w. Cobbett. 

13. Hutchinson's New 20th Century Encyclopedia, 1968 
ed., s.v. "Horniman, A.E.F."; Brochure- "A 
Festival for Miss Horniman", April -July 1978, 
Greenwich Theatre, Crooms Hill, SE 10. 

14. Charles F. Reddie, published his Pianoforte 
Playing on its Technical and Aesthetic Sides in 
London (Joseph Williams) in 1911~ 

15. Born Cape Town, 1878 (1879?); died Cape Town, 
21.7.1947~ Violinist. Taught at SACM until 
1933. She was an excellent solo player and a 
gifted teacher. South African Music En
cyclopedia, 1984 ed., s.v. "Leffler, Winnifred", 
by J.P. Malan. 

16. Born Saracen's Head Yard, Holywell Hill, St. Al
bans, 20.8.1873; died Gordon's Bay, 13.4.1946. 
Professor of Music and composer. - South African 
Music Encyclopedia, 1979 ed"~ s.v. "Bell, Wil
liam Henry", by H.H. van der Spuy. 

17. Born Newport, Wales 3.5.1879; died Cape Town, 
13.2.1955. Violinist. Became leader of the 
Cape Town City Orchestra in 1914 and was as
sociated as lecturer in violin and instructor of 
the chamber music classes at the SACM until 
1939. - South African Music Encyclopedia, 1984 
ed., s.v. "Marx, Ellie" by Beatrix Marx. 

18. Programme in possesion of author. 

19. "Students' Concert at the City Hall", The Cape 
Times, 24.10.1917. 
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20. Original programme of the Cape Town Symphony Or
chestra in State Archive, Cape Town. 

21. 11 Saturday Night's Pop .. , The Cape Times, 
19.11.1917. 

22. W.H. Bell: 
23.11.1917. 

11 Mus ical Matters .. , The Cape, 

23. University of South Africa: Music Examinations 
Handbook (Cape Town: Towns end, Taylor & 
Snashall,1919), p. 104. 

24. Information made available by telegramme by Mr 
H.J. Joubert, Department of Music Examinations, 
University of South Africa on 10.5.1978. 

25 ... S.A. University Music Examinations. Awards of 
Scholarships and Exhibitions .. , unknown source, 
undated copy in possession of author. 

26. Born Hamick, 13.4.1868; died London, 14.6.1948. 
Scottish composer and educationist. In 1898 he 
was invited to join the RAM as professor of har
mony and composition. Succeeded, 'Sir Alexander 
Mackenzie, when he retired in 1924, as prin
cipal of RAM. McEwen held this position until 
his retirement in 1936. - Grove's Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians, 5th ed., s.v ... McEwen, Sir 
J.B ... , by Eric Blom. 

27. Born Vienna, 23.12.1862; died Innsbruck, 
29.9.1926. Austrian violinist. Became profes
sor at the RAM in 1889. He visited South Africa 
in 1924 and 1925 as music examiner for the 
University of South Africa. - Grove's Dictionary 
of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., s.v. "Wessely, 
Hans .. by w.w Corbet; H. Wessely: .. Impressions of 
my South African Examination Tour .. , The R.A.M. 
Club Magazine (March 1926), 74: 1-5. 

28. Born in Iron Bridge, Shropshire 18.1.1883; died 
in London, 31.12.1943. English violinist. He 
was a student of Hans Wessely. In 1909 he was 
appointed professor at the RAM. - Grove's Dic
tionary of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., s. v. 
uwoof, Edward Rowsby .. by Ferruccio Bonavia .. 

29. Bound Collection 
Celebrations .. : 1922, 
Library. 

of .. RAM Centenary 
pp.26 and 27 in RAM 
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30. An inquiry about the exact dates of service and 
responsibilities of Miss Rainier at the school 
was unsuccesful since the school records were 
lost in the war. Letter from Headmistress 
dated 7.2.1979 to author. 

31. Letter from Merete S6derhjelmdated 24.6.1988 to 
author. 

32. Letter from Merete S6derhjelm dated 9.7.1988 to 
author. 

33. Elizabeth Lutyens, A Goldfish Bowl (London: 
Cassell, 1972),p. 74. 

34. The Daily Express, undated, quoted in Elizabeth 
Lutyens, A Goldfish Bowl (London: Cassell, 
1972), p.100. 

-
35. "Contemporary Music", The Scotsman, 16.3.1942. 

36. William Glock: "Music", The Observer, 
22.3.1942. 

37. A~letter from the RAM, undated, but posted in 
London 2.2.1979 stated that Rainier was ap
pointed professor in harmony in 1944. Other 
sources: Who's Who in Music (Post-War Edition, 
1949-50), p.169 and The R.A.M. Magazine 
(September 1945), 132: 44-4 7 suggest that she 
was app~inted professor in composition in 1943. 

38. The R.A.M. Magazine (May 1945),131:28. 

39. Original ARAM certificate dated 29.3.1945. 

40. "Notes about Members and Others", The R.A.M. 
Magazine (September 1947), 138:64. 

41. The R.A.M. Magazine (January 1949), 142:16. 

42. The R.A.M. Magazine (May 1951), 149:47. 

43. M. L.: "African Music Excites", Bulletin,. 
22.8.1950. 

44. Printed by Ed. Bote and G. Bock, Berlin in 1951. 

45. Letter from Avril Hermann dated 3.5.1978 to 
author. 

46. Original FRAM diploma dated 27.3.1952. 
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47. Founded 1931 upon the benefaction of the late 
John Clementi Collard, Master of the Musicians' 
Company 1899 to 1900 and 1901. Treasurer 1904 
to 1918. 

48. Letter from W.R.I. Crewdson, Clerk of the Wor
shipful Company of Musicians dated 7. 2.1978 to 
author. 

49. Typewritten recommendation presented by Priaulx 
Rainier to author. · 

50. Handwritten recommendation presented by Priaulx 
Rainier to author. 

51. Programme Book: St. Ives Festival of Music and 
the Arts, 6-14 June 1953; Roger Smithells: 
"Cornish Festival", Go (March-April 1953), 35-
36. 

52. Record sleeve: "English Songs" - Peter Pears 
(tenor), Argo ZK28-29. 

53. "Fleet-Street Called Off", The Daily Telegraph, 
21.4.1945. 

54. "Priaulx Rainier writes about her setting of 
David Gascoyne' s 'Requiem'", The Listener, 
10.8.1972, p. 185. 

55. David Gascoyne, Collected Poems (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1965), p. 93. 

56. Ibid., p. 53. 

57. See printed score. 

58. Programme in possession of author. 

59. See 37 above. 

60. Frank Ruhrmund: "A Musician picks St. Ives", 
Western Morning News, 24.1.1967; Same text also 
appears in Cornish Magazine (August 1965), 
8(4): 93-94. 

61. "Miss Rainier's Quanta", The Times, 21.4.1962. 

62. "Composer returning for visit", The Cape Argus, 
22.11.1962. 

63. Programme in possession of author. 

64. Programme in possession of author. 
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65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

Information obtained from SABC Music Library, 
Sea Point. 

Programme in possession of author. 

Programme in possession of author. 

Information sheet of Schott in Rundfunk: 
28 April-4 May 1963 in possession of author. 

Letter from Mrs N. Tansley, Resident Secretary, 
ABRSM, Cape Town, dated 19.7.1988 to author. 

Priaulx Rainier: "A Concert for Cello and 
Orchestra", Musical Events, September 1967. 

The soloist was Rohan de Saram (cello) who 
played with the BBC Northern Symphony Orchestra 
conducted by Edward Downes on 2 July 1981 at a 
BBC Invitation Concert, Manchester. Notice in 
possession of author. 

72. Edward Greenfield: "Priaulx Rainier", The Guar
dian, 18.1.1967. 

73. Priaulx Rainier: "A String Trio and a Solo 
Suite for Cello", Musical Events, January 1967. 

74. Text of lecture at Mellon University given on 
29.2.1968 in possession of author. 

75. "Uraufftihrungen", Musikhandel ( 1979), 
21(5): 220. 

76. Buxton Orr: "Notes", Composer, Summer 

77. Buxton Orr: "Notes", Composer, Summer 

78. Alan Blyth: "An independent muse", The 
9.8.1973. 

1972. . 
1974. 

Times, 

79. Danie Fourie: "Priaulx Rainier word sewentig", 
SAUK-SABC Radio & TV, 29 Jan-4 Feb 1973, p. 5. 

80. John Harben: "Recapturing the art of .devotion", 
unknown source, 10.8.1973. 

81. Calum MacDonald: "Last week's broadcast music", 
The Listener, 15.2.1973. 

82. R.M.: "Webern songs with guitar for women", 
The Daily Telegraph, 23.3.1973. 
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83. Martin Cooper: "Aldeburgh Festival. Five 
vignettes with wit and imagination", The Daily 
Telegraph, 22.6.1973. 

84. Joan Chis sell: "Albert Hall/Radio 3/Round 
House", The Times, 15.8.1973. 

85. Paul Dewhirst: "Frenetic outbursts in song
cycle", The Daily Telegraph, 19~10.1973. 

86. Hubert van der Spuy: "Priaulx Rainier se werk 
gewild", Die Burger, 27.1.1976. 

87. Announced in a brochure inserted into the 
programme of the The Prayers from the Ark; "A 
composer's Christmas-Bygone muckracking-Wrong 
trust", unknown source, undated. 

88. Thursday 8.9.1977, Usher Hall, Lothian Road, 
Edinburgh. · 

89. Conrad Wilson: "Persuasive send-off for a new 
concerto" The Scotsman, 9.9. 1977. 

90. Letter from Avril Hermann dated 3.5.1978 to 
author. 

91. Norman ·Key: "Menuhin plays Rainier", The Daily 
Telegraph, 14 .. 9 .1978. 

92. Hubert van der Spuy: "S.A. klanke in Brittanje. 
Priaulx Rainier word 75", Die Burger, 8.2.1978. 

93. Letter from Cummings String Trio dated 29.6.1988 
to author. 

94. Prog~amme in possession of author. 

95. Letter from Peter Norris dated 8.1.1981 to 
author. 

96. "Awards", Classical Music, 16.6.1979. 

97. C. Stroux: "Composer shows individuality", 
Evening Post, 9.10.1979. 

98. Phoebe Lange: "Exciting musical evening", 
The Eastern Province Herald, 16.10.1979. 

99. Glynis Horning: "A Lifetime of Music", 
The Natal Mercury, 16.10.1979. 

100. "We're very proud of you. Howick's own Musical 
'First Lady'", The Howick Herald, 18.10.1979. 
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I . 

101 .. Author was present at this SASMT Convention in 
Roodepoort. 

102. "The Composer Speaks", The Cape Times, 
7.11.1979; Simon Lomberg: "Rainier in front 
ranks of today's composers", The Cape Times, 
13.11.1979. 

"Leading composer 103. Malcolm Lawson: 
'disappointed' 
26.11.1979. 

by SABC" , ..:!:.T~h~e---:!iA~r~gu~s~-"(..:!:T:..:::o~n!.:i~g~h~t~) , 

104. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 22.2.1980 to 
author. 

105. Programme in possession of author. 

106. Author attended this lunchtime performance in 
Guildhall with Priaulx Rainier. 

107. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 27.3.1980 to 
author. 

108. Letters from Priaulx Rainier dated 22.7.1980, 
30.8.1980, and 2.10.1980 to author. 

109. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 10.11.1980 to 
author. 

110. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 2 10.1980 to 
author. 

111. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 14.11.1980 to 
author; Other works performed were: 

112. 

113. 

114. 

115. 

116. 

Konzerstt1ck for violin and orchestra (first UK 
performance) - Roger Smalley; Il ritorno degli 
snovidenia for cello and orchestra (first UK 
performance) - Luciano Berio and Seltimo con
certo per orchestra - Goffredo Petrassy. 

Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 28.11.1980 to 
author. 

Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 27.2.1981 to 
author. 

Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 26.1.1981 to 
author. 

Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 15.2 1981 to 
author. 

Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 22.4.1981 to 
author. 
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117. Postcard from Priaulx Rainier dated 17.5.1981 to 
author. 

118. See 116 above. 

119. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 13.6.1981 to 
author. 

121. Studio 7 Manchester's newest concert venue in 
1981 at t.he BBC' s New Broadc~sting House, Oxford 
Road, forms part of a 5. 4m development 
designed to bring most of t e BBC's Manchester 
operations under one roof and to give a new home 
to the BBC Northern Singers. The 6000-square 
feet studio was designed by the BBC' s own Ar
chitec~ural and Civil Engineering Department, 
following the construction of a model one-eighth 
of actual size, to enable special acoustic re
searches to be undertaken and the findings to be 
incorporated in the final design. - Information 
issued by BBC .concerts Promotion, Manchester, 
22.4.1981. 

122. BBC brochure in possession of author. 

123. Schott brochure (1983). 

124. Postcard from Shirley Winfield dated 26.8.1981 
to author. 

125. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 8.11.1981 to 
author. 

126. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 20.11 1981 to 
author • 

.. 
127. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 2.1.1982 to 

author. 

128. Letter from Praiulx Rainier dated 10.1.1982 to 
author. 

129. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 29.1.1982 to 
author. 

130. See 128 above. 

131. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 15.2.1982 to 
author. 

132. See 128 above. 
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133. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 8.6.1982 to 
author. 

134. Programme of Donne in Musica 1982 in possession 
of Dr. Jeanne Zaidel-Rudolph, 17 Thelma Cresent, 
Bagleyston 2192. 

135. Letter from Dr. Jeanne Zaidel-Rudolph dated 
7.7.1988 to author. 

136. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 1.4.1982 to 
author; Letter from Christopher Keyte dated 
8.7.1988 to author. 

137. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 3.3.1982 to 
author; Letter from Nigel Butterley dated 
9.8.1988 to author. 

138. Letter from Margaret Boatwright dated 7.4.1982 
to author. 

139. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 21.4.1982 to 
author. 

140. "Orator lauds honorary graduands", UCT News, 
July 1982, pp. 6-10. 

141. Author present with Priaulx Rainier and her 
family. 

142. Programme in possession of author. 

143. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 27.7.1982 to 
author.· 

144. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 9.8.1982 to 
author. 

145. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 30.8.1982 to 
author. 

146. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 28.9.1982 to 
author. 

147. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 13.10.1982 to 
author. 

148. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 3.11.1982 to 
author. 

149. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 17.11.1982 to 
author. 

150. Programme in possession of author; Letter from 
Park Lane Group dated 17.8.1988 to author. 
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151. Hubert van der Spuy: "Suid-Afrikaanse komponis 
in Londen. Priaulx Rainier word tagtig", Die 
Burger, 7.3.1983; Programme in possession of 
author. 

152. Author attended concert. Programme in possession 
of author. 

153. Hilary Finch: "Music of the Spheres", 
The Times, 3.2.1983. 

154. Programme in possession of author. 

155. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 25.2.1983 to 
author. 

156. Ibid. 

157. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 26.3.1983 to 
author. 

158. Ibid. 

159. Ibid. 

160. Ibid. 

161. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 20.5.1983 to 
author. 

162. Ibid. 

163. Ibid. 

164. Programme in possession of author. 

165. See 161 above. 

166. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 29.7.1983 to 
author. 

167. Ibid. 

168. Ibid.; Letter from June Opie dated 29.9.1983 to 
author. 

169. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 27.11 1983 to 
author. 

170. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 2.2.1984 to 
author. 

171. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 25.3.1984 to 
author. 
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172. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 6.5.1984 to 
author. 

173. Ibid. 

174. Ibid. 

175. Undated letter from Priaulx Rainier to author. 

176. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 31.19.1984 to 
author. 

177. Malcolm Lawson: "Her wildlife background is 
celebrated orchestrally", The Star <Tonight>, 
4.10.1984. 

178. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 7.11.1984 to 
author. 

179. Letter from Mel Davison, Music Advisor, 
Education Department, State of Jersey dated 
28.6.1988 to author. 

180. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 3.12.1984 to 
author. 

181. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 15.6.1985 to 
author. 

182. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 24.8.1985 to 
author. 

183. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 10.11.1985 to 
author. 

184. Programme in possession of author. 

185. Letter from Priaulx Rainier on Easter Sunday 
1986 to author. 

186. Information obtained from BMIC; Letter from 
BMIC dated 15.7.1988 to author. 

187. Programme in possession of author. 

188. Letter from Emma Johnson dated 15.7.1988 to 
author. 

189. See 183 above. The members of the Delme String 
Quartet are: Galina Solodchin, Jeremy Williams 
(violins), John Underwood (viola). and Stephen 
Orton (cello). -Marianne Barton, ed., British 
Music Yearbook 1988 (London: Rhinehold, 1987), 
p. 249. 
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190. Richard Morrison: "Concert. De1me Quartet", 
The Times, 12.3.1986. 

191. See 183 above. Notice in possession of author. 

192. See 185 above. 

193. Paul Valery ( 18 71-1945) • French poet. His 
poetry became of the greatest importance for its 
intellectual content. - E.M. Horsley, ed., 
Hutchinson's New 2Oth Century Encyclopedia 
(London: Hutchinson, 1968), p. 1065. 

194. Jean Cocteau (1891-1963). French writer. He 
produced a ballet such as Le Boeuf sur le toit, 
plays and novels. E.M.Horsley, ed., 
Hutchinson's New 20th Century Encyclopedia 
(London: Hutchinson, 1968), p. 271. 

195. See 185 above. 

196. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 22.8.1986 to 
author. 

197. Ibid. 

198. Programme in possession of author. 

199. See 196 above. 

200. See 198 above. 

201. See 196 above. 

202. Last letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 8.9.1986 
to author. 

203. Letter from June Opie dated 3.11. 1986 to 
author. 

204. "Extra't d'acte de deces", issued on 22 June 
1988 by the Departement du Puy-de Dome, 

.Arrondissement D'Issire, Canton De Besse-en
Chandesse, Commune De Besse-et-Saint-Anastaise 
in possession of author. 

205. "Obituary. Miss Priaulx Rainier. Notable com
poser and teacher", The Times, 13.10.1986; "SA 
composer dies in France", The Argus, 13.10.1986; 
"Komponis Rainier oorlede", Die Burger, 
14.10.1986;. Fiona Chisholm: "Priaulx Rainier 
dies", The Cape Times, 14.10.1986; John Amis; 
"Obituary: "Priaulx Rainier", The Independent, 
15.10.1986; 
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"Priaulx Rainier dies suddenly in France, St. 
Ives Times and Echo, 17.10.1986; Photograph and 
announcement, The Howick Herald, 13.11.1986; 
"Death comes to Howick woman who earned fame in 
world of music", The Howick Herald, 31.10.1986; 
"Obituary Priaulx Rainier", The Gramophone 
(10.12.1986), 64(8): 810; "Priaulx Rainier", 
The South African Music Teacher (November 1986), 
109:23; "Zum Gedachtnis", Musik und Bildung 
(Dezember 1986), 1118; [Obituary], Das Orchestra 
(December 1986), 34: 1945; "Obituary. Priaulx 
Rainier", The Musical Times (December 1986), 
127:705; "In Memoriam Priaulx Rainier", South 
African Journal of Musicology (December 19~6), 6 
(land 2): 121. 

206. Programme in posession of author. 

207. Alan Blyth: "Tribute to Priaulx Rainier", The 
Daily Telegraph, 30.3.1987. 
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3 • ANNOTATED CATALOGUE 

3.1 Aim 

This annotated catalogue of Rainier compositions, the 

result of investigation and research for many years, aims 

to (a) be the first available, comprehensive and truthful 

source of researched, mu.sical and documentary information 

relevant to the composer's life and work; (b) make 

available the sources concerning the Rainier compositions, 

necessary for additional studies; (c) to be a reference 

work for concert agents, broadcasting corporations, art

ists, arts councils and other interested parties for fur

ther performances; (d) be an addition to the already ex

isting catalogues of other composers of national and in

ternational importance, and (e) stimulate understanding of 

the Rainier oeuvre. 

3.2 Organisation 

Although the material has been set out and organised to 

meet the particular needs of both scholar and performer, 

it is understood that a great deal of the information 

presented will also be of general interest to the ordinary 

music "lover. · The catalogue is arranged in chronological. 

order, beginning from 1923 and continuing to 1984. 
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It contains all the completed compositions in the Rainier 

oeuvre. Incomplete works and fragments are not included. 

Trios and Triads are not listed anywhere because the com

poser said it is still "in abeyance". The Orpheus Sonnets 

exist in a multi tude of fragments and for practical 

reasons could not be included. Arrangements and transcrip

tions appear in Appendix c. 

Where the exact date of a composition is unknown, an ap

proximate date has been estimated and the work placed at 

the end of the relevant year's chronological entries. 

When a composition was composed over a period of time, 

(e.g. 1955-56) then the first date is taken into con

sideration for chronology purposes. The information con

cerning each work is arranged according to the following 

scheme: 

1. The catalogue number allocated is followed by the 

title of the work. In the case of the existence of 

more than one version, it has been given the s~me 

number followed by an "A" - e.g. Barbaric Dance Suite 

for orchestra, an extension of Barbaric Dance Suite 

for piano has been given the number 2 OA and placed 

after 20 Barbaric Dance Suite for piano. A double A 

signifies a third version - e.g. 8AA Incantation. 
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Individual movements of multi-movement works (e.g. 

quartets, sonatas, suites, concertos, and extended 

compositions) and especially those where the number 

of movements cannot be ascertained from the title 

(e.g. The Bee Oracles), but which require a complete 

performance, have been identified and numbered 

1,2,3,etc. 

2. The vocal or instrumental medium. 

3. The poet, when applicable, and source of text. 

4. Incipits of the opening bars of each movement or main 

section {in the case of an extended one-movement 

works). The omission of a tempo marking is indicated 

by {----) above the score where the tempo marking 

will appear normally, and·the absence of dynamic .in-

dication is shown below the stave {-). The incipits 

of the available piano reduction instead of the full 

score of the Concerto for cello and orchestra is 

given. The incipits are sometimes reduced from the 

actual size of the music to fit on an A4 page. 

5. Instrumentation. APbreviations are used in the case 

· of larger ensembles or orchestra. 

breviations in chapter 1.5. 
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6. Duration. Various sources of durations are quoted in 

order to ascertain an approximate indication. Dura-

tions for separate movements are given in available 

isolated cases. For all very short compositions or 

in cases where no duration is available,the length in 

bars is given. 

7. Dedicatee(s). 

8. The person(s) or instance that commissioned the com-

position. 

' 

9. First performances. All available venues, dates and 

performers are listed. 

10. Publications. Rainier had only one publisher: 

Schott, 48 Great Malborough Street, London WIV 2BN. 

Where applicable, the edition number or information 

regarding the hire of material, or duplicating pos

sibilities (e.g. dyeline copies) are entered. A 

dyeline copy is a copy made from the composer's 

manuscript and reproduced in a similar fashion to an 

architects plan. 
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11. Manuscript sources. There are only four possible 

sources: 

1. The Manuscript and Archive Division of the 
Jagger Library and the W.H. Bell Library of 
the University of Cape Town. Indicated by 
UCT. 

·2. Schott, London. Indicated by Schott. 

3. The British Library, London. Indicated by 
BL. 

4. Merete SOderhjelm, Helsingfors, Finland. 
Indicated by MS(MerSOd). 

Score 1, Score 2 etc. refer to the particular score ( s) 

from the specific source. Where available, reference num-

bers are listed. 

12. Date of composition. In most cases, Rainier placed 

the precise date (day, month and year) at the end of 

her compositions. In single cases dates appear after 

individual movements. 

13. Reviews. Reviews of each composition have been in-

eluded here in chronological order, rather than in 

the general bibliography at the end of the disserta

tion. Undated reviews appear at the beginning of the 

list. 
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14. Annotation. Various aspects of the compositions are 

discussed and documented according to available in

formation. Each fact is carefully researched and 

documented. 

15. Programme notes. Where possible, original and/or 

other authoritative programme notes are included. 

(This in some cases may lead to slight duplication of 

biographical facts.) 

16. Notes. Each annotation is documented with notes cor

responding to reference numbers in the text. 

17. Ballet. Where applicable the following scheme for 

this section consists of: Choreography, First per-

formance, Reviews, Annotation and Notes. 

18. Recordings. Where applicable, the scheme of this 

section consists of: Revolutions per minute, Artist 

or Ensemble {followed by names of individual 

members), Record company and number, Reviews, Annota

tion and Notes. 
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3. canpositions 

c.l923 

for two violins, viola and cello . 

. ~ 

.... 
11'/~ .... ..... ~ 

-====== ~,6 
.... -

"',.<) ... . ... - ..... ... + ... .. • •• ,.o;; ... 
===- ;b,.-6 ... 

..II> ;>- > ? 
.).. '"' I'~ > -=====- -- .... ........ .. 

~I> 
........ ...... ........ - -- ~ ... ,.,/ .. 

Length: 141 bars plus long introductory phrase on viola. 

First perfonnance: 

Concert of canp::>sition students of J.B. McEwen, RAM, London, date 
c.1924. 

Unpublished. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Ink full score. (TD 88/36 88/193). 

Score 2: Ink parts. (TD 88/36 88/193). 

Date CXIIJI:X>Sition: c .1923. 
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Rainier suffered a nervous breakdown in her second year of study at the 

RAM and Miss Horniman advised her to return to South Africa to recover. 

This visit was a magical experience for her. When she returned to I.ondon 

she started at once writing this one movement String Quartet. She said it 

was in 5 /8-time. It ended on a discord, was highly disapproved of, but 

was played at a students' concert of J.B. McEwen•s1 ccmposition students 

at the time he became principal of the RAM. Rainier was not a canposition 

student at the RAM or of J .B. McEwen. 2 This manuscript is the only one 

signed 1'.YJl Rainier. First and second violin, viola and cello parts are 

not in the composer's handwriting. 

professionally. 

It seans as if they were copied 

Notes: 

1. Born Harwick 13 April 1868; died I.ond.on, 14 June 1948. 

Scottish composer and educationist. He succeeded Sir 

Alexander Mackenzie who retired as principal of the RAM ·in 

1924 and held this position till 1936. In 1926 he received 

the degree of Mus. D. honoris causa fran Oxford and was 

knighted in 1931. - Grove's Dictionm:y of Music and 

Musicians, 5th ed. , s . v. "McEwen, (Sir) John Blackwcx:x:l" , by 

Eric Blcm. His sister Helen was married to W.H. Bell, 

principal of the SACN, ucr. - H.H. van der Spuy, W.H. Bell : 

Enkele aspekte van sy loopbaan en sy inyloed. op die 

SUid-A£rikaanse musieklewe (M.Mus. thesis, University of Port 

Elizabeth, 1971), p.23. 

2. Interview with Priaulx Rainier at St. Ives on 13.12.1977. 
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1926 

2 HYMN '10 '!HE VIRGIN 

for unaccompanied double choir. Text c .1300. Unide:ntified poet. 

(-:---) 
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::@~ -.1-t----.. ~~ ..x;..:t;-==r=. . ~- -i- .•j.• -'.1- F 

Iength: 70 bars. 

Unperfornm. 

Unpublished. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: . Ink full score. (TD 88/36 88/320). 

. . 

Score 2: Ink full score. The tenor part is written on actual 
pitch and the piano part is clearly marked: for rehearsal only. 
(TD 88/36 88/321). 

Date <XIDpOSiti.on: October 1926. 
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1927 

for SATB a cappella choir. Text c .1300. Unidentified poet. 
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Duration: 4' 

Unperfonned. 

Unpublished. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. Score 3 seans to be the master score. 

Score 1: Dyeline score. (TO 88/36 88/197). 

Score 2: Dyeline score. Cover says: "Three" Archaic Songs. 
(TO 88/36 88/198). 

Score 3: Dyeline score. (TO 88/36 88/199). 

Score 4: Dyeline score. (TO 88/36 88/200). 

Score 5: Dyeline score. (TO 88/36 88/201). 

Score 6: Dyeline score. (TO 88/36 88/202). 

Score 7: Dyeline score. Incomplete. (TO 88/36 88/203). 

Score 8: Pencil score of Adam lay i-Bounden. (TO 88/36 88/204). 

Score 9: Inoarnplete pencil short score. (TO 88/36 88/205). 

Score 10: Ink score: The Lif of this Worlde. Pencil markings. 
(TO 88/36 88/327). 

Score 11: Ink score: The Lif of this Worlde. (TO 88/36'88j318). 

Score 12: Ink score: The Lif of this Worlde. (TO 88/36 88/322). 

Score 13: Ink score: The Lif of this Worlde. (TO 88/36 88/323). 

Score 14: Ink score: Hj?lliD to the Virgin. (TO 88/36 88/320). 

Score 15: Ink score: H}WID to the Virgin. (TO 88/36 88/321). 

Date cx:uplSition: October 1927. 

Unknown source of text probably the same as previous choral work. 
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c.1930 

4 GWE F<R A amD 

for two unaccompanied soprano voices. Text by Robert Herrick. 

length: 16 bars 

First ·per£onnance: . 

Probably at Badminton ·School, Bristol, c.1930 as a Grace after 
meals. 

Unpublished. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Ink score. (TD 88/36 88/367). 

Score 2: Pencil score with other sketches for Graces for Badminton 
School on reverse side. 

Date CDDpOSition: c.1930. 
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1933 

5 ·RHAPSODY 

for cello and piano. 

~- .. 
.. 

-.--;:-!Ill 1 ""~""""' ,.....,... ~ ~ 1""' z I -~ppfg I 1 1 
~-~ 

I i ·tr~ l 

1·- ~-+-·· "·-- - -~ -··--· -
pf~=r· ~ ~ ~ ~7.. :; -~ ':# :;. -..... 

Duration: Approx. 9' on ink full sex>re. 

unperlonned. 

UnpUblished. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

~-

. . .. 

" - .'T"' 

p-F :-:'4 .. 

·--~...;. .... -···· . -~···-··--·· 

-Ill 4 
~ l 

Sex>re 1: Ink full srore and cello part marked Copy No. 2. 
(TD 88/36 88/229). 

Date canposition: November 1933. 
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1934 

6 lXX) 

for violin and piano. Opus 3. 

if m.-~ 4~ 11 1UlbJ ZtjaJ;, 
--------·-------...._ • .. ---------

- ;::::::;---- ------------====---------+ () --··. • -r 

,., . . . .... - ........ ... 

Duration: 15' 

First perfonnance: 

London, Wigmore Hall, 30 April 1936. 
Harriet Cohen (piano) . 

Orrea Pernel (violin), 

Unpublished. 

Manuscript hel~ by: ucr. 

Soore 1: Ink full score, titled Opus Three for violin and 
pianoforte is in the composer's manuscript. Pencil marks appear 
throughout. The inserted page 15 replaces page 15 in manuscript. 
(TD 88/36 88/230). 

Soore 2: Ink full score, titled Duo for violin and pianoforte is a 
clearer version. The red pencil markings, odd fingering, other 
indications as well as the turned corners of the pages suggest that 
this oopy was the one actually used for perforrrances. 
(TD 88/36 88/231). 
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Srore 3: Ink srore of violin part marked Copy No. 1. 
(TD 88/36 88/231). 

Date of <XIllpOSition: November 1934. 

Reviews: 

1. "Miss Orrea Pernel 's Recital" , The Times, 2. 5 .1936. 

2. "Orrea Pernel-Violinist-Wigmore Hall", The Morning Post, 
4.5.1936. 

This Rainier a:mposition, the first to receive a public perfonnance, was 

included in the Wigmore Hall programme of Orrea Pernel1 (violin) and 

Harriet Cohen2 (piano) on 30 April 19363 . Right from the outset 

Rainier had the opportunity to hear her works performed by musicians of 

high standing. It is also the first Rainier oamposition to be critically 

revieNed in the press. Opinions about the work were that it is "an 

impassioned, frankly raman tic piece of writing by an 

Englisl:nnan, (1)"4 and was "a turgid essay in youthful lugubriousness: 

much rumbling in the bass of the piano and much passionate flight of scale 

passages to the high :p::>sitions of the violin". 5 Prlaulx always told the 

story that after the applause at this premiere she was so shy, that 

instead of standing up to acknowledge it, she lay down on the floor of the 

balcony where she sat, so as not to be seen. "That was the sort of way 

a:mposers felt in those days."6 

Orrea Pernel met Rainier at a roncert at the Guild of Singers and Players 

in about 1931 and she asked her if she would like to play quartets for 

fun. They met regular 1 y for two or three years and perfonnances were 

occassionally. given in private houses and one for the South Place Concert 

Society. Pernel felt that Rainier was a fine coach and helpful to her at 
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the outset of her career. They spent two summers in Finland with Merete 

SOO.erhjelm, a young Finnish pianist wham Rainier was also helping. Pernel 

left England in 1939. She feels that Rainier is particularly gifted in 

her setting ~f words to music. 7 

Notes: 

1. Born St. Mary's Platt, Kent, 9 July 1906. She studied violin 
with Madame Adila Fachiri in london and with Edouard Nadaud 
at the Conservatoire National Superieur de Musique, Paris and 
obtained a "Premier Prix" in 1924. - Adrian Gaster, ed., 
International Who's Who in Music and Musicians' DirectOl:y 
(Cambridge: International Who's Wno in Music, 1977), p.645; 
letter fran Conservatoire National SUperieur de Musique dated 
25.5.1988 to author. 

2. Born 2 Decanber 1895, london and died there 13 Novanber 
1967. She studied at the RAM (1912-1917) and at the Ma.tthay 
School. The Harriet Cohen International Music Prizes were 
founded in 1951 by Bax and others. The New Grove 
Dictionax:y of Music and Musicians I 6th ed. I . s. v. "Cohen, 
Harriet", by Frank Dawes. 

3. "Miss Orrea Pernel's Recital", The Times, 2.5.:1936. 

4. "Orrea Pernel-Violinist-Wigmore Hail", The Morning Post, 
4.5.1936. 

5. See 3 above. 

6. Interview with Priaulx Rainier in St. Ives on 13.12.1977. 

7. Letter fran Orrea Pernel dated 1.1.1978 to author. 
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1935 

7 REMINISCENCE 

for cello or viola and piano. 

-

f>f,_~ 

I.engt.h: 54 bars. 

Unperfonned. 

Unpublished. 

Manuscript held bY= ucr. 
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Score 1: Ink full score. (TD 88/36 88/232). 

Date cx:rnpositi.on: 25 May 1935. 
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1935 

8 UNl'ITIED 

for violin and piano. 

2 

. 
.• 

' 
~-r.:.,. 

. 

.}! .... '.,··· 
_,. 

i~ 

Duration: 64 bars. 

Unperfonned. 

Unpublished. 

t. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 
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Soore 1: Ink full soore which oontains numerous pencil markings 
which suggest that this soore is also the short soore for Three 
Studies for Qrchestra II (See 8A). (TD 88/36 88/340). · 

Date CD~p)Sition: 17 October 1935. 
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c.1935 

8A THREE S'IUDIES 

for orchestra. 
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Instrumentation: 3.3.2.3 - 4 - timp - eel - hp - strs. 

length: 64 bars. 

Unperfonned. 

Unpublished. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Pencil full score. (TD 88/36 88/341). 

J::Bte cx::mpositi.on: 

Probably c. 1935 or thereafter as this is obviously based on the 
Untitled ccmposition for violin and pianoforte (See 8) • 

Although the title suggests three studies only the second of these exists . 

• 
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c.l938 

BAA INCANTATrrn 

for clarinet in A and piano. 
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Scores 1 & 2 = 68 bars. Score 3 = 67 bars (because bar 57 
of scores 1 and 2 - a sustained B - is cut) . 

UnperfoDIBi. · 

Unpublished. 

Manuscript held b}r: ucr. 

_,...,. 

.. ·-· 

Score 1: Ink full score inside clarinet part (clarinet part is 
used.as a cover). (TD 88/36 88/337). 

Score 2: Ink full score (no clarinet part). (TD 88/36 88/338). 

Score 3: Pencil full score (clarinet on actual pitch) . 
{TD 88/36 88/339). 

Date oamposition: c.l938 

The title of all three score:s reads Clarinet in A and pianoforte. No date 

of ccmposition is indicated anywhere on the scores, but on Score 2 the 

ccmposer wrote in brackets (written after Paris 1938?) . The title of 

Incantation is given to this piece on the strength that Grove's Dictionacy 

(1966) mentions an Incantation for clarinet and piano. As no other 
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manuscript for the cambination of clarinet and piano came to light this 

cx:xnposition is probably the one in question. The date 1933 could also be 

correct, but there is no proof in the present sources to verify this as 

the actual date of composition. '!Wo possibilities exist: 1. That an 

Incantation was composed in 1933, but that the manuscript was lost. 2. 

That the Incantation was written "after Paris in 1938" as the cx:xnposer 

suggested on score 2. The. :manuscript paper of this score is also printed 

by Editions Max Eschig, 49 Rue de Rane - Paris which makes her suggestion 

possible. 
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1937 

9 ~ S'IUDY 

for piano. 

i: ~ It_ ,..--
• • 

~--1 -t--' 1-
~ f -r-
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v~ 

Length: 101 bars. 

First perfonnance: 

'* > I 
• • 

~-;r ,. 

~-············\ 

"~ 
~ > 

I F * • • 
' 

I ~Ti=\!t" ~-:et> 
' 

> ,. 
l .. 

-,....- -

IDndon, The Boltons, Chelsea. 
(piano). 

12 July 1939. Peter Gellhorn 

Unplblished. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Ink score. (TD 88/36 88/233). 

Date <X~~p>Sition: 

Front cover states Finland, August 1937. At end' of cx:It"p)Sition the 
date reads August-October 1937. 
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1937 

10 THREE GREEK EPIGRAMS 

for soprano and piano. Text from the Greek of Anyte of Tegea. 
Translated by Richard Aldington. 

I. A BIRD 

---

fed. 

Duration: 1'45". 

up A· gai.n . . . With 4 --

II. FOR A FOUNTAIN 

.d Aile gro mo Lt 0 '71lpdoke :..-,-;-.:..:: 

1., 0- .. - ~n-de-rer .. : .....• gv.o. -- • - • - - - • - -- ., - -
... t. ~ ,...,_ J 6..,.. --;-.... 

oJ 'lltp - -..... i+ 'lt:J -. -~~~ ,..,_ 
) 

:"" • - ---......, 

Duration: 2'25". 
- Ill. A DOLPHIN 

Alleg-ro 

J No more -. - •. - • - - - ~-

..--- -
lei t=f" r-

r_-t_r__J u· r 
Duration: 1' 35". 
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'lbtal duration: 

5'45" On score (Source ucr). 
6' Schott brochure (1983). 

Dedicatee: Nadia Boulanger. 

First perfonnance: 

lDndon, 19 The Boltons, Chelsea. 
(soprano), Peter Gellhorn (piano). 

12 July 1939. Sophie Wyss 

Publication: lDndon, Schott (Edition Schott 10181) ( 1951) . 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Ink score in a cover marked: "original score" in the 
oarnposer's handwriting. (TD 88/36 88/208). 

Score 2: Ink score marked: Yvonne [Rodd-Marling]. Pencil notes 
appear in the voice part of A Dolphin. 

Score 3: Dyeline score. Marked: CMn Copy. (TD 88/36 88/210). 

Score 4: Dyeline score. (TD 88/36 88/211). 

Score 5: Ink score on transparency at Schott. 

Date c:x:mposition: 

1. 8 June 1937. 
2. 17 June 1937. 
3. 6 May 1937. 

Reviews: 

1. "Boosey and Hawkes Concert" , The Times, 15. 3 .1942. 

2. "Contarporary Music", The Scotsman, 16.3.1942 • 

. 3. H.C.S.: "Good Modern Music", Jewish Chronicle, 20.3.1942. 

4. "Three Fifth Syrrphonies", cavalcade, 21.3.1942. 

5. William Glock: "Music", The Observer, 22. 3.1942. 

6. "Songs", Musical Qpinion, July 1952. 

7. "Macnaghten Concert. 
23 .11.1954. 

Voice and Clarinet", The Times, 

8. H.C.S.: "Macnaghten Group", Jewish Chronicle, 26.11.1954. 

9. J.C.: "20th Century Music and Bath", Bath & Wilts Chronicle 
and Herald, 28.3.1955. 
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10. "Soprano in fine Bradford recital", Telegraph & Argus, 
20.9.1956. 

11. "A Negro soprano makes her debut in England", Tbe Times, 
24.9.1956. 

12. Arend Koole: "In die Chisholrnsaal. P. Rainier Vereer" , Die 
Burger, 29.6.1982. 

13. Antionette Silvestri: 
(Tbnight), 29.6.1982. 

"Chamber works by Rainier", Tbe Argus 

14. Hilary Finch: "Music of the spheres", The Times, 3. 2 .1983. 

15. Michael John White: 
3.2.1983. 

"Priaulx Rainier", Tbe Guardian, 

16. P.W.D.: "Priaulx Rainier", The Daily Telegraph, 3.2.1983. 

After she cx:Jrq?OSed the Duo for violin and piano (1934) Rainier was 

approached by a friend who said that several of them had wished to join in 

for five years to give her 200 a year so that she could concentrate on 

cx:Jrq?Osition. During this time, the Three Greek Epigrams and the String 

Quartet were written.1 This cycle was given its first perfonnailce on 12 

July 1939 by Sophie Wyss2 at a concert at the residence of Mrs Yvonne 

Rodd-Marlin~ a very good friend . of the composer. Mrs Rodd.-Marling4 

recalls: 

It was a private concert. There were many musicians invited but 
such ·things did not get press coverage in those days. Priaulx 
tells me that someone fran a Gennan paper (possibly a refugee) was 
there and did write about it. 

This reporter, Rudolph Kastne2, present at this concert wrote 

sane songs set to a translation of a Greek text, added to the 
impression given by the' quartet. They showed great beauty of 
expression and economy in the setting itself, which is 
characteristic of real mastery. 

A progranme6 titled "Recent Compositions by Priaulx Rainier" was· 

actually printed for this occasion. Later, after more public 

perfonnances, press opinions stated that the ccmposer "had sanething 
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distinctive to say" 7 and that "only a musician of rare feeling oould 

have written 'Sad fountains' without a hint at self oonsciousness" . 8 

Traces of Gregorian character were detected. 9 Conflicting views were 

also aired. One critic wrote about the "commanded respect for fluency and 

admiration for imaginative matching of word with t.ime" 10 and another 

one felt that "the music is not as happily oonceived for the voice as one 

oould wish" . 11 

camon features in the three songs are (a) the existence of imitative 

ideas with sudden shifts of thought (b) the manner in which the text is 

highlighted in the general melodic line, and (c) the balance between 

.imagery and anotion. 12 When the songs appeared in print in 1951 (at 

three shillings and sixpence a oopy!), it was said that the pianoforte is 

of equal importance with the vocal line. Future suitable perfonners and 

listeners were rated those of the BBC Third prograrrme standard. 13 The 

two singers who perfonned this cyc;le extensively . are Myra Verney14, 

sister of Harriet Cohen, in the 1940's and 50's, and lately Kathryn 

Harries. 15 

PrrJg:ranne note: 

This prograrrme note appeared in the prograrrme of the Wigmore Hall Concert 

to celebrate the eightieth birthday of Priaulx Rainier ( 2. 3 .1983) . 

These epigrams were the first attempt at serious a:xnposition. The 
poetic fragments by Anyte of Tegea aroused the desire to set than 
to music. Aware even then of the importance of hearing the words, 
the music attempts to enhance their dramatic or 1 yrical nature to 
emphasising the meaning of these poetic fragments. 
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Notes: 

1. Interview with Priaulx Rainier in St. Ives on 13.12.1977 

2. SWiss soprano', born Neuveville I canton Berne I 5. 7 .1877. She 
studied at the Conservatories of Basel and Geneva. She has 
given first perfonnances of vocal works by many of the 
British a:xnposers, including Rawsthorne, Britten, Berkeley, 
Elizabeth Macxmchy and Racine Fricker. - Grove's Dictionax::y 
of Music and Musicians I 5th ed. I s. v. "Wyss I Sophie" I by 
M[artha] K[ingdon] W[ard]. 

3. With Frederick Husler she is the co-author of the book 
Singing. The Physical Nature of the Vocal Organ, (lDndon: 
Hutchison, 1976), 148p. 

4. letter from Yvonne Rodd-Marling dated 17 .1.1979 to author. 

5. Typed, undated criticism from an unknown source in possession 
of the author. 

6. Yvonne Rodd-Marling presented a copy of the progranme to the 
author. An accanpanying letter dated 2. 7 .1979 reads: 

Meanwhile . I have just found the progranme for the Priaulx 
Rainier cxmcert which took place at our house in The Boltons 
on July 12th 1939. Here it is; it entailed hours of 
searching as it had slipped into a large folder of 
photographs. 

7. "Bcx>sey and Hawkes Concert", The Times, 15. 3.1942. 

8. William Glock: "Music", The Obsenrer, 22.3.1942. 

'9. "Three Fifth Symphonies" I calvalcade, 21.3.1942. 

10. "Macnaghtan Concert. 
23.11.1954. 

Voice and Clarinet", The Times, 

11. J .c.: "20th Century Music at Bath", Bath & Wilts Chronicle 
and Herald, 28.3.1955. 

12 . See 8 above. 

13. "Songs", Musical Opinion, July 1952. 

14. See 7, 8 and 10 above. 

15. During- 1982 and 1983 with Meirion Bowen at the piano. -
Progranme of concert at St. Ives Festival 1982, Penwith 
Gallery, 9.9.1982 in possession of author; Michael John 
White: "Priaulx Rainier", Tbe Guardian, 3.2.1983. 
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1938 

. 11 FruR IS THE WAmR 

for soprano and piano. Text by Ruth Pitter. 

.....---. .... ~. lit,,---........ ft 

r---"" 
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,.., I ""\ - ======- p 
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PP . ... f J· _l~• J.---~ "" .. 3!::=: -3· -. -

• = :f:i . i ~~ 11!-8- .., 
~'--~ . + :t_ p.,_ 

I.ength: _ 48 bars. 

First perfonnance: 

london, 19 The Boltons, Chelsea. 
(soprano) , Peter· Gellhorn (piano) • 

12 July 1939. Sophie Wyss 

Unpublished. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Ink score. (TO 88/36 88/226). 

Score 2: Ink score. (TO 88/36 88/227). 

Score 3: Transfers. (TO 88/36 88/228). 

Date canpositi.on: April 1938. 

Acoarnpaniment repetitive. left hand mostly open octaves and right hand 

octave plus fifth. Vocal range from e' to g". Written on music paper 

from Fazer in Musiikkikauppa, Helsinki. This suggests that the music must 

have been Oamposed during or after a visit to Finland. 
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1939 

12 S'IRDC <PAR.TET 

for two violins, viola and cello. 

I. 
-"II 

Allegro motto serioso v 
VIOLIN I. 

tJ 
1Tfl fi-----Y 

II u 
VIOLIN II. 

tJ 

~~ ~-~~ 
oibranle 
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I~ '-C .'1· ., .. ""!~" """ ..... ~ 
f -

oibranle f 
arco 

VIOLONCBUO 

..... ~~If*~. ~ "*1>*-F~--- ~ +P+_-,t 
fr t' ~ 

. 
f~ 

II. 
Vince leggiero grazioso CON SORDINI pizz. , 

CON SORDINI 
pp 

, pp CON SORDINI 

Andante tranquillo III. 
~.o-z. ~~~ ~- ~. ~~- ::::::-.... ----

1--'ff• p ------ ·m.l'-~ 
II ~ ~ ...... -...... -:::: - I . ,_ 

tJ p ·~~p 
... ~ I-'--· mr ~ 
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IV. 

Duration: 

16''Schott brochure (1983). 
19' List of a:xnpositions ( 1966) and Orginal Score. -

Dedicatees: Ursula and James Brock. 

First perfonnance: 

I.Dndon, 19 The Boltons, Chelsea. 12 July 1939. 
Gertler QUartet. 

First broadcast: 

I.Dndon, BBC Harne Service. June 1944. Zorian Quartet. 

First public perfonnance: 

I.Dndon, Wigmore Hall. 2 July 1944. Zorian Quartet. 

Publication: 

I.Dndon, Schott. Miniature score (Edition 10210), 
Parts (Edition 10250) (1947). 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 
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Soore 1: Ink full soore and ink parts. Corrections indicated on 
front rover in pencil. (TD 88/36 88/192). 

Soore 2: Printed soore with metronome indications 
I l = 120; II J = 104; III ! = 52; IV l = 104. 

Soore 3: Printed score with corrections. (TD 88/36 88/195). 

Soore 4: Printed score. Marked on cover: "Metro markings in this 
copy. " The metronome markings of this score corresponds with those 
of Soore 2. (TD 88/36 88/196). 

Soore 5: Ink soore on transparency at Schott. 

Date cx:mposition: March 1939. 

Reviews: 

1. Rudolph Kastner: Translation of criticism of very first 
perfonnance of Quartet. Undated. Source unknown. In 
possession of author. 

2. "A New Quartet. 
3.7.1944. 

Mr Gerald Cooper's Concert", Tbe T.imes, 

3. Dyneley Hussey: 
7.7.1944. 

"Miss Rainier's Quartet" , The Spectator, 

4. "Miss Priaulx Rainier" , The Cape Argus, 24 .1.1945. 

5. William Glock: "Music", The Observer, 18~2.1945. 

6. William Glock: "Music. Present-Day Music", The NeW English 
Review, May 1945. 

7. "South African Ccmposer", The Cape Argus, 25.6.1947. 

8. William Glock: "The Music of Priaulx Rainier", The Listener, 
13.11.1947. 

9. "Pro Musica", Neue Zurcher Zeitung, 18.2.1948. 

10. "Pro Musica", Tagesanzeiger, 21.2.1948. 

11. "Pro Musica", Die Tat, Ma.rch'1948. 

12. "Berichte aus der Schweiz und dern Ausland", Schweizerische 
Muzikzeitung, 1.3.1948. 

13. · Marcel Beaufils: "Contanporary English Music", A Week in the 
WOrld, 13.3.1948. 

14. "South African c:anposer making European reputation", The 
St9r, 28.11.1948. 

15. "SUrrey Philharmonic Orchestra" , Dorking Advertiser, 
25.2.1949. 
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16. "I.e Concert de Musique de Chambre Anglaise", Croix du Nord, 
6.3.1949. 

17. "Un concert de musique de chambre anglaise donne par le 
quatuor de Lille", Nord-Eclair, 6.3.1949. 

18. "South African canposer", The Band Daily Mail, 6. 6 .1949. 

19. "R.B.A. Galleries", The T.imes, 12.10.1949. 

20. "Conte:nporary Music", The Scotsman, 12 .10.1949. 

21. "Chamber Music", The T.imes Weekly Edition, 19·.10 .1949. 

22. e.G.: "Edinburgh Festival" I The Scotsman, 6.4.1950. 

23. "Festival Honour for South African Women", The cape T.imes, 
19.5.1950. 

24. "British Musicians for Gennany" , Musical Express, 9. 6 .1950. 

25. "After the classics", The Daily Herald, 22.8.1950. 

26. P.C.: "A touch of the native", The Scottish Daily Mail, 
22.8.1950. 

27. "Recital by Quartet" , The Glasgow Herald, 22. 8 .1950 

28. M.L.: "African Music Excites", Bulletin, 22.8.1950. 

29. A.J.: "A lively quartet", The Scottish Daily ~ress, 
22.8.1950. 

30. "S.A. canposer wins high praise", The Daily Mail, 22.8.1950. 

31. "I..oewenguth Quartet", The Scotsman, 22 ~ 8 .1950. 

32. G. l«:Mntree Harvey: "Edinburgh Festival", The Aberdeen 
Ppess, 22.8.1950. 

33. "S.A. canposer wins Praise at Edinburgh", The Cape Times, 
22.8.1950. 

34. Richard capell: "Quartet by S. African Women Uncxmnon 
Gifts", The DaiJ,y Telegraph, 22.8.1950. 

" 

35. Richard capell: "First Chamber Concert" I The Daily 
Telegraph, 22.8.1950. 

36. Scott Goddard: "African Rhythms", News Cronicle, 22.8.1950. 

37. "Edinburgh Festival", Spectator, 25.8.1950. 

38. "S .A. cx:xnposer accla.imed in Edinburgh" , 'l'he cape Argus,. 
26.8.1950. 
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39. G.A.H.: "Chamber Concerts at Edinburgh", The Manchester 
Guardian, 28.8.1950. 

40. "Edinburgh Festival", The Musical Times, October 1950. 

41. E.F.: "Post-War Music, Perfonned", The Cape Times, 
22.11.1950. 

42. "Priaulx Rainier quartet makes an irrpression" , The ·Cape 
Argus, 22.11.1950. 

43. R.G.-H: "~gue of canposers", The New York Herald Tribune, 
22.1.1951. 

44. H.C.S.: "Ccxnposers present five new selections", The New 
York Times, 22.1.1951. 

45. C.K.W.: "Radio", The Edinburgh Evening Dispatch, 22.2.1951. 
' 

46. "Amadeus Quartet", The Times, 10.5.1951. 

47. C.M.: "Three Quartets", The Manchester Guardian, 11.5.1951. 

48. A.P.: "Y.W.C.A. Concerts", The Musical Times, July 1951. 

49. M. Montagu-Nathan: "Radio in Retrospect", Musical Qr;>inion, 
July 1951. 

50. A.K.H.: 
20.2.1952. 

"Rodewald concert", The Live:r::pool Daily Post, 

51. Virgil Thanson: "Contanporary Music", The New York Herald 
Tribune, 5.5.1953. 

52. Helmut Schmidt-Garre: "Musik in der I.enbach-Galerie", 
Source unknown, Mrlinchen, 29/30.4.1956. 

53. Ronald D. Scofield: "Paganini Quartet Concert Enriching", 
Santa Barbara News-Press, 8.11.1961. 

54. Francis D. Perkins: "Paganini Quartet Presents Works by 
Moderns" , New York Herald Tribune, 22. 2 .1962. 

55.· Ross Pannenter: "Ginestera Hears Paganini Quartet Here". 
The New York Times, 22.2.1962. 

56. E. Clyde Whitlock: "Quartet sensitively transrlri.ts works with 
four Stradivari", Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 19.3.1962. 

57. Donald ~fl. Wieder: "Quartet, Audience Linked Intimately", 
Santa Barbara News Press, 24.3.1962. 

58. Alexander Fried: "Quartet pays Stravinsky a brief birthday 
canplirnent", San Francisco Examiner, 14.5.1962. 
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59. Jack I.Dughner: "Unusual Quartet Delights" , San Francisco 
News - Gall Bulletin, 14.5.1962. 

60. Dean Wallace: "Distinguished Musicians at S.F. State", .The 
San Francisco Chronicle, 14.5.1962. 

61. Marta Morgan: "Montalvo program MUST for music devotees", 
San Jose Mereu~- News, 29.7.1962. 

62. Wilfred Mellers: "John Joubert and the Blessed City", The 
Musical TUnes, November 1964. 

63. Donald Steinfirst: "South African Ccmposer. Forum Plays 
Rainier Music", Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 4.3.1968. 

64. Calcum MacDonald: "Last week's broadcast rnilsic", .!he 
Listener, 15.2.1973. 

65. Meirion Bowen: "RainierjLutyens", The Guardian, 7.5.1974. 

66. M.C.: 
7.5.1974. 

"Dylan Thanas Settings", The Daily Telegraph, 

67. "The Ccxrposer speaks", The Cape TUnes, 7 .11.1979 o 

68. Arend Koole: " 'Kamponis aan die Woord' • Priaulx Rainier in 
Kaap," Die Burger, 13.11.1979. 

69. Daniel Cariaga: "Kronos Quartet in Concert" , Ips Angeles 
Times, 15.12.1982 

70 o Mark Swed: "Kronos Quartet takes minimalism to the max" , .IQ§ 
Angeles Herald Examiner, 15.12.1982. 

71. Hilary Finch: "Music of the spheres", The Times, 3.2.1983. 

72. Michael John White: 
3.2~1983. 

"Priaulx Rainier", The Guardian, 

73. P.W.D.: "Priaulx Rainier", The Daily Telegrgph, 3.2o1983. 

74. Robert Finn: "Intensity is mark of a fine evening for Alard 
Quartet", The Plain Dealer (Cleveland, Ohio), 21.10.1983. 

75. Richard Morrison: "Delme Quartet", The Times, 12.3.1986. 

76. Dirk de Villiers: "Posthumous tributes for SA-born 
cx::rtp:)ser", The Daily News ( 'Ibnight) , 22. 4 .1987. 

The OUartet for strings is probably the cx:xnposition which established 

Priaulx Rainier as a c:x:trq?Oser of repute and later underlined her 
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.,,QUARTET FOR STRINGS 
.: .. · . ··. ;· 

. · 
·.:;-. .·. 

MINIATURE SCORE 
··7 . EDmON SCH01T 10210 

~. . ... ,, 
.·· ·.· PARTS 
: ·_ EDmON SCH01T 10210 
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;,ysCHOIT & CO. LTD., LONDON.~' .. /:· .. 
. . ~-" ~SOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS INC., . 

NEW YORK 

.... .', 
: Print<d in ~cw.l. 
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.. 

-~· .. ..,. . 
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;.•:.:.·. 
. ... ··.·: 

3. Title page of Quartet for Strings, published in 1947 by Schott, 
I.Dndon. 
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international inp:>rtance. After a perfonnance in 1950 at the Edinburgh 

Festival one reporter suggests that "in Miss Rainier South Africa has at 

last found a a::mposer of international significance" . 1 It was initially 

frequently perfonned in England, Europe and even America, received 

broadcasts in the European services of the BBC2 and was also recorded on 

77 r.p.m and 33 r.p.m discs. As the ballet Night Spell it became known in 

the dance cx:mnunity. It is interesting to note that this work was played 

twice at the first perfonnance. 3 However, the press critics were 

generally positive in their evaluation and the various reviews over many 

years gave valuable opinions. The following description is a kind of 

"pastiche" where aspects of the work are discussed under various headings. 

Descr.iption of the various :rmvanents 

The first IOOvement marked Allegro molto serioso "suggests· a wide flowing 

river, · spacious in rhythm alternating between peace and passion in 

mood". 4 other findings regarding the mood is the "extraordinary 

at:Irosphere of anotional disturbance". 5 On the whole the 

concentration6 

(tenseness) 7, 

or as a 

is obvious. 

Gennan newspaper puts it, the "gespanntes" 

A certain impression ( "most striking" ) 8 is 

apparent and the construction is inp:>rtant ( "a contrast between free and 

fluid rhythms and solid blocks of hannony"). 9 

In the second movement marked Vivace leggiero grazioso certain images are 

evoked by way of description e.g. "light and feathery . . . a flight of 

invisible birds" 10 and "a gossamer-flutter" . 11 The at:Irosphere is 

canpared to "an almost shimnering kind suggesting African heat .. l 2 which 
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is "scarcely relieved [in] the short second movement with its 

muted strings and dancing rhythms" . 13 This "geisterhaft wisperndes von 

kontradiktorischen rhythmen durchzucktes" 14 movement is also sanetimes 

described as a Scherzo which "trembles with delicacy" and is "nothing 

short of being masterly". 15 

The Andante tranq;uillo third movement is "introspective • • . and ••. the 

oarnposer contemplates the life around her and her own relationship with 

it" .16 It "achieves an original medidative beauty by the close knitting 

and econany of its musical thought which is as rare among modern oarnposers 

as it is a:mnendable" .17 

The fourth movement with tempo indication Presto s.piritoso is the one 

which did not satisfy the critics. Opinions ranged fran the lack of 

coherence, 18 its failure19 and its inability to achieve- and simming up 

of "the ideas presented in previous movements which means that the piece 

"falls off • towards the end" 20 
I to those of others, which described the 

Finale as the "most. remarkable movement of all". 21 Various references 

to the oarnposer' s South African background were made: "Miss Rainier 

evokes her African background .·.. the national influence is thoroughly 

assimilated. "22 There is a reference to Zulu folklore23 and even a 

suggestion that "she lets herself go in a rhythmic frenzy of Zulu 

dance".24 The mood is again stressed as important. Barbaric 

vivacity25 is different though to the atmosphere created by the Kalirnba 

and all the kinds of Bachopi xylophones. 26 
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string writing 

Having been a violinist and an experienced string quartet player it is 

assumed that she would not have fallen into pitfalls. Therefore it is not 

surprising that from the outset she was praised for her string wr~ting. 

She clearly displayed a "real mastery for the technique of writing for 

strings"27 which was ''always well calculated and often brilliantly 

effective". 28 

References to other <XIIlpOsers 

The texture in the Scherzo is reminiscent of Vaughan William's Fifth 

Symphony where he also uses muted staccatos against a broad singing 

melody. The oampositon is the first really South African work that Ernest 

Fleischmann, music critic of The cape Times heard of a ···western" 

oamposer. 29_ Another. source felt its "weakness (so often in British 

Music!) ·lies in its rhythmic aspect". 30 The quartet was also to be "an 

eclectic highly derivative piece of music, touched by early Schoenberg, 

Bartok and Sibelius".31 Another reference mentions the "chief novelty 

was a movanent in the manner of Bartok" . 32 Although the work was 

regarded as individual, it was described as "rather post Debussy in 

technique •.. "33 In comparison to Fricker and Carter, Virgil Thompson 

found it a "channing work" which "sounded a little elementary in its 

thanatic insistences".34 Priaulx Rainier's "work is like Beethoven seen 

through the wrong end of the telescope; she likes to take little estimate 

motifs with a nervour, dancing rhythm, and put them through fantastic (yet 

thoroughly logical) melcx:lic and tonal develo:pnents" . 35 
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'Ib sum up this comparison to other canposers, the crux of the matter is 

that this is a "work of strength and same brilliance . . . an individual 

expression [which] cannot be called imitative of any", although the 

"delicate touch of Mendelssohn", the "softly-shrill hannonics of Ravel", 

"rhythmic intricacies of African dances", "eccentric devices of the late 

Stravinsky ( 1961) " , "sane of the sturdy urgency of Prokofieff and 

Shostakovitch", "together with the heritage of Beethoven and Brahms", may 

be inherent for some. The fact is that it was regarded as "a worthy and 

welcane addition to the world's quartet literature". 36 

HarnDnies 

In the first and third movements nineteenth century hannonies are found 

with the qualification that precisely those notes are missing which would 

give them their 19th century implication. 37 Without describing them 

exactly the hannonies were labelled "bold"·, 38 "fascinating" , 

"out-:-ef-the-way", 39 "full of bite and incissive". 40 

General a:mnents 

This category reveals a wide variety of impressions. "Artistisch 

interessante, aber doch et was wenig substanzhaltige arbeit", 41 is the 

ccmnent of a SWiss music journal. The "exotic spirit"42 which one 

oorrespondent found, is probably the suggestions of African life and 

landscape, 43 references to Zulu folklore44 or the texture seemingly 

· derived fran the oamposer's early life on the borders of Natal and 

Zululand. 45 The significance of the quartet's music seemed to serve "as 
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a :pointer to future :possibilities"46 rather than one of a a::mposer who 

at the time "handled the instrumental technique like a virtuoso". 46 It 

was also seen as an- "odd s:pot of modernism" 48 , "sanetimes a trifle 

over-masculine and here and there positively strident". 49 The "unusual 

inventiveness", 50 "vigourous, expressive, thoroughly able work with 

:ranantic tanperarnent and an individual sound"51 is further regarded as 

"a . shravdl.y constructed, beautifully knit work that made sane substantial 

danands on the players" . 52 On a more humorous note the quartet . was 

described as "certainly ... not 'lady' music in any sense of the word. In 

fact the strong profile and angularity of the score suggests that it might 

have been written by an arnazon1"53 Rainier herself described the String 

Quartet in a Radio broadcast 54 as follows: 

When listening today to English music written before the last War 
one should be aware of the fact that perfonnances of the advanced 
Central European Composers were very infrequent .til this · country, 
and not many recordings were available. · 

For various reasons I had been unable to devote serious time to 
oamposition until later than is usual, and had not, at the time of 
writing my first quartet reached the point of trying to find out 
more about contemporary camposers other than English a::mposers on 
ones doorstep, so to ·speak Being a violinist, and a 
quartet-player fran the age of 11 years, familiar with the great 
classical quartet literature made this difficult medium a natural 
choice for my second more extended a::mposition. A stmmer spent in 
Finland affected me deeply - the strange northern light and the 
feeling of being near the edge of the world . . . a magic in the 
atJtosphere and in the great silence of primeval waters and forests, 
these stirred me, reminding me of the magic of primeval Africa, for 
ever a childhood menory. And so, looking back at this quartet, I 
see in it nCM those two worlds: - the rhythmic dancing fierceness 
of Africa and the melancholy lyricism of the remote north. At the 
time of writing the work, however, these were entirely subconcious 
sources under lying the music. Drawing on my imagination, my 
knowledge of the resources of stringed instruments for colour and 
effects to enrich the textures, thinking about the height and depth 
of sounds and the power of these contrasts; also variety for each 
movement, and especially variety in the TEXTURE of each movanent. 
I wrote this first quartet almost innocently as it were. Its first 
perfonnance took place on the eve of war at a private concert given 
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by the Andre Gertler Quartet. After a gap of years a public 
perfonnance was given at the Gerald Cooper Concerts Wigmore Hall, 
and many perfonnances followed here and abroad. It was played at 
the Edinburgh Festival 1949, and 2 or 3 years later recorded by the 
Amadeus Quartet. 

'lb describe the quartet: 

The first movement is sombre on broad dramatic lines. 

The second: [features] canplex rhythmic patterns in delicate 
textures, threaded by melcxiic fragments. 

The third: Lyrical throughout with a long fading out passage at 
the end climbing higher and higher. 

The fourth and last: 
effects for that time. 

A wild dance, introducing many unusual 

'lb place the Ouartet in relation to other cx:xnpositions, violin concertos 

by bnportant cx:xnposers which also received their first perfonnances in 

1939, can be mentioned. Zoltan Szekely and the Concertgebouw Orchestra 

(Amsterdam) conducted by Willem Mengelberg played Bart6ks concerto on 23 

April 1934 and Jascha Heifetz is the soloist with the Cleveland Orchestra 

·conducted by Artur Rodzinski in Walton's Concerto on 7 December 1939. 55 

An analytical discussion appears in chapter 2 (pp.32-61) of ute Siehoff's 

B.Mus. script (UWITS): South African String Quartets (1982). 

James and Ursula Brock to whan this work is dedicated, were very old and 

dear friends of Rainier. James Brock knew Rainier for sane years ·before 

he married Ursula, whan he met at Orrea Pernel 's house. James King Brock 

was born in Scotland in 1907 and died at 'lblleshunt D'Arcy Hall, Malden, 

Essex -where his wife still lives - in 1970. He was educated at Eton (he 

was a scholar there) and at Trinity College, cambridge - and then worked 

at the British School of Archeology in Athens and was involved in many 

excavations in Greece and Turkey. 56 
/ 
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By November 1948 the Loewenguth Quartet (of Paris) gave the 55th 

performance of the String Quartet during their American tour in 

Washington, D.C. In due course the String Quartet was also taken in the 

repertoire of other Quartets: the Pascal (Paris), Boer-Reitz (ZUrich), 

Amati (M"Unich), Gertler (Brussels) and Grunder (I.a.usanne) Quartets as well 

as the Zorian and Amadeus Quartets of I.Dndon. 57 Much later when Rainier 

became associated with The Yehudi Menuhin School, she had pleasure and 

delight in working with a group of young perfonners: Ming-Feng Hsin 

(violin), leo Phillips (violin), Susie Meszaros (viola) and Struan Murray 

(cello) and they in turn had the benefit of her guidance and experience. 

They played the Quartet at various venues in 1978 e.g. at St. Paul's 

School Chapel, Barns58 and at the Wigmore Hall. 59 An bnportant 

perfonnance of the Quartet took place on 22 October 1980 when this 

a:rnposition featured in a programme when the Pennsylvanian State 

Television present¢ a Concert for Television at The Pavilion -Theatre, 

Pennsylvania State University in preparation for a television programme 

for national distribution featuring the Alard Quartet: Joanne Zagst 

(violin), Ik>nald Hopkins (violin), Raymond Page (viola), and leonard 

Feldman (cello). 60 The Kronos Quartet, a San Francisco-based61 

ensanble, perfonned the work in 1982 in IDs Angeles and hopefully other 

American quartets will also include it in their repertoire. 

The Quartet actually became a "celebrated" composition in the Rainier 

oeuvre because of its quality as a composition and convenience as medium. 

At the a:rnposer's 80th Birthday Concert on 10 February 1983 given by the 

RAM, this work rightfully featured in the programme. 62 
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When one nO'fl reads the criticism63 which Rudolph Kastner, fanner music 

critic of the Berliner Morgenpost, the Christian Science Monitor and 

MUsical _Qourier gave in 1939 after the first performance of compositions 

including the String Quartet of Priaulx Rainier, one gets a certain 

perspective of the oamposition and its creator. 

'lb a critic who considers his chief work to be the appreciation of 
contanporary production, there is nothing more important than the 
discove:r:y of a significant talent for oamposition. This happens 
ve:r:y seldan - especially amongst wanen composers. England, the 
first count:r:y to give wanen emancipation, has prcxiuced Ethel 
Smyth. Yet strangely enough, this othe:rwise revolutionary wanan 
(one of the first suffragettes) is a Conservative in her music! In 
this she has been followed by many of her countrywanen. 

Tbday I was sitting in one of London's most beautiful private 
houses, when the unexpected happened! I heard the string quartet 
of a young English wanan oamposer. Her name hitherto UilkncMn to 
me, is Priaulx Rainier. She will not long renain unknC7Nil! Her _ 
music shows character and conviction. It is austere and concise in 
its four-novanent form. This is not 'conversational' music, but 
music of resonant action. Here is decision, categorically 
imperative single thought, which is noticeable especially in the 
aggressive rhythm. Here is not one note too nnich, but each is 
logical and to the point. But the music of Priaulx Rainier is also
beautiful - though not in the classically melodic sense. Its 
beauty a:mes fran the impressionistic tone technique of the four 
instruments, for the oamposer is a <XliTipetent violinist. It is 

· penneated by the same colour sense as is Turner's rnost visionary 
pictures. In the Scherzo one feels the strong, burlesque hum:>ur 
through the transparent, dancing rhythm; while in the slow 
movement, there is a deep pulsation without any of that mock 
profundity with which so many moderns disquise their lack of 
invention. 

This young Englishwoman has not only absorbed Debussy, Deli us, 
Schonberg and Berg, but she has also found herself. The discove:r:y 
of this fascinating personality restores one's shaken faith in the 
existence of real creative power in this age. 

Pnlg:Lame notes: 

1. An existing programme note64 by Priaulx Rainier. of the 1939 

st4ting Quartet ~ives a succint description of the work: 
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This quartet was the 4th work written by the cx:rnposer, who as a 
violinist played classical quartets from the age of 11 years. 
Familiarity with the m€dimn doubtless gave freedan of invention and 
resonance for so early a ccmposition. The four short IIDvanents are 
oontrasted in character: The 1st has emphasised fla.oring themes 
oontrasted by blocks of solid hannony building up to a strong 
climax where with a cello solo it resolves into the final statement 
of the opening. The 2nd is dreamlike questioning and answering 
ending with a slow ascending scale against the la.or cello c passing 
fran one instrmnent to another to arrive at the extreme register. 
The 3rd a swift scherzo with delicate textures through which 
fragments of melody appear and disappear. The 4th a wild rhythmic 
dance, inoo:rp::>rating a nmnber of technical devices which hold back 
the IIDvement manentarily only to release it on an even wilder 
accumulation of intensity which ends at its peak with a sudden 
break off. _ \ 

The above programne note must have originated before the Quartet was 
. I 

printed in 194 7 because in the printed version the seoond IIDvement is the 

Vivace legg;i.ero grazioso movement described as the third "a swift scherzo" 

above. The third movement Andante tranquillo is referred to above as the 

seoond IIDVement with its "dreamlike questioning and answering ending" . 

2. OVer the years William Glock was responsible for many penetrating 

views and reviews about the music of Priaulx Rainier. This 

programne note for the String OUartet which appeared in _the 

programne65 of the Ioewenguth Quartet for their ooncert in the 

Freemason's Hall, Edinburgh on 21 August 1950, is telling and 

descriptive. 

Priaulx Rainier was born in South Africa in 1905 [sic]. Indeed, 
she spent the first ten years of her life on the borders of Natal 
and Zululand; and the influence of this early environment may be 
seen all through her music - in its rhYthms, in its melodic 
outlines, in its cpnstant evocation of the sound of drtnns, and in 
its preoccupation with the interval of the tritone, which may well 
have cx:me fran hearing native reed-flute ensembles such as the 
folla.oring: 
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Example 1 

This example is given in Professor Kirby's book on the "Musical 
Instruments of South Africa" and it uses the scale of A flat - F -
E flat - D flat - C flat (descending), in which the tritone F - C 
flat is praninent. Scxnetimes in her String Quartet Miss Rainier 
allows herself a veritable gala of tritones, and in the Clarinet 
SUite a full-blown festival. Yet ·her use of this interval is 
apparently unconscious; were it not so, the result would alnost 
certain! y be melodramatic. 

The first movement of the quartet is built on the contrast between 
flowing passages and solid blocks of chords. This opposition is 
stated in the very first bars. 

Example 2 r---
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The chords have two distinctive features. They are all triads, 
shifting fran· one to another usually in semitone steps;. and they 
have a double thickness, which is partly what gives the music its . 
tragic and suffocating air. Soon after the above quotation, the 
viola has a flowing and expressive phrase arising fran (a); but 
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this phrase progresses only a few bars before being sul:rne:rged 
beneath the chords of (b) which break over it like waves. At each 
successive entry, however, (a) makes a little more progress, oovers 
a little more ground; and so the movanent reaches its first 
climax. Here the 'cello has a tragic phrase, after which the 
music, ntnnbed with despair, oontinues in a slc:Mer tarp::>. This 
seoond onset is stronger than the first. There are no 
interruptions fran (b) , and the excitanent grows as the music m:>ves 
m:>re and m:>re swiftly (quavers-quaver triplets-saniquavers) and 
m:>unts to greater heights than in the previous climax. Finally (b) 
does appear, but is swept along in the swift current of (a) • A 
fresh onslaught begins, more turbulent than the last; and this 
leads to .'a return on the "fleMing and expressive" phrase, nCM very 
glam::>rous. Once more we hear the 'cello solo'; then (b) returns, 
this time rising steadily to a bleak, wintry, oourageous ending. 

All through this remarkable movanent one notices details of hannony 
which follCM one another, or correspond over oonsiderable 
distances, with convincing logic. Yet it would be a mistake to 
analyse the music in this sense; for such oorrespondences are not 
the "subject" of the movanent, but rather a sign of its 
authenticity. The "subject" is the opposition and reoonciliation 
of two incanpatible elanents, as has already been said; and 
although this may be treated with the ooncentration of Beethoven 
Op. 95, and not always even with technical subtlety, the music is 
that of an artist who spares no effort to realise as exactly as 
possible what her imagination dictates. 

There is no need to follow the course of the other three m:>vanents 
in the same detail. The second one begins with a delicate prelude 
of staccato quavers. All the instruments are muted, ~e first 
violin adding to the Midsumner Night's Dream atlroshpere with its 
oontinuous pizzicato. Yet Miss Rainier is not a ~ser of fairy 
music. Her hannonies are not benign, her rhythms never rempin 
oontented but becx::me intense and jagged. SO it is here. The 
opening quavers are gradually blown away, and their place taken by 
four distinct elanents which ccmbine in a most beautiful piece of 
quartet-writing. 

Exarcple 3 
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Presently there is a scale for the 'cello in the fluttering rhythm 
of the first violin in Example 3; then this first violin part 
appears in augmentation: 

~ . . . r t ,, 
r ' t t I 

~c. f . . . . 
. ·, .,_ L~; ~ ~ 

UJ,. fill 0/' [:r! 1 rp1 ~ •1 

- a passage typical of Miss Rainier in its intensity, in the 
melodic fragments which nod UJ;Mards, and in the tritones which make 
their presence strongly felt. After a climax alm::>st too violent 
and precipitous in such a setting, the movanent ends with a series -
of tender recollections. 

The Andante tranquillo is the ·forerunner of a much finer m:>vanent 
in the Sinfonia da camera. Both are characterized by long drifting 
lines of melody, but whereas the slow movanent of the Sinfonia has 
an extraordinary purity of style, this Andante tranquillo still 
shc:Ms traces of an enotional world very different fran Miss 
Rainier's ·own. The scales stream slowly downwards, then UJ;Mards; 
then the two directions oonfront one another, until in the middle 
section there is a sustained and tragic melody with broad 
undulations. At the end the 'cello holds a low C whilst a scale 
climbs slowly into the sky, heralding the spacious and frostlike 
beauty of the Sinfonia movanent. - · 

Just as an author may sanetimes write a criticism of life and then 
give his credentials at the en.d, so in the Presto spiritoso of this 
quartet Miss Rainier seans to evoke her African background. The 
music abounds in parallel fifths, in primitive melodic outlines,· in 
drum-like effects, in figures that are incessantly repeated. And 
besides all this, are oontinual strokes of instrumental 
imagination, so that the movement has an irresistible vivacity. 

3. It is rather obvious that the String Quartet was included in and 

appears as the first itan on the prograrrme63 of A COncert in 

Celebration of the Life and Work of Priaulx Rainier 1903-1986 w~ch 

took place in the Wigmore Hall, I.Dndon on Saturday 28 March 1987. 

The progranme note prepared by Nicholas Williams for this occasion, 

is probably the one that will be utilised for futUre performances. 
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Though she spent most of her life in Britain, Priaulx Rainier grew 
up in a remote part of South Africa, where the natural sounds of 
the environment and the liquid speech of the Zulu people were to 
leave a lasting impression. Largely self-taught as a oamposer, she 
developed a musical language canbining twentieth-century fonns with 
the strange and remote echoes of her youth. The String Quartet of 
1939 is a fine example of her mature idiom, its idiomatic string 
writing surely reflecting her training as a professional 
violinist. From a forceful, chromatic opening the first movanent 
rises to an ethereal conclusion, taking in its course a wide 
variety of textural contrasts. The scherzo is a breathless flight 
of syncopation, ostinato, pizzicato, and sordino, revealing the 
oamposer' s rich vein of rhythmic invention. By contrast, the outer 
sections of the Andantino tranquillo oppose quiet ascending and 

· descending scalic ideas, and then oppose than in turn to a fiery 
central section where the three treble instruments rise 
rem::>rselessly above a repeated figure in the lCMest register of the 
cello. The final movanent is an energetic rondo, daninated 
throughout by a restless viola ostinato. 

NOtes: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 
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"MiSS PriaUlx Rainier" 1 The cape ArguS 1 24 .1.1945 • 

"A New Quartet. 
3.7:1944. 

Mr Gerald Cooper's Coneert" , "The Times, 

"After the classics", The Dail,y Herald, 22.8.1950. 

See 1 above. 

"S.A. oamposer wins high praise", The Daily Mail, 22.8.1950. 

"Pro Musica", Tagesanzeiger, 21.2~1948. 

"IDewenguth Quartet", The Scotsman, 22.8.1950. 

William Glock: "Music", The Obse:rver, 18.2.1945. 
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. See 1 aoove. 
G. Rowntree Harvey: "Edinburgh Festival" 1 The Aberdeen 
Press, 22.8 .• 1950. 

13. "Recital by Quartet" 1 The Glasgow Herald, 22. 8 .1950. 

14. See 7 above. 

15. See 6 above. 
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16. See 4 above. 
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22.8.1950. 
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26. Ernest Fleischmann: "Post-War Music Perfonned", The Cape 
Times,·. 22.11.1950. 

27. Dyneley Hussey: 
7.7.1944. 
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York Times, 22.1.1951. 

32. C.K~W.: "Radio", The Edinburgh Evening Dispatch, 22.2.1951. 
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20.2.1952. 

34. Virgil Thanpson: "Contemporary Music", The New York Herald 
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Argus, 22.11.1950. 
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39. P.C.: "A touch of the native", The Scottish Daily Mail, 
22.8.1950. 

40. See 26 above. 

41. "Berichte aus der Schweiz und dan Ausland", Schweizerische 
Mliziekzeitung, 1.3.1948. 

42. Marcel Beaufils: "Contemporary English Music", A Week in the 
WOrld, 13.3.1948. 
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44. See 6 above. 

45. See 12 above. 
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47. See 26 above. 

48. See 33 above. 

49. M. Montagu-Nathan: "Radio in Retrospect", MUSical Q,llnion, 
July 1951. 

50. Francis D. Perkins: "Paganini Quartet Presents Works by 
Moderns", New York Herald Tribune, 22.2.1962. _ 

51. Alexander Fried: "Quartet pays Stravinsky a brief birthday 
cx:mpliinent", San Francisco Examiner, 14.5.1962. 

52. Jack I..oughner: "Unusual Quartet Delights", San Francisco 
News-Call Bulletin, 14.5.1962. 

53. Marta Morgan: "Montalvo program MUST for music devotees", 
San Jose Mercu:r::y-News, 29.7.1962. 

54. Fran a handwritten text by Priaulx Rainier with the heading: 
"String Quartet Priaulx Rainier. Music Prog: 20 Oct 1968 
4 .15 - 5 .15. " This was probably a BBC third programne 
broadcast. 

55. Richard Burbank, Twentieth-Centw::y Music: 
(I.Dndon: Thames and Hudson, 1984), p.193. 

56. Letter from Ursula Brock on 28.7.1988 to author. 

a Chronology, 

57. Fran a handwritten list with heading: "Quartet for Strings 
1939". It is doubtful whether the infor:mation of this list 
is correct because the date of the first perfor:mance is given 
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58. Brochure: source UCT. 
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59. · Brochure in possession of author. 

60. Programne: source ucr. 

61. Daniel cariaga: "Krenos Quartet in Concert" I IDs Angeles 
Tjmes, 15.12.1982. 

62. Prograrrme: in possession of author. 

63. Typed, undated criticism from an unknown source in possession 
of author. 

64. From an undated document in the composer's handwriting. 
Source ucr. · 

65. In possession of author. 

66. Prograrrme: in possession of author. 

Ballet: NIGm' SPELL, based on the String Quartet. 

Ch>reography: Ik>ris Hmnphrey for Jose Limon Dance canpany, New York. 

First perfonnanoe: 
New IDnck:m, Connecticut, Palmer Auditorium. 16-19 
August 1951. Jose Limon (dreamer), Lucas Hoving, Betty Jones and 
Ruth Currier (visions) . 

Reviews: 

1. Walter Terry: "The Dance World. American Dance Festival 
Resume: Hmnphrey, Limon, Mexican Guests", The New York 
Hera1d Tribune, 2.9.1951. 

2. John Martin: · "Jose Limon and canpany Present First of Six 
Ballet Perfonnances" , The New York Times, 6 .12 .1952. 

3. John Martin: "The 
with Goverrnnent Aid" , 

Dance: A 'lbur. Limon to South America 
The New York Times, 14.11.1954. 

4. "Jose Limon Dancers", The _Times, 5.9.1957. 

s. Alexander Bland: 
8.9.1957. 

"The Natural Dance" , Observer (IDndon) , 

6. Author unknown , "Jose Limon, American Dancer", .American 
Mulli (September 1957), 5 ( 8) . 

The names of two of America's foremost dance personalities, the 

choreographer Ik>ris Hmnphrey and Mexican dancer-choreographer:. Jose Limon 
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and his campany are closely associated with the ballet Night Spell which 

is based on the music of Rainier's Quartet for Strings (1939). The world 

premiere of Quartet as the ballet was called at this occasion, took place 

fran 16 to 19 August 1951 during the fourth American Dance Festival 

9IX>nsored by the Connecticut College and presented at Palmer Auditorium, 

New IDndon, Connecticut o Miss Humphrey was resp:>nsible for the 

choreography and Jose Limon, Lucas Hoving, Betty Jones and Ruth currier 

oonstitute its cast of a dreamer and his three visions. The ballet is a 

fantasy which reproduces the scmetimes frightening, sanetimes inviting 

patterns of a dream and which also captures the emotional oonflicts of the 

drearner. 1 It makes use of frank grotesqueries in opposition to same 

lyrical rrovanent. Through roth movements an unfaltering dramatic line is 

maintained. Although essentially abstract, an extraordinary satisfying 

suspense and resolution is achievedo 2 

When the ballet was included in a series of six perfonnances in Decanber 

1952 at the Julliard Concert Hall, it was renamed and appeared as Night 

Spell on the programne. 3 

'lWo years later in 1954 Jose Limon was the first artist to receive State 

Department support under a new International Exchange Programne. This 

project designed to help familiarise other countries with American art 

fonns, was administered by the American National Theatre and Acadany. 

Limon took his canpany consisting of sixteen people including dancers, a 

musical and technical director. and his wife Pauline Lawrence, to perfo:rm 

in Rio de Janeiro, Saolo Paulo, Montevideo and Buenos Aires. The 

campany' s repertoire of fourteen long and short ballet: included amongst 
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others, The Exiles and Tbe Visitation (Schoenberg), Concerto in D minor 

(Vivaldi), .ode (Barber), Night Spell (Rainier) and Ruins and Visions4 

(Britten) 5 • When Limon and his canpany of American dancers visited 

London in 1957 they performed Night Spell at Sadler's Wells Theatre on 

SeptEmber 4. The next day one newspaper referred to the "unworthy 
. 

choreographiC Setting Of PriaUlx Rainer 1 S excellent String quartet 116
1 

only to be c:x>ntradicted a f€M days later in another review which spoke of 

"a success in a different mood is Doris Humphreys Night Spell" • 7 Night 

Spell also had other performances during the Jose Dance carpany' s European 

tour. 8 Jose Limon died in Flemington, New Jersey on 2 Decanber 1972 

aged 64. 

background. 

Much of his choreography is influenced by his Mexican 

In 1964 the New York State Arts Council made a first attempt 

to aid the establishment of a permanent repertory canpany, ~d named him 

artistic director of the American Dance Theatre. 9 'Ibday a Jose Limon .. -

Dance Foundation exists at 38 East 19th Street, N€M York 10003. 10 

Doris Humphrey who actually retired fran performing in 1945 as a result of 

a hip injury and increasingly severe arthritis, continued teaching and 

choreographing as director of the Jose Limon carpany until her death on 29 

Decanber 1958 in New York City. 11 

Priaulx Rainier who was always very much interested in the· dance, was 

initiated into the world of the modern dance by Pola Nirenska to whan ~ 

Barbaric Dance SUite (1949) is dedicated. As their friendship grew· she 

went to live with Nirenska and her writer-historian husband, Jan 

Karski. 12 
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Notes: 

1. Walter Terry: "The Dance World. 
Resume: Humphrey, Limon, Mexican 
Herald Tribune, 2.9.1951. 

American Dance Festival 
Guests", The New York 

2. John Martin: II Jose Limon and Company Present First of Six 
Ballet Perfonnances", The New York Times, 6.12.1952. 

3. Ibid. 

4. John Martin: "The Dance: A '!bur. Limon to South America 
with Government Aid", The New York Times, 14.11.1954. 

5. Ruins and Visions performed to his String Quartet received 
its first perfonnance in New London, Connecticut on 20 August 
1953 by the Jose Limon Dance Company. - Richard Burbank, 
Twentieth-Century Music: A Chronology (London: Thames and 
Hudson, 1984), p.275. This ballet derives its name from a 
collection of poems by Stephen Spender and utilises the music 
of Britten's String Quartets Nos. 1 (1st movement) and 2. -
Eric Walter White, Benjamin Britten (London: Faber and 
Faber, 1983), p.81 and Information Sheet about Jose Limon 
issued by the United States Information Service, London in 
possession of author. 

6. "Jose Limon Dancers", The Times, 5.9.1957. 

7. Alexander Bland: "The Natural Dance", Observe£ 8. 9.1957. 

8. The R.A.M. Magazine (Midsurruner Term 1959), 173:49. 

9. Richard Burbank, op.cit., p.385. 

10. Information supplied by the American Embassy, P.O. Box 6773, 
Roggebaai 8012 on 19 April 1988. 

11. RichardBurbank, op.cit., pp.305-6. 

12. June Opie, 'Came and Listen to the Stars Singing' PRIAULX 
RAINIER: A Pictorial Biography (Pensanze: Alison Hodge, 
1988), p.27. 

Recording: 78 r. p.m. 

Amadeus Quartet: Norbert Brainin and Siegmund Nissel (violins) , Peter 

Schidlof (viola) and Martin Lovett (cello) on Decca AK 2278~9. 

Recorded under the auspices of the British Council. 
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Reviews: 

1. "Music Notes", Evening Sentinel, 21.11.1949. 

2. "Chamber Music and Piano Solo", The Nev.r Statesmen, 3.12.1949. 

3. J.F.W.: "The Gramophone", The Binningham Post, 3.12.1949. 

4. "Priaulx Rainier: String Quartet", The Tribune, 16.12.1949. 

5. H.G. Sear: 
19.12.1949. 

"You've heard it before", Daily Worker, 

6. "Christmas carol Remrds" I The T.imes Educational SUWlenent, 
23.12.1949. 

7. Russell Palmer: "Music Editor. Instrumental", Sound, 
January 1950. 

8. A.R.: "Analytical Notes and First Reviews", The GraiiQphone, 
January 1950. 

9. S.G.: "Gramophone Notes", The Monthly Musical Rec:xrrd, 
January 1950. · 

10. D.E.H.: 
6.1.1950. 

"Music. A Modern Quartet, The Bolton Journal, 

\ 

11. P.B.: "New Records", The Star, 11.1.1950. 

12. e.G.: "Gramophone Notes", The Scotsman, 28.1.1950. 

13. Edward Sackville West: "A Quarterly Retrospect Oct - Dec 

14. 

1949", The Gramophone, February 1950. 

"Rainier: 
1950. 

String Quartet No. 1", ·Musical ct>inion, February 

15. Malcolm Rayment: "Contanporary Music on remrds", Musical 
Express, 26.5.1950. 

16. M.C.: "Chamber Music", Spectator, 17 .2.1950. 

17. Harold Rawlinson: "Priaulx Rainier String . Quartet", ~ 
strad, October 1964. 

The Amadeus Quartet, founded in 1947, recorded the Rainier string Ouart:et 

·· within two years of their successful Wigmore Hall debut in london on 10 

January 1948. Although they quickly became established as the leading 
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quartet in Britian1 at the time of the reoording, a reporter rated them 

as "at least the seoond best quartet in the oountry" . 2 

Favourable cx:mnents about the actual reoording are ample. Reference is 

made to the "brilliant" 3 
I "extremely well",4 "exemplary", 5 

and "excellent quality" 7 of the reoording. 'IWo reviewers put the finger 

on a technical problem when they refer to one 'deficiency of the 

reoording. One said it was made at a very "low level" which is fine when 

one plays it on a machine with a volume oontrol as one can turn up the 

volume, but if one has no volume oontrol, then it will be very quiet. 8 

The other cx:rnplains about the too extreme reticence of the reoording and 

would welcx:me a fuller . tone. 9 It was a very practical arranganent that 

each of the four rrovements oould fit oonveniently onto one side of the two 

disc set. 10 

Certain characteristics of the cx:mposer are mentioned in the reviews. 

They spoke about "masterly directness and ooncision", 11 "thoroughly 

digested", 12 

statanents" •14 

"strong and deeply-felt" 13 and "love for direct 

References to other oamposers are made, 15 but a 

significant observation that the "powerful personality of Priaulx Rainier 

herself"16 anerges, cannot be overlooked. One reporter oould actually 

recall a performance of the work by the Zorian Quartet who took the work 

in their repertoire when they visited France in 1946 for the British 

Counci1. 17 A straightforward disapproval of the work reads: "Had the 

quartet been written by an archangel, however, my opinion would ranain 

the same, that . the music is amongst the most unoongenial. "fa Then there 

were reviewers who were able to describe certain qualities aptly e.g. when 
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phrases like the "attractive .•• cantering horse rhythm" 19 of the seoond 

m:>vanent and the "native South African festival, with its tan-tones and 

high-pitched voices"20 in the fourth movement, are coined. A 

well-balanced review of Malcolm Rayment appeared in the Musical 

Express21 long after Decca withdrew the record fran the market. It was 

suggested that the Amadeus Quartet be approached again for a re-issue of 

the work. 22 

Notes: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 6th ed. I 
s.v. "Amadeus Quartet" by Stanley Sadie. 

"Priaulx Rainier. String Quartet", The Tribune, 16.12.1949. 

G.T.: "Music Notes", Evening Sentinel, 21.11.1949. 

"Chamber Music and Piano Solo", The New Statesmen, 3.12.1949. 

Edward Sackville West; "A Quarterly Retrospect Oct-Dec 
1949", The .Gramophone, February .1950. · 

M.C.: "Chamber Music", Spectator, 17.2.1950. 

A.R.: Heading unknown , The GrarnQphone, January 1950. 

See 2 above. 

"Rainier: 
1950. 

See 2 above. 

See 3 above. 

See 4 above. 

String Quartet No. 1", Musical Q;>inion, February 

J.F.W.: "The Gramophone", The Binningham Post, 3.12~1949. 

See 2 above. 

See 9 above. 

See 2 above. 

Russell Palmer: "Music Editor. Instrumental", ,SQund, 
January 1950. 
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18. D.E.H.: "Music. 
6.1.1950. 

A Modern Quartet", The Botton Journal, 
; I 

19. "Christmas Carol Records", The Times Educational Suwianent, 
23.12.1949. 

20. See 19 above. 

21. 26.5.1950. 

22. Harold Rawlinson: "Priaul.x Rairiier String Quartet", .The 
strad, October 1964. 

Rea>nii.ng: 33 r .p.m. 

Alard Quartet: Joanne Zagst and Donald Hopkins (violins) , Raynond Page 
(viola) and leonard Feldman (cello) on Ieonarda LPI 117. 

Reviews: 

1. Jay M. Donner: "Husa: String Quartet No. 1. op.8. And 
Rainier: Quartet for Strings (1939) ", The New Rerords, 
Septanber 1983 ~ 

2. Paul Snook: "Husa: string Quartet No. 1. Rainier: String 
Quartet", Fanfare (Novanber/Decanber 1983), 7{2). 

3. Andrew ·Porter: "Ralph Shapey' s Quartet ••• ", The New Yorker,· 
14.11.1983. 

4. Peter Goodman: "Remrd capsules", Newsday1 29.3.1984. 

Remrded Novanber 1982 in the Recital Hall of the Music Building at 

Pennsylvania state University, state College Pennsylvania. 
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1943 

13 SUI'IE 
for clarinet and piano. 
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Duration: 

11'45" Duration sheet (Source Ucr). 
13 '11" SABC transcription recording: Craven and Van Schalk.wyk. 
16' Schott brochure (1983). 

Dedicatee: Nella Rainier. 

First perfonnance: 

lDndon, I.Dndon Contemporary Music Centre, Cowdray Hall. 3 May 
1945. Stephen Waters (clarinet), Antony Hopkins (piano). 

Publication: I.Dndon, Schott (Edition 10409) ( 1949) . 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Ink and pencil score marked: piano. ('ID 88/36 88/300). 

Score 2: Schott dyeline score and part (number S+C 5213b). 
Copyright date 1948. ('ID 88/36 88/301). 

Score 3: Printed score (dated December 1972) . List of corrections 
typed, dated 5.10.1972, marked in red: P.R. copy, attached to this 
score. Corrections marked both to full score and clarinet part. 
('ID 88/36 88/277). 

Date a::mposition: 1943. 

Reviews: 

1. "New Chamber Music", The Times, 8.5.1945. 

2. William Glock: "The Music of Priaulx Rainier", The Listener, 
13.11.1947. 

3. "Franco-British Exchange", The Musical Times, June 1948. 

4. "Instrumental Music", Musical Qpinion, May 1950. 

5. E.F.: "Fine New Music at Hiddingh Hall II' The cape Times' 
15.6.1950. 

6. "Chamber Music", The Music Review, November 1950 • 

. 7. c.~F.: "Festival of Music and Musicians. from South Africa"' 
Musical Qpinion, February 1957. 

8. Joan Chissell: "Light on modern works", The Times, 7 .5.1968. 

9. R.L.H.: 
7.5.1968. 

"Melancholy Side of Poulenc", The Daily Telegraph, 

10. Martin Cooper: "Five vignettes with wit and imagination", 
The Daily Telegraph, 22.6.1973. 
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11. R.L.H.: 
10.1.1976. 

"Flair & Bite of Rainier", The Daily Telegraph, 

12. Stephen Walsh: "PLG Young Artists", The Tfules, 9.1.1976. 

13. Paul Griffiths: "Purcell Roam", Financial Tfules, 9.1.1976. 

14. Felix Aprahamian: "Music", The Sunday Times, 11.1.1976. 

15. Phoebe Lange: "Exciting musical evening", The Eastern 
Province Herald, 9.10.1979. 

16. c. stroux: 
9.10.1979. 

"Ccxnposer shows individuality", Evening Post, 

17. T. Boekkooi: '"n Aandjie met Priaulx Rainier", Dig- _ 
Oosterlig, 9.10.1979. 

18. "The Ccxnposer speaks", The Cape Tfules, 7.11.1979. 

19. Antionette Silvestri: 
12 .11.1979. 

"Illustrious Daughter", The ArgUs, 

20. Simon I.anberg: "Rainier in front rank in tOOa.y's cx:xnposers", 
The Cape Times, 13.11.1979. 

21. Arend Koole: "'i<arp:>nis aan die Woord'. Priaulx Rainier in 
Kaap", Die Burger, 13.11.1979. 

22. Arend Koole: "In die Chisholmsaal. P. Rainier Vereer", ~ 
Burger, 29.6.1982. 

23. Antionette Silvestri: 
(Tbnight), 29.6.1982. 

"Chamber works by Rainier", The Argus 

24. Dirk de Villiers: "Posthumous tributes for SA-born 
cmp:>ser", The Daily News ('Ibnight), 22.4.1987. 

25. Hugo Cole: 
5.1.1983. 

"Kathryn Page/Nicholas Cox" 1 The Guardian, · 

26. Hugo Cole: "Ring in the New" , Country Life, 27 .1.1983. 

The name Priaulx as well _as the pronounciation · thereof seans to fascinate 

people frcm an early stage. The name could easily be classified as 

French, but it was not so easy to detect the gender. It is then not to be 

taken amiss when after the first performance of the Suite £p- clarinet and 

~one of the reviewers referred to the oarnposer as a Frenchman! 1 
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Scmehow the cx::rr!fX>ser's South African background was known and critics 

tended to search for (and sometimes found) so-called African elements in 

her music. Already after the first perfonnance The Times2 reported that 

the .suite 

was an impression of African native peoples and their music. It 
was a paraphrase into European te:rms, without direct quotation of 
African tunes and rhythms, that succeeded in conveying the intended 
impression. 

Whether the above procedure was in fact the intention of the cx::rr!fX>Ser is 

difficult to confinn. She3 said in an ABC broadcast on 8 March 1982- _ 

that this cx::rr!fX>sition was "written during the war, thinking of my African . 

childhood environment rather than the holocast enveloping Europe. A sense 

of space pervades the whole Suite" . In 1948 an exchange progranme of 

artists between the Radio Diffusion Francaise, Paris and the BBC, I.Dndon 

was arranged. The French artists contributed a prograrrme of old French .. _ 

music and two piano quintets by Alfred Desenclos aRd. ~anine Rueff. The 

British contingent played music by Rubbra, Arnold Cooke, Phyllis Tate, 

Alan Bush, lennox Berkeley, Priaulx Rainier (Frederick Thurston and Kyla 

Greenbamn perfonned the Suite for clarinet and piano) and Elizabeth 

Lutyens - all contemporary English oamposers at that time. Each visiting 

party gave two broadcasts, one before a specially invited audience. 4 

When Schott' published the~ in 1950 the opinion was expressed that the 

"cx::rr!fX>ser shows oonsiderable inventive power and resourcefulness "5, that -

in her piano writing she concentrates mainly on the percussive 

possibilities of the instrtnnent and except for the Andante cx:me da 1ontano 

rrovanent with its "genuinely expressive and moving music" 6, the clarinet 

phrases are short and repetitive. The hackneyed phrase: "the work will 

present sane difficulties on first hearing" 7 often used to side-step the 
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real issue in assessing a new oomposition, was also used here. A second 

reviewer said this five alternately quick and slow movanent canposition is 

written in a 

peculiar style of motoric pattern - weaving once championed by 
Bart6k and Hindemith. Obstinate reiteration of ejaculatory motifs 
- •.• - tenc;ts t.c;> numb the gar when the piano is treated exclusively 
as a percuss1on 1nstrument. 

The runs and skips of no. 5 could pose technical difficulties for 

clarinettists.· No. 4 (I.ento e tranquillo) with its plaintive scale motif 

for clarinet against a bell-like piano accx::anpaniment was labelled the most- -

original section.9 Soon after publication of the work it was perfonned.. 

on 14 June 1950 at a Hiddingh Hall Chamber Music Concert which was 

organised by the South African Section of the rsrn.1° Here on African 
C: 

soil the critic did not refer to any African influence, but was rather 

blunt in saying that the perfonners 

"could not prevent this collection of musical tricks (~ ... not 

unattractive though) from sounding selfconscious and derivative" . 11 

Much later in 1973 the Suite was more aptly described as five vignettes or 

character pieces. An earlier reference to Bart6k is strengthened when 

Martin Cooper says the canposition "shows a liveness of wit and 

.imagination, a resourcefulness of invention and an understanding of both 

instruments c:x:arparable with those of Bartok" .12 

It was in 1976 in a series of "Young Artif!>tS and '!Wentieth Century Music" 

that two young perfonners brought attention to the "flair and bite"13 of 

the pungent Rainier rhythms. 
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.. 

Aprahamian14 is responsible for a succinct description of Rainiers 1 

invigorating if intransigent Suite, which relies entirely on short 
repeated motifs, and rhythmic ostinati, its only relief from 
octaves and sanitonal clashes being provided by the purrmelled
triads of the final movement. 

In January 1983 the Park Lane Group arranged a week of recitals. All 

performers (under 30) were chosen by audition and only 20th century music 

was perfonned. 15 The featured ccmposer l.vas Priaulx Rainier in tribute 

to her 80th birthday . 16 Several of her works were perfonned. Hugo Cole 

then described the Suite as "a resourceful and econcmical work with a 

touch of early Stravinskian savagery about it that raises it well above-· 

the level of time-passing hausmusik" . 17 

leslie Craven (clarinet) and Albie van Schalkwyk (piano) made a SABC 

Transcription Recording of the .suit.e in June 1983. 18 

The .suite is a ·work which receives moderate exposure. It was for example 

perfonned at leighton House, 12 Holland Park Road, Kens,ington Wl4 by Errma 

Johnson (clarinet) and Edward Moore (piano) for the Kensington and Chelsea 

Music Society in February of the year of the composer 1 s death ) 9 It is 

dedicated to her sister Nella who, in her earliest struggles to learn the 

violin was so patient helping her practice, that she progressed much 

faster than most students. Nella has always been a great friend and has 

taken great interest in all the developnents of Priaulx 1 s work. 20 
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Progl:artre notes: 

1. Used for a ooncert on 20 June 1973 when Thea King (clarinet) 

2. 

and Steuart Bedford (piano) performed the work at the 

'tWenty-sixth Aldeburgh Festival of Music and the Arts. 

Canpiler unknown. 

Priaulx Rainier, who celebrates her seventieth birthday this 
year, wrote this piece in 1943, and it was given its first - _ 
performance two years later by Stephen Waters and Anthony 
[sic] Hopkins. Then it was taken up by Frederick Thurston, __ 
who gave it many distinguished performances. The cx:mposer 
intended to recall her childhcx:x:i in South Africa, and to base 
the music on the sounds she then knew so well, such as 
b~-cries, the distant shout of people, the occasional burst 
of a drumbeat, the fragment of a song. She chose the 
clarinet because of its pastoral origins. The piano is not 
used in the oonventional way but mainly as a percussive 
instrument, and in that sense it is a precursor of what sane 
younger cx:mposers are trying to achieve today (although the 
hanrony is not particularly daring). The cx:mposer suggests 
listening for the resonances of the work, rather- than search 
for the musical oonstruction. · 

Written by Priaul.x Rainier. This must have been written 

after June 1982 because the letterhead of the paper on which 

this is written stated Dr. Rainier. She received her 

Doctorate from UCT on 25 June 1982. 

The Suite for clarinet and piano followed. the String Quartet, 
first played in 1939 before the Seoond World War. The 
holocaust which followed made thoughts turn to peace of early 
years spent in South Africa: -vast silent spaces - sounds 
ccming from great distances with an aura of resonance in the 
crystal air - the night skies of brilliant stars - the far 
off liquid calls of Zulus in the hills, and their wild dances 

Thoughts upon that time brought back impressions of these out 
of which the use of the keyboard because related to African 
keyboard instruments, and the clarinet to the sounds and 
long-drawn-out calls of voices fran the echoing hills far 
below. None .of the movements use African rhythms or 
melodies. 
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Notes: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

"New Chamber Music. Four Novelties," The Times, 8.5.1945. 

.Ibid. 

Text in oamposer's handwriting in possession of author. 

"Franco_;British Exchange", The Musical Times, June 1948. 

"Instrumental Music", Musical Qpinion, May 1950. 

.Ibid. 

.Ibid. 

"Chamber Music", Tbe Music Review, November 1950. 

.ImQ. 

Founded by Prof Erik Chisholm in 1948. - South African Music 
Encyclopedia, 1st ed., s.v. "Chisholm, Erik", by J.P. 
M[alan]. 

11. E. F. : "Fine New Music at Hidd.ingh Hall II I The cape Times I 
15.6.1950. 

12. Martin Cooper: "Five vignettes with wit_ and i.J:nagination", 
The Daily Tel~aph, 22.6.1973. 

13. R.L.H.: 
10.1.1976. 

"Flair & Bite of Rainier", The Daily Telegraph, 

14. FeliX "Aprahamian: "Music", The Sunday Times, 11.1.1976. 

15. Hugo Cole: "Ring in the New", CountJ::y Life, 27 .1.1983. 

16. Pranotion pamphlet for the "Young Artists & 20th Century 
Music Series" in possession of author. 

17. See 15 above. 

18. Infonnation obtained from SABC Music Library, Sea Point. 

19. Pamphlet: source UCT. 

20. Inte:rview with Priaulx Rainier in St. Ives .. on 15 .12 .1977. 
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1944 

14 FIRE IN OOR. F2\CR:RY: Music for the film . 

, . • 
'"ll'-t'!. /'litl(JtA . o. ~ ,..tii'(T .. , •• RR. t-'-.,.)b.r ->':' r. e . 

.>;:.. I" I ., ~ '+- I .. ~. !:>._l. ~ 

;11-
I ·- l: ·-

-

Instruneltation: T.imp, sd, bd, cym. 

tmatiori: 2 '36" 

First perfo:nnance: Unknown. 

Performers: James and Tcmny Blades. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

, -I ..... 

-
• 

·s- t ,~, 

. 

. ~ 

- .:::L.")._ 
·~ 

Score 1: Three page photocopy of ink score. ('ID 88/36 88/332). 

IBte carposition: 1944. 

References to this work are very scarce. Rainier mentions that she 

conducted her film music, but no other of her own cx::mpositions. This film 
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was probably made for the prevention of fires in the factories during 

World War II. 1 No information regarding this film cx::>Uld be obtained 

fram the British Film Institute. 2 

Notes: 

1. Interview with Priaulx Rainier in St. Ives on 14.12.1977. 

2. Letter fram British Film Institute dated 6.5.1988 in 
possession of author. 
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c.1944 

15 'mE MilES HAVE WINGS: Music for the film. 

:rnst.rmoontation: Cl in A, mba. 

length: 

Conductor's soore = 40 bars. 
Clarinet part = 39 bars. 
Marimba part = 36 bars. 

Unpublished. 

First perfonnance: Unkown. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Soore 1: Pencil full soore marked: oonductor. (TD 88/36 88/333). 

Soore 2: Pencil full soore· marked: clarinet. (TD 88/36 88/333). 

Soore 3: Pencil soore marked: marimba. ('ID 88/36 88/333). 

Date of a::np:>sition: c .1944. 
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1945 

16 ~ 

for viola and piano. 

I 
A llegro.Ricercar-e .... 

Viola 

Piano -

II 
® Andante tranquillo ___.........._ 

""" p ... 
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4. 

-----------------. 
. \~ 

·····-·- ~ 

NATIONAL LGAL ERY CONCERTS 

WINIFRED CO~P~RWHEAT (Yiola) 

ANTONY HOPKINS (Pianofortt) 

Programme 

I 

Pll!LUDE AND FucuE IN F MINOR 

~ . "' . II 

SUITE INC MAJOR FOR UNACCOMPANIED V1!J'U ..... . 

(. 

Prelude · 
Boum!es 
Sarabande 
Gigue 

Ill 

SoNATA FOR PIANOFORTE 
IN F SHARP MINOR, No. :z 

Allegro non troppo 
Andante mesto 
RoNDO: Vivace 

IV 

l:»t(ATA fOil VIOLA AND PIANOFORTE 
Allegro ricercare 
Andante tranquillo 
Presto 

(first Performance) · 

STEINWAY PIANO~'ORTE 

Bac!J-J' Alotf'l 

Bach 

A~tony Hop/tins 

?Priaulx-RafnierJ 

Damt Myra Htss annouiuts that tht last Lunchtime Concert attht 
National Gal/try will taltt piau on WtdnuJay 1 Olh April, not on 
9111 April as originally staltd. 

. In answer to innumtra6/t re1utsts to tra1tiftr tht Conctrll tlstwhtrt, 
Damt Myra statts that sht and htr Commilltt rtgrtt Jhty cannot • 
undtrtalt this formida61t tad, as ntw surroundings would nl&tllitatt 
an tntirtly ntw organization. 1'hty had hoptd to tsta6/ish music in 
tht National Gal/try as a ptrmantnt institution, from which Datnt 
Myra would ntfJtr harJt stfJtrtd htt' connection. As thir idtal cannot 
now 6t rtali:r.td, thty II opt most tarntstly that othtrs may find ways and 
mtalls of ptrpttuating such conctrts dstwhtrt, so that tht ground won 
for Cham6tr Music Juring tht pat/ six and a half years may ntrJtr 6t 
los/. · 

. PRICE ONE PENNY 

Ppogramrne of first performance of Sonata for viola and pianoforte, 
18 March 1946. 
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Duration: 10' Schott brochure ( 1983) . 

Dedicatee: Winifred Copperwheat. 

First perfonnance: 

I.Dndon, National Gallery Concerts. 18 March 1946. Winifred 
Coppez:wheat (viola), Antony Hopkins (piano). 

Publication: I.Dndon, Schott (Edition 10410) (1949). 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Ink full score. (TD 88/36 88/242). 

Soore 2: 'lWo dyeline soores of viola part. (TD 88/36 88/243-45). 

Soore 3: Printed score marked: "ONn Copy" (plus 2 viola parts) 
Metronome indications in oampqser's handwriting: 
I = circa ~ = 108; II circa ! = 76; III circa J = 109. 
(In front rover an inscription appears, but this is pasted over 
with a. paper strip: 

"'lb Margaret 
With appreciation and . . . [?] for an invaluable collaboration 
Priaulx 
19 May 1949. II (TD 88/36 88/272). 

Soore 4: Ink score on transparency at Schott. 

Date cmp>sition: 1945. 

Reviews: 

1. Gunther Schuller: 
p.330-331. 

"Music for Viola", Source unknown, 

2. "South African Ccmposer", The Rand Daily Mail, 6.6.1949. 

3. "Chamber Music Concert II' The cape Argus' 4. 8 .1949. 

4. E. F. : II Conternp::>rary Music of Interest II ' The cape Times' 
4.8.1949. 

5. "Chamber Music", Librarian, February 1950. 

6. "Sonata by S.A. Ccmposer for Aldeburgh", The cape Times, 
28.3.1952. 

7. "Heard in I.Dndon", The Star, 3.4.1952. 

8. "Radio", Musical Opinion, August 1952. 

9. Robert Sabin: "A Viola Sonata by Priaulx Rainier", Musical 
America, February 1953. 

10. Donald Steinfirst: "South African Composer. Forum Plays 
Rainier Music", Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 4.3.1968. 
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11. Stephen Jukes: "Tribute fran a special lady", Brighton and 
Hove Gazette, 27.10.1978. 

12. Arend Koole: "In die Chisholmsaal. P. Rainier Vereer", Die 
Burger, 29.6.1982. 

13. Antionette Silvestri: 
(TOnight), 29.6.1982. 

"Chamber music by Rainier", The Argus 

No record of any press reviews of the first perfonnance, of the Sonata for 

viola and pianoforte, which took place on Monday, 18 March 1946 in a 

National Gallery Concerts Chamber Music Series could be traced. The first 

reference to this work is in 1949 when a brief note in The Band Paily 

MsU1 infonns us of its BBC recording. A chamber music concert of the 

ISQ1 on 3 August 1949 was the occasion when Charles Kreitzer (viola) and 

Erik Chisholm perfonned this "thoughtful work "2 at the Hid.dingh Hall. 

Although one reviewer felt the "sanewhat grave mood lightened in the final 

movanent" , 3 a more straightfo:rward opinion is: "This is fierce, strong 
' 

music, its fugal writing and spacious hannonies making a bold impact."4 

The existing small viola repertoire was extended when Schott published 

this Sonata in 1950. It was then thought to be a challenge to advanced 

players. 5 In an unidentified source6 Gunther Schuller is rather harsh 

in his appraisal of the work. He states that the Sonata "lacks the 

variety and drive necessary to any healthy piece of music, whether truly 

cx:mtemporary or not" . 7 The material of the first movanent which is an 

extranely fr~ interpretation of a ricercar, is "too thin to withstand the 

repetition to which it is subjected. It represents an intellectual 

rationalisation of a very small idea". 8 The linear writing of the slow 

second movanent is "too haphazard and uninspired to achieve more than a 

vague staticness. The last movement with its tricky 3;8 and 5;8 
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rhythms, is full of two bar repetitiors that so much of the French school 

has bea:rne addicted to" . 9 'Ib Schuller the Sonata as a whole is a work 

the average violist would find interesting to sight-read, but would not 

intrigue him more to carry him further. 10 

William Primrose one of the world's most famous viola virtuosos and Noel 

Mewton-Wbod (piano) performed the Sonata on 20 June at the 195211 

Aldeburgh Festival then already regarded as second in musical importance 

only to the Edinburgh Music Festiva1. 12 This was an important occasion 

for the oarnposer. After a broadcast of the Sonata, Rainier was 

considered to have acquired a taste for abstruseness for its own sake 

ever since settling in England.13 

An honest and clear description of the Sonata comes fran the pen of Robert 

Sabin14 : 

Priaulx Rainier's Sonata for Viola and Piano caffibines to a 
ranarkable degree of contrapuntal tension, hannonic · color, and 
rhythmic interest. The first two movements are both relatively 
brief, but tautly oarnposed and full of contrast. The work .opens 
with an Allegro, which the oarnposer has marked Ricercare although 
it is free in style. The solo viola weaves a continuous 
contrapuntal line against which the piano plays a sumptuous series 
of chranatic chords and imitative phrases. In the slow movement 
the close contrapuntual relationship is continued, but the final 
Presto breaks CMay into a freer, more playful, and hannonic style. 

From the 1970's onwards Rainier.had a special interest in the pupils of 

The Yehudi Menuhin School at Stoke d 'Abernon in SUrrey. When Susie 

Meszaros (viola) and Paul Coker (piano) played the work at the Royal 

Pavillion banquetting roam in Brighton in October 1978, the oamposer was 

so pleased with their performance that she leapt fran her seat to hug 

them. 
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This indicates that critics can praise a perfo:rmance until they are blue 

in the face - but the highest tribute for any musician is fran a 

canposer. 15 

This work is dedicated to Winifred Coppe:rwheat ( 1905-76) who was first a 

student and subsequently on the staff at the RAM. She studied viola with 

Lionel Tertis and fran 1938 played a "Tertis Model" viola designed by 

Arthur Richardson. Olive zorian (first violin), Marjorie Lavers (second 

violin) and Norina Sanino (cello) and herself cxmstituted. the Zorian 

Quartet which was active during the war. They were responsible for the 

premiere of Benjamin Britten's second String OUartet. After the war they 

visited France and in Paris perfonned the Rainier Quartet. 16 

Martin Smith briefly discusses the Sonata for Viola and Piano in his 

B.Mus. script (UWITS): South African Viola Music -in chapter 2 

17 (pp. 28-34) • 

Pn:grame notes: 

1. The· following programme note by Priaulx Rainier appeared in 1952 

when William Primrose (viola) and Noel Mewton-Wood (piano) 

perfonned the work at the Aldeburgh Festival: 

Elegiac in character and not in classical fonn, this sonata 
exploits the melancholy rhetorical character of the viola. The 
disposition of the pianoforte writing avoids heavy textures or 
covering the lower register of the viola where articulation is 
difficult. 
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1. Allegro rioercare 

One thane is developed elal::x:>rated through various modulations in an 
unbroken line from beginning to end of the movement. At the climax 
a solo passage for viola is interrupted eventually by the piano by 
a variation of its opening theme. Repetitions of this close the 
movement briefly. 

2. Andante t:ranquillo 

Written in three parts throughout, a silrple beginning with 
overlapping phrases grows continually more complicated in pattern. 
Reappearance of the first themes resolves the oamplications intO 
silrplicity and tranquillity again. 

3. Presto 

A serious dance with continuous play of rhythms between the 
instruments. Reference to the first movement in a section 
containing repeated chords, extended later into a legato phrase in 
chords for piano. These appear several times, leading eventually 
through a long chranatic passage for piano in which the viola 
joins, to a closing Maestoso, where the repeated chords are rapidly 
exchanged, arriving together at the cadence. 

2. Rainier wrote the following programme note for the perfonnance of 

this oamposition at Bath Festival (6.6.1980): 

The writing of this Sonata for viola and piano was suggested by 
Winifred Coppe:rwheat, the fine viola player in the Zorian Quartet 
which had given the first perfonnance of my String Quartet of 1939 
for the BBC, at the Gerald Cooper Concerts and at the National 
Gallery Concerts, during the war. A solo player herself, Winifred 
Copperwheat felt additions should be made to the viola repertoire 
by contemporary carnposers: so this work came al::x:>ut. It is 
dedicated to her. She gave the first perfonnance at the National 
Gallery Concerts with Antony Hopkins in 1945. 

The sonata is in three movements, strongly contrasted. Throughout, 
the writing is controlled for the piano to allow the voice of the 
viola, so easily covered, to penetrate the powerful sound of the 
piano without subduing this. 

The first movement is an impassioned dialogue between the two 
instruments. The tension is held throughout until a climax, 
reaching the viola's highest register, leaves it to descend alone 
to the lower strings - closing the movement quietly together, to 
allow the long legato line of the second and slow movanent to grow 
out of this calm. 

--- . 
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Notes: 

The second movement is in one continuous arc, purposely contained 
as such, to allow the dramatic first movement and the exuberant 
broken rhytlnns of the third movement to have full effect. It may 
be noted that the viola persists in its melodic line, which is 
independent of the piano writing - there is little exchange of 
material between the two instruments. 

The third movement opens quietly with dancing, irregular rhytlnns, 
continuously changing patterns - the viola against or across the 
piano rhytlnns. The excited interchange increases continuously, 
turning into demanding passages for both instruments, leading to a 
maestoso of interchanging chords between the instruments and to the 
final conclusion, resolving these together. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

"South African mnposer", The Rand Daily Mail, 6.6.1949. 

.Ibid. 

.Ibid. 

E. F. : "Contemporary Music of Interest" , The Cape Times, 
4.8.1949. 

"Chamber Music", r,ihrarian, February 1950. 

Probably American pp.330-1. 

.Ibid. 

.Ibid. 

.Ibid. 

.Ibid. 

"Sonata by S .A. Canposer for Aldeburgh" , The Cape Tfuies, 
28.3.1952; Programme in possession of author. 

"Heard in london", The Star, 3.4.1952. 

"Radio", Musical Opinion, August 1952. 

Robert Sabin: A Viola Sonata by Priaulx Rainier, Musical 
America, February 1953. 

Stephen Jukes: "Tribute from a special lady", Btighton and 
Hove Gazette, 27.10.1978. 

Marjorie Lavers: "Winifred Copperwheat 1905-1976", .!he 
R.A.M. Magazine (Summer 1976), 24:8-9. 

See also: Martin Smith: "Enkele aantekeninge arrtrent die 
Suid-Afrikaanse Altvioolliteratuur ( 1) ", Musicus ( 1987), 
15(1):22-26. 
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1947 

17 SINR:N.IA DA 0\MERA 

for string orchestra. 

-- ===.:t 

... 

. li 
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MORLEY COLLEGE CONCERTS SOCIETY 
Season (947-8. in association with the Arts Council of Great Britain 

CENTRAL HALL FRIDAY 

November 21st at 7 p.m. WESTMINSTER S.W.I 

MORLEY COLLEGE CHOIR NEW LONDON ORCHESTRA 
(Leader-Max Salpeter) 

Conductors 

· MICHAEL TIPPETT WALTER GOEHR 

THOMAS TALLIS 

GEORG F. HANDEL 

PRIAULX RAINIER 

Motet in forty parts · 
"Spem in alium nunquam habui'' 

Cantata : 
"In Laude di Santa Cecilia" 
for Soprano, Tenor, Strings 

Sinfonia da Camera 
ror String Orchestra · 

(Firsl performance) 

and Continuo 

HENRY PURCELL Ode on St. Cecilia's Day, 1692 
"Hail Bright Cecilia" 

Alfred Deller 
(counler-lenor) 

Walter Bergmann 
(fuu.pstchord) 

for Soloists. Chorus and Orchestra 

Margaret Ritchie 
( SOpl'anO) 

Peter Pears 
(tenor) 

Robert Irwin 
(harilone} 

Duncan Thomson 
· (counler-lenor) 

Geraint Jones 
(organ) 

TICKETS : 7/6, 5/- and 3/- (all reserved) 
From : Central Hall Box Office (WHI. 4259): Messrs. Chappell, 50 New Bond Street (MAY. 7600). 

and usual Agent&. 

5. Handbill of first performance of Sinfonia da Camera, 
21 Novanber 194 7. 
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Instrumentation: 

Violins I and II, violas, cellos and double basses. 

Duration: 

21' Aronowsky (1959:587) and Schott brochure (1983). 

First perfonnance: 

London, Central Hall, Westminister, MOrley College Concerts 
Society. 21 November 194 7. New London Orchestra conducted by 
Walter Goehr. 

First perfonnance of revised version: 

London, Friends House, 21 February 1958. 
Londinii conducted by John Minchinton. 

Publication: 

1-f..aterial on hire fran Schott, London. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Collegium Musicum 

Score 1: Pencil score dated 23 June 1947. (TD 88/36 88/241). 

Score 2: Dyeline score with ink corrections and pencil markings. 
On cover marked: "cancelled and revised P.R. April 1957 (<Mn 
Copy)". List perfonnances _ 1947-1958 attached to first page. 
(TD 88/36 88/206). 

Score 3: New copy of Score 2 with added metronome markings in 
pencil: 

\ 
I Allegro, maestoso o = 100 (p. 1). 
Piu IDOS06= 120 (p.4). 
Meno mosso e pesante J = 96 (p.12). 
II Gr~ve d\ 66 (p.15). 
III V~vace6 = 100 (p.20). 
Pooo meno mosso = c.88 (p.26). 
IV Allegro~·= 104 (p.36). 
Sane phrasE1 indications on pp. 37 & 38. 
Meno mosso '·= 84 (p.41). 
Tempo I~.= 104 (p.45). 

Score 4: Ink score on transparency and ink score of cx::mplete set 
of parts at Schott. 

Date CDlp)Sition: 23 June 194 7. 

Reviews: 

1. William Glock: ~'The Music of Priaulx Rainier", The Listener, 
13.11.1947. 

2. "A South African Composer", South Africa, 15.11.194 7. 
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3. 
) 

"OVersea Success of Natal Ccrnposer", The Cape Times, 
19.11.1947. 

4. G.D.: "Choir delights in Purcell's Ctie", News Chronicle, 
22.11.1947 0 

5. "OVation for South African Ccrnposer. Success in I.Dndon for 
New String Work" I The cape TTines, 25.11.1947 0 

6. "BaCkgrOUnd Of Priaulx Rainier" 1 The cape TimeS, 26.11.1947 o 

7. 

8. 

Desmond Shawe-Taylor: 
29.11.1947 0 

Charles Stuart: 
30.11.1947. 

"Saint Cecilia", The New Statesman, 

"Bart6k and others", The Observer, 

9. William Glock: "Priaulx Rainier's 'Sinfonia da Camera"', 
Time and Tide, 20.12.1947. 

10. W.R. Anderson: "Round about Radio", The Musical Times, 
January 1948. 

11. "Priaulx Rainier's Music Being Widely Played in Europe",· .!00 
~' 10.1.1949. 

12. "Sinfonia has wonderful music in it•:, The Natal Daily News, 
13.1.1949. 

13. "South African Ccmposer", The Rand Daily Mail, 6.6.1949.· 

14. "Hardly kliown in her own country this .•. S.A. wanan canposer 
EurOpe acclaims", Saturday Post, 5.11.1949. · 

15. "South Africans in I.Dndon. Composer's Work to be Perfonned 
in Vienna", The cape Times, 14.12.1950. 

16. "Contemporary Music Centre", The Times, 28. 3.1951. 

17. Martin Cooper: "Music", Spectator, 30.3.1951. 

18. Desmond Shaw-Taylor: 
statesman, 7.4.1951. 

"The Arts and Entertainment" , The New 

19. C.G.F.: "I.Dndon Contemporary Music Centre", Musical Opinion, 
May 1951. 

20. "I.Dnd.on Bach Group", The Times, 22.2.1958. 

21. D.J.: "I.Dnd.on Bach Group, The Musical Times, April 1958 .. · 

22. A.A. ONen: "First perfonnances, ccmnissions", Cqtp:>ser, n 
74:47, Winter 1981. 
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During World War II Rainier met Michael Tippett, 1 William Gloc~ and 

Peter Watson.3 Tippett, who succeeded Arnold Foster as Director of 

Music at Morley College, made the College an important centre of musical 

activities in I.Dnd.on. His concert ~eries which emphasised early and new 

music had in time beccme far the most enterprising in Britian. 4 

After the unprecedented success of her String Quartet Rainier thought that 

she would like to canpose a work for string orchestra before attempting a 

oamposition for larger orchestra. Then Tippett requested Rainier to 

oampose a work for one of the Morley College concerts. 5 The outcx:me was 

the Sinfonia da Camera which had its first perfonnance on 21 Novanber 194~ 

at Central Hall, Westrninister · by the New I.Dnd.on Orchestra conducted by 

Walter Goehr. 6 At the same concert Tippett conducted a rare perfonnance 

of Tallis's forty part motet: Span in alium nung;uam babui. 7 The 

perfonnance was ·relayed on the BBC Third programne at the same time and a 

second perfonnance was given at Cambridge Theatre on 23 Novanber 1947. 8 

Both perfonnances were financed by Walter Goehr. 9 

Q:mnenting on this work after the first perfonnance Tbe Daily Telegraph 

music critic described Miss Rainier as being "suckled on Stravinsky" and 

added · that the last movement of "this enterprising oamposition made an 

.llnpressi~n of a South African rite of spring. " The Daily Mail critic 

described it as "a work ~f great talent"10 and the News Chronicle critic 

wrote: "This is a powerful and most interesting piece of music in four 

tense movements. Miss Rainier handles the string orchestra 

authoritatively and employs a bold hannonic idian." 11 Desmond 
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Shawe-Taylor wrote in The New Statesmen that "the work shOW's a capital 

sense of strong sonority, and here and there we feel the presence of a 

strong individuality II 12 Charles Stuart 1 s observation in .the 

Cbsezyer underlines at a relatively early stage one of the basic 

characteristics of the oamposer. "What primarily canpels attention and 

not a little difference is the integrity of this writing; the refusal to 

ape, echo or truckle." 13 The most important evaluation of the 

oamposition is that of William Glock which appeared in Time and Tide: 14 

Priaulx Rainier 1 s Sinfonia da camera is the most important new work 
I have heard this autumn. I am confident of this although I do not 
think the Sinfonia an entirely successful piece, nor that• it 
establishes a technical method which might lead to masterly things 
in the near future. The great quality it does possess is a 
rhythmic intensity, an imaginative pressure, such as you find in 
Dylan Thanas 1 s poetry or in Graham Sutherland 1 s painting; and the 
technique it uses is simply the extrane discipline of trying to 
make every phrase represent quite exactly the imaginative idea that 
has to be expressed. When a work is written in a familiar idian, 
it is not difficult to tell whether its feeling is precise or 
merely cloudy and general. But how do you judge the precision of 
sanething as profoundly original as this Sinfonia? Only, I 
suppose, by its powerful effect (there were one or two in the 
Cambridge Theatre audience who hissed at the end, and that pleased 
me very much) ; and by the number of details which sean to play 
directly on one 1 s ne:r:ves, and to have a unique dramatic character 
that one cannot forget after a first hearing. 

What can also be done in this case is to cc:rnpare the new Sinfonia 
with the String Quartet of 1939, in which Miss Rainier first shOW'ed 
that she was a oamposer of true originality. The two works have 
many things in a:mnon, yet the Quartet is comprc:mised by technical 
treatment which often derives from an emotional world utterly alien 
to hers; whilst in the Sinfonia she has made a wonderful effort to 
do away with everything which might stand between her conception 
and its exact realization. Very often in Hindanith, for example, 
you find statanents which depend on the relations between certain 
factors, but not on any intensity or accuracy in those factors 
thansel ves. The rhythms are make-believe, the outlines slack and 
imprecise, th~ harmonies produCe cleverly varying tensions which 
might appear genuine were they not cambined with such rhythm and 
such melody. The danger to anyone who has mastered the traditonal 
techniques is that he will let than carry him along without making 
a single ccmnent of his own. The danger, .on the other hand, to a 
canposer such as Miss Rainier is that her music will bec:x:me crude 
and angular. In making entirely her own cc:mnents, and in 
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dispensing with routine, she is forced to a terrible pitch of 
invention in which ordinary amenities such as flowing transitions 
and decorative details may be altogether lost. Thus the first 
:rrovenent of this Sinfonia consists of blocks and fragments, of huge 
and small shapes which seem to support, or perhaps to resist, sane 
trenendous imaginative pressure such as I mentioned at the very 
beginning. Of the four movanents it convinces me the least. I 
think it indicates the size and fury of the emotions behind it, but 
does not allow than to play thansel ves out. And if I made the 
criticism here, as I have done before of Miss Rainier's music, that 
it lacks "melody", it would mean, not tunefulness, but rather sane 
generating elanent, sane technique of connection and prolongation 
so that such :rrovanents would not wear us down in the first fEM 
pages by their sheer raging emphasis. It is interesting that in 
three of the four :rrovanents Miss Rainier makes strong changes of 
tatp::>, in every case to relieve the pressure, as though agreeing 
that no one could stand such rhythmic emphasis for very long. 
Perhaps her chief task will be to find the "generating elanent" of 
which I spoke just now; and I am glad to hear that she is at 
present setting sane Rilke sonnets, and will then write a Requian, 
for these works will ask for just the qualities that she needs to 
develop. 

Still, it would be absurd to continue this schoolrnasterly 
criticism, because the Sinfonia has same wonderful music in it, and 
this I have not yet described. It is, as a whole, a hard and 
wintry 'WOrk. It was not for nothing that Miss Rainier stripped it 
of the techinical foliage that had still persisted in the String 
Quartet. The slow :rrovanent is spacious and concentrated, one of 
the finest things, I should say, in the whole of English 
instrumental ~sic. The third movanent has gay rhythms, but is 
sanetimes · feverishly intense; and Miss Rainier's hannonies, which 
have becane :rrore eloquent and more consistent in the Sinfonia, have 
never been very joyful. It is the finale which decides the 
character of the work, for it offers no relief from the grimness of 
the first :rrovement, not hope of a solution. This finale has a 
constrasting middle section that is not only supranely beautiful in 
itself but seans to point away fran the mob-like rhythms of the 
first section, and perhaps lead to a satisfying conclusion. But 
no, the violence returns, the gates clatter to, the trees crash 
down, the music is back again at page 1. 

Of the four :rrovanents, the last is the :rrost pc:Merful and 
imaginative, but the second is the most perfect. It begins with a 
slowly drifting melody, which passes fran violas to first violins, 
fran first violins to 'cellos. The instruments overlap slightly, 
and then :rrore and more, until all three groups canbine in hannonies 
of frostlike beauty. Against this drifting melody you hear first 
of all a quiet pizzicato on the double basses: .a repeated note 
whose significance is not yet clear. Then this repetition becanes 
heavier, is shared by double basses and second violins, and 
intrudes on the quiet counterpoint of the other instruments. Even 
now one might not guess what is happening, but a fEM mananents 
later the repeated notes suddenly flare up as a memory of the first 
:rrovanent. Page 1 has begun with the giant strides of 'cellos and 
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double basses; here they return, their anphasis dulled, but their_ 
size undiminished. I don't think Miss Rainier calculated these 
things. They are an example of that emotional logic which 
characterizes the work of all genuine cx::xnp::>sers, only in this case 
it shows more than "genuineness". The oontrast between those 
lumpish interjections and the ethereal outlines of the movement as 
a whole is so daring that I doubt whether anyone would risk it 
intellectually. There is, indeed, every sign of inspiration in 
this wonderful slow movement. 

Understandably not all the reviews were so glowing. W.R. Anderson15 who 

listened to the broadcast 

This 

found it twenty minutes of to:rmented to:rmenting matter, with sane 
sad rhythmic gaucheries in the first of its four movements and more 
nerve-fraying events later. Frankly I resent having to waste my 
time (as I regard it) on such things. 

finding goes a bit overboard though. By 1949 the work was perfo:rmed 

in Paris, ZUrich and M'Unich, in 1951 in Vienna and for the seoond time in 

Z ... h 16 url.C . 

When in 1951 the Philhannonia Orchestra under the baton of the SWiss 

oonductor Paul Sacher played. the cx::xnp::>sition at the IDnd.on Contemporary 

Music Centre. at Broadcasting House, it was thought that the Sinfonia 

employed experimental techniques and that the cx::xnp::>ser experimented in . 

architecture. It was felt that she was building in "blocks of tones on 

different dynamic planes and the result was una::xnfortable and angular". 

The critic did not find the result successful. He said, "one that 

oontradicts the nature of its medium, in this case string tone, is 

doaned".17 

Martin Cooper18 in Spectator described the Sinfonia after the same 

perfonnance as one which "owes much to Bart6k' s 'middle period' , is a 

vigorous and voluble work, lacking in oontrasts but a fine essay in string 

writing of its kind. " He19 also expressed his view regarding the 

attitude of women composers. 
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There is often a touch of the old suffragrette violence, a 
desperate desire to trump the masculine ace and to deronstrate, one 
feels, that women are not pretty, fragile creatures whose interests 
are oonfined to Kinder, Keiche und Ktiche and the danestic 
sentiments. It is as though women felt that they had not yet won 
the equal rights in the arts and that they have won in :politics, 
and were still haunted by the merory of Chaminade. 

Another disagreeable review in the Musical Qpinion2° described the 

Sinfonia as 

machine-made, utility music, adroit in its handling of tonal ll\3.sses 
but saying nothing of the slightest mcment and devoid of any 
genuine creative imagination. The quick movements are spasm:xlic, 
interrogative and inoonclusive and the grave is a petulant 
lamentation, disclosing a mind at peace neither with itself nor the 
\tlOrld. As a psychological cathartic the Sinfonia may have served 
the cx:rrp:>ser to sane purpose; as a oontribution to art it is 
hardly \tlOrth the salvage value of the paper on which it is written. 

The cx:rrp:>ser must have decided to look at the cx:rrposition fran a different 

angle because a revised version was perfonned on 21 February 1958. John 

Minchinton who wrote the programme notes for the first perfonnance in 1947 

oonducted the london Bach Group Collegium Musicurn I.ondinii at a ooncert in 

Friends House. 21 . It was also played by the Collegium Musicurn I.ondinii 

in a BBC Third Programme on 22 April 1958. 22 The Times23 wrote: 

The musicial argument is oonducted in a fierce and arresting 
language which precludes immediate camprehension; one is aware of 
sane underlying logic, but it is far from easy to grasp with the 
ear alone. 

A more personal view is that of Edmond Appia24 who in fact oonducted the 

Sinfonia and who is also familiar with her chamber music: 

The Sinfonia is a camplex soore difficult to grasp .and cannot be 
approached through nonna.l traditions. The cx::JrrPOSer has what I tenn 
"forces primitives"; they are pc:Merful and nnving, manifested 
oontinuously through three fundamental elements: Rhythm, Hannony 
and Melcxiy. Her rhythm cannot be measured by usual rhytlnns. She 
obeys a :':orce unanalysable - the source perhaps being lll'lpressions 
registered during childhood in South Africa. It is so individual 
that it oonfuses inte:rpreters and is one of the principal 
obstacles, for the musician always has trouble in assimilating 
unusual rhythms. In other words: she speaks another rhythmical 
language to that which surrounds us. 
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Her Harmony also is exceptionally individual. It expresses 
faithfully her inner ear, but between that ear and the conventional 
language there. is a sort of barrier arising fran the fact that in 
certain progressions the intermediate notes are anitted and the 
frequent interruptions of the succession of chorus leaves the ear 
surprised. Her Melody is inspired by a lyrical quality of rare 
originality. It carries with it a message which belongs only to 
her - sanething secret, something mysterious which is extranely 
fascinating. Disconnected from the influence of any school or 
style, its lyrical quality is the most direct and authentic 
expression of her musical feelings. The great liberty of action of 
her thought - its road always unpredictable - and the frequent 
interruptions in the melodic design, does not easily allow the 
listener to grasp the form chosen. It seems her thought refuses 
fonnal discipline, the better to translate sensitive variations of 
nuances. Here again she is isolated in order to be absolutely 
faithful to herself. The Sinfonia contains to a high degree that 
which characterises her personality. It is not possible to 
understand the feeling without searching and defining her musical 
nature. 

Priaurx25 told the author that after writing the Sinfonia da camera 

serial technique seized everyone and in fact on the continent for 
many years after that, unless you wrote in serial technique you 
could not _ get performances. Therefore many things fell into 
abeyance. · She thought that was why a number of her pieces were not 
played in the fifties and sixties. 

. . 
After listening to a recording of Sinfonia, Rainie~6 wrote in November 

1980: 

It was astonishing to hear the work again; what a lot of 1 guts 1 in 
the music. 

During the 1986 Dartington International Summer School the Guildhall 

String Ense:nble, led by Robert Salter performed- the Sin£onia on 30 

July. 27 There were apparently no press reviews of this performance. 28 

~atue notes: 

1. John Minchinton is responsible for the following prograrrrne note of 

the first performance. 
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Priaulx Rainier was born in 1905 [sic] at Harwich [sic], Natal, 
South Africa, and studied at the South African Colleg-e of Music, 
cape Town, and later at the Royal Academy of Music, I.Dndon, where 
she is now professor of oamposition. She also studied with Nadia 
Boulanger. 

Miss Rainier became established as a oamposer through the success of 
her first string quartet, now in the repertoire of several 
continental quartets. It will be recorded under the auspices of the 
Camri.ttee for the Pranotion of New Music. Her "WOrks include a 
Song=Cycle, a Sonata for Viola and Piano, and a SUite for Clarinet 
and Piano. Since finishing the Sinfonia da camera she has a:mpleted 
a setting of words by the South Africaans [sic] poet uys Krige, and 
is now "WOrking on a setting of Rilke poems, a large scale 'WOrk for a 
cappella voices, soloists and orchestra. 

The Sinfonia da camera for string orchestra was written last July. 
It is a symphony for strings in four movements, with none of the 
fonnal aspects of a classical symphony, but retaining the usual 
contrast between movements. Texture and rhythm increase a 
a:mplexity with each movement. 

The first movement is stark, forceful and rhythmically 
straight-f01:ward. The second movement has long overlapping melodic 
lines, tenuous and sustained, usually with extended syncopation. In 
the fleeting third movements rhythmic patterns are contrasted with 
legato phrases. The last movement, in three sections, begins with 
strong rhythms. These develop and lead to the second section where 
the tanpo is slackened. Divided violins answered by divided 'cellos 
introduce new material which is later taken up by the full string 
body. The original tempo returns in the last section which grows 
out of the second. The texture becanes more ccmplicated and strong 
rhythmic patterns reappear. At the close there is a reference to 
the first entry of the full strings at the beginning of the first 
rovanent. 

The 'WOrk is written in a modern idian. The score does not contain 
crescendi, ctiminuendi and rallentandi. The dynamic markings, layout 
and disposition of instruments, the balancing of phrases and the 
individual instrumental writing are relied upon to give colour and 
variety to the movements. The style, though sparse and condensed in 
texture, exploits to the full the sonorities of the string 
orchestra. 

2. .For the revised performance the following more condensed programne 

note was used: 

The Sinfonia da· camera was cx::mpleted in 1947, and the first 
perfonnance was given at a Morley Colleg-e Concert in Novanber that 
year conducted by Walter Goehr. It is a symphony for strings in 
four rovanents, with none of the fonnal aspects of a classical 
symphony, but retaining the usual contrast between movanents. 
Texture and rhythm increase in complexity with each movement. 
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The first movement is stark and forceful. The second is spacious 
and concentrated, with long overlapping melodic lines. In the third 
novanent gay, fleeting rhythmic figures are contrasted with legato 
phrases. The finale is in three sections. In the first strong 
reiterated rhythmic patterns are developed, leading to a slc:7Ner and 
roore lyrical section with new and contrasting material introduced 
first by· divided violins followed by divided 'cellos and then 
expanded by the full orchestra. The texture beccrnes roore cx::mplex in 
the final section where the original tempo of the movement returns. 
Material fran the preceding sections is ccmbined, and in the cx::>da 
there is a reference to the opening of the first movement. 

Notes: 

1. Sir Michael Tippett (b. IDndon, 2 Jan 1905) • English 
cx:np:>ser. The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 
6th ed. , s. v. "Tippett, Sir Michael" , by Ian Kanp. 

2. Sir William Glock (b. IDndon, 3 May 1908). English music 
administrator,- pianist, educationist and critic. - The New 
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 6th ed. , s. v. "Glock, 
Sir William", by Peter Heyworth. 

3. Peter Watson, founder and owner of the magazine Horizon and a 
founder member of the Institute of Cbntempory Arts. 
Elizabeth Lutyens, A Goldfish Bowl (IDndon: cassell, 1972), 
p.230. See also Priaulx Rainier's article entitled "Personal 
recollections" in AQgm, (1974-1975), 385-390:95-96 for an 
appreciation of Peter Watson. 

4. See 1 above. 

5. Interview with Priaulx Rainier at St. Ives on 13.12 .1977. 

6. · Programne in possession of author. 

7. G.D.: "Choir delights in Purcell's 'O.:ie, ", News Chronicle, 
22.11.1947. 

9. Letter fran John Minchinton dated 20. 4 .1988 to author. 
/ 

10. "Ovation for South African Composer. Success in IDndon of New 
String Work, II The cape Times I 25.11.1947. 

11. See 7 above. 

12. Desmond Shawe-Taylor: "Saint Cecilia", The New Statesman, 
29.11.1947. 

13. Charles Stuart: 
30.11.1947. 

"Bart6k and others", The Observer, 

14. William Glock: "PriaulX Rainier's 'Sinfonia da Camera'", ,ljme 
and Tide, 20.12.1947. 
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15. W.R. Anderson: "Round about Radio", The Musical Times, 
January 1948. 

16. "Priaulx Rainier's Music Being Widely Played in Europe", .!he 
~' 10.1.1949. 

17. "COntarporary Music Centre", The Times, 28.3 .1951. 

18. Martin Cooper: "Music", Spectator, 30.3 .1951. 

19. .Ibid •. 

20. C.G.-F.: "London COntarporary Music Centre", Musical Qginion, 
May 1951. 

21. D.J.: "London Bdch Group", The M~sical Times, April 1958. 

22. The R.A.M Magazine (June 1958), 170:50. 

23. "London Bach Group", The Times, 22.2.1958. 

24. Typewritten script in PJSsession of author. 

25. Inte:r:view with Priaulx Rainier at St. Ives on 15 .12 .1977. 

26. letter fran Priaulx Rainier dated 28 .11.1980 to author. 

27. Programme in PJSsession of author. 

28. Letter fran Gill. Kay 1 Administrator 1 Dartington International 
·SUmmer School dated 20.5.1988 to author. 
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18 IllU«:E OF THE RAIN 

for tenor or soprano and guitar. Text by Eugene Marais adapted by 
uys Krige. 

.Duration: 10' Schott brochure (1983). 

Dedicatees: Hugues CUenod and Hennann I.eeb. 

First broadcast: 

o __ 

.I 

Stockholm, . Radio. 
I.eeb (guitar) . 

5 July 1949. Hughues CUenod (tenor), Hennann 

First perfonnance: 

Aldeburgh, Aldeburgh Festival. 7 July 1961. Peter Pears (tenor), 
Julian Bream (guitar) • 

Publication: IDndon, Schott (Edition 10902) (1968). 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Pencil score dated 13.November 1947. (TO 88/36 88/253). 

Score 2: Transfers. (TO 88/36 88/252). 

Scores 3, 4, 5 & 6: Dyeline scores. (TO 88/36 88/248-51). 

) 

Score 7: Dyeline copy at Schott that is marked up in a hand not 
belonging to the cc:mposer, but the title page is written in ink by 
the canposer. 
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Date CU!ifOSition: 13 Novanber 1947. 

Reviews: 

1. Diapason: "Highest enthusiasm at Aldeburgh for Russian Prima 
Donna", Evening Star, 8. 7.1961. 

2. Desmond Shawe-Taylor: "Harne and OVerseas", The Sunday Tjmes, 
9. 7.1961. 

3. Elizabeth Poston: "Sad Fountains" , The Musical T.imes, April 
1969. 

4. R.M.: . "Webern songs with guitar for women", The Daily 
Telegraph, 23.2.1973 • 

. Just after World War II after the liberation the British Council sent a 

group of musicians to perform in Paris. Rainier was amongst than and her 

string Quartet and Clarinet SUite were played. She stayed with Jonathan 

Griffin who was a radio press attache attached to the British Embassy and 

his wife. At their home she met the SWiss singer Hughes CUencxi1 and his 

guitarist Hennann I.eeb. 2 They were performing in concerts all over 

Europe and asked her to write a song for than. 3 She agreed and that is 

heM the Dance of the Rain was ccmposed. CUencxi and Leeb performed the 

canposition on the Radio in Stockholm on 5 ·July 1949 and then Helsinki on 

9 July 1949.4 The first broadcast according to Rainier was on 18 

January 1949 on Vienna Radio, Vienna, but she did not mention who the 

performers were. 5 

Although this ccmposition was written in 1947, it was not before 1961 that 

Peter Pears (tenor) and Julian Bream (guitar) gave its first public 

performance at the Aldeburgh Festival. 6 Desmond Shawe-Taylor7 wrote: 

Pears and Bream gave one of theii: intimate voice-and-lute recitals, 
notable for an ecstatic African 'Song of the Rain' by Priaulx 
Rainier. 

The a::mposition was printed in 1968 by Schott and was thus rrore easily 

available for public perfonnance. 8 
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Philip Langridge (tenor) and Gilbert Biberian (guitar) oontributed ~ 

Dance of the Rain to a prograrrme of 19th and 20th centw:y vocal and 

instrumental rarities. at a Purcell Roan ooncert in March 1973. The Daily 

Telegraph found that the a::mposition was "a::mposed to a \IJOrdy and 

uninspiring English version of native myth", 9 but said nothing of the 

oamposition itself. On 12 December 1975 Julian Pike (tenor) and Carlos 

Bonell (guitar) perfonned The Pance of the Rain· at 38 Belgrave Square, 

IDndon at a ooncert of works by British canposers . 10 

Acoording to Hughes CUenod this composition was not "a paid cx:mnission but 

a generous gift fran Priaulx" • 11 

Notes: 

1. Born 1902 Vevey, SWitzerland. Singer. Perfonned all over the 
\IJOrld and is well-known for his exceptional interpretation of 
the Evangelist's part in Bach's Passions. - Adrian Gaster, ed. 
International Who's Who in Music and Musicians Directot:y 
(cambridge: International Who's Who in Music, 1977), p.l77. 

2. Born Linz, 6. 2 .1906; died ZUrich, 5. 4 .1979. Musioologist and 
guitarist. Obtained his doctorate in 1941 fran the University 
of Zlirich. Title of dissertation: van Wesen deS Rhythmus. -
Wilibald Gurlitt, ed., Riemann Musik I.exikon (Mainz: Schott, 
1961), Personenteil, L-Z, p.445, Willi Schuh et al., eds., 
Schweizer Musiker-Lexik.on (ZUrich: Atlantis, 1964), p. 
unknown. 

3. Interview with Priaulx Rainier in St. Ives on 13 .12 .1977. 

4. letter fran Hughes CUenod dated 9. 5 .1988 to author. 

5. A note in Rainier's own handwriting in possession of author. 

6. Diapason: ·"Highest enthusiasm at Aldeburgh for Russian Prima 
~nna", Evening Star, 8. 7.1961. 

7. Desmond Shawe-Taylor: 
9. 7.1961. 

8. See printed soore. 

"Hcxne and OVerseas", The SUnday Times, 
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9. R.M.: "Webern Songs with guitar for wanen", The Dail,y 
Telegraph, 23.2.1973. 

10. Notice in possession of author. 

11. See 4 above. 
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1948 

19 UBUNZIMA 

(Misfortune) for tenor or soprano and guitar. Text fran an unknown 
source 1 supplied by a certain Victor. 

u bun-zi-ma -----

nlration: 4' Schott brochure (1983). 

First perfonnanre: 

be- hie - - le ____ _ 

IDndon1 Purcell Roan. 22 March 1973. Philip Langridge 
Gilbert Biberian (guitar). 

Publication: IDndon1 Schott (Edition 11064) ( 1968) • 

Manuscr.ipt held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Pencil score. (TO 88/36 88/246). 

Score 2: Transfers. (TO 88/36 88/247). 

Score 3: ·Ink score at Schott. 

Date mtifX>Sition: 

1948 Printed copy. 
1954 Pencil score (Ucr). 

Reviews: 

um-

(tenor) 1 

1. Elizabeth Poston: 
1969. 

"Sad Fountains" 1 The Musical Times 1 April 

2. R.M. : "Webern songs with guitar for wanen" 1 The Dail,y 
Telegraph, 23.3.1973. 

3. Buxton Orr: "Notes", Ccmposer, Autumn 1973. 

The canposer told the author that she "took Ubunz.ima out of the Barbaric 

Dance Suite and transfonned it a little". 1 In actual fact acoorcting to 
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sources available, Ubunz.irna was a::mposed in 19482 and the Barbaric Dance 

.5l.lite in 1949. 3 The text was supplied by a Zulu called Victor who 
I 
\ 

'WOrked for the chanist Allen and Hanbury in 7 Vere Street, IDndon Wl. 4 

A handwritten note by Victor give the text of the second verse in Zulu 

with English translations underneath. He5 wrote further 

I felt it would be too heavy if continued with the grief, this 
[second verse] should bring a remarkable tone colouring. Pardon my 
delay anm [sic] too busy. Hope you are well, Greetings Victor. 

When Ubunzima. was published by Schott in 1969 Elizabeth Poston found in 

the a::mposition "a fascinating interplay of polytonality between voice and 

instrument 

cx:mpelling" . 6 

[it is] . . . unusual, admirably laid out, subtle and 

The first perfonnance had to wait to 21 March 1973 when 

Philip Langridge (tenor) and Gilbert Biberian (guitar) perfonned the 

a::mposition in the Purcell Roan. 7 Then The Daily Telegraph described 

the 'WOrk . as "tense and econanical lyric, skilfully set, contrasted 

strikingly with · 'r:>ance of the Rain'". 8 

Nates: 

1. Interview with Priaulx Rainier in St. Ives on 13 .12 .1977. 

2.. Printed score. 

3. Printed score. 

4. See 1 above. 

50 Note: Source ucr 0 

6. Elizabeth Poston: 
1969. 

"Sad Fountains" , The Musical Times, April 

7. Prograrrme in possession cf author. 

8. R.M. : "Webern songs with guitar for wanen", The Daily 
Telegraph, 23.3.1973. 
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1949 

20 IWUWUC J::lAR:E SUI'IE 

for piano. 
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Duration: 12' Schott brochure ( 1983) . 
I 

Dedicatee: Pola Nirenska. 1 

First perfoJJDance: 

IDndon, IDndon School of Ea:manics Music Society. 29 November 
1950. Margaret Kitchen (piano). 

Publication: IDndon, Schott (Edition 10394) (1950). 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Pencil score. (TD 88/36 88/304). 

Score 2: 
markings. 

Dyeline score with occasional fingering and other 
(TD 88/36 88/305). 

Score 3: Printed score. Marked: "CMn Copy". II (p.6) text of 
Ubunzima written in. (TD 88/36 88/306). 

Date c:x:mposition: June 1949. 

Reviews: 

1. Undated reviews in: Hildesheimer Post, Danish Post, 
Flensburg, Slidschleswigsche Zeitung. 

2. Harry Dexter: 
·undated. · 

"Pick of the Publications", Source unknown, 

3. "S.A. Canposers New Work", The Cape Times, 11.10.1949. 

4. M.W.: 
27.9.1950. 

"Gegensatze begegnen sich", -Basler Nachrichten, 

5. "Erster internationaler Wettbewerb flir Kcmponistinnen", Basler 
Volksblatt, 28.9.1950. 

6. "Die Frau in der Musik", National Zeitung, 3.10.1950. 

7. "Piano Solo", Musical Opinion, :Novernber-Decanber 1950. 

8. B.M. "A Recital of Piano and Vocal Ite:ris", The_ cape Times, 
5.10.1960. 

9. A.S.: "S.A. Women CompJsers at the Beattie", The Cape Argus, 
15.10.1964. 

10. "South Africans in B.B.C. Series on Canposers", Southern 
Africa, 21.2.1966. 

11. "'Portrait' of S. African on B.B.C. ", The cape Argus, 
14~3.1966. 
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12. Ik>nald Steinfirst: "South African Ccmposer. Forum plays 
Rainier Music", Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 4.3.1968. 

13. Phoebe Lange: "Exciting musical evening", The Eastern 
Province Herald, 9.10.1979. 

14. C. stroux: 
9.10.1979. 

"Ccmposer show'S individuality", Evening Post, 

15. T. Boekkooi: '"n Aandjie met Priaulx Rainier", Die Cbsterlig, 
9.10.1979. 

16. Arend Koole: "In die Chisholmsaal. P. Rainier Vereer", Die 
Burger, 29.6.1982. 

17. Antionette Silvestri: 
(Tbnight), 29.6.1982. 

"Chamber works by Rainier", The Argus 

18. Robert Henderson: "The Young Artists' Series", The Daily 
Telegraph, 6.1.1983. 

19. Nicholas· Kenyon: · "PIG Young Artists. Purcell Roan", lbe 
Tm!es, 7 .1.1983. 

20. David Murray: "PIG Young Artists/PUrcell Roan", Financial 
Times, 7 .1.1983. 

21. Hilary Finch: "Music of the spheres", The Times, 3.2.1983. 

22. Michael John White: 
3.2.1983. 

"Priaulx Rainier", The Guardian, 

23. P.W.D.: "Priaulx Rainier", The Daily Telegraph, 3.2.1983. 

In October 1949 The cape Times announced that Priaulx Rainier CXI11J?leted a 

new work for piano called Barbaric Dance SUite and that its first 

performance would be broadcast by the ZUrich Radio at the end of October 

1949. 2 The pianist who would be responsible for this performance was 

not mentioned in the notice. . It is generally accepted that the first 

performance was by Margaret Kitchen in london on 29 Novanber 1950. 3 No 

newspaper reports of this event could be traced in the london paper of 

that time. The work was published by Schott in 1950 at a price of three 

shillings and six pence. 'IWo contrasting reports announced the 

publication. Musical OW.nion 4 wrote: 
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. 
The harsh dissonances, a:mplex rhythms and fragmentary melodies of 
the three dances will find no appreciation among those who regard 
music as sanething to soothe their ne:rves after a tiring six-hour 
day at the office. But those who have seen and appreciated the 
dances of primitive people will find in them the genuine spirit and 
improvisatory brilliance of such things and will respond with 
enthusiasm. The oamposer's brilliant use of keyboard effect will 
certainly appeal to pianists. 

Harry Dexte2 gave a clearer description of the work: 

'Barbaric Dance SUite' for Piano Solo shows a vivid musical 
imagination, concentrat.ion of ideas, and an apt use of percussive 
keyboard effect. The melodic interest is slight, consisting as it 
does of the repetition or developnent of small figures, but to make 
up for this there is immense variety of rhythmic effect, and an 
effective exploration of the acuter dissonances. Of the three, the 
second is perhaps the Irost interesting technically, since it 
consists of a solemn right-hand melody played for the Irost part in 
octaves, aca::mpanied throughout in the left-hand by six-four chords 
which fonn a a:mplex and striking rhythmic background. 

R.anember Ubunzima and the second movement are almost similar. 

Barbaric Dance SUite was played in Europe as the reviews (unfortunately 

undated) in Hildesheimer Post, Danish pqst, Flensburg and 

SUdschleswingsche Zeitung testify. 6 

The Barbaric nance SUite was also . included amongst the Rainier 

canpositions perfonned in a BBC "canposer's Portrait" series when on 9 

March 1966 the oamposer herself introduced and talked about the 

canposition. 7 

In · 1968 Nelson Whitaker perfonned the oamposition at the final concert of 

the Canposers Forum Series at carnegie lecture Hall, Pittsburgh which 

featured the music of Priaulx Rainier. Donald Steinfirst said "The 

Barbaric Dance Suite for piano solo was particularly felicitous ... the 

music ·generated sane heat within orthodox limits". 8 
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Rainier's involvement with The Yehudi Menuhin School led to perfonnances 

of this cx:mp::>sition in October and November 1978 by the then 14 year old 

pianist Amanda Hurton. 9 

Joyce Rathbone played the work at the Wigmore Hall concert on 2 February 

1983 which celebrated the ccmposer's eightieth birthday. The Times10 

reported: 

Last night's concert celebrated the entirely individual, bright and 
invigorating variety of her talent, constantly writing for 
oambinations of instruments, meticulously testing and adjusting the 
relationships between sound and silence. 

When the RAM presented· an Eightieth Birthday Concert for Priaulx Rainier 

on 10 February 1983 in Duke's Hall the Barbaric Pance SUite played by 

Nicola Losseff was also included in the programme. 11 A SABC 

Transcription Recording (number LT 4624) made in January 1965 by the 

pianist Virginia Fortescue exists.12 See pp.308-45, and 564-65 of C.L. 

Venter Suid-Afrikaanse Klaviermusiek: 'n Kultuurhistoriese en Styl-

analitiese Studie13 for an analysis of the Barbaric nance SUite. 

PnJgl:atue mtes: 

1. The following prograrrme note was prepared for a Talk for the CAPAB 

C:oncert, cape Town, 9 November 1979 by Rainier: 

·This work seans to have thrown off the European influences - to be 
freed fran the smothering effect of the preoccupation with the vast 
resources of European music. The rhythmic element in these dances, 
though without factual imitation or conscious use of any known 
African patterns, has certain characteristics which rould not be 
there with9ut the deep impression of African music I had in early 
childhood •. 

First dance: The first of the dances, is a series of contrasting 
rhythmic patterns with seemingly no connection. But the 
juxtaposition is significant, creating continuous movement through 
the ever-changing character of these. 
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Second dance: The second dance has a persistent fixed rhythm 
acc:x:::rnpanying a long, free, drawn out melodic line, not related 
rhythmically to the accampaniment, which persists beside it. 

Third dance: The third dance uses a short tense dance figure, 
daninating the whole piece, with repetitions and variations working 
up an insistent climax to the final sharp chords. 

The Suite is a key to all my later music, for in the three dances, 
their structural embryo is, on a small scale, the basis for 100st of 
the later works. 

2. The following programme note appeared in the progranme of the 

roncert to celebrate the eightieth birthday of Priaulx Rainier: 

Notes: 

The rhythmic elanent in these Dances, though without factual 
imitation or conscious use of any known African patterns, has 
certain characteristics which could not be there without the deep 
inpression of African music I had in early childhood. 

The first of the Dances is a series of contrasting rhythmic 
patterns with seaningly no ronnection. But the juxtaposition is 
significant, creating continuous movanent through the ever changing _ 
character of these patterns. 

The serond dance is a mourning-song with a persistent fixed rhythm 
acc:x:::rnpanying a long, free, drawn-out melodic line, not related 
rhythmically to the accampaniment, which persists beside it. 

The third dance uses a short tense dan~ figure, daninating the 
whole piece, with repetitions and variations working up an 
insistent climax to the final sharp chords. 

1. Pola Nirenska was born in Warsaw in 1910. Her career as a 
dancer, teacher, and choreographer has spanned nearly a 
half-century. A graduate of Mary Wigman' s school in Dresden, 

- Gennany, she toured America with the Wigman carpany in 1932. 
In 1934 MS Nirenska received first prize for choreography at 
the International Dance Congress in Vienna. She subsequently 
perfonned solo concerts throughout Europe. Before the 
outbreak of World War II, MS Nirenska moved to England, where 
she spent 15 years teaching, choreographing, and perfonning. 
At the invitation of Ted Shawn, MS Nirenska went to America 
in 1949 and perfonned at Jacob's Pillow. She spent several 
years· in New York City studying with innovators of the time, 
including Charles Weidman, Jose Limon, Gertrude Shurr, Doris 
Hurcphrey, and IDuis Horst. MS Nirenska went to Washington, 
D.C. in 1951 to join Evelyn de la '!bur in a teaching 
partnership. She later started her own studio and dance 
c:x:::rnpany in addition to reaching at the Washington School of 
Ballet, the Madeira School in Mclean, and at Glen Echo Dance 
Theater. - letter fran Pola Nirenska dated 1. 8 .1988 to 
author. 
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2. "S.A. Ccxnposers New Work", The cape Times, 11.10.1949. 

3. Publicity brochures of Priaulx Rainier issued by Schott, 
IDndon. 

4. "Piano Solo", Musical Qpinion, Novanber-Decanber 1950. 

5. Hany Dexter: 
undated. 

"Pick of the Publications", Source unknown, 

6. In possession of author. 

7. '"Portrait' of S. African on BBC", The Cape Ar<JUS, 14.3.1966. 

8. Ik>nald Steinfirst: "South African canposer. Forum Plays 
Rainier Music", Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 4.3.1968. 

9. Programme in possession of author. 

10. Hilary Finch: "Music of the spheres", The TTII1es, 3.2.1983 

11. Programme in possession of author. 

12. Infonnation obtained fran SABC Music Library, Sea Point. 

13. D.Mus. dissertation, Potchefstrocm University, 1977. 
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1950 

20A BARBARIC DANCE SUI'lE 

for orchestra. 
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Inst.nlmentation: 
~ 

Pice, fl, ob, ca, 2 cl in a, - 2 bsn, dbn, 2 hn in F, 
2 tpt in c, - timp, tri, tamb, t-tam, cym, hp, - vlni, vlnii, vla, 
vln, db. 

UnperfoDIEd. 

Unpublished. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Date CX~tp>sition: 1950 

Score 1: Pencil full score. Copy is marked: Schott's Hire . 
Material No. 6600. (TD 88/36 88/307). 

Rainier said she was not satisfied with this CCITlfX:>Sition and she "did not 

do anything about it" . 1 This CCITlfX:>Sition consists of five novements 

whereas the Barbaric Da.nce Suite for piano has only three. Authors like 

John Amis (in The Musical Times, July 1955)2 and Colin Mason (in 

Grove's: 1966) 3 mention a Ballet Suite for orchestra, but this work 

must in fact be the Barbaric Da.nce Suite for orchestra as no score of a 

Ballet Suite .came to light amongst the Rainier manuscripts. 

Notes: 

1. Interview with Priaulx Rainier in St. Ives on 13 .12 .1977. 

2. John Amis: "Priaulx Rainier", The Musical Times, July 1955, 
p.357. 

3. Grove's Dictionary for Music and Musicians, 5th ed. , s. v. 
"Rainier, Priaulx", by Colin Mason. 
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1952 

21 UNTITLED 

for string orchestra. 

(----) 

,.-----_. ... ..L "' 
'T ?' I ___... 

~ 
.p I -· - A• 

?' 
Fl;) IM• 

'f ... ,'f 
"'l I 

- .:..../ ~ -.e!" • - it• : -----· 

I.ength: 113 bars, 13 pages. 

Unperfonned. 

Unpublished. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

.... ~ -

I --.... 
-

i 
I 4• 

I~\ 
.P 
/'!.to 

.. t i 
I 

"'i 

Score 1: Pencil full score. (TD 88/36 88/360). 

Da.te c:x:n1p0sition: 24 February 1952, Trewyn Studio. 

....... ..:----... 

.. 
--

-·· i 

' I 
i 

'~ ..... 

This could be the oamposition entitled Movement for Strings (1952) which 

was scheduled for perfonnance on 12 June 1953 by the Rostal Chamber 

Ensanble at the St. Ives Festival. The perfonnance never took place. At 
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the top of the cc.mposition the date 22 October 1950 and place name: 

Trewyn Studio (the name of Barbara Hep.v-orth' s studio) appears. 

A short note about the Movement for Strings1 exists: 

Note: 

The fundamental interval of the fifth is the underlying idea in 
this work which, beginning simply, grows into a texture 
enoampassing the full range of the instruments employed. 

1. See p.26 of programme of 1953 St. Ives Festival of MUsic and 
the Arts. 
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1953 

22 CYcrE F<R I>EOAMATION 

for tenor or soprano. Text from "Devotions" by John Donne. 

I. Wee cannot bid the fruits 
J = 60 --====. . 

; f rrr r ~ ; f L H FE E] EF L" E1 1 r·· 
to· sticke on in 1Je • cem · her. _ 

rurati.on: 2'25" 

U. In the WorDbe of the Earth 

r 
In the wombe ___ _ 

Duration: 1'35" 

ill. Nune, Iento .sonitu 

-= 
I J n J :J. n 1 
len. to:::::... ~·.1 • tu · di·c:unt 1 

Duration: 4 '25" 

'lbtal duration: 

8 '25" on score (Source ucr) . 
9' Schott brochure ( 1983) • · 

Dedicatee: Peter Pears. 

First perfonnance: 

---J --== 
r r r· i I; 
of the earth, 

I fJ. J J. J 
Mor • i - e - ri:s . The 

First perfonnance of "Nunc, I.ento Sonitu Dicunt, ~rieris•: 
Aldeburgh, Aldeburgh Parish Church. 25 June 1953. Peter Pears 
(tenor). 
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• 

First perfonnance of a:.mplete cycle in netDry of Noel 
Mewton-Wood: I.Dndon, St. George the Martyr, Queen Square WCl. 22 
December 1954. Peter Pears (tenor). 

First public perfonnance: Aldeburgh, Aldeburgh Parish Church, 
Aldeburgh Festival. 16 June 1954. Peter Pears (tenor). 

Publication: I.Dndon, Schott (Edition 10299) ( 1954) . 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Soore 1: Ink soore of Nunc, Lento Sonitu Dicunt, Morieris only, 
dated March 1953. (TD 88/36 88/212). 

Soore 2: Ink soore of canplete cycle. Pencil notes within. 
(TD 88/36 88/213). 

Soore 3: Ink soore of canplete cycle: Dated: I-20 October 1953; 
II-13 October 1953; III-1953. (TD 88/36 88/214). 

Soore 4: Big dyeline soore marked: Otm Copy P.R. Voice range 
appears on rover. (TD 88/36 88/215). 

Soore 5: Big dyeline soore. (TD 88/36 88/216). 

Soore 6: Printed oopies of .NJJ.ru;; • • • only. Appeared on p. 34 of an 
unidentified source. (TD 88/36 88/218). 

Soore 7: Transfers of complete work used for duplication. 
(TD 88/36 88/217). 

Soore 8: Brown envelope with notes and drafts of canposition. 
{TD 88/36 88/219). 

Soore 9: Printed soore. Marked: "Otm Copy P.R." ·Duration given 
as 9 '10" outside on cover and 9 '3" approx. at end. 

Date CXJtp>Sition: 

I-20 October 1953; II-13 October 1953; III-1953. 

Reviews: 

1. "Festival 'Foreigners' Flock to Aldeburgh" ,·The East Anglian 
.ximefi, 20.6.1953. 

2. 

3. 

Dyneley Hussey: 
25.6.1953. 

"The Glyndebourne 'Alceste'", The Listener, 

Diapason: 
26.6.1953. 

"Human Voice as a Power" , The East Anglian times, · 

4. C.M.: "Tchaikovsky and Bartok", The Manchester Guardian, 
27.6.1953. 
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5. "Donne's 'Devotions' . 
Scotsman, 24.12.1953. 

Settings by Priaul.x Rainier" , ~ 

6. Donald Mitchell: "Some first :performances", The Musical 
T..i.Ine.s, February 19 54 • 

7. Basil Maine: "A Pilgrimage and a Concert", The Eastern Daily 
~' 17.6.1954. 

8. S.G.: "Rare music - and exquisite", News Chronicle, 
17.6.1954. 

9. "Aldeburgh Festival", The Times, 17.6.1954. 

10. Eric Blcm: "Aldeburgh", The Sunday Observer, 20.6.1954. 

11. J.W.: "Song Cycle for Voice and Guitar", The Daily Telegraph, 
13.11.1954. . 

12. Desmond Shawe-Taylor: 
27.11.1954. 

"'!Wo Symphonies", The New Statesman, 

13. J. W. : "Peter Pears in Solo Settings", The Daily Telegraph, 
23.12.1954. 

14. "Purcell Singers", The T.imes, 8.3.1955. 

15. C.M.: 
25.6.1955. 

"English Vocal Music" , The Manchester Guardian, 

16. J.C.: "Concert of Rare Beauty at Octagon", Bath and Wilts. 
Chronicle, 26.3.1956. 

17. "Songs and Cello Works", The Times, 16.11.1957. 

18. J.W.: "Striking Donne Cycle", The Daily Telegraph, 
16.11.1957. 

19. "Macnaghten Concerts" , The Musical Times, January 1958. 

20. D.C.P.M.: 
7 .4.1961. 

"Schoenberg's Best Quartet" , The Daily Telegraph, 

21. Hildegard Weber: "Europaische Musik mit Britischen 

22. 

Kunstlern", Neue Zeitschrift fUr Musik, March 1961. 

Conrad Wilson: 
4.1.1965. 

·"Interesting a::mposer" , The Scotsman, 

23. Peter Stadlen: "Britten drops the Tabu", The Daily Telegraph, 
25.1.1965. 

24. Otto de Greiff: "Musica Britanica", El Tianpo, 8.6.1965. 

25. "Focus on canposers", The Times, 18.1.1967. 
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26. Edward Greenfield: 
18.1.1967. 

"Priaul.x Rainier", The Guardian, 

27. Peter Heyworth: "Magic blooms in the Garden", The Observer, 
22.1.1967. 

28. Stephen Walsh: "Music last week", The Listener, 26.1.1967. 

29. Anthony Payne: "Broadcasting", The Musical Times, March 1967. 

30. 

31. 

"Perfonners' 
23.10.1967. 

Club first recital" , Belfast Telegraph, 

"Mal vern lecture recital" , 
4.12.1967. 

The worcester EVening News, 

32. "Malvern lecture recital", The Malvern Gazette, 7.12.1967. 

33. J .R.B.: 
11.4.1968. 

"Music", The Doncaster Gazette and Chronicle, 

34. "Sensitive recital of English songs", The Hereford Evening 
~' 29.11.1968. 

35. Daninic Gill: "Park lane Group", Financial Times, 14.1.1969. 

36. A.E.P.: "Rare Artistic Life", The Daily Telegraph, 14.1.1969. 

37. S.W.: "Not pops but primitive", The Times, 14.1.1969. 

38. Morley Pooley: "His voice matched Schumann's music", Bath and 
Wilts Evening Chronicle, 28.2.1969. 

39. H.D.: · "Mozart and moderns odd musical canpanions", Eastern 
EVening News, 10.3.1969. 

40. Robert Harris: "Sound fit to fill a Cathedral", Ricbmond and 
TWickenham Times, 14.3.1969. 

41. "Eine hierorts •.• ", Berliner Morgenpost, 12.9.1969. 

42. "Mit Priaul.x Rainiers ... ", Die Welt, 12.9.1969. 

43. "Neben seiner unzweifelhaften ••• ", Tagespiegel, 13.9.1969. 

44. S. W. : "English successes" , The Times, 12 .12 .1969. 

45. Colin Mason: 
12.12.1969. 

"Wenlock Edge mood caught", The Daily Telegraph, 
I 

46. Gillian Widdicombe: "Standford", Financial Times, 12.12.1969. 

47. "400 years of song", Middlesex Advertiser and Gazette, 
26.2.1970. 
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48. "Concert 'first' at Liss", Petersfield Post, 11.3.1971. 

49. William Mann: "Bath Festival's Mozart and other varieties", 
Tbe Times, 31.5.1971. 

50. Hugo Cole: "Mozart in the Abbey", The Guardian, 31.5.1971. 

51. M.C.: "Dylan Thomas Settings", TbeDailyTelegraph, 7.5.1974. 

52. MeirionBowen: "Rainier/Lutyens", TbeGuardian, 7.5.1974. 

53. Helmut Lohmliller: "Die Wohltaten des Mondes", Mlincbner 
Merkur, 20.1.1977. 

54. Dr K.G.: 
20.4.1977. 

"Gesungene Predigt", Ausberger Allgemeine, 

55. D.A.W.M.: "Wigmore Hall. Goldthorpe/Parry, The Daily 
Telegraph, 28.1.1978. 

56. Arend Koole: "'Komponis aan die Woord', Priaulx Rainier in 

57. 

58. 

Kaap", Die Burger, 13.11.1979. 

Max . Leppert: 
Times, 7 .1.1983. 

Pseter Stadlen: 
8.1.1983. 

II Thursday's 'Young Artists ' •.. " , Financial 

II Clive Williamson", The Daily Telegraph, 

·59. Hilary Finch: "Music of the spheres", The Times, 3.2.1983. 

60. P.W.D.: "Priaulx Rainier", The Daily Telegraph, 3.2.1983. 

61. Dirk de Villiers: "Posthumous tributes for SA-born ca:nposer", 
The DailY News (Tbnight), 22.4.1987. 

The c::arp:>ser said that it often happened that long afterwards things 

turned up that she had marked at a p::>int for use and had forgotten 

entirely about. When "rediscovered" they were just correct for the 

purpose. This was the case with the text for the c:;ycle for Declamation. . 

She had great difficulty in finding a suitable text when Peter Pears asked 

her to cx:rnpose an unaccompanied piece. When she was looking through John 

Donne's poems she found that she had marked various- sections which were 

suitable for her purpose. 1 
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At first only Nunc, I..ento Sonitu, Dicunt was perfonned in 1953 by Peter 

Pears at the Aldeburgh Festival. The cx::m1p0ser "set (and successfully 

solved) the problem of an unaccompanied vocal solo". 2 In this 

canposition devotional prose by John Donne is "given declamatory vocal 

line, austere and simple, which gives point to the words by its rise and 

fall and its rhythmic implications". 3 After the perfonnance of the 

canplete cycle a c:anparison between the three declamations was drawn by 

Donald Mitchell: 4 

These • • . were insufficiently varied in character and lacked 
rhythmic impulse, nor did they seem quite to match the suberbly 
rhetorical gestures of Donne's prose 0 Fran the fonnal point of 
view, the third declamation ( 'for wham the Bell tolls, etc. ) was the 
rost successful, with its neatly placed repetitions of 'Nunc, Iento 
Sonitu Dicunt, Morieris' and its use of 'Morieris' as a recurrent 
refrain. 

A further explanation5 regarding the text tells us that the excerpts 

are attercpts to recapture for modern ears the kind of musical 
experience which for 2000 years satisfied . o. civilization and is 
still to be found in . the Orient. But a thousand years of hannony 
have made it difficult for a modern canposer to think in tenns of 
graces, microtones, . and melisrnata such as the Greeks, for instance, 
employed to make their melody expressive, and even more difficult 
for a _ modern audience to appreciate without same slight 
bewilderment. 

The· statement that "Rainier's experiment marks a beginning of an attempt 

to explore the possibilities of a modern revival of ancient practice" 6 

is a bit far fetched. 

DeSirond Shal:we-Taylor7 described the c:x:xnposition as interesting and 
• 

sensitive; yet they detracted from rather than added to, the inc:anparable 

music of the words. 

Another critic picked up the rarity of the meditnn and pointed out there is 

a meditnn, though a difficult one to explore. 
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Myra Verney was the first performer to sing the cycle in the soprano 

range. 

1956.8 

This was at the Bath Everyman Club in the Octagon, Bath in March 

When she repeated the cycle in I.Dndon in November 1957 at a 

Macnaghten concert9 one music critic wrote: "In all of them there is an 

impressive self-discipline in the avoidance of easy melodic effect, or of 

a too facile invoking of hannonic implications."10 Another ranarked on 

the "Highly impressive, incantatory style II 11 This \tlOrk was 

ta.lren into the repertoire of many other singers e.g. Alexander Young 

(1961), 12, John carol case (1967) 13 , Margaret Townshend (1969) 14 , 

Josephine Nendick (1969)15, Dan Klein (1969) 16, David 

Johnston (1969) 17 , Metz van Bourgonjen (1973) 18 , Michael Goldthorpe 

(1975) 19 , Jane Manning (1977) 20 , Rodney Hardesty (1978) 21 and 

Kathryn Harries ( 1983) 22 , but it is still the performance of Peter Pears 

that is best rananbered and regarded as the most authoritative. 

Progi:ataue notes: 

1. Handwritten by Priaulx Rainier. Source: ucr. 

This cycle of three songs on .. texts fran "The Devotions" by John 
Ik>nne was cx::mnissioned by Peter Pears. The words are of such 
significance that the arm of the composer was to write a vocal line 
with such stresses and emphasis as would intensify their meaning, 
using silences exactly timed to allow the listener to absorb each 
sentence. The vocal lines have free rhythms - the rhythms of the 
meaning of the words - recognisable parts of return in the free 
flO'tling lines. The construction is based on the repetition of 
certain intervals. 

·I. ''Wee cannot bid the fruits"- there is a time for all things 
The final emphasis is on. fruits to understand that we lose 

the fruits. 

II. "In the wanb of the Earth" • The wind transports our dust and 
so it sounds at the end of the song. 

III. "Nunc Lento Sonitu Dicunt Morieris". · Now this bell, tolling 
softly for another says to me: Thou must die. This phrase 
lO'tl and persistent opens the song, breaks in at intervals and 
closes the cycle. 
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2. Typed, probably written by Priaulx Rainier. In possession of 

author. 

The cycle for Declamation was oammissioned by Peter Pears who was at 
that time singing unaccompanied Perotin and wished to have sane 
contarporary songs as a contrast. The text were taken fran John 
Donne's "Devotions". The aim in setting these words was to 
intensify their significance by using the natural syllabic stress of 
the English language so that every word should be clearly heard and 
the rhythm of the sentence kept in their fonn. The silences are an 
integral part of the music, keeping continuity by the irregularity 
of their length, while allawing proper consideration to each of 
these universal thoughts on Life and Death. 

3. In 1973 Ernest Bradbury wrote the following prograrrme note when John 

carol case sang the Cycle for Declamation at the Three Choirs 

Festival on 21 August in Hereford: 

A South African, born in Howick, Natal, Priaulx Rainier first 
studied at cape Town. After 1920 she was a student at the Royal 
Acadany of Music in London, finishing her training with Nadia 
Boula'lger in Paris. These three unaccompanied settings of words 
fran Devotions of John Donne were written for Peter Pears sane 20 
years ago. The third song contains phrases frequently used by 
others (No man is an island: for whom the Bell tolls ... ) . · The 
vocal lines are notable for their free rhythms, use of melisma. and a 
motivic construction based on the repetition of selected intervals. 
The final song might suggest, in its Morieris refrain, the tolling 
bell itself. 

(Prograrrme of Hereford Music Meeting. The two hundred and forty sixth 

Three Choirs Festival c.1715-1973, p.70. In possession of author.) 

Notes: 

1. Interview with Priaulx Rainier in St. Ives on 15.12.1977. 

2. 

3. 

Dyneley Hussey: 
25.6.1953. 

"The Glyndebourne 'Alceste'", The Listener, 

Diapason:-
26.6.1953. 

"Hunian Voice as a Power", The East Anglian Times, 

4. Donald Mitchell: "Sane first perfonnances", The Musical 
~, February 1954. 
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5. "Aldeburgh Festival", The Times, 17.6.1954. 

6. .Ibid. 

7. J. W. : "Peter Pears in Solo Settings", The Daily Telegraph, 
23.12.1954. 

8. J.C.: "Concert of Rare Beauty at Octagon", Bath and Wilts 
Cbronicle, 26.3.1956. 

9. "Songs and Cello Works", The Times, 16.ll.l957. 

10. J.W.: "Striking. Donne Cycle" I 
16.11.1957. 

The Daily Telegraph, 

11. ''Macnaghten Concerts", The Musical Times, January 1958. 

12. D.C.P.M.: 
7.4.1961. 

"Schoenberg's Best Quartet", ~ Daily Telegraph, 

13. "Focus on cx::mposers" , The Times, 18. 1. 19 67 . 

14. Dcmini.c Gill: "Park Lane Group" , Financial Times, 14 .1.1969. 

15. H.D.: "Mozart and moderns odd musical canpanions", Eastern 
EVening News, 10.3.1969. 

16. "Eine hierorts ... ", Berliner Morgenpost, 12.9.1969. 

17. S.W.: "English successes", The Times, 12.12.1969. 

18. letter of Mrs Dr. S.C. Regtdoorzee Greup-Roldanus (Amsterdam) 
to Dr. and Mrs J. Bouws (Stellenbosch) dated 10.12.1973 in 
possession of Mrs Bouws. 

19. Programne of Fenton House, Hampstead Grove, london perfonnance 
on 19.11.1975. In possession of author. 

20. Helmut Iohrnliller: "Die Wohltaten des Mondes", M"linchner 
Merkur, 20.1.1977. 

21. Programne of Purcell Roam performance on 7.5.1~78. In 
possession of author. 

22. Hilary Finch: "Music of the spheres" , The Times, 3. 2 .1983. 

Recording: 33 r .p.m. 

Peter Pears on "'IWentieth Century English Soncj'' on Argo RG 418/ZRG 5418. 

Rec:x:>rded in association with the British Council. 
1 
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Reviews: 

1. John Mitchell: Kinks LP album shows how versatile they are", 
EaStern Evening News, 30.10.1964 • 

2. . B.R.: "Classics Superbly Played", Eastbourne Herald 
Chronicle, 30.10.1964. 

3. "Classical choice: Britten Opera", Halifax Daily Courier & 
Guardian, 5.11.1964. 

4. "Classical choice", Crewe Chronicle, 12.11.1964. 

5. "Classical choice", Warrington Guardian, 13.11.1964. 

6. "For the young, and all the young at heart", Binningharn 
Evening Mail, 21.11.1964. 

I 

7. "The success of Priaulx Rainier", The Star, 10 .12 .1964. 

8. "Priaulx Rainier makes a name", The Daily News, 11.12.1964. 

9. Conrad Wilson: 
4.1.1965. 

"Interesting CXllllpOSer", The Sootsman, 

10. Conrad L. Osborne: "Peter Pears and Julian Bream: In a Word, 
Musicality", High Fidelity Magazine, June 1965. 

11. Irving Kolcx:iin: "Reoordings Reports II: Miscellaneous LPs'', 
New York Liter~ Journal, 31.7.1965.' 

The ·Cycle for Declamation appears on a reoord of songs by John Ireland, 

Frank Bridge and Richard Rodney Bennet. The ~ is described as "a real 

~ur de force" 1 by John. Mitchell. Another reviewer also says that the 

Rainier ~ is his own favourite fram a wonderful oollection of 

songs. 2 

Peter Pears speaks of the unacoampanied Cycle for Declamation as follows: 

"I have used it on many occasions as a foil, in a recital programne, to a 

group of unacoampanied Perotin. "3 
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An American reporter Irving Kolodin praises the canpositio'n and the 

stature of the · canposer "she has a sizable gift and a sure technique" 4, 

but none of the reports focus real attention on the quality of the 

performance and the actual recording itself. 

Notes: 

1. John Mitchell: "Kinks LP album shows how versatile they are" 1 ~ 
Eastern Evening News, 30.10.1964. 

2. B.R.: ·"Classics. SUperbly Played", Easttourne Herald 
Chrpnicle, 30.10.1964. 

3. Conrad L. Osl::x:>rne: "Peter Pears and Julian Bream: In a Word, 
Musicality", High Fidelity Magazine, June 1965. 

4. Irving Kolodin: "Recordings Reports II: Miscellaneous LPs, " 
New York Literary Journal, 31.7.1965. 
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1953 

23 FIGURES IN A lANDSCAPE - <DrnWALL AND THE SClJLP'lURE OF BARBARA 
~ - Music for the film. 

Inst.rumenta.tion: F1, ob, c1 in A, bsn, xyl, mba. 

nrration: 18' ( 16rrm film). 

Perfonners: 

The Aubrey Brain Wind Ensemble with James and Tammy Blades 
{percussion) . 1 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Pencil full score (44 pages). {TD .88/36 88/302). 

Score 2: Parts for f1, ob, c1 in A, bsn, xyl, mba. 

Date carposition: 1953. 

Film written, directed and photographed by: · Dudley Shaw Ashton. 

Film produced by: British Film Institute. 

Figures in a landscape was selected for the British Entry in the Venice 
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Festival of 1953. It was also shown at the Edinburgh Festival in the same 

year and at the Venezuela Festival in 1954. 2 

Denis Fornam3, Director of the British Film Institute, dictated the 

following letter to Rainier: 

Notes: 

I would like to congratulate you on the score you have written for 
Barbara's [Hepworth] film "Figures in a Landscape". It seems to me 
to intensify the feeling within her work and thus is important in 
counteracting. the . rather disarming prettiness of sane of the 
photography. 

1. letter from Mrs Joan Blades dated 30.4 .1988 to author. 

2. leaflet in possession of author. 

3. letter from Denis Fornam to Priaulx Rainier dated 13. 6 .1953. 
A copy in possession of author. 
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1955 

24 FIVE KEYEOARD PIECES 

for piano. 
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3 
p 

'lbtal. duration: 

10' Schott brochure (1983). 

t,J. - ~ . --

-y 
> 

·t·
.:i. .. 

12 '15" SABC transcription recording: Virginia Fortescue (piano) . 

Dedicatee: ·Nella Rainier. 

First perfonnance: 

I.Dndon, Wigmore Hall, 27 March 1955. Noel Lee (piano). 

Publication: Material for sale from Schott, I.Dndon. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 
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Score 1: Title reads: Six Ke~ Pieces. There are 5 scores: 
I Ink score = I of Five Keyboard Pieces (FKP), II Ink score = III of 
FKP, III Pencil score = II of FKP, IV Ink score = not present in 
FKP, VI Pencil score = V of FKP. (TD 88(36 88/361). 

Score 2: Dyeline score (includes 1st pencil draft for No II) • 
On cover an inscription by the composer: "Used for arrangement for 
6 Pieces for 5 Wind Instruments" . That is the reason why this copy 
is so heavily marked and a further indication that this is the "copy 
with corrections [for] N[oel] lee and self and Virginia Fortescue". 
The corrections concern rnostl y pedal indications. Tempo indications 
are changed too. (TD 88/36 88/362). 

Score 3: Dyeline score which contains the corrections as suggested 
in score 2 mentioned above. In other words the present dyeline 
scores are "correct". (TD 88/36 88/363). 

Score 4: Pencil notes. (TD 88/36 88/365). 

Score 5: Ink and pencil notes. (TD 88/36 88/366). 

Score 6: Ink score on transparency at Schott. 

Date cxmposition: 

1. 4 July 1952. 
2. 12 June 1955. 
3. Lent 1952. 
4. July 1951. 
5. Midsmrmers Day 1955. 

Reviews: 

1. Antionette Silvestri: 
~' 9.10.1963. 

"Intelligent Piano Recital", The Cape 

A possible reason why no reviews of the first performance are available is 

the fact that owing to a strike no newspapers were printed in London fran 

26.3.1955 to 20.4.1955. 

Virginia Fortescue made a SABC Transcription Record (number LT 4623) of 

these campositions. 1 C.L. Venter discussed these works on pp.308-45 and 

564:...65 in his dissertation Suid-Afrikaanse Klaviennusiek. 'n KultuUr

historiese en stylanalitiese Studie. 2 
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Notes: 

1. Infonnation obtained from SABC Music Library, Sea Point. 

2. D.Mus. dissertation, Potchefstroan University, 1977. 
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1955-56 

25 REXPIEM· 

for tenor and SA'IB a cappella choir. Text by David Gascoyne. 
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Duration: 21 ' Duration sheet (Source Ucr) • 

Carmissioned by: The Purcell Singers. 

First perfonnance: 

london, Victoria and Albert Museum. 15 April 1956. The Purcell 
Singers conducted by Imogen Holst. Peter Pears (tenor). 

Unpublished. 

Mimuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Dyeline score with red tape on spine. Inscription 
reads: "Corrected with Peter Gellhorn's . Score BBC Copy 8 Nov. 
1972. II 'IWo notes with lists of corrections are included. (TO 
88/36 88/175). 

Score 2: · Dyeline score marked: "P.R. ONn Copy. 'Ib be corrected 
with ScI: Peter Gellhorn's notes". (TO 88/36 88/176). 

Score 3: Dyeline score of BBC Library. A short score for tenor 
solo and SATB. Not in composer's handwriting, but useful. 
Marked: conductor's score. (TO 88/36 88/171). 

Scores 4, 5 & 6: New dyeline copies which contains the corrections 
as indicated in Score 1. (TO 88/36 88/167-69). 
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Soore 7: Transfers with oorrections. (TO 88/36 88/170). 

Soore 8: Dyeline oopy of short soore of composition llQt. in 
oamposer's handwriting. (TO 88/36 88/171). 

Soore 9: Dyeline soore. Marked: uncorrected. (TO 88/36 88/172). 

Soore 10: Dyeline score. Marked: "unoorrected. P.R. 9 February 
1967". (TO 88/36 88/173). 

Soore 11: Pencil score. Seoond Draft. (TO 88/36 88/178). 

Soore 12: Pencil soore. Third Draft. (TO 88/36 88/179). 

Soore 13: Large blue rover dyeline soore. Corrections appear on 
p.7. (TO 88/36 88/180). 

Soore 14: Notes on working out of text. (TO 88/36 88/181). 

Soore 15: Chorus and vocal scores in a oopyist 's hand at BBC. 
(Shelf Nos. 11651 and 13372). 

Iate C:Utp>Sition: 22 February 1956. 

Reviews: 

1. M.C.: "Angular New Requiem", The Daily Telegraph, 16.4.1956. 

2. Colin Mason: "New Choral Work· in London. Requiem by Priaulx 
Rainier", The Manchester Guardian, 17.4.1956 .. 

3. "Priaulx Rainier Requiem", The Times, 17 .4.1956. 

4. M.C.: "Tense and Stark New Requiem", The Daily Telegraph, 
17.4.1956. 

5. "Big choral work by SA Woman composer", The cape Argus, 
19.4.1956. 

6. Colin Mason: 
20.4.1956. 

"'!Wo South African Ccmposers", The Spectator, 

7. carol Mary .Spero: "Museum Gallery Concert If I Kensington News I 
20.4.1956. 

8. Desmond Shawe-Taylor: "Mainly Vocal" , The New Statesman and 
Nation, 21.4.1956. 

9. "New composition by South African II I The cape Times I 
23.4.1956. 

10.. Soott Goddard: "'IWo Rare Operas", The Listener, 24.5.1956. 

11. "London Concerts", The Musical Times, June 1956. 

12. Diapason: "Festival visit to Blythburgh", The East Anglian 
~I 20.6.1956. 
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13. Colin Mason: "Aldebu:r;-gh Music -Festival", The Manchester 
Guardian, 20.6.1956. 

14. J.A.: "No Slacking for Britten", The Scotsman, 22.6.1956. 

15. Colin Mason: "New Works by the young at Aldeburgh", .!he 
Manchester Guardian Weekly, 28.6.1956. 

16. Ronald Crichton: 
30.11.1971. 

"Rainier Is Requiem", Financial Times, 

17. Edward Greenfield: 
30.11.1971. 

"British Music", The Guardian, 

18. Martin Cooper: "Striking image of cosmic struggle", The 
PailY Telegraph, 30.11.1971. 

19. Stephen Walsh: "BBC Chorus. 
~' 30.11.1971. 

Queen Elizabeth Hall", .TOO 

-
20. Felix Apraharnian: "Shy Blcx::rns", The Sunday Times, 5.12.1971. 

21. Stephen Walsh: "Milner, Rainier", 'I'he Musical Times, January 
1972. 

22. "Priaulx Rainier writes about her setting of David Gascoyne 1 s 
'Requiem'", The Listener, 10.8.1972. 

23. Hugo Cole: "Menuhin/BOult", The Guardian, 17.8.1972. 

24. David Simnons: 
Septanber 1972. 

25. Meirion Bowen: 
1972. 

"Promenade Concerts" , Musical Opinion, 

"Premieres" , Music and Musicians, November 

26. Arend Koole: " 1 Kamporiis aan die Woord. 1 Priaulx Rainier in · 
Kaap", Die Burger, 13.11.1979. 

When Rainier had conversation lessons with Nadia Boulanger in Paris in 

1937 she again met David Gascoyne1 wham she knew fran IDndon. He was a 

young poet who had already made a name for himself. 2 His first book 

Ranan Balcony appeared in 1932 when he was sixteen years old. Robin 

Shelton editor of Collected Poems found this work "an·. astonishing 

perfonnance for an adolescent and same poems clear 1 y foreshadow the work 

that was to cx:rne". 3 In 1935 he published A Short Survey of Surrealism, 

which established him as a champion of surrealism and a writer unusually 
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aware of European literature and in 1938 Mans Life in his Meat 

followed. 4 As a boy he had been a chorister in Salisbury cathedral so 

he knew the early English church music and its traditions. In Paris he 

talked a great deal about the future of music and how he would like to 

write a poan with words specially chosen for singing. Eventually one day 

when Priaulx went to him he had ccrnpleted the draft of the p::an5 which 

was subsequently published under the title Requiem in his Collected 

Poens6 on pages 93-96. He wondered whether she would like to set it to 

music. It was only much later that Rainier used this text for her Reqgiem 

for solo tenor and a cappella choir. Gascoyne also dedicated a p::an 

Mozart: Sursum Corda to Priaulx Rainier. 7 

Filters the sunlight from the knife-bright wind 

And rarifies the rumour-burdened air 

The hearts receptive chalice in pure hands upheld 

Towards the sostenuto of the sky 

SUpernal voices flood the ear of day 

And tr~spierce the dense skull: Reveal 

The immaterial world concealed 

By :rrortal deafness and screen of sense 

World of transparency and last release 

And tNOrld within the world. Beyond our speech 

'lb. tell w~t equinoxes of the infinite 

The spirit ranges in its rare utmost flight 
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]rnogen Holst's Purcell Singers and Peter Pears gave the first performance 

of the Requiem at the Victoria and Albert Museum on 15 April 1956. This 

25 voice ensemble was praised for their "fine flexibility of phrase, 

justness of intonation and finnness of line and attack ... " . 8 Of the 

oamposition itself we read: 9 

almost unbrokenly tense in feeling, the It).Usic follows closely the 
spiritual aspirations of the text even when it deserts occasionally 
the natural verbal rhythm. Stark, angular, perilously 'exposed' 
lines and difficult intervals make great demand on the singers. 

Colin Mason10 said: 

she has prcx:iuced something as unconventional in the treatment of it 
as any of her instrumental works ... she has produced a genuinely 
extended musical structure that absorbs the attention throughout. 
With numerous telling effects of word-painting it makes a most 
beautiful and original work . . . She has made an important addition 
to rrodern choral music which will bear being heard as many times as 
singers can be found to sing it. 

An unknown critic of The Times11 rep::>rted that Rainier 

· has seized at once on the tenuousness of all speculation on death, 
on the different levels of existense implied by the poan, and on 
the consolation inherent in. the title. She has also captured with 
rare intelligence the tempo of the allusive·p::>etry, setting same of 
it as melisrnatic monody, same of it for a fEM voices, and crucial 
points in repetitive fashion, as though the p::>et's argument were 
being discussed and eventually approved. Most of all it is the 
effect of distance and of changing perspective that strikes home in 
the music. 

In a letter12 to Yvonne Rodd-Marling (26.4.1956) Priaulx reacted to the 

above review by saying: 

'The Times' of all critics (who was it?) hit up::>h the two problems 
which have been a particular concern of mine for same time, 
perspective and distance achieved by silence. ·· 

Colin Mason contributed another review to the Spectator where he said the 

Requiem "was a memorable as any new work of similar dimensions to be heard 

here [London] for many years" .13 He was especially keen that this 

oamposition be perfonned at the Three Choir Festival in Worcester in 
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1957. 14 This did not materialise, however. A further positive 

notice15 states: 

With great economy and discipline in her design Miss Rainier 
underlines the haunting loveliness of the words with no hint of 
over-dramatisation, and yet with a certain aridity, which bends the 
whole work, more than the text alone can do, towards the 
ecclesiastical. 

Desmond Shawe-Taylor16 in his review brings to our attention the quality 

of the verse and points at the great technical difficulty of setting it to 

music. The length and complexity of the clauses prove to be problematic 

for the musician. He finds in Gascoyne' s poem 

a meditation on our response to the approach of death, filled with 
passionate religious imagery and eloquent prayer: 

Grant us, who wait 

In the great park of crumbling monuments that is 

The World, that we may meet at last those eyes 
In which black fires burn back to white, 
With perfect clearness, and not blurred by fevers' heat 
Nor in the sudden spasm of disintegrating fear 
That rends the breasts of beasts and blinds 
The blind and undefined ... 

Rainier roughly designated the role of cantor to the tenor with the chorus 

sanetimes "responding" to him and sometimes lagging a few bars behind with 

the same words . 17 

In cnnparing the Rainier R€Qllian to Mahler's Das klagende Lied Scott 

Goddard18 found that . 

her [Rainier'.s] glance is more keen, her music is colder, though no 
less intense. Where Mahler lulls one into dreamy acceptance, she 
stirs one into something akin to revolt and leaves one greatly 
stimulated. 

As can be expected reviews which are not so supportive also appeared. ~ 

Musical Times, 19 which is read by the average music lover cx:mnented that 

the Requian 
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was wholly lyrical without dramatic relief; there was very little 
oontrast indeed between the work's four sections, though there were 
variations in texture - antiphony between the soloist and the 
choir, and the like Throughout the work there is no 
part-writing to speak of, and Miss Rainier relies on her gift of 
spinning out her musical 'prose' in sufficient variety of hanronic 
textures to maintain our interest. But her range of hanronic 
invention, though again personal is restricted, and roonotony set in 
well before the Requiem's conclusion. 

A second perfonnance of the work took place in Blythburgh Church, a 15th 

century church20, on 19 June 1956 at the Aldeburgh Festival with the 

same performers. The inhabitants of the area were infonned21 that the 

music contains extended declamation for the tenor soloist, and the 
chorus is called upori to comment and under line the most striking 
passages. The a:xnposer has succeeded in creating for this poet's 
speculation on Death a highly imaginative and evocative texture of 
sound with passages -of great intensity and beauty. 

After this perfonnance another reporter underlined Rainier's unusually 

sensitivety to words. He22 found that although the Requiem was a 

highly successful setting and affected the listener strongly, she 
had not put quite enough music into it. Music could enlarge on the 
words, cx:mnent, and sum up, but Miss Rainier is content to colour 
the words magnificently and leave it at that. 

After the Bl ythburgh perfonnance no more perforrilances were forthcaning. 

Francis Routh, founder of The Redcliffe Concerts of British Music had an 

interview with Rainier as he was collecting material for his boOk on 

Con~ British Music (which appeared in 1972) . He asked to see sane 

of her oampositions and she showed him amongst other the Requiem 

score. 23 Routh became interested in the work and that was how on 29 

Novanber 1971 the Rainier Requiem and Anthony Milner's The Harrowing of 
. , 

~ were revived at a Redcliffe Concert of British Music in the Queen 

Elizabeth Hall. Tb Ronald Crichton, Rainier's choral writing was 

harmonically and prosodically·a little stiff-jointed, but as a total work 

he found her Requiem more satisfying than Milner's oamposition. 24 

Edward Greenfield said Rainier's strong point was her control of texture. 

Tb him the main weakness of the piece is that the four sections are not 
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sufficiently contrasted with one another even in tempi, and the third and 

longest section gets "bogged down" in setting the lines so full of 

noun-bound constructions. The BBC Chorus under Peter Gellhorn and Philip 

Langridge was cx:mnended for their perfonnance. 25 Apparently William 

Glock and his wife attended the concert and they must have been 

responsible that the work was perfonned at the 1972 Prans. 26 

It is fortunate that Priaulx Rainier published a full account about her 

setting of David Gascoyne's Requiem. It appeared in Tbe Listener of 10 

August 1972 as an introduction to the broadcast from the BBC 78th Season 

of Henr.y Wood Pranenade Concerts on 16 August 1972 on Radio 3. 

It was in October 1937 in the Jardin des Tuileries in Paris that 
David Gascoyne first spoke to me of his desire to write a long poan 
specifically for setting to music. I was in Paris for two :rronths 
for lessons with Nadia Boulanger, in that strange period of 
suspension and menace moving towards the war of 1939. It was a 
brilliant Indian summer and I met David frequently for lunch out of 
doors in one or other of the small restaurants off the Boulevard 
St.Mi.chel. David, who was then just 21, was in his :rrost prolific 
period and would often give me a new poan to read over lunch. One 
of than, 'Mozart: Sursum Corda', dedicated to me, brings back 
those days vividly. It opens with the line: "Filters the sunlight 
fran the knife-bright wind. ' We often discussed music and how it 
\YOUld develop. He believed artists would soon draw on thoughts of 
the COSlTDS, and music in particular, he felt, would benefit fran 
abstract developnents arising fran such ideas. 

We also talked about the problem encountered in setting poans to 
music: either the words were sul:merged or the ccmposer destroyed 
the poet's own music. During our walk in the Tuileries he 
expressed a wish to find words_ for a long poan suitable for 
vocalising, which he would lay out in same musical fonnat that 
\YOUld help to intensify its meaning. He was -particularly 
interested in such problems: his years as a chorister at Salisbury · · 
cathedral had given him personal experience. of ear 1 y English music, 
with its great variety in methods of joining words to music. A few 
weeks later, in · his attic at the top 6f an ancient house looking 
across the Seine to the flying-buttresses of Notre-Dame, David 
showed me the first draft of 'Requiem' , spoke of how he was 
organising it, and asked whether I would consider setting the poan 
to music, for it was conceived as a libretto with words chosen 
specially for singing. . 
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Paris was overflowing with refugees frcm the Nazis, first anxious 
and then despairing as the international situation worsened. David 
sensed that if this maelstrom overwhelmed us, it would be the end 
of o~ ideals and all we lived by. The poem was a requiem for all 
that would be lost in the holocaust to CXJ!lle, with an appeal to the 
mysterious, unknown force for strength and guidance. In the first 
recitative the voice cries: 

In the great park of crumbling monuments that is 

The world . • . instruct 
Us heM to ripen unto Thee 

The last line of the 'Requiem" sums up his awareness of worlds that 
lie beyond our knowledge: 

Dead faces guard a secret smile. 

The music is an extension of such thoughts into a realm that is 
infinite and mysterious. 

In 1940 the libretto was finished and given to me to oonsider, but 
it wasn't until 1945 that I felt able to write the music. The 
Purcell Singers offered me a oammission for a choral work for the 
Aldeburgh Festival of 1956. With a performance in view, and years 
of thought on the text behind me, I embarked on this difficult 
work. The poem is in four parts with verses indicated for 'voice' 
or 'choir'. At once it seemed clear that it should be soored for 
solo voice and · a capella choir, carrying out the poet's intention 
as to structure. The words are set with particular care, following 
and stressing verbal rl).ythms for clear diction, so that the 
listener can apprehend the full meaning of the text. Variety is 
obtained ·by alternating the textures. The chorus is in full for 
those verses or parts of verses which are of particular 
significance - for example: · 

For they who listen at the secret door 
Hear only their own heart beat out its fault. 

The chorus often interrupts in the solo sections or cxmnents by 
repeating the words the soloist has used. sanetimes male voices 
are used alone as in most of Part Three; but tcMards the end of 
the second verse of Part Three, female voices oontrast with the 
male voices. The opening verse of Part Three is for folir-part 
voices throughout, sung pianissimo. · 

The moment of greatest sigTiificance in the poem is in the last 
verse of Part Tliree for chorus: { 

Th~ hour is unknown: 
The hour endures: 
The hour strikes every hour. 

It is so important in the context that a great pianissimo unison 
with long silences between each sentence seemed the only setting 
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possible. This is followed imned.iatel y by an outburst fran the 
solo voice, beginning. "Each hour of life is glorious and vain!·~ 
which sustains its urgency up to the last line, then dissolves into 
the chorus ( 'distant! y echoing' ) : 

By wings the swift flames of the funeral pile 
Are fanned . . . Dead faces guard a secret smile. 

The tenor voice fran within the chorus is finally exposed holding 
the last note, then soars up to high A and fades sla.o~ly out. 

After this perfonnance Hugo Cole27 wrote: 

The poan is written in a fairly elliptical style, but the 
seriousness cx::mes over strongly, and Miss Rainier sha.oTS a great 
sense of responsibility in following the patterns of "WOrd-rhythms 
and alla.o~ing the poet to dictate the mood. In this lies sane 
danger; in a mainly note-to-a-word setting of a long text, the 
CXJ'!l.tX>Ser's imagination seems to be fettered as a result, and there 
is little rcx:m for purely musical developnents. In the second and 
fourth sections, however, there are moments when the music takes 
over with very beautiful effect. 

David S.irrm:ms28 felt that 

it is a sort of anti-war requian, written for 'the holocaust that 
was about to cane' . . . the music itself, already sean to belong to 

· a departed era of romantic agony, and cxmcepts of joy, grief, hope, 
sin and eternity are among the various matters discussed .. ~ It 
belongs sturdily to a long-lasting rein of British music, and its 
sincerities and straightforwardness of utterance have now almost 
vanished fram the scene. But with all its air of things past, 
there is a unity about the piece, and its muted fervour often 
cx::npmsated for sane of the rather conservative ideas. 

Meirion Bowen29 was not very enthusiastic about the c:::cxrp:>sition. 'lb him 

the lengthy setting was 

curiously undramatic, at a distance fran the war-orientated ideas 
and imagery of the text. It was as if Rainier had waited too long 
after. the production of the poem (1938-1940) to set it to music. 
Stylistical~y it is music in a vacuum. 

Rainier's own recollection of this concert is that it was" a very strange 

progranme: it opened with the Reg;uian followed by the Elgar Violin 

Concerto played by Yehudi Menuhin. The attendance was gcx:xi because of the 

appearance of Menuhin. She thought that the Requiem would be a most 

appalling flop, but Philip Langridge sang it marvellously, the choir was 
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splendid and sang with great attack. This was also the occasion when Mrs 

Menuhin came to her and talked to her about her compositions. This could 

have been the occasion which drew the Menuhin's attention to Rainier's 

work. 30 

A certain H.L. wrote in an undated, unidentified Radio Zeitung that the 

"Requiem den Hohepunkt im Schaffen von Priaulx Rainier bedeuten". 31 

Programe notes: 

1. Prepared by the canposer as an Introduction to the Reguien for BBC 

Music, First Quarter 1969. 

2. 

The Reguien for a capella choir and tenor solo was ccmnissioned by 
the Purcell Singers for Aldeburgh Festival 1956, when the solo 
voice was sung by Peter Pears. 

The text of this Requiem, poem by David Gascoyne, was written 
between 1938 and '40, using words especially suitable for singing 
which he understood well, having been a chorister at Salisbury 
Cathedral. · The p::>an is divided into three parts, ·verses· being 
indicated alternately for "Voice" and "Chorus"~ The structure of 
the musical composition was accordingly based on this arranganent. 
The long unaccompanied solo sections are sometimes broken into by 
the Chorus in comment. The contrasting choral sections are at 
times dark and prophetic, at times jubilant. There is considerable 
use of high passages for the upper voices opposed to the low 
pitched male voices· and throughout, the musical rhytl:nns have been 
related to the meaning of the text, the syllabic stresses 
arphasised so that clarity of diction is sided to assure proper 
articulation and therefore, full camprehension of the beautiful 
words by the listener. 

The substance of the poem is a cry to the Infinite for fuller 
understanding of our Existence . 

. 
Gampiler unknown. Used in programne of The Redcliffe Concerts of 

British Music, Queen ElizCJbeth Hall, 29 Novanber 1971. The 

infonna.tion about James Brock is imp:::>rtant. Rainier dedicated the 

String Quartet to him and his wife Ursula. 
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The poem was written in 1938-40 specifically for the oamposer to 
set to music. The :p::>et, once a chorister of Salisbury cathedral, 
not only chose words suitable for singing, but designated verses as 
"voice" or "chorus" and divided the :p:>em into three parts thus 
establishing the musical structure fran the start. 

Other Requiems are written for the departed or those that mourn. 
David Gascoyne's :p:>em is unique, as it was written just before the 
outbreak of war and was a Requiem to the holocaust that was shortly 
to cx:me, with the destruction of all the ideals and hopes by which 
we had lived. The Requiem was a kind of prophecy as well as an 
appeal to the mysterious Unknown force for strength and guidance. 

The work uses extended passages for solo voice during which the 
choir· sanetimes interrupts with cx::mnents, and sections for chorus 
alone which separate the solo passages, and vary in texture. 

James Brock was a distinguished archaeologist, and a man of a 
z:etiring disposition, so that it was only when his abituat:y 
appeared in The Times last year that we learnt of his wide 
sdx>l.arship. He was also deeply involved in music and the arts, 

· the IIDre so in recent years. He gave a beautiful small o:tgan to 
his church in 'lblleshunt D'Arcy, Essex, which he hlmself played. 
He enoouraged interest in music, both in his fanily and wherever he 
fOUDd means to help, individually and mllectively. 

This perfonnance is given in his memory. 

3. Canpiled by Priaulx Rainier and leo Black for the Pranertade Concert 

of 16 August 1972 .. · 

This poem by David Gascoyne was written in 1938-40 especially for 
the oamposer to set to music. The :p::>et, with his personal 
experience of early English choral music when a chorister at 
Salisbury cathedral, had long wished to write a text with words 
chosen for their suitability for singing. In this poem he not only 
chose suitable words, but designated verses for 'voice' or 'choir', 
dividing the whole into four parts, thus establishing the musical 
structure. 

Sane Requiems are written for the departed, sane for those that. 
m:>Urn; but David Gascoyne' s tx>Em is unique in. that it was written 
shortly before the outbreak of World War II - a Requiem to the 
holocaust that was about to carne~ He sensed the inevitable and 
total destruction of the ideals and hopes by which we had lived. 
His ·Requiem was prophetic; it was also an appeal to the mysterious 
UnknCMn force for strength and guidance in the tragic predicament 
of mankind. 

CMing to the disturbance caused by the war and the uncertainty 
suffered by all creative artists in their work at that time, it was 
not until 1955 - fifteen years later - that the oamposer felt able 
to undertake writing the music. A request for a choral piece for 
the Aldeburgh Festival of 1956 presented the opportunity for a 
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Notes: 

perfonnance, which was given in Bl ythburgh Church by Peter Pears 
and the Purcell Singers, conducted by Imogen Holst. 

The work is based on the structure set out by the p:>et with verses 
for 'voice' and 'choir' 1 and follows his division of the poan into 
four parts, these sometimes linked without a break. There are 
extended passages for solo voice, often interrupted by cxmnents 
fran the chorus; and sections for chorus alone, separating the 
solo passages. Choral textures are varied by using male or female 
voices alone or in contrast. Same sections are for sani-chorus, 
leaving ·the full chorus to emphasise those dramatic moments in the 
text where the words are of great irrportance. The timing and 
stress of the words and their syllables have been so canposed as to 
give the clearest possible diction throughout the text. This 
stresses the meaning, musically, and the dramatic quality of the 
poan. The tension of the solo vocal line is held by the variety of 
all· such possible emphases. 

1. David Gascoyne J.s an English poet born in 1916. His p:>etry 
is very much influenced by surrealism. His is a world of 
intensity, mystery and of visionary force. His style is 
declamation over rich and rhetorical. - David L. Parkes, 
"David Gascoyne", in '!Wentieth Century Writing, ed., Kenneth 
Richardson (I.Dndon: Newnes, 1969), p.239. 

2. Interview with Priaulx Rainier in· St. Ives on 13 .12 .1977. 

3. David Gascoyne, Collected Poans (I.Dndbn: Oxford University 
Press, 1965), inside dust-cover. 

4. Margaret Drabble, 
'Literature (Oxford: 

ed., Tbe Qxford Companion to English 
Oxford University Press, 1985), p.382. 

5. see 2 above. 

6. Th~ dates given for the ReQUiem is 1938-40. 

7. David Gascoyne, op. cit. 1 p.53. 

8. "Angular New Requiem", The Daily Telegraph, 16.4.1956. 

9. ..Ibid. 

10. C.M.: "New Choral Work in I.Dndon. Requiem by Priaulx 
Rainier", The ManChester Guardian, 17.4.1956. 

11. "Priaulx Rainier Requiem. 
~' 17.4.1956. 

Setting of Modern Poem", .The 

12. letter from Priaulx Rainier (from St. Ives) to Yvonne 
Rodd-Marling dated 26.4.1956. Copy in possession of author. 

13. Colin Mason: 
20.4.1956. 

"'IWo South African canposers", Spectator, 
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14. .Ibid. 

15. carol Mary Spero: "Museum Gallery Concert II I Kensington News I 
20.4.1956. 

16. Desmond Shawe-Taylor: "Mainly Vocal", New Statesman and 
Nation, 21.4.1956. 

17. .Ibid. 

18. Scott Goddard: "'IWo Rare Operas", The Listener, 24.5.1956. 

19. "I.Dndon Concerts" , The Musical Tfutes, June 1956. 

20. J.A.: "No slacking for Britten", The Scotsman, 22.6.1956. 

21. Diapason: "Festival visit to Blythburgh", Tbe East Anglian 
~, 20.6.1956. 

22. See 20 above. 

23. See 2 above. 

24. Ronald Crichton: 
30.11.1971. 

25. Edward Greenfield: 
30.11.1971. 

26. See 2 above. 

"Rainier's Requiem", Financial Times, 

"British Music", The Guardian, 
\ 

27. Hugo Cole: "Menuhin/BOult", The Guardian, 17.8.1972. 

28. David S.i.mnons: 
Septanber ~972. 

29. Meirion Bowen: 
1972. 

30. See 2 above. 

"Pranenade Concerts", Musical ~on, 

"Premieres II I Music and Musicians I . Novanber ' 

31. Unidentified, clipping fran an undated Radio Zeitung in 
possession of author. 
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26 SIX PIEO:S 

for five wind instruments. 
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Instrumentation: Fl, ob, cl, hn, bsn. 

Duration: 18' Schott brochure (1983). 

Dedicatee: Nella Rainier. 

First brocrlcast: 

ZUrich, ZUrich Radio. 
ZUrich. 

Publication: 

20 January 1961. The Stalder Quintet of 

IDndon, Schott, Miniature score (Edition 10740) (1963). 

Manuscript held by: Schott. 

Score 1: Ink score on transparency. 

The following material is at ucr: 

Score 2: 
pencil. 

Printed score which contains a fEM indications in 
(TD 88/36 88/254). 

Soore 3: Refer to Score 2 of Five Ke~d Pieces which obviously 
served as a short score for this cx::JITpOsition. (TD 88/36 88/306). 

Date c:nrposition: 1957. 

Reviews: 

1. Donald Steinfirst: "South African Canposer. Fonnn Plays 
Rainier Music", Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 4.3.1968. 

2. George Nisbet: "Hankinson fine tunes sound waves", The Daily 
News (Tonight), 1.12.1987. 

3. Anthea Johnston: "The enjoyment of 20th century music", .l1lg 
Natal Mercrn::y I 1.12 .1987. 

Very little infonnation is known about the Six Pieces for five wind 

instmnents. No reviEMs oould be traced after the first perfonnance by . 

the Stalder Quintet of ·ZUrich on Radio ZUrich on 20 January 1961. The 

cx:mposition was published in 1963 by Schott, IDndon. It is actually a 

- transcription of the Five Keyboard Pieces, now Six Pieces for five wind 

instrunents, but their sequence is re-arranged. No. I is similar in both 

cx::rnpositions; No. II in SPFW1 is No. III in FKP; No. N in SPFW1 is No. 

II in FKP i No. N in SPFW1 is No. II in FKP and No. VI in SPFW1 is No. V 

in FKP. 
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When this cx::lTipOSition and other Rainier works were perfonned. at the final 

concert of the Ccmposers Forum Series at carnegie lecture · Hall in 

Pittsburgh on 3 March 1968, the camposer was present and gave an 

introductory talk of her musical life and works. Donald Steinfirst 

cxmnents t.'IJat this work is "not very startling in either style or 

originality but with a feN hannonic eye-openers" . 1 

At the Eightieth Birthday Concert for Priaulx Rainier given by the RAM in 

Duke's Hall on 10 February 1983, The Figaro Players: Jennifer Stinton 

(flute) , Kieron Moore (oboe) , Linda Merrick (clarinet), Jean CMen 

(bassoon) and Alan Jones (horn) performed the work. 2 Possibly the 

latest perfonnance of the work was the one given in The Studio of the 

Natal Playhouse on Sunday 29 November 1987 by the Natal Contanporary Music 

Ensanble "Soundwaves", conducted by Michael Hankinson. George Nisbet3 

writes: 

Notes: 

Mr · Hankinson and his players were in their element in the dry 
crackling textures of Priaulx Rainier's Six Pieces for Five Wind 

· Instruments, a case I suspect of paying belated hanage to Natal's 
rost faxrous camposer. The work has been lavishly praised for its 
transparency, but on a first hearing emptiness might be a rore apt 
term. 

1. Donald Steinfirst: "South African Ccrnposer. Forum Plays 
Rainier Music", Pittsburgh Post--Gazette, 4.3.1968. 

2.· Programme in possession of author. 

3. George Nisbet: · Hanksinson fine tunes Soundwaves, The Daily 
News (Tbnigpt), 1.12.1987. 
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1958-59 

27 P.AS'lmAL '1RIPTYai 

for oboe solo. 

I 
J=c.~ 

@ 1 w. ~ :r r r 'r f l l 
p 

II 

Ill 

Drration: · 9 ' Schott brochure ( 1983) • 

Dedicatee: Janet Craxton. 

First broadcast: 

mf--===. p 

I.Dndon, BBC Third Prograrrnne. 1 March 1960. Janet Craxton (oboe). 

·First public perfonnance: 

I.Dndon, Wigm9re Hall., 19 November 1962. Janet Craxton (oboe). 

Publication: I.Dndon, Schott (Edition 10636) (1960). 

' Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Pencil score and drafts in folder. (TD 88/36 88/225). 

Seore 2: Dyeline score marked: Copy 2 o.m Copy corrected. 
TD 88/36 88/220). 
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·Score 3: Transfers for duplication. (TD 88/36 88/224). 

Scores 4, 5 & 6: Dyeline scores. (TD 88/36 88/221-23). 

Score 7: Handwritten copy (perhaps by Janet Craxton) at Schott. 

Date ~iti.on: 

1. 31 December 1958. 
2. SUmmer 1959. 
3. 26 June 1959. 

Reviews: 

1. Jeremy Noble: 
10.3.1960. 

"The Young Generation", The Listener, 

2. David cairns: "Wigmore Hall. Janet Craxton", Financial 
Times, 20.11.1962. 

3. "Music for Oboe and Songs", The Times, 20.11.1962. 

4. J.L.: "Oboe and Piano", The Daily Telegraph, 20.11.1962. 

5. Gillian Hannsworth: "Talented young artists", The South 
Wa1es Argus, 16.7.1965. 

6. Kenneth Dammett: "Cheltenham's Majority", The Birmingham 
EQ§t, 17.7.1965. 

7. R.C.: "Importance of Bach's Three Sons", The Glasgow Herald, 
2.9.1965. 

8. D.H~: "Library concert success", The Edinburgh Evening News, 
2.9.1965. 

9. D.A.B.: "Lunchtime oboe music, new and· old", The Beckenharn 
and Penge Advertiser, 20.6.1968. 

10. N.H.: "Lunch-time recitals fail to attract", The Brqnley and 
Kentish Times, 21.6.1968. 

11. N.H.: "Lunch-time recitals fail to attract", The Beckenham 
Journal, 21.6.1968. 

12. ·Alan Blyth: "London Oboe Quartet", The Times, 5 .12 .1972. 

13. Max Loppert: . "Priaulx Rainier", Financial Times, 5.12.1972. 

14. Edward Greenfield: "Oboe Quartet", The Guardian, 6.12.1972. 

15. Desmond Shawe-Taylor: 
~' 10.12.1972. 

"The English school", The Sunday 

16. Arend Koole; "In die Chisholmsaal. P. Rainier Vereer", Die 
Burger, 29.6.1982. 
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17. Antionette Silvestri: 
(Tbnight), 29.6.1982. 

"Chamber works by Rainier", The Argus 

After the first broadcast of Rainier's Pastoral Triptych by Janet Craxton 

on the BBC Third programme a reviewer1 camments as follows in ~ 

Listener: 

I find it a little difficult to know what one has a right to look 
for in three short movements for solo oboe beyond the fact that 
their detail should be interesting and their over-all shape 
satisfying; Miss Rainier's Triptych met both demands, though just 
how much listening so slender a structure would stand up to I am 
not sure. 

Sanehow the first public perfonnance of the work had to wait till 19 

November 1962 when Janet Craxton, then first oboist in the BBC Symphony 

Orchestra, played the composition at a Redcliffe Festival COncert in the 

Wigmore Hall. 2 

lone-sounding" 3, 

Then the Triptych was described as "haunting, 

"evocative"4 , and "suggests a quite different and 

d . 1 di . h h t' 1 115 eeper, more ant1.que postora tra t1.on t an t e conven 1.ona . . . . 

When the young oboist Celia Nicklin, a fanner RAM student, played the 

Triptych at a lunch time recital in July 1965 at the Cheltenham Festival, 

Gillian ~TIDSWOrth6 found that the work 

had so many odd effects that it was difficult to realise that Miss 
Nicklin was playing accurately. It was an interesting work to hear 
once but I do not wish to have it inflicted on me again. 

It is actually Janet Craxton to wham the Pastoral Triptych is dedicated, 

and who asked Priaul.x to a::xnpose the: work, who will be remembered for her 

association and beautiful perfonnances of the work. On 1 September 1965 

when she played the, ccxnposition in the National Library of Scx:~tland 7 
I a 

reporter8 described her capabilities in a nutshell: 

Janet Craxton provided the solo nuova of the afternoon, a Pastoral 
Triptych by Priaulx Rainier and written for her, which bristles 
with difficulties that few but she could successfully surmount so 
excitingly. 
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The last of four lunch time recitals arranged at the Whitfield Hall, 

Bramley, as part of the Bramley Arts Festival took place on 12 June 1968. 

Heather Daniel (o}:x)e) a pupil of Janet Craxton and Jeremy Brawn (piano) 

were the artists. Amongst others Miss Daniel was credited for her 

"authoritative reading of a fascinating unaccompanied Pastoral Triptych by 

Rainer (sic]". 9 

On Monday 4 December 1972 at the Purcell Roan The Redcliffe Concerts of 

British Music devoted an evening to Priaulx Rainier and Alan Rawsthorne. 

These ooncerts "do excellent work in resciling from neglect c::x:IllpOSers in 

the awkward midway stage between modernity and acceptance" 10 and 

"presented them both in perspective".ll · Janet Craxton12 played the 

Pastoral Triptych, "a three-movement work that takes the limited genre of 

oboe solo and gives it an astonishing expressive range". 13 

A special chamber ooncert reflecting a variety of instrumental and vocal 

works written between 1937 and 1958 was given in the Chisholm Roan at the 

SACM on 25 June 1982 in honour of Dr. Priaulx Rainier. On the prograrrme 

was the Triptych for o}:x)e solo perfonned by Gerrit Bon14 who was 

specially flown from Durban to perfonn the work. 

It was perfonned again on 17 February 1986 at the RAM Concert Roan by 

Nigel Shore in a seoond series of ooncerts devoted to British Music. of 

this century with the ·music of Richard Rodney Bennet featured in each 

p~amme to celebrate his 50th·birthday.15 
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Notes: 

1. Jerany Noble: 
10.3.1960. 

"The Young Generation", The Listener, 

2. David Carns: "Wigmore Hall. Janet Craxton" , Financial 
~' 20.11.1962. 

3. "Music for Oboe and Songs", Tbe Times, 20.11.1962. 

4. J .L. : "Oboe and Piano", Tbe Daily Telegraph, 20.11.1962. 

5. See·2 above. 

6. Gillian Hannsworth: "Talented young artists", The South 
Wales Argus, 16.7.1965. 

7. R.C.: "Importance of Bach's Three Sons", The Glasg<M Herald, 
2.9.1965. 

8. D.H.: "Library ooncert success", Tbe Edinburgh Evening News, 
2.9.1965. 

9. N.H.: "Lunch-time recitals fail to attract", The Brgnley and 
Kentish Times, 21.6.1968. 

10. Desmond Shawe-Taylor: The English school", The Sunday 
Times, 10.12.1972. 

11. Edward Greenfield: "Oboe Quartet", The Guardian, 6.12.1972. 

12. See 10 above. 

13. See 11 above. 

14. Invitation and programme in possession of author. 

15. Source ucr. 
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1960 

28 'IR.IO SUI'lE 

for violin, cello and piano. 
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Duration: 

15 '22" SABC transcription recording: Alma Musica Trio (Aug. 
1980). 

15 '27" SABC transcription recording: Wissema, Britton, Fortescue 
(1962). 

18' List of compositions ( 1966) . 

Camri.ssioned by: SABC. 

First English perfonnance: 

IDndon, Arts Council drawing-rcx:rn. 10 May 19o5. 
Dumka Trio: Suzanne Rozsa (violin), Vivian Joseph (cello), I4za 
Fuchsova (piano) . 

Unpublished. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: In buff folder marked: "Old version". 

(a) Pencil score. 
88/36 88/183). 

Second movement in sketch fonn only. ('ID 

(b) Enclosed duplicate reduced version of first and third 
movement plus sketch for second movement. ('ID 88/36 
88/184-85 (a), (b) & (c)). 

(c) Transparencies of pp. 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16 & 17 markeq: 
. "redone;' or "copied". ('ID 88/36 88/186). 

(d) Pencil score. Third movement. ('ID 88/36 88/187). 

Score 2: Ringbinder photocopy copy marked: "Revised 1964 not 
valid P.R." (enclosed numerous MS. sheets and correction lists). 

Score 3: Dyeline score marked: "CMn Copy Jan. 1964 incorrect -
see transfers for revision P.R.". ('ID 88/36 88/189). 

Score 4: 

(a) Ink score marked: 
copy". 

"Transfers of parts correct with this 

(b) Enclosed: Vln & vlc dyeline copy parts. Both corrected 
Sept. 1965. 

(c) List of corrections. 

Score 5: Dyeline score marked "PFTE (Set II) " and double set of 
parts both marked: "Set II" in buff pocket file marked '"IRIO-SUI'IE 
Set I II III." Set I send to SABC on 10 June 1980. (SABC 
reference number; Chamber music 722/4/2). Set II in possession of 
HHVDS. 
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Date cx:upoSition: March 1960. 

Reviews: 

1. "Soprano subtle and flexible", The Tlines, 11.5.1965. 

2. A.W.: "Park Lane Group", Musical Oginion, July 1965. 

The first proper cOmmission Rainier received for a oampos~tion came 

surprisingly not from an English source but from the SABC. The person 

behind all this must have been Anton Hart:roan who has done so much to 

stimulate and encourage South African music oamposition. Unfortunately 

the exact date of the first South African broadcast in the 1960's by Nella 

Wissana (violin), Granville Britton (cello) and Virginia Fortescue (piano) 
--

who also made a SABC Transcription Record (transcription number LT 3042) 

on 1 Febru~ . 1962, could not be traced. A second SABC Transcription 

Rerord by the Alma Musica Trio: Annie Kosman (violin), Marion I..ewin 

(cello) and Sini van den Bram (piano) is also available (transcription 

number LT 18007/8). 1 Five years later on 10 May 1965 a . first 

perfonnance of the "new" Trio Suite took place at a Park Lane Group 

. concert in the Art Council drawing-roam2 at . 4 St. James 's Square by the 

Dumka Trio: Suzanne Rozsa (violin), Vivian Joseph (cello) and Liza 

Fuchsova (piano).3 This suggests that Rainier was not campletely 

satisfied with the work and must have revised the Trio Suite after the 

first 'broadcast in South Africa. Even after the "revision" the press 

reviews were not too favourable. The Times4 wrote: 

Miss Rainier's new Trio Suite was confusing and ultimately only 
half successful. The logic of the Procession (fast movenent) , 
built around the skilful inter-relationship of opposed string 
parts, was clear and inevitable, but the central Pastoral (second 
novanent) failed either to confinn or relax the hard-won tension, 
and the Dance (third movement) finally released it altogether 
because its prlineval impetus was not carried through with 
sufficiently firm a purpose. 
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Musical Q.llnion5 urges . that the first English performance of the .li:iQ 

Notes: 

superficially revealed an even stronger need for articulation. The 
first novement (Procession) is a jagged hannonic and rhythmic 
coastline offset by passages of almost Purcellian sonority; in the 
Pastoral ' Miss Rainier has produced an essay in discord and 
therefore tension; and in the plangent and interjectory Dance the 
rhythms are the roBin concern, apart from the reiterative use of a 
fierce piano cluster that serves both as a punctuation mark and as 
a binding structural device. Miss Rainier knows how to marshall 
three strands effectively (a little more so, arguably, in the 
Pastoral movement than in the others) ; her hannonic language is 
canplex, probably deriving from fullness of subject matter; yet I 
think the Dance sets up an unnecessary goal of strident exposition. 

1. Infonnation obtained from SABC Music Library, Sea Point. 

2. A.W.: "Park Lane Group", Musical Opinion, July 1965. 

3. "Soprano subtle and flexible", The Times, 11 May 1965. 

4. .Ibid. 

5. See 2 above. 
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29 °PHAIAPHAIA n 

Dance concerto for orchestra. 
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Instrumentation: 

3.2.3.2 - 2.2.2. 1 - timp, perc (sd, cym, 'tri, bd, tamb, cast) -
hp, eel, ad lib-strs. 

Duration: 

15 I Duration sheet (Source ucr) and Schott brochure ( 1983) . 

Ccmnissioned by: 

The London Philharmonic Society to celebrate Sir Adrian Boult's ten 
year~ directorship. 

First perfonnance: 

London, Royal Festival Hall. 17 January 1961. 
London Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Sir Adrian Boult. 

Publication: 

Material on hire from Schott, London. 

Manuscript held by: Schott. 

Score 1: Ink score on transparency. 

The following material is at ucr: 

Score 2: Dyeline score with numerous corrections and additions. 
(TD 88/86 88/469). 

Score 3: Dyeline score marked:. "P.R. o.vn, Copy" .. Inside copy is a 
list of corrections made after printing of parts for first 
perfonnance 17 January 1961. These corrections which appear on 10 
sides on halve of A5 paper were copied and posted on 28 December 
1960. Inserted in the same envelope is a note dated 10 April 1961 
which reads: "Correct from pencil marks in score (P.R.). do not 
rub out these [they?] are for future reference. " 

Score 4: Folder with pencil notes. (TD 88/36 88/472). 

Date <X111p0sition: 13 December 1960. 

Reviews: 

1.- Mosco earner: "The Concert Critic Reports", The Evening· 
News, 18.1.1961. . 

. 2. "Sir Adrian honoured by Elgar concert", The Liver:pool Daily 
Post, 18.1.11961. 
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3. Martin Cooper: "Tribute to Sir Adrian", The Daily Telegraph, 
18 .1.1961. ' 

4. "Tribute to Sir Adrian Boult", The Times, 18.1.1961. 

5. Andrew Porter: "A Tribute to Sir Adrian Boult", Financial 
Times, 18.1.1961. 

6. "Tribute to Sir Adrian Boult", The Glasgow Herald, 19.1.1961. 

7. M.P.: "Music Notes", The Daily Worker, 19.1.1961. 

8. P.B.: "Music", Tbe New Daily, 20.1.1961. 

9. Ednund Tracey: 
22.1.1961. 

"The Descent of Orpheus", '!'he Observer, 

10. Desroond . Shawe-Taylor: 
~' 22.1.1961. 

"All-British Occasions", The Sunday 

11. Rollo H. Myers: "Music", The Listener, 26.1.1961. 

12. Peter Wolfe: "Facing the Music", What's On, ·27 .1.1~61. 

13. Adrian Gaster: 
2.2.1961. 

"Scme public conscience", John O'IDn.don's, 

14. "Editorial Notes", Tbe Strad, March 1961. 

15. ·Robert Elkin: "Tribute to Boult" 1 The Musical Times, March 
1961. 

16. Steward Young: "Programne features unusual works", The Cape 
~' 23.5.1973. 

17. Neville Cohn: 
23.5.1973. 

"Enterprise shown in concert" 1 The Argus 1 

18. Mary-Ann van Rensburg: "Mod.erne musiek deur KRUIK-Orkes; 
Die Burger, 24.5.1973. 

As early as 1586 the Portuguese priest Fr. J~o dos Santos1 observed 

horns in use among the Macaranga (Karanga) when he visited south-eastern 

Africa. In his Eastern Ethiopia, he wrote: 

These Kaffirs have many other instruments which they call musical, 
but which I call ear-splitting. Such are the large horns o£ 
certain wild animals which they call paraparas, and therefore these 
horns are called parandas, and they have a terrible and frightful 
sound like that of a bastard trumpet. 
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According to Kir~ the name, in spite of its spelling, is equivalent of 

~laJ[Q')ala or phalaphala, the name by which , it is generally known 

presently. Phalaphala of the Venda and the Pedi are known. For the Verida 

the phalapbala is a social rather than an individual instrument as it 

belongs to a kraal and not to an individual. Kirby said specimens are 

hard to procure. It was used by the official signaller of a chief to 

s\.IITIIDn his subjects to work for hlm, to call the dancers fran various 

kraals to the chief's kraal to execute the national dance called tshikona 

and in fonner times the phalaphala sounded the call to anns which would 

call the warriors to the chief's kraal. 3 They were also used to 

announce an ilnportant event, to express excitanent during a musical 

· perfonnance, to announce a special gift of beer or to express excitanent 

during a musical perfonnance. Instruments were often made of the horns of 

kudu, gansbok and sable antelope. The straight ones are called kllwatha 

and those cw:ved phalaphala. They were all side-blown horns. 4 

Arrong the Pedi the phalaphala was the name given to sable antelope horn. 

They used it for similar purposes to those of the;! Venda. The chief's 

pbalapbala player was called mazietsa. In case of war he would sound the 

anns, · when the men would rally to the chief, while the wanen would take to 

the hills.. The Pedi also use the phalaphala to summon the young folk to 

their .kana, or initiation schools5 and as an alann should anything 

·untoward ~laWen .. Tribal doctors often p::>ssess a horn to "s'liiii'IDn rain" . 

The pedi horn note is resonant and far ... reaching, but usually tends to 

waver. Very few players are able to "hold" a full note consistently. 

Water or beer is used as lubrication before use. 6 
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Rainier's Phalaphala Dance Concerto, oammissioned by the London 

Philhanrnnic Society and first :perfonned at the Royal Festival Hall, 

IDndon on 17 January 1961 at a concert in tribute to Sir Adrian Boult7 

to mark his ten year association as principal conductor of the London 

Symphony Orchestra, had a subconscious social function of calling the 

music lovers to the "chief" (in this case Sir Adrian Boult) not to a 

dance, but to an important event. 

As would be understood, horns play an important part in. this canposition. 

Fran their initial phrase sterns the various rhythmic patterns which are 

then used in a constantly changing order. 8 The . character of the musical 

material is described by the cx:xnposer as a Dance Mosaic. 9 Martin Cooper 

sees the pieces of the mosaic as "rhythmical fragments, of which patterns 

echo and overlap each other through a web of ingenious and skilfully 

planned orchestral tirnbres. 10 He also finds the work too long for its 

material, but observes the "fastidious musical imagination"11 of the 

canposer. The overall exciting effect is attributed to bonehard texture, 

diatrond clear orchestration and rhythmic excitement by an unknown ·reviewer 

in The Liverpool Daily Post. 12 The Times reported that the canposition 

is "saneh<::M insufficiently wann and engulfing _as· music in its own 

right"13 and suggests that it would sound better as a film score 

accx:mpanying a docmnentary on sane primitive rite of sprin<j or even on a 

nuclear-research station.14 Strangely enough Andrew Porter also wrote 

that one seaned to need a visual counterpart - a score, or perhaps the 

work of a choreographer or film director - "to help out the ear" . 15 He 

said the work grows monotonous after the initial concourse of horns and 
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cleancut statements of the xylophone.16 An influence of the late 

middle-period of Stravinsky is sqggested because of the aerated manner of 

scoring, punctuation of short phrases by rests and the frequent use of 

syncopation b¥ Rainier.17 Opposite reactions were expressed. Edmund 

, Tracey was disappointed because he expected gaiety or "at least thumping 

excitement", 18 but to his mind the performance was excessively 

disma1. 19 Shawe-Taylor said his ears could not follow the rhythmic 

subtleties and he found it "all fits and starts" .20 Adrian Gaster 

labelled the cx:mposition as what he calls the "'tongs and bones' school -

lots . of percussive effects, rattling xylophones and ' rhythmic 

contortions". 21 Peter Wolfe said the work seemed to be "clever, tightly 

organised, and an exercise rather than a a::mpleted work". 22 He felt 

that the cx:mposer should have sat down imnediately to incorporate lessons 

she had derived fran this durrmy run and work on another piece. 23 Rollo 

MYers24 gave a more reasonable review when he wrote about 

an ingeniously barbaric score full of fascinating jungly noises and 
exotic percussive effects, making her work sound not so much like a 
sophisticated impression as an authentic reproduction of the real 
thing. 

Several reviewers found that the work is too long and would have reyn more 

effective at even half its length.25 It is a 15-minute piece described 

b¥ Andrew Porter as the "product of a severe, unccmpranising .ima.gination, 

obsessed here with the working out of a tricky problem in rhythmic 

patterns" • 26 

The only South African perfonnance b¥ the CAPAB Orchestra conducted b¥ 

David Tidl:YJald to celebrate the ccmposer 's seventieth birthday, was not 

received favourably in the press at all. 
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Stewart Young wrote that the dance concerto holds no attraction for him. 

He could detect little real continuity or musical manentum. 27 Mary-Ann 

van Rensburg was disappointed in the monotonous accumulation of 

dissonances that in her opinion did not make meaningful sense as a 

whole. 28 Neville Cohn ranarked that the apparent absence of climaxes 

(except for the end one) and constant use of a restricted mnnber of 

intervals, tended to monotony and tedium. He canpared the work to the 

Suite for clarinet and piano and found that as a whole there is a lack of 

vitality and variety of mood found in the Suite. 29 

P.rog:t:ame notes: 

1. Maloolm Rayment 1 s programme note for ·the first performance of 

Phalaphala reads as follows: 

Priaulx Rainier was born in Natal, but she has spent her adult life 
in this oountry. Her output is not large, and she wrote little 
before 1937. Strong self-criticism would appear to be the main 
reason for this. Certainly her work shows a single~edness of 
pw:pose and utter disinterest in . producing anything that might 
prove a superficial success of the moment. Clarity in expressing 
her. ideas and considerable rhythmic interest are perhaps the two 
mst striking facets of her ·individual musical personality. The 
Dance Concerto "Phalaphala" was completed last month. The canposer 
does not wish any detailed analysis of it, and has confined her own 
ranarks to the following paragraph: 

"Written in two oontrasting. tempi relating to the character of the 
musical material, the Concerto is a Dance Mosaic: a oontinually 
changing sequence of rhythmic patterns springing fran the initial 
1 oonoourse of horns 1 

• The sound of the horns is echoed in various · 
ways on other instruments throughout the work including string 
hanronics. In conjunction with the woodwind, the strings are used 
principally for rhythmic patterns and percussive sounds as a 
textual contrast to the 1 concourse of horns 1 

• The title 
~Phalaphala 1 derives fran an African Dance daninated by numerous 
horns, which seaned appropriate to the character of the musical 
ideas inoorporated in the work" . 
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2. The CAPAB Orchestra 1 s perfonnance of this ccmposition on 22 May 

Notes: 

1973 in the Nico Malan Theatre, cape Town was perfonned in honour 

of the ccmposer 1 s 70th birthday. The short progranrne note is as 

folla...rs: 

Perfonned in honour of the ccmposer 1 s 70th birthday. Written in 
1960 and first perfonned by the london Philhanronic Orchestra 
conducted by Sir Adrian Boult. In this work Priaulx Rainier looks 
to her native South Africa for inspiration. She has stated, 
ha...rever, that the inspiration is a general one and no specific 
Bantu dance or ceremony is involved; it is in the developnent of 
rhythm and texture fran the African origin that the interest lies. 
These rhythms and textures are often canplex and the characteristic 
intervals of minor ninths and major sevenths contribute to the 
tension thus generated. 

Though the work bears the title Concerto, the use of the word 
merely indicates that this is music for concert not balletic use: 
it is in fact in a single movement. 

1. G.M. Theal: Records of South-Eastern Africa (cape Town: 
n.p., 1901), pp.202-3. 

2. Percival R. Kirby: The Musical Instruments of the Native 
Baces of South Africa (Johannesburg: Witwatersrand 

. University Press, 1953), p. 73. 

3. . .Ibid. 1 PP• 74-78. 

4. South African Music Encyclopedia, s. v. "Music of the 
Venda-speaking people", by J.A.R. Blacking. 

5. See 3 above. 

6. South African Music Encyclopedia, s. v. "Music of the Pedi 
(Northern Sotho) " , by Yvonne Huskisson. 

7. Programme in possession of author. 

8. Mosro earner: 
18.1.1961~ 

"The Concert Critic Reports", Evening News, 

9. Programme note in possession of author. 

10. Martin Cooper: "Tributes to Sir Adrian", The- Daily 
Telegraph, 18.1.1961. 

11. .Ibid. 

12. "Sir Adrian honoured by Elgar roncert" , The Liven;x:x>l Daily 
~' 18.1.1961. 
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13. "Tribute to Sir Adrian Boult", The Times, 18.1.1961. 

14. .Ibid. 

15. Andrew Porter: "A Tribute to Sir Adrian Boult", Financial 
Times, 18.1.1961. 

16. .Ibid. 

17. "Tribute to Sir Adrian Boult", Glasgow Herald, 19.1.1961. 

18. Edmund Tracey: 
22.1.1961. 

"The Descent of Orpheus", The Observer, 

19. .Ibid. 

20. Desmond Shawe-Taylor: 
~' 22.1.1061. 

"All-British Occasions", The SUnday 

21. Adrian Gaster: "Sane public conscience", John O'I.Dndon's, 
2.2.1961. 

22. Peter Wolfe: : "Facing the Music", What's On, 27 .1.1961. 

23. .Ibid. 

24. Rollo H. Myers: "Music", The Listener, 26.1.1961. 

25. Robert. Elkin: "Tribute to Boult", The Musical T.imes, March 
19~1; . See 17 above. 

26. See 15 above. 

27. stewart Young: "Programme features unusual works", The cape 
Times, 23.5.1973. 

28. Mary-Ann van Rensburg: "Moderne musiek deur KRUIK-Orkes" , 
Die Burger, 24.5.1973. 

29. Neville Cohn: 
23.5.1973. 

"Enterprise shown in concert", The Argus, 
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1961-62 

30 g.JANm 

. for oboe and string trio. 
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10'50" Duration sheet (Source ucr). 
12' Schott brochure (1983). 

...;-.:.-:; 

Dedicatees: Janet Craxton and Th~ Oranonte Trio. 

Camtissioned by: BBC. 

First broadcast: 

.__.._., . 
l"acnza vfb. 

pft~: 

p11+J< 

~'"lt. ll 
f --

I.Dndon, BBC Invitation Concert, BBC Third prograrrme. 
19 April 1962. Janet Craxton (oboe) and The Orcmonte Trio: Perry 
Hart (violin), Margaret Major (viola), Bruno Schrecker (cello). 

First public perfonnance: 

Aldeburgh, Jubilee Hall, Aldenburgh Festival. 24 June 1963 with 
the same performers. 
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Publication: 

London, Schott, Miniature score (Edition 10843)(1963). Material 
available on hire from the publishers. 

Manuscript held by: BL. 

Seore 1: Pencil score and notes. Reference number 64962 Autograph 
manuscripts No. 1. 

The following material is at UCT: 

Score 2: Printed score marked: "ONn copy with errors marked" . 
(TD 88/36 88/258). 

Score 3: Dyeline score marked: '.'ONn Copy with corrections P.R." 
(TD 88/36 88/509). 

Score 4: Photocopy of pencil score and notes in BL. 
(TD 88/36 88/508). 

Soore 5: Dyeline score in Jagger Library number TPA 782.21 RAI 
63/326. 

Score 6: Ink score on transparency at Schott. 

Date CXIIIpOSition: February 1962 .. 

Reviews: 

1. Priaulx Rainier: 
12.4.1962. 

"The Invitation Concert", Radio Times, 

2~ "Miss Rainier's Quanta", The Times, 21.4.1962. 

3. M.R.C.: "'Quantum' Music, The Daily Telegraph, 21.4.1962. 

4. Edward Lockspeiser: 
26.4.1962. 

"Music for Holy Week' , The Listener, 

5. Reginald Smith Brindle: "Broadcasting", The Musical Times, 

6. 

June 1962. 

J.H. Elliott: 
25.6.1963. 

"Aldeburgh Festival Music", The Guardian, 

7. "Unity lacking in Festival choice", The Times, 25.6.1963. 

8. "Trio make welcome return", The Edinburgh Evening News, 
21.8.1964. 

9. John CUrrie: 
22.8.1964. 

"Bedevilled by a Theory", The Scotsman, 

10. Martin Cooper: "Trio's fresh attack in early Beethoven", The 
Daily Telegraph, 22.8.1964 . 

. 11. Gerald Lamer: "Oramonte String Trio Concert at Edinburgh", 
The Guardian, 22.8 .1964. · 
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12. A.K. Holland: "Great cellist pays a gallant tribute", The 
LivehPOPl Daily Post, 24.8.1964. 

13. 'IWo crits after two performances by "Het Nederlands Hobo 
Quartet" 
Saarbrlicken radio recording: 7.12.1965. 
Saarbrlicken public concert: 8 .12 .1965. 
1. Saar:Orlicker Zeitung: Undated. 
2. Saarbrlicker Landeszeitung: Undated. 

14. "South Africans in B.B.C. series on composers", Southern 
Africa, 21.2.1966. 

15. "'Portrait' of South African on B.B.C. ", The Cape Argus, 
14.3.1966. 

16. "Focus on composers", The Times, 18.1.1967. 

17. Edward Greenfield: 
18.1.1967. 

"Priaulx Rainier", The Guardian, 

18. Peter Heyworth: "Magic blooms in the Garden", The Observer, 
22.1.1967. 

19. Stephen Walsh: "Music last week", The Listener, 26.1.1967. 

20. Anthony Payne: "Broadcasting. Priaulx Rainier", The Musical 
Times, March 1967. 

21. J.O.C.: "Enterprising programme", Tbe Times, 25.1.1968. 

22. M.R.C.: "Idea of force without matter inspires music", The 

23. 

Daily Telegraph, 25.1.1968. 

Edward Greenfield: 
22.5.1968. 

"london Oboe Quartet", The Guardian, 

24. Joan Chissell: "Sunshine and showers",· The Times, 23.5.1968. 

25. Martin Cooper: "New Oboe quartet has dark touches" , The 
Daily Telegraph, 23.5.1968. 

26. M.H.: "Oboe contrasts", The Times, 24.5.1968. 

27. "St. Ives composer at concert in Arts Club", The Cornishman, 
30.;10.1969. 

28. "Arts club's opening success", West Briton, 30.10 . .1969. 

29. Alan Blyth: "I.ondon Oboe Quartet", The Times, 5.12.1972. 

30. A. E. P. : "Justice to 2 composers of distinction" , The Daily 
Telegraph, 5.12.1972. 

31. Max I..oppert: "Priaulx Rainier", Financial Times, 5 .12 .1972. 

32. Edward Greenfield: "Oboe Quartet", The Guardian, 6.12.1972. 
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33. Desmond Shawe-Taylor: "The English school", The SUnday 
~' 10.12.1972. 

"34. calum MacDonald: "Last week's broadcast music", ~ 
Listener, 15.2.1973. 

35. N.K.: "Concert. _ Purcell Roan. Park Lane Group", The Daily 
telegraph, 14.12.1978. 

36. Max I.oppert: "Purcell Roan. Rainier at 75", Financial 
~' 14.12.1978. 

37. Maleolm Lawson: "What a birthday for Hawick's Priaulx", ~ 
Daily News, 18.12.1978. 

38. Hilary Finch: "Music of the spheres", The Tfu1es, 3.2.1983. 

39. P.W.D.: "Priaulx Rainier", The Daily Telegraph, 3.2.1983. 

40. Martin long: "Butter ley excels on his birthday", ~ 
Australian, ?.6.1985. 

41. Roger Covell: "Ensanble work a worthy tribute", Sydney 
Mbtning Herald, ?.6.1985. 

Rainier retired at the end of midsumner tenn 1961 as ccmposition professor 

at the RAM1 and f OUanta was the first work she wrote after having given 

up her heavy teaching progrannne there. 2 .. 

The <:Xllp)ser introduced this canposition which received its first 

broadcast on BBC Third progrannne on 19 April 1962 in the Radio Times3 as 

follCMS: 

After writing a Pastoral Triptych for solo oboe for Janet Craxton, 
it was she who suggested a oamposition for Oboe and Strings in 
order to add another chamber work to the repertoire with the same 
cx:mbination as that of the Quartet for Oboe and Strings by Mozart. 

In the sumner of 1961, when the piece was in its early stages, an 
invitation came from the B.B.C. to write a chamber work for the 
Thursday Evening Invitation Concerts in April 1962. The 
instrumental a:mbination of OUanta was agreed upon and the work was 
finished in February 1962. 

Quanta is in one continuous movement, arising out of the opening 
bars. Interchanging sections of varying tempi and textures build 
up towards a long slow section which persists, eventually resolving 
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itself into the final weaving texture which, rather than closing 
the work, leaves it questioning, unresolved. 

The name Ouanta derives from the Quantum Theory: i.e. Energy 
exists in space independent of Matter and is made up of units or 
particles called Quanta. When choosing a title this seemed to 
describe the nature of the piece, which follows no orthodox form, 
contains no thematic material, but springs out of its initial 
impulse, recreating its energy after each lull, ending with the 
unresolved question: "Quanta?" (How much?) 

The Times4 carried Rainier's explanation further by saying the work 

grows from the briefest motifs rather than extended themes, and 
instead of generating its driving power from the increasing tension 
of argument characteristic of the usual processes of development, 
it renews its initial impulse from time to time in brief, static 
lulls, such as living creatures renew their vitality in sleep. In 
spite of its apparent lack of theme and form (in the conventional 
sense) the quartet gives the impression of having a very strong 
unity and logic all its own, and the instrumental texture is 
cunning and close-knit . • . At the end of it the listener may feel 
that he has merely been revolving on the spot instead of travelling 
to a new point of vision and understanding. 

A Daily Telegraph reviewer remarked that same of the sounds and textures 

recall electronic music and that at times the writing is expressive with 

special treatment of much sympathy and resourcefulness for the oboe. 5 · 

Reginald Smith Brindle6 found Quanta attractive on first hearing. 
There is no pastoral browsing here, but vital, direct expression, 
often though tense textures of brilliant conception. Taut, 
slow-moving harmonies in semitonal clusters alternate with brittle, 
assymmetrical rhythmic configurations. · 

The· impression that Quanta gave, according to Edward IDckspeiser, was that 

· she had travelled a long way since the String Quartet in the direction of 

the mind from the heart, "which makes this latest work of hers difficult 

to respond to unless one happens to have acquired the mercilessly 

·objective outlook now in vogue" .7 But an important personal oamment 

carne from Elizabeth Lutyens when she said: "I think somebody who suddenly 

makes a giant step forward at the age of sixty is ~eally to be 

saluted."8 Quanta received a second performance by The Oramonte Trio 

and Janet Craxton (oboe) which in fact was its first p';lblic performance on 
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24 June 1963 in the Jubilee Hall at the Aldeburgh Festival. 9 A special 

corres:p:Jndent fran The Times singled out the muscle-bound effect prcxiuced 

by the major sevenths and minor ninths at this occasion. 10 

The next perfonnance was. on 21 August 1964 at the Edinburgh Festival in 

the Freemason's Hall.11 

John currie12 wrote: 

The press-reviews were more or less luke warm. 

On one hearing it is impossible to' do the work justice, but there 
was certainly a strong impression that the tense, epigranma.tic, 
highly-sectional nature of the work tended to rronotony • . • Only in 
the final slow section did the music sean to convey any importanCe, 
and this, above all, was the section that one would rrost like to 
hear again. 

According to Martin Cooper13 OUanta 

does not a::mnunicate to the listener any very convinc.ulg sense of 
for.m, but the succession of note-clusters, each radiating its own 
pattern, hold the listener's attention by their ingenious rhythms 
and pleasingly contrasted textures - :p:JOr substitutes for a 
coherent argument, perhaps, but by no means to be despised. 

The fact that it is a difficult work - for oboist· string players, and 

audience too- was also mentioned.14 

In the ·meantime Het Neder lands Hobo Quartet took OUanta in their 

repertoire and performed the composition at Eindhoven (public concert) 

30.11.1965, Saarbriicken (radio recording) 7 .12.1965, (public concert) 

. 15 
8.12.1965 and Hilversum (radio concert) 31.1.1966. They also 

perfonned · this work along others such as Estrani ( 1967) - Jo van den 

Booren; Concertina ( 1967) - Marius Flothuis and Quartet by Joseph · 

Horovitz ·in the Purcell Roan on 24 January 1968 at their I..ondon 

concert. 16 The perfonners at this occasion were Victor Swillens (oix>e), 

Jan Wittenburg (violin), Hans Neuburger (viola) and Max Werner 

(cello) . 17 
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The Oraronte Trio and Janet Craxton continued to perfonn Quanta after the 

Edinburgh Festival. First they played it in the BBC "canposer Portrait" 

series of 1966 when Priaulx Rainier and John Joubert were included with 

other canposers such as Sir Arthur Bliss, Sir William Walton and Malcolm 

Arnold. 18 Then the name of the ensanble changed to I.Dndon Oboe 

Quartet. Janet Craxton (oboe) and Perry Hart (violin) fanned the core and 

the new manbers were Brian Hawkins (viola) and Kenneth Heath (cello) . 19 

other perfor.mances to follow were: Wigmore Hall (21.5.1968), 20 West 

Cornwall Arts Club, Penzance (23.10.1969) 21 and Purcell Roan - The 

Redcliffe Concerts of British Music (4.12.1972). 22 

Thereafter OUanta becane a piece of celebration for Rainier ~use it was 

perfonned on BBC Radio 3 in early February 1973 in honour of her 70th 

birthday. Tbe Listene~3 reported on this occasion: 

Rainier is a very isolated figure: a South African ocmposer owing 
little, apparently, to any, school, finding her own way forward, 
exploring her own . world of eloquent dissonance. At a period when 
so much new music is dull, grubby 'atonalism' , it is a relief to 
find a canposer whose ability to 'place'every note in an athanatic, 
totally chromatic context produces music that is clear, stimulating 
and alive. 

It is also featured in the programme which the Park lane Group presented 

to celebrate Rainier's 75th birthday ( sanewhat belated in Decanber 1978) 

in the Purcell Roan. 24 . One of the last occasions for the canposer to 

hear the work perfonned, was the ooncert held on her eigthieth birthday 3 

February 1983 in the Wigmore Hail. Celia Nicklin (fanner pupil of the 

late Janet Craxton) joined the strings of the I.Dndon Oboe Quartet in this 

perfor.mance. 25 
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Overseas-House at Park Place, London SWl was the venue when Quentin Poole 
I 

(oboe), Miranda Fulleylove (violin), Sally Beamish (viola) and Helen 

Verney (cello) - all members of the Koenig Ensemble - played Quanta as 

well as two first British performances of String Trios by Hans Jurgen von 

Bose and Martin Smolka on 18 September 1985. 26 

P.rog:tawe notes: 

1. The follCMing prograrrrne note was used for the eightieth birthday 

ooncert of Pi"iaulx Rainier on 2. 2 .1983. 

After writing a Pastoral Triptych for solo oboe for Janet Craxton, 
it was she who suggested a a:::mp:::>sition for Oboe and Strings in 
order to add another chamber work to the repertoire with the same 
cx:rnbination as that of the Quartet for Oboe and Strings by Mozart. 

In the sunmer of 1961, when the piece was in its early stages, an 
invitation came fran the BBC to write a chamber \t10rk for the 
Thursday Evening Invitation Concerts in April 1962. The 
instrumental canbination of Quanta was agreed upon and the work was 
finished in February 1962. · 

OUanta is in one movanent, arising out of the opening bars. 
Interchanging sections of varying tempi and textures build up 
towards a long slow section which persists, eventually resolving 
itself into the final weaving texture which, rather than clouding 
the \t10rk, leaves it questioning, unresolved. 

The name Quanta derives from the Quantum Theory i.e. Energy exists 
in space independent of Matter and is made up of units or particles 
called Ouanta. When choosing a title this seaned to describe the 
nature of the piece, which follows no orthodox fonn, oontains no 
thematic material, but springs out of its initial impulse, 
recreating its energy after each lull, ending with the unresolved 
queStion: "Quanta?" ( "HCM much?") .. 

2. Richard Toop wrote the following prograrrrne when OUanta was 

perlonned at a Concert for Nigel Butter ley's 50th Birthday at 

Everest Theatre by the Seymoor Group in association with the 

Department of Music, University of Sydney on 31 May 1985: 
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Notes: 

It was Tippett who suggested to Butterley that he should study in 
En<jland with the South African born cnnposer Priaulx Rainier, which 
he did during 1962. He oould scarcely have arrived at a roore 
crucial point in her career, for in that year she cx:mpleted Quanta, 
a work which sprang far outside the general ambitus of oamposing in 
England at that time. At a period when, despite the gradual 
anergence of the Manchester School, English music was still 
entrenched in Chel tenharn Symphonies, the idea of a oamposer of ·the 
older generation writing an essentially athematic work with an 
overtly 'scientific' title was virtually unheard of: only Roberto 
Gerhard cx.>uld have ventured something similar. 

In fact, if there is one canposer who stands as a precurser to 
Quanta., it's Edgard Varese. The same kind of prismatic fracturing 
and re-assemblage of basic materials that penneates Varese' s work 
in the late 1920's reappears as the dominating feature of OUanta, 
whose only ooncession to the prevalent English pastoralism is its 
instrumentation. The work's title was, apparently, an 
afterthought: in no way was it written to 'illustrate' a 
scientific process. Yet the reference to quantum mechanics, to a 
field of experimental physics that even Einstein shrank back fran, 
is remarkably appropriate. Instead of there being one inevitable 
path by which a given (thematic) particle can :rcove fran one point 
(in time) to another, there are any number of paths, but of varying 
degrees of probability. And between the points of departure and 
arrival there will be a 'change of state', caused by oollisions 
with other particles, or by the energy they anit or absorb. So the 
chances of a particle recurring at same later stage in its initial 
fonn are negligible: oontinual transition is the only basic rule. 
Acooniingly, Quanta. oonsists of a number of short sections, whose 
initial materials, often bundled close together in clusters, are 
incessantly transfonned, their innate energies being either 
intensified or dispersed, with the oboe usually acting as the 
primacy 'particle path' to which the strings, in one way or 
another, re5pond. 

1. letter from Assistant Librarian, RAM, I.Dndon, undated, 
. poststamped 2. 2 .1979 to author. 

2. Interview with Priaulx Rainier in St. Ives on 15.12.1977. 

3. Priaulx Rainier: 
12.4.1962. 

"The Invitation Concert", Radio Times, 

4. "Miss Rainier's Quanta" , The Times, 21. 4 .1962. 

5. M.R.C.: '"Quantum' Music", The Daily Telegraph, 21.4.1962. · 

·6. 

7. 

Reginald Smith Brindle: "Broadcasting" , The Musical Times, 
June 1962. 

Edward I.Dckspeiser: 
26.4.1962. 

"Music for Holy Week", The Listener, 

8. Interview with Elizabeth Luytens in I.Dndon on 11.1.1978. 
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9. J.H. Elliot: 
25.6.1963. 

"Aldeburgh Festival Music", The Guardian, 

10. "Unity lacking in Festival choice", The Times, 25.6.1963. 

11. "Trio make welcxxne return", The Edinburqh Evening News, 
21.8.1964. 

12. John CUrrie: 
22.8.1964. 

"Bedevilled by a Theory", The Scotsman, 

13. Martin Cooper: "Trio's fresh attack in early Beethoven", .!he 
Daily Telegraph, 22.8.1964. 

14. Gerald Lamer: "Oranonte String Trio Concert at Edinburgh", 
Tbe Guardian, 22.8 .1964. 

15. Copy of letter dated 27.5 .1966 from Het Nederlands Hobo 
Quartet to Priaulx Rainier in :p::>ssession of author. 

16. M.R.C.: "Idea of force without matter inspires music", .The 
Daily Telegraph, 25.1.1968. 

17. J.O.C.: "Ente:rprising prograrrme", The Times, 25.1.1968. 

18. "South Africans in B.B.C~ series on a::mposers", Southern 
A£rioa, 21.1.1966. 

19. "St Ives a::mposer at concert in Arts Club", The eornis.brnan, 
30.10.1969. . 

20. Edward Greenfield: "london Oboe Quartet", Tbe Guardian, 
22.5.1968; M.H.: "Oboe contrasts", The Tjmes, 23.5.1968; 
Martin C'pQper: "New oboe quartet has dark touches", .The 
Daily Telegraph, 23.5.1968. 

21. See 19 above. 

22. Edward Greenfield:. 
Desmond Shawe-Taylor: 

23. Calum MacDonald: 
·Listener, 15.2.1973. 

"Oboe Quartet", The Guardian, 6.12.1972; 
The Sunday Times, 10.12.1972. 

"Last week's broadcast music", ~ 

24. N.K.: "Concert. Purcell Roam. Park Lane Group", The Daily 
Telegraph, 14.12.1978. 

25. Hilary Finch: "Music of the spheres", The Times, 3.3.1983. 

26. Notice in :p::>ssession o= author. 

Recx>rding: 33 r .p.m. 
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The I.ondon Oboe Quartet: Janet Craxton (oboe), Perry Hart (violin), Brian 

Hawkins (viola), Kenneth Heath (cello) on Argo ZRG 660. Recorded in 

association with the British Council. 

Reviews: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

M.M. : "Rainier. String Trio. Quanta", The Grarrophone, 
Septanber 1970. 

Colin Tilney: "Reoord Choice. 
Rainier", Sunday Times, 4.10.1970. 

Alan Rawsthome/Priaul.x 

Colin Mason: 
19.10.1970. 

"Davi~'s fine Berlioz", The Daily Telegraph, 

4. "Record", Observer, 22.11.1970. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Robert Layton: 
Novanber 1970. 

Max Harrison: 
5.12.1970. 

Colin Mason: 
21.12 .1970. 

"A Quarterley Retrospect", The Graroophone, 

"Roussel, Rainier and Rawthrone", The Times, 

"Reoords of the Year" , The Daily Telegraph, 

8. Maloolrn MacDonald: "Critic's Choice - 1970", The Grarrpphone, 
Decanber 1970. 

The Britsih Council is responsible for this recording which oontains 

Quanta, String Trio of Rainier as well as Alan Rawsthome·'s Clarinet 

Qlart:et perfonned. by Thea King (clarinet) and rnanbers of the Aeolian 

Quartet. The selling price was 'IWo pounds five shillings and eleven 

pennies. 

The reviewer1 in The Gramophone wrote that there is a great similarity 

between OUanta and String Trio. 

Both derive their effect principally from the alternation of 
oontrasting textures: of slow sections of same dissonance and 
intensity with others of a substantial and much quicker impulse. 
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This procedure seemed to work well for strings; for strings and oboe 

perhaps less. The music itself remained strong. 2 

Colin Mason3 says Rainier avoided traditional oboe associations 

its sound penneating and colouring the whole texture rather than 
standing out soloistically against the string background - is a 
ranarkable, imaginative and technical tour de force. In the 
musical language, too, an encounter between Bart6kian and 
past-Webernian influences yields or~ginal and oampelling results. 

In his quarterly retrospect, Robert Layto~ describes Rainier's language 

as 

highly disciplined, but she does not count obscurity; Quanta is a 
thoughtful piece, always musically inventive, and with rocments of 
rather haunting tranquility. 

Max Harrison5 gave attention to the quality of the perfonnance when he 

wrote about 

Notes: 

excellent interpretations, through larger contrasts of tempo, 
texture, of degrees of dissonance as well as through cellular 
motivic proliferation. 

1. M.M. : "Rainier. String Trio. Quanta", The Gramophone, 
Septenber 1970. 

2. .Ibid. 

3. Colin Mason: 
19.10.1970. 

"Davis's fine Berlioz", The Daily Telegraph, 

4. Robert Layton: "A Quarterly Retrospect", The Gramqphone, 
Novenber 1970 .. 

5. Max Harrison: "Roussel, Rainier and Rawsthorne", The Tlmes, 
5.12.1970. 
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1963-1965 
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Duration: 

10' Schott brochure (1938). 
10'45" Duration sheet (Source UC!'). 
12' Source ucr ('ID 88/36 88/239) • 

First broadcast: 

.,-y----., 
b";". ').!. ... .! -

~-

< - ......:::::: 

london, BBC Invitation Concert. 
(cello). 

17 Januacy 1967. Joan Dickson 

Publication: Material on sale fran Schott, lDndon. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Soore 1: Dyeline soore No. 3 Revised. ('ID 88/36 88/239). 

Score 2: Dyeline score No. 4 Revised. ('ID 88/36 88/240). 

Both scores are with two other newly printed copies in Blue folder 
marked "to be checked and corrected fran the cello version". 
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The following soores were at Tregenna Step Studio, St. Ives at the 
time of the cx::mposer 's death: 

Soore 3: Dyeline soore No. 1. Corrected sheet of page 2 enclosed 
for replacing. Marked: '"Ib Joan Dickson". (TD 88/36 88/499). 

Soore 4: Dyeline soore No. 2. Corrected sheet of page 2 enclosed 
for replacing. ('I'D 88/3() 88/500). 

Soore 5: Dyeline' soore with pencil soore and notes. Marked: "Q.m 

Copy. Corrected . . . for BBC reoording Februru:y 1975. " Inside oopy 
marked: "Q.m Copy with oorrections made before 1st perfonnance 
Invitation Concert BBC 17 Januru:y 1967. 1st March 19?? revised. 
Dont use this oopy." Duration given as 10 min. ('I'D 8~/36 88/501). 

Soore 6: Photooopy of Joan Dickson's soore. Duration given as I = 
4' (23.1.83), II = ?; III = 3'20" 1978 BBC and 4'36" (25.1.83). 
(TO 88/36 88/505). 

Soore 7: CMn Copy P.R. with bowing and phrasing in Red. Marked: 
"With oorrections after BBC reoording Februru:y 1975 for BBC .•• ? 
1976 and new transfer p.2 ready for printing. Printed 15 Septanber 
75". (TD 88/36 88/504). 

Soore 8: 
pages). 

Dyeline soore. Marked: 
(TD 88/36 88/237). 

For Revision (newly printed 

Soore 9: Dyeline soore. (TD 88/36 88/238). 

Soore 10: Pencil notes. ('I'D 88/36 88/503). 

Soore 11: Ink soore on transparency of both versions (cello and 
viola) at Schott. 

Date 0 "lliJSition: 

1963 - April 1965. Dina - St. Ives. 

Reviews: 

1. Priaul.x Rainier: "A String Trio and a Solo Suite for Cello", 
Musical Events, Januru:y 1967. 

2. . "Focus on Ccxnposers", The Times, 18.1.1967. · 

3. Edward Greenfield: 
18.1.1967 0 

"Priaul.x Rainier", 'l'he Guardian, 

4: Peter Heyworth: "Magic blooms in the Garden," The Observer, 
22.1.1967. 

5. stephen Walsh: "Music last week", The Listener, 26.1.1967. 

6. Anthony Payne: "Broadcasting. Priaul.x Rainier", 'l'he Musical 
Times, March 1967. 

7. "A .double first for Soottish cellist", The Sootsma.n, 
17.7.1967. 
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8. Hila:r:y Finch: "Music of the spheres" , The Tmtes, 3. 2 .1983. 

9. Michael John White: 
3.2.1983. 

"Priaulx Rainier", The Guardian, 

10. P.W.D.: "Priaulx Rainier", The Daily Telegraph, 3.2.1983. 

The Solo · SUite for cello was canposed over a period of two years. 

Accxm::ling to Rainier she started to canpose the work in Dino, near Lugano 

in 91/itzerland in 1963 where she and her sister, Nellri stayed in the house 

of Orrea Pemel for about 14 days. 1 Before the first perfonnance at a 

BBC Invitation Concert on 17 Janua:r:y 1967, 

follC711ing infonna.tion. in Musical Events. 2 

Rainier published the 

The Solo SUite was written before the Concerto for Violoncello and 
Orchestra which Jaqueline Du Pre played so eloquently . at the 
Pranenade Concerts on 1964. Having two cellists in my family the 
sound of the instrument is as familiar to my ear as that of the 
violin, which I studied assiduously for many years. Thus I am 
drawn, allrost instinctively, to write for strings and particularly 
for the cello whose pizzicati and harmonics seem to summon up the 
sounds heard by me during my early childhood in a raoote part of 
South Africa on the borders of zululand. 

In "Ccnlposers Portrait" which I did for the BBC last year, I 
recalled the daninating influence of Southern Africa on my music 
despite _the later impact of what might be considered the roore 
sophisticated textures and fonns of European contarp:>ra:r:y music. 
Across the · great spaces of Africa which surrounded me, sounds came 
carrying an aura of resonance with than. It seemed to surround 
than, and cx:ming out of the imnensity of such silence fell on my 
ear unsullied by the noises of the mcx::lem 'tt'Orld thereby 
intensifying my listening, making me unconsciously absorb the 
importance of space between sounds. The silences used in my music 
are an integral part of the phrases, exactly timed to allC711 
resonances their full value and have their origin in· the aural 
experiences of my childhood . 

. The new Solo SUite is in three parts. The low C of the cello is a 
key note in the piece, two of the movanents beginning and ending 
with ·it and the· final held c of Part I links it to Part II without 
a break. By contrast the third part, through its extended passages 
of grace-notes, is released fran the dcmination of this C ending on 
a sound which gives to the piece its final freedan. 
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Since this work was perfo:rmed together with three other Rainier 

cx:rrp>sitions on the same evening, references to the ~ ranained brief. 

Peter Hey\\Urth only spoke of the eloquent first perfo:rmance given by Joan 

Dickson. 3 Fran Edward Greenfield's review the oonclusion can be made 

that this cx:rrp>sition was written prior to the 1964 Cello Concerto· He4 

also said: "In the suite there are m::ments when the deliberately 

disjointed texture made • . . the impression of an extended cadenza ••• " 

Other observations were that the SUite "maintained an unified yet varied 

flc:M of melody with the sparest of techniques"5 and pointed also at the 

"skill in oollating series of unoonnected musical clauses without any 

diffuseness" • 6 This work is not often perfo:rmed, but was included in 

the programne of the Wigmore Hall celebration ooncert on 2 F~ruary 1983 

which observed her 80th birthday. As on all previous occasions, it was 

performed by the Scottish cellist Joan Dickson. 7 

The later date (1966) indicated at the end of the score is 'then probably. 

the date when it was revised, because Greenfield also referred to the fact 

that the Suite had been revised. 

Notes: 

1. Interview with Priaulx Rainier in St. Ives on 15 .12 .1977. 

2. Priaulx Rainier: "A String Trio and a sOlo Suite for Cello", 
Musical Events, January 1967. 

3. 

4. 

Peter Heyworth: 
22.1.1967. 

"Magic bloans in the Garden", The Observer, 

Edward Greenfield: 
18.1.1967. 

"Priaulx Rainier", The Guardian, 

5. Anthony Payne: "Broadcasting. Priaulx Rainier", The Musical 
Times, March 1967. 

6. Stephen Walsh: "Music last week", The Listener, 26.1.1967. · 

7. Michael John White: 
3.2.1983. 

"Priaulx Rainier", The Guardian, 
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1963-64 

32 CXHl!RlO 

for cello and orchestra. 
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DJration: 

21' Duration sheet (Source UCI') and Schott brochure ( 1983) • 

Dedicatee: Jacqueline du Pre. 

Cannissioned by: BBC. 

First perfonnance: 

I.Dndon, Royal Albert Hall, Pranenade Concert. 
· 3 Septanber 1964. Jacqueline du Pre (cello) and the BBC symphony 

Orchestra conducted by No:rrnan Del Mar. 

Publication: __ _ 

I.Dndon, Schott (Piano reduction, Edition 10913 by Priaulx Rainier 
and Timothy Baxter)(1967). Orchestral material on hire from 
Schott. 
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Manuscript held by: Schott. 

Score 1: Ink score on transparency. 

Score 2: Pencil score of reduction of Canto II. 

,The following material is at ucr : 

Score 3: Dyeline score of full score. Marked: "Corrected Oct. 
1964 P.R." Inside score numerous pencil and red markings. 
(TD 88/36 88/521). 

Score 4: Dyeline score of cello part. Marked: "Corrected 28 Oct. 
1964 P.R." Also in pencil: "Jacqueline's copy." Included in this 
are four lists of corrections to be made. (TD 88/36 88/524). 

Score 5: Dyeline score No. 2 of cello part. Marked: "Corrected 
28 Oct. 1964 P.R. OWn copy". (TD 88/36 88/526). 

Score 6: Brown envelope containing notes and rough score. 
(TD 88/36 88/527). 

Date oamposition: SUmmer 1964, St. Ives. 

Reviews: 

1. Priaul.x Rainier: "'Ibnight' s Prom", Radio Times, 27.8.1964. 

2. Priaul.x Rainier: "Concerto for Cello and Orchestra", Musical 
Events, September 1964. 

3. R.L.H.: "Persuasive eloquence of cello", Tbe Daily 
Telegraph, 4.9.1964. 

4. "Concise Cello Concerto", The Times, 4.9.1964. 

5. David Cairns: 
4.9.1964. 

6: Edward Greenfield: 
Guardian, 4.9.1964. 

7. R.L. Henderson: 
6.9.1964. 

"Rainier's Concerto", Financial Times, 

"Du Pre Recital at the Prcrns", .Thg 

"Terse Concerto", Tbe Sunday Telegraph, 

8. "Premiere of Work by S.A. Composer", Tbe cape Times, 9 
(?).9.1964. 

9. Kenneth L. Thompson: "Radio in Retrospect", Musical Opinion, 
October 1964. 

10. Ronald Crichton: 
1964, p.753. 

"The Proms", The Musical Times, October 

11. "Editorial Notes", The Strad, October 1964. 
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12. Anthony Payne: "Rainier's Cello Concerto" I Music and 
MUSicians, November 1964. 

13. William Glock: "Land of Music", The AmbaSsador, 11.11.1964. 

14. "Cello a:nd Piano", Musical Opinion, July 1967. 

15. Robert Anderson: "Cello and double bass", The MUSical Tjmes, 
October 1967. 

16. ·s.s. Dale: "Contanporarary cello concerti: Priaulx Rainier 
and Gordon crosse," The strad, October 1975. 

The best way to introduce Rainier's Concerto for cello and orchestra is to 

let the CX~tp>ser speak.1 

When the B.B.C. offered me a ccmnission for the PI:anenade Concerts 
1964 I suggested a Cello Concerto, for one had been in my mind for 
many years. Having an elder sister . cellist and a prodigy cousin 
who played in public at the age of eight years, the ~unci of the 
instrument was part of my early musical life, filled with the 
practising of various musical instruments many hours a day. 

The · greatest problem posed in writing a work for cello and 
orchestra is the difficulty of hearing the solo instnnnent' s 
expressive but not penetrating tone against a background of solid 
orchestral sound. Thinking over these and other problems during 
many years, a scheme was evolved avoiding the conjunction of the 
solo iri.strument with the orchestra except when the textures, 
instrumentation, colour, disposition were such that the cello could 
penetrate or interplay with the orchestral groups in juxtaposition 
without strain or reducing the proper volmne of the orchestral 
dynamics. 

The First part of the Concerto eame into being in this way - it is 
a Dialogue between cello and orchestra - an argument perhaps. The 
long cantabile line of the Second part I the canto is sustained 
throughout. The Orchestra, which is often reduced to solo 
instruments or groups of these, uses quite different material, as 
if two worlds of thought were contrasted, one against the other. 
The ~ leads without a break into the cadence which takes the 
place of a formal ~denza. ·Here the instruments interplay, solo 
Wind Or Strings and SOlO cellO 1 in lighter 1 gayer 1 florid passageS 
all . on an equal footing. This brief section resolves into the 
Epil~ which is reminiscent of the QmtQ, but here the orchestral 
voices\ are reduced to the slightest sounds between the long-drawn 
phrases' of the solo instrument which bring the novanent to ~ 
pianiss.iloo close .. 

·The solo cello with its power of rhetoric daninates the Concerto as 
a whole. Though the orchestra is never merely acccmpanying the 
solo instnnnent, after the introduction there are no long tuttis, 
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-but it plays it's important part in the work in cxmnent, in 
opposition, and finally in acquiescene to the final statanents of 
the solo part. Groups of instruments are characteristic of the 
'Nark, but the percussion is used priroaril y to sharpen sounds at 
rocments of tension and as a means of extending resonances, not as a 
body in itself. 

By the time Rainier ca:nposed this ca:nposition, she was already an 

established cx::mposer and because she had retired, all her energy could be 

geared towards ca:nposition. The fact that the Cello Concerto had its 

premiere at a Pranenade Concert in the Albert Hall, brought the ca:nposer 

to the notice of the wider public who under nonnal circumstances 'NOUld not 

specially attend a concert where only "ultra" :rrod.ern rnU.sic is perfonned. 

A new Pran principle of integrating a new work into its progranme, which 

has replaced the old one of ensuring that most people go hane before it 

was . perfonned paid good dividends. The Concerto had wide coverage in the 

press. The Times referred to this ca:nposition as one of Rainier's "rnost 

distinguished and felicitous works" . 2 Anthony Payne went one step 

further when he said: "Priaulx Rainier's fine cello Concerto will 

probably turn out . to be the best as well as the most daring of the new 

'Narks presented at this year's Prans. "3 The nineteen-year-old4 

Jacqueline du Pre's share in the success of the evening was substantial. 

Her. "spell was its most bewitching"S and in her the cx:mposer had a 

first-rate soloist whose "impeccable technical perfonnance was matched by 

a golden-voiced and sensitive expressive tone". 6 " ..• Du Pre's playing 

alm:>st ·convinced one that this was a great work" . 7 William Glock also 

cxmnented on the incen~ives given to the British oamposer and the British 
\ 

school of virtuosi in his challenging article Land of Music. 8 The 

Rainier Cello Cor).certo written for the young Du Pre, was a good example to 

prove this p::>int. 
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The orchestral sonorities and balance between solo instrument and 

orchestra came under the spotlight. Kenneth Thanpson9 expressed himself 

as follows: 

Miss Rainier undeniably su:r:mounts the difficulty of balance: the 
cello can at all times be heard, but whether at too great a 
sacrifice is a matter of opinion. 'I'm not sure that the 
problem has not here been solved merely by employing a symphony 
orchestra to -do the work of a chamber orchestra, conceding a 
possible gain in colour. And it would not require too great an 
extension of the c:xxrpose:t 's ide..a of largely avoiding conjunction of 
solo instrument with orchestra before the latter's role is reduced 
largeli to intennittent interjections. The concerto is a stark, 
gaunt, sanewhat esoteric c:xxrposition, sparse in texture and written 
with marked econany of style, leaving an overall inpression of 
being distinctly monochrane despite splashes of orchestral colour 
and percussion adornment. 

The Sunday Telew;-aph10 wrote: 

Lightly and deftly orchestrated and lucid textures never obscure 
the eloquent voice of the solo instrument and beneath· its rather 
severe surface the music conceals a wann, lyrical undercurrent. 

The fact that the soloist was never masked11 and that the scoring had a 

chamber-music-like lightness and precision12 was clear to reviewers. 

When Schott published Rainier and Baxter's reduction for violoncello and 

piano in 19671 MuSical Qpinion13 Wa9 not too happy With thiS publicatiOn 

and found it: 

A cx:mplicated, rather fussy work, overburdened not so much with 
thought as with the desire to create constant contrast. I find 
little to admire or to please in it. The piano reduction is 
virtually unplayable, but as instrumentation is indicated .it makes 
a useful short score. 

The selling price was two pounds two shillings .14 

S. S. Dale' s15 description of the ConceL"to after Schott; s publication of 

the reduction score for cello and piano given here, is far more 

descriptive and shows insight. 
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Now the Concerto fonn roughly divides into two categories. We have 
the hamner smashing type of concerto (Tchaikovsky's First Piano 
Concerto is the locus classicus) where the soloist takes anns 
against a sea of orchestral players, and smashes his way to 
victo:ry. The other type is the Schumannesque piano concerto in 
which the solo instrument indulges in introspective m:ments, 
"errDtion recollected in tranquility" to quote Wordsworth. The fonn 
too has divided into the classic fonn of Beethoven, Brahms and 
Rachmaninoff; this is the severely classic rrodel; the other type 
is that inaugurated by Mendelssohn in which the fonn is a::mpletely 
shorn of the ritornelli passages, and the d.evelopnent and 
recapitulation sections are curbed; frequently the slCM m:::>vanent 
and finale are "run on" without a break,: and this· ultimately gives 
way to the one m:::>vanent concerto. So that it is quite wrong to see 
the concerto as a trial of skill between soloist and orchestra. 
The concerto of Priaulx Rainier was devised as a dialogue, a 
colloquy between cello and orchestra. For this type of writing, no 
better interpreter could have been chosen than Jacqueline du Pre. 
The score is divided in two sections: the first entitled Dialogue 
sets the scene, the second a~' followed by a relatively long 
accx:mpanied cadenza, followed by a brief epilogue. The concerto, 
thus resanbles the concerto of Delius in being an extended 
cxmmmication, in which the matter and not the fonn is important. 

Again , like Delius the time signature is 6/4, recalling the 
barcarolle-like figurations of the c:x::mp:>ser of Hassan. The 
concerto opens quietly (Crotchet = circa 84) . The instrumentation 
is sui generis: ffM orchestral accx:mpaniments can ever have opened 
with a piccolo arabesque, accanpanied by bassoon and steel plate! 

-At the fourteenth bar the soloist enters with a declamatocy call, 
frequently in the highest register. Double stops interspersed with 
pizzicato interruptions are the staple of much chranatic writing. 
A· slightly slc:Mer tanpo (Meno, Quaver = 69) leads to a thane 
allocated to the middle register; the return to tarp:> brings the 
first m:::>vanent to a conclusion in which the woodwind are 
praninently deployed. ·The brass (ppp) echo until the cello is 
ready to start the second rnovanent (canto, Quaver = 80) • It might 
be thought that two slCM rnovanents are a little too much, but in 
actual practice this is not so. There is a change of idian, the 
solo part being a fleMing cantilena. 

The scoring is entirely different fran that of the previous 
dialogue. One is tarpted to ranark, almost Debussyan. The solo 
instrument is written in a stream of Legato. The cadenza bursts in 
with a show of violence. It is a brilliant interplay between 
soloist and orchestra, and it carries to a conclusion the 
accx:mpanied cadenza started by Elgar in his violin concerto. The 
cadenza is relatively long, having regard to the overall length of 
the entire concerto. It finishes with the epilogue, a strange 
cc:mnenta:ry on the previous material. Again the orchestration is 
ranaikable: woodwind, timpani, and bells, with a specially 
interesting part for contrabass. So ends one of the most 
significant concerti written for the medium in recent years. Like 
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Elgar the orchestral pallette is extranely large yet used with 
resenre. Serial technique is not used, but the style is quite 
unique; no discernible stylistic influence is present, unless it 
be Varese. Students looking for formal resemblances will find 
little to help than. Sibelius is recalled, in that the fonnal 
trappings of "developnent" are cxxnpletel y avoided. Predaninantly 
the cx:>ncerto is diatonic, but diatonic with a difference: surprise 
and suspense are cx:>nstant throughout. This is a cx:>ncerto that 
grows on 'one. I should not in the least be surprised to find that 
it makes little impression at first: its beauties lie too deeply 
ingrained. It is only after repeated hearings that the logical 
progression becxrnes clear. Again that recalls Sibelius. HC7.fl often 
had we to hear the symphonies before their full impact-and weight 
was felt? 

A BBC Invitation Concert on 2 July 1981 held in Studio 7, New Broadcasting 

House in Manchester proved the only other occasion, when Rohan de Saran 

(cello) with the BBC Northern Symphony Orchestra perfonned Rainier's Cello 

Concerto .16 

ProgLame note: 

Written by Rainier for the first performance. 

Notes: 

In writing a cx:>ncerted work for solo violoncello the approach was 
governed by the rhetorical nature and i;:x:Mer of the instrument. The 
scx:>ring is light with frequent use of solo wind instruments. 
String groups are employed in opposition to wind groups rcore 
frequently than in a:mbination, and percussion is used to add 
sharpness or as extended resonances to the textures. 

The Concerto is in three parts or movements, each described by a 
title which cx:>nveys its character. Part I 'Dialogue' and Part II 
'Canto' , are linked by the interval of a secx:>nd held by trulrpets, 
then transferred to clarinets. This interval, major and minor, is 
c:bninant in the work in many inversions and extensions as well as 
in close hannonic a:mbinations or clusters, used in the latter case 
as roup resonances. P~ III, 'cadence: Epilogue', takes the 
place of a fonnal cadenza: solo orchestral instruments join the 
solo cello in florid passages of a scherzo-like character. This 
brief section resolves into the Epilogue, reminiscent of the Canto. 

1. Priaulx· Rainier: "Concerto for Cello and Orchestra", Musical 
Eyents, September 1964. 

2. "Concise Cello Concerto", The Times, 4.9.1964. 
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3. Anthony Payne: "Rainier's Cello Concerto" I Music and 
Musicians, Novanber 1964. 

4. William Glock: "Land of Music", The Ambassador, 11.11.1964. 

5. Edward Greenfield: "Du Pre Recital at the Prans", .l'he 
Guardian, 4.9.1964. 

6. See 2 above. 

7. See 5 above. 

8. See 4 above. 

9. Kenneth L. Thanpson: "Radio in Retrospect", Musical cpi.nion, 
October 1964. 

10. R.L. Henderson: 
6.9.1964. 

11. David cairns: 
4.9.1964. 

"Terse Concerto", The ·SUnday Telegraph, 

"Rainier's Concerto", Financial Times, 

12. · R.L.H. : "Persuasive eloquence of cello", ·The Daily 
Telegraph, 4.9.1964. 

13. "Cello and Piano", Musical Opinion, July 1967. 

14. .Ibid.. 

15. s.s. Dale: "Contanporary cello concerti: Priaulx Rainier 
and Gordon Crosse", The strad, October 1975. 

16. Information sheet in possession of author. 
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for violin, viola and cello. 
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Duration: 

15' Schott brochure (1983). 
15'42" Duration sheet (Source ucr). 

Dedicatee: Peny Hart. 

First broadcast: 

IDndon, BBC Invitation Concert. 17 January 1967. The 
Oraoonte Trio: Peny Hart (violin), Brian Hawkins (viola), Bruno 
Schrecker (cello) . 

First plblic perfo:nnanoe: 

IDndon: The Redcliffe Concerts of British Music, Purcell Roan. 4 
Decanber 1972. Peny Hart (violin), Brian Hawkins (viola), Kenneth 
Heath (cello) . 

Publication: IDndon, Schott (Edition 1117) (1970). 

Manuscript held by: Schott. 

Srore 1: Ink srore of title page and page 15 only. 

The folla,.ring material is at ucr: 

Srore 2: Printed srore with pencil crosses, probably problan 
spots. (TO 88/36 88/271). 

Srore 3: Pencil score (dated 21 June 1965. St. Ives - Dino). 
(TO 88/36 88/368)~ 

Srore 4: Dyeline score of Set 1. Marked: "Own Copy with 
anissions marked P.R. Transfers corrected fran this 25 Jan. 67". 
(TO 88/36 88/369). 

Srore 5: Dyeline score. Marked: "Extra score P.R. rorrect". 
(TO 88/36 88/370). 

Srore 6: 1 Copy of Original set of transfers corrected 25 Jan 67 
after first perfonnance. (Note that copy of old set of transfers 
was sent to F. Goldberg. Paris on 9 Sept. 1967). 
(T0'88/36 88/373). 

Date 0 II{OSition: 

1965-66. 
1965. 

St. Ives - Dino. Date at end of pencil srore: 21 June . 

Reviews: 

1. Priaulx Rainier: "A String Trio and a Solo SUite for Cello", 
Musical Events, Jan~ary 1967. 

2. "Focus on canposers", Tbe Times, 18.1.1967. 

3. Edward Greenfield: 
18.1.1967. 

"Priaulx Rainier", The Guardian, 
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4. Peter Hayworth: "Magic bloc.ms in the Garden", The Observer, 
22.1.1967. 

5. Stephen Walsh: "Music last week", The Listener, 26.1.1967. 

6. Anthony Payne: "Broadcasting. Priaulx Rainier", Musical 
Times, March 1967. 

7. Alan Blyth: "lDndon Oboe Quartet", The T.imes, 5.12.1972. 

8. A.E.P.: "Justice to 2 cx:xnposers of distinction", The Daily 
Telegraph, 5.12.1972. 

9. Max lDppert: "Priaulx Rainier" , Financial Times, 5 .12 .1972. 

10. Edward Greenfield: "Oboe Quartet", The Guardian, 6.12.1972. 

11. Desnond Shawe-Taylor: "The English school", The SUnday 
Times, 10.12.1972. 

12. calum Ma.cronald: "last week's broadcast music", .lhe 
Listener, 15.2.1973. 

13. N.K.: "Concert. Purcell Rcx:m. Park lane Group", The Daily 
Telegraph, 14.12.1978. 

14. Max lDppert: "Purcell Rcx:m. Rainier at 75", Financial 
Times, 14.12.1978. 

15. · Malcolm Lawson: "What a bii:thd.ay for Hawick's Priaulx", .xhe· 
· Daily News, 18 .12 .1978. 

The canposer1 wrote modestly as follows about the String Trio which also. 

received a first hearing at the BBC Invitation Concert: 

The other new work, a String Trio, was written at the request of 
the Oraronte Trio who had already played my earlier work for Oboe 
and String Trio, cx::mnissioned by the BBC for an Invitation Concert 
and played by them with Janet Craxton, at the Edinburgh Festival 
and on the Continent. This work will also be included in the 

· programne on January 17. 

·_The. medium of a String Trio is difficult because the three parts 
are m:>re exposed than in quartet writing. As each instrument is 
without support it requires independent strength. 

Th~ Trio opens with a slow pianissimo section, breaking into fast, 
urgent rhytinnical patterns which alternate with sudden quiet 
passages. A long note held by the cello leads into the second part 
which is in slow tempo, lyrical in nature. It has been one of the 
m:>st difficult works I have attanpted. Although only 12 minutes in 
'perfonnance it has taken longer than others twice its length. 
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Pen:y Hart to whan the work is dedicated had a long music association with 

Rainier. She was a manber of The Orcmonte Trio and later the london Oboe 

Quartet who gave numerous performances and also recorded Quanta. This 

Australian l:x:>rn violinist received her education at the Sydney 

Conservatorium of Music. Thereafter she studied privately with Szymon 

Goldberg, .American violinist and t:onductor of Polish birth and made her 

debut in Amsterdam. Presently she is professor of violin at the Guildhall 

School of Mus'ic and Drama, london. 2 

After the BBC Invitation Concert performance, which should be regarded as 

the first broadcast, Peter Heyworth described the work as being "fashioned 

out of small thematic cells fran which are generated an intense and 

individual lyricism and a fierce rhytlnnic energy". 3 Edward 

Greenfield4 detected the same qualities and made a reference to her 

childhood circumstances: 

a string trio •.. , retains in its lyricism, sanetimes sweet, 
sanetimes intense, an echo of the Ba.rt6kian period. There is a 
hint of Ba.rt6k too in the urgent rhythms of the first section, but 
here the direct influence is rather from Rainier 1 s own childhood, 
when, brought up in the South African wilds, she was deeply 
influenced by primitive African music. The last roovanent 
culminates in a striking passage where the melody gradually falls 
~' and one is left at the end with hushed, introspective 
hanoonics on the cello, the question unanswered. 

Anthony Payne 1 s5 observation is: 

Here a two-movement fo:rmat exposerl a chain of sonorous incidents 
subtly linked together in sections of varying tanpi, and discovered 
a logic as cogent as any more flowing statement by breaking down 
into disintegrated fragments in the final bars. 

It seems as if the first public performance of this oamposition was on 4 

Decanber 1972 - . approximately two years after its recording·- because no 

press reviews appear between those of the BBC Invitation Concert 

17.1.1967) and that of The Redcliffe Concerts of British Music 
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(4.12.1972). Shawe-Taylor also refers to the "first hearing" 6 in 

connection with the concert of 4 December 1'972. He continues - "it seans 

... to be all stop-go, without continuity". 7 

The CUnmings String Trio: Diane Cummings (violin), Luciano Iorio (viola) 

and Rohan de Saran (cello) perfonned. the Rainier String Trio on 3 August 

1978 at the Dartington International Summer School. 8 

At the :perfonnance of the work at Rainier's 75th birthday, The Daily 

Tel~aph mentioned that the String Trio "builds up its satisfying fonnal 

schane with an exact judganent which at no time robs the \>JOrk of its 

spontaneity or its sense of natural growth" • 9 

Notes: 

1. Priaulx Rainier: "A String Trio and a Solo SUite for Cello", 
Musical Events, January 1967. · 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Adrian Gaster, ed., 
Musicians' Directory 
Music, 1977), p.348~ 

International Who'S Who in Music and 
(Cambridge: International Who's Who in 

Peter Hayworth: 
22.1.1967. 

"Magic bloans in the Garden" 1 The Observer, 

Edward Greenfield: 
18.1.1967. 

"Priaulx Rainier", The Guardian, 

Anthony Payne: 
1967. 

"Broadcasting", The Musical Times, March 

Desroond Shawe-Taylor: 
~' 10.12.1972. 

"The English school", The SUnday 

7. .Ibid. 

8. retter fran CUmmings String Trio dated 29. 6 .1988 to author. 

9. N.K.: "Concert. Purcell Roan. Park Lane Group", The Daily 
. Tel~aph, 14.12.1978. 
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Rea>rding: 33 r.p.m. 

string players of the IDndon Oboe Quartet: Perry Hart (violin), Brian 

Hawkins (viola), Kenneth Heath (cello) on Argo ZRG 660. Recorded in 

association with the British Council. 

Reviews: 

1. "Rainier. string Trio. Quanta" , The Gramophone, September 
1979. 

2. Colin Mason: "Davis's fine Berlioz", The Daily Telegraph, 
19.10.1970. 

3. Robert Layton: "A Quarterly Retrospect", The Graxrophone, 
November 1974. 

4. Max Harrison: "Roussel, Rainier and Rawsthrone", The Times, 
5.12.1970. 

The three string players of the london Oboe Quartet remrded the String 

X;d.Q. Colin Mason regarded this "an exceptionally rewarding disc which 

does real service to the cx:mposers and to us" • 1 

.... 
Dame Sybil Thorndike played part of the string Trio in the programne ''My 

kind of Music" on BBC Radio 4 on 27 June 1972. She said 

Notes:. 

it [the .lrio] gets me emotionally every time ••• I've been to two 
of her first perfonnances at the Festival Hall, and was absolutely 
bowled over with it I don't think a record is ever quite as 
satisfactory as hearing it really in a hall, but I'd love to do 
something of hers because I love her attitude to music, and her 
m:xiernity, and sanething of her own country canes through. 

·1. Colin Mason: 
19.10.1970. 

"Davis's fine Berlioz", The Daily Telegraph, 

2. Dame Sybil Thorndike in "My kind of Music" on BBC Radio 4, 
Tuesday, 27 June 1972. 
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1966-67 

34 ~IDNAE 

for orchestra. 
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Instnlment:ation: 

3.3.3.2 - 2.2.2.1 - tirnp, perc (mba, xyl, 2 cy.m, sd, bd, b, 8 ant 
cy.m, 2 t - tam, 3 steel plates, tamb, cast, 2 tri) eel - strs. 

Dlration: 

30' Schott brochure (1983). 
31 I Duration Sheet (Source ucr) o 

Dedicatee: Dame Barbara Hepworth. 

O:mnissi.oned by: BBC. 

First perfoiJDallce: 

Cheltenham, Cheltenham Town Hall. Cheltenham Festival. 18 July 
1967. BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Nonnan Del Mar. 

Publication: Material on hire fran Schott, London. 

Manuscrjpt held by: Schott. 

Score 1: Ink score on transparency. Final corrections by Keith 
Henderson .. 

The following material is at ucr: 

Score 2: 
markings. 

Dyeline full score (Schott Hire Material) with red 
(TO 88/36 88/462)·. 

Score 3: Rough ~neil score and notes. (TO 88/36 88/463). 

Date c **'(OSition: 1966-67. 

Reviews: 

1. Gerald lamer: 
19.7.1967. 

"Cheltenham Festival", The Guardian, 

2. Kenneth Loveland: "Successful musical m:x:m-shot", The South 
Wales Argus, 19.7.1967. 

3. Peter Stadlen: "Lunar fancies translated into music", .!he 
DailY Telegraph, 19.7.1967. 

4. Alan Blyth: "I chcx:>se Priaulx as first wanan on the rooon", 
Tbe Paily Express, 19.7.1967. 

5. E.M. Webster: "Nonnru:i Del Mar takes over trimnphantly", ~ 
G1ouoestershire Echo, 19.7.1967. 

6. Andrew Porter: "Aequora Lunae", Financial Times, 19.7.1967. 

7. .K.W. Ik:mnett: "Cheltenham Festival", Tbe Binningham Post, 
19.7.1967. 

8. David Wynne: · 
19.7.1967. 

"Sell-out for moderns", The Western Mail, 
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9. Stanley Sadie: 
19.7.1967. 

10. Bertram Horton: 
19.7.1967. 

"Nicely judged effects", The Times, 

"Peeps at the moon", The Da.iJ,y Mail, 

11. Ernest Bradbury: "Crnlposition based on lunar surface has its 
praniere", The Yorkshire Post, 20.7.1967. 

12. Christopher Grier: "Bracing breeze of cosrooJ;X>litanism", .the 
Scotsman, 21.7.1967. 

13. Desroond Shawe-Taylor: "The shape and the surface", .T.be 
SUndaY Times, 23.7.1967. 

14. stephen Walsh: "Festival Probing", The Observer, 23.7.1967. 

15. R.L. Henderson: "Achievements and Disappointments", The 
SUnday Telegraph, 23.7 .1967. 

16. stephen Walsh: "Music last week", The Listener, 27.7.1967. 

17. Kenneth Dcmnett: "Cheltenham Polonaise" I . Music and 
Musicians, Septanber 1967. 

18. E.M. Webster: "Cheltenham: Blight on the Band-Wagon", 
Musical Opinion, Septanber 1967. 

19. stephen Walsh: 
1967. 

"Cheltenham", The Musical T.llnes, Septanber 

As far as can be established, this canposition has only been perfonned 

once - on 18 July .1967 at the TWenty Third Cheltenhaffi Festival. 1 Before 

this concert Raini~ · explained in a BBC radio progranme sane of the 

background which preceded the actual canposit~on of the work: 

During the last f611 years the extension of imaginative 
sensibilities through spacial exploration, has given artists new 
visions: stellar objects - space - its infinity and its silences. 

Since childhood the night sky has held ·a fascination for me, the 
IOOOn beyond all other objects in space, so that it seemed a natural 
and: . unconscious developnent in my work, when, a few years ago I 
wrote a piece for oboe and string trio called Quanta, which m:.>ved 
into these more abstract fields of imagination. Soon after this, 
while writing a concerto for cello and orchestra, thinking about 
the next work -:- a usual procedure, the moon was persistently in my 
thoughts. This great object in space, which men are attenpting to 
probe - its strange surface - its undisturbed remoteness, and then 
the J;X>etic names given its concave areas by astronaners fran their 
earliest observations - the Seas of the Moon. 
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An idea began to fonn around these seas and their evocative names, 
which have been used purely figuratively in my new work. 

Sir Malcolm Sargeant was supposed to have conducted the first perfonnance, 

but due to his illness Nonnan Del Mar stepped in and conducted the BBC 

Syrrphony 3 Orchestra. This perfonnance was very .important to the 

cx:Itp>Ser, because Aequora Lunae was her longest and largest \IJOrk to date. 

The music critics could not exactly pinpoint the nature of the 

cx:Itp>sition.. E.M. Webster4 wrote: 

The score seems lucid enough, the intention clear and it is clearly 
prograrrme music. But in fact, the programne is not mirrored in the 
music. No definite character anerges for each of the seven 
mystical waters of the moon. They ranain amorphous, cloudy and 
vague - and disappointingly siinilar in content. 

Andrew Porter described the cx:xrposition as "not a suite, nor a tone-poan, 

nor a set of symphonic sketches: rather it is the orchestral 

cx:mnunication of a vision, a meditation", 5 but· Stephen Walsh stated it 

is "a long ambitious suite, rather of the Holst Planets variety". 6 ~ 

Gerald tarner7 also made a reference to the Holst oamposition. 

If · it· was Miss Rainier's intention to update and varify the 
inspiration of The Planets she succeeded to the extent of creating 
a'brosphere. Unlike Holst, however, she failed to give every 
movement a self-sufficient shape or any other point. 

Kenneth Loveland8 felt more or less the same when he wrote· 

the weakness of her suite is precisely the fact that within the 
continually fascinating pa1:tern of sound which emerges, textural 
contrasts between the movements are rare and so are contrasts of 
pace. 

Accor:ding .. to the critics present at the first perfonnance, Mare Imbrium 

"describes the fall of the rain and the stirring of life". 9 ~ 

Fecunditatis "creates rising crescendos for the potential growth of life 

in all existence", lO "but seems to lose .impetus" . 11 Mare Serenitatis, 

the section which gives the most truthful picture of the camposer's 

. gifts12, "begins in a brooding darkness until the violin solo brings in 
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the light."13 Mare erisium is considered the most successful14 and 

"nost striking, where two virile violin lines strive with one 

another" . 15 Mare Nubium is also described as successful16 and is the 

clearest section. 17 Oceanus Prpcellarurn is a "fairly mighty nonster"18 

which creates a rousing tenpest, but even this is a spasroodic stonn and 

breaks off into sudden pauses of contanplati ve wanderings · on the 

\IJOOdwind" .19 In the last section, LaC\ls Sgnnioruro "soft and wann chords 

and gentle, near notionless lines give rise to a distinctive poetic 

feeling" 20 and vividly describe that dark sea of dreams. 21 

Kenneth loveland 1 s22 appreciation of the cx:mposition is perhaps the nost 

truthful. He wrote: 

But it is still a well-imagined piece, serious in intent, and even 
though sane of the detail becanes lost, deftly constructed. Her 
skill is mixing instrumental colours, in constructing elaborate 
chords and then breaking than up to siphon than off to different 
orchestral departments, the care with which long-held notes are 
expanded and contracted, the attractive way in which novanent 
between layers of sta"t:ic, luminous sound is provided by delicately 
wrought woodwind solos (particularly for clarinet and oor anglais), 
gives the work a touch of rare imagination. And the effect she 
obtains fran dividing her strings into what is really bJo separate 
orchestras, is often ravishingly beautiful. 

The \l}()rk, a BBC canmission, was also broadcast fran the Cheltenham' City 

Hall on the evening of the first perfonnance. 23 

Aequora Lunae is dedicated to Barbara Hepworth. Francis Routh in his l:xx>k 

~acy British Music said that Rainier shared sanething of 

Hep.«>rth 1 s abstract aesthetic and that it would not be far fetched to 

cx:::tnpare "what Rainier expresses in tenns of abstract ·musical sounds with 

what Hepworth expresses in abstract sculpture" . 24 
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The follCV~ing prograrrrne note was preprared by Rainier for the Cheltenham 

Festival perfonnance in 1967: 

~= 

Aequora Lunae: 'The Seas of the Moon 1 is an imaginative poetic 
oonception found in Virgil, OVid and Horace - the poets of the 
golden Age. The names of the seas on the moon are those used by 
early astronaners to describe concave areas of its surface as 
observed at that time but bearing no relation to reality. 

The seas chosen as titles for the seven parts of 1Aequora Lunae 1 

fonn a metaphysical cycle of Fertility which oould be described in 
a purely figurative way as follows: 
Mare Imbrium: Rain - the contribution, the beginning. 
Mare Fecunditatis: Fertility - the potential in all existence. 
Mare Serenitatis: Tranquility - the calm before m::>vanent. 
Mare Crisium: Crises - releasing of activity. 
Mare Nubium: Clouds - the vapours transcending and fonning. 
0 [ ceanus] Procellarurn: Tempest - chaotic disturbances. 
L [acus] Sanniorurn: Dreams - the sea sleeps in lakes and m::>ves in 
sleep. 

The Orchestra is often divided into two parts: one half of the 
string body attached to the Brass and hard-sounding percussion, the 
other to the woodwind and dulcet ,percussion. This division creates 
aooustical opportunities.· Dense chord clusters move as oamposite 
sounds with frequent changes of colour through their transfer fran 
one instrumental group to another. The opposition of dark and 
light-ooloured instrumental tone plays a large part in· the 
'structure of the work. 

A special feature is the number of solos for wind instruments. 
These fonn linear movements between chord clusters and sanet.irnes 
are the link between parts, either as oonclusions or 
introductions. The percussion is enlarged with three steel plates, 
high, low and medium, and a set of antique cymbals tuned to 
specific pitches. Each of the eight parts has its distinctive 
orchestration. 

1 Aequora Lunae 1 _ is dedicated to Dame Barbara Het:MCrth. 

1. Programme in posses~ion of author. 

2. Extract frcin script· by Priaulx Rainier for BBC Music 
Magazine, 16.7.1967, 11 a.m., in possession of author. 

3. E.M. Webster: "Nonnan Del Mar takes over triumphantly", 
G1oucestershire Echo, 19.7.1967. 
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4. E.M. Webster: "Cheltenham: Blight on the Band-Wagon", 
Musical Opinion, September 1967. 

5. Andrew Porter: "Aequora Lunae", Financial Times, 19.7.1967. 

6. Stephen Walsh: "Music last week", The Listener, 27.7.1967. 

7. Gerald Lamer: 
19.7.1967. 

"Cheltenham Festival" , The Guardian, 

8. Kenneth loveland: "Successful musical noon-shot", South 
wales Argus, 19.7.1967. 

9. See 4 above. 

10. See 4 above. 

11. Stanley Sadie: 
19.7.1967. 

"Nicely judged effects", The Times, 

12. ..Jl:2id. 

13. See 3 above. 

14. Desnnnd Shawe-Taylor: "The shape and the surface", ~ 
SUndaY Times, 23.7.1967. 

15. See 11 above. 

16. See 14 above. / 

17. Betram Horton: 
19.7.1967. 

"Peeps at the noon", The Daily Mail, 

18. Peter Stadlen: "Lunar fancies translated into music", .l1le 
Daily Telegraph, 19.7.1967. 

19. See 3 above. 

20. See 11 above. 

21. See 3 above. 

22. See 8 above. 

23. Notice in possession of author. 

24. Francis Routh, Contemporary British Music . (london: 
MacDonald, 1972), p~349. 
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1969 

35 'mE BEE mAcrES 

,·.· 

for tenor or high baritone solo, flute, oboe, violin, cello and 
harpsichord. Text fran "The Bee-Keeper" by Dame Edith Sitwell. 
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Duration: 

18' on "Own Copy" and Schott brochure (1983). 
21 ' D.lration sheet (Source UCI') . 

Dedicatee: Peter Pears. 

s ..... 

~ " ~1>. 

_, 

Omnissioned by: Peter Pears for the 1970 Aldeburgh Festival. 

First broadcast: 

- - . 
_,, 

- -· -
i>_D 

""'--_._ 
.;;;) 

- ·- , ..... 

i ~-~-t 

I.ondon
1 

BBC. February 1970. Peter Pears (tenor) 1 Patricia Lynden 
(flute) 1 Janet Craxton (oboe), Perry Hart (violin) 1 Olga Hegedus 
(cello) 1 Alan Harverson (harpsichord). 

First plblic perfonnance: 

Aldeburgh 1 Aldeburgh Festival. 
performers. 

First IDIX:km perfonnance: 

17 June 1970 with the same 

Queen Elizabeth Hall. - 21 March 1971 with the same performers. 

Publication: Material on hire fran Schott 1 I.ondon. 

'· 
Manuscript held by: Schott. 
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Score 1: Ink score on transparency. 

The following material is at UCr : 

Score 2: Pencil notes and "first working" including separate 
folder with corrections and alterations to baritone version dated 
January 1971. (TD 88/36 88/164). 

Score .3: Dyeline score marked: "P.R. CMn Copy". 
(1) corrected after BBC recording 14 February 1970; 
(2) after Aldeburgh Festival June 1970; 
(3) after Queen Eliabeth Hall May 1972; 
(4) and Septer.ber 1974 with pts. (TD 88/36 88/165). 

Score 4: Dyeline score marked: "Copyist Copy parts made fran 
this" . Corrected with additions after BBC recoi:tiing 14 February 
1970. Alterations in red to add to parts. May 1970 after 
Aldeburgh Festival. Further corrections Septanber 1974 and to 
pts. (TD 88/36 88/166). 

Date CXIlp)Sition: 1969. 

Reviews: 

1. "Ccmnissions", Cc:mposer, Spring 1969. 

2. "Urauffi.ihrungen", Musikhandel, Vol. 21, No. 5, 1970. 

3. "First perfonnances", The World of Music, Vol. 12, No. 3, 
1970. 

4. Hugo Cole: " Mozart in the Abbey", The Guardian, 31.5.1971. 

5. William Mann: " Bath Festival's Mozart and other rarities", 
Tbe Times, 31.5.1971. 

6. N.K.: "Concert. Purcell Rcx:m. Park lane Group", Tbe Daily 
Telegraph, 14.12.1978. 

7. Max I.Dppert: "Purcell Rcx:m. Rainier at 75", Financial 
Times, 14.12.1978. 

8. Malcolm Lawson: "What a birthday for Howick' s Priaulx", .T.l:le 
Paily News, 18.12.1978. 

Information regarding The Bee Qracles is confined to short references in 

press reviews. No reviews of the first perfonnance in Aldeburgh on 

17 June 1970 are available. 
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Max ~l wrote the following when the canposition was perfonned at a 
! 

Purcell Roan concert to celebrate Rainier's 75th birthday: 

A related facet of Rainer's [sic] art to which the concert paid 
attention ·is the subtlety and minute sensitivity of her writing for 
solo voice. Bee Oracles, a setting of a Sitwell poan, is 
beautifully described by its canposer as 'a kind of honeycanb in 
sound'. The vocal line, with its repetitive gestures and also its 
longspanning shape, fonns a vivid and dynamic contrast to the 
fast-rcoving · minutiae of the instnnnental figuration. The effect is 
radiant, stirring, wholly natural, yet wholly unexpected'\.. a minor 
masterpiece, surely. 

The Dai.l,y Telegraph remarked on the "more openly declamatory style", 2 

but found · that the "instnnnental writing stood apart fran the vocal line 

and was busier than its nature as acccmpaniment should allCM" . 3 

This work is dedicated to Peter Pears who was the soloist in the first 

perfonnance. Rainier said that after a perfonnance of The Bee Oracles, 

she had a standing ovation. 

audience rose! 4 

Pl:cyLame note: 

It was the first time in her life that an 

The follCMing progranme note appeared in the progranme of the first IDndon 

perfonnance: 

This poan is a rerognition and an affirmation of the mystery and 
hope of all creation. In the music are eml::xxiied bJo rhythms, one 
represented by the instnnnental writing fonning particular rhythms 
linking and unlinking, always moving towards and in support of the . 
second and fundamental rhythm, represented by the vocal line. The 
syllabic repetitions upon which the Vocal line is based create a 
pulsation flooding in and out of the instrumental textures. This 
continuous interplay produces a structure perpetually fonning and 
re-fonning, a kind of honeycomb in sound. 

The introduction of the 'Hymn of Being'is used as an Incantation in 
the fonn of a chant, which reoccurs in shortened versions between 
the verses, each of these a paean to the elements: Earth, Water, 
Fire, Air, Sun and Thunder. P.R. 
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Notes: 

The late Dame Edith Sitwell provided this note to her poem 'The 
Bee-Keeper' (the text of The Bee Qracles): 'These verses are 
founded on the great Second Adhyaya of the Brihadaranyaka 
Upanishad: "This earth is the honey (rnadhu, the effect) of all 
beings, and all beings are the honey or rnadhu, the effect, of this 
earth. Likewise this bright imnortal fusion incorporated in the 
body (both are madhu) . He indeed is the same as that Self, that 
IrrriDrtal, that Brahman, that All", etc. 

I have founded the lines on his great Hynm with all reverence. 

• • • the Priestesses of the Gold canb 
Shaped by Darkness, and the Prophetesses 
Who fran a wingless pupa, spark of gold 

In the Dark, rose with gold bodies bright as the Lion, 
And the trace of the Hand of God on ephemeral wings 
'lb sing the great Hynm of Being to the lost: 

'This Earth is the honey of all Beings, and all Beings 
Are the honey of this Earth • • • o bright imnortal lover 
That ·is incarnate in the txxly' s earth -
0 bright imnortal lover Who is All! ' 

6This Water is the honey of all Beings, and all Beings 
Are the honey of this Water . . . 0 the bright irrarortal lover 
That is in water and that is the seed 
Of life . . • 0 bright imnortal lover Who is All 1 ' 

'This Fire is the honey of all Beings, and all Beings 
Are the hbney of this Fire . . . 0 bright imnortal loVer 
That is in fire and shines in mortal speech -
0 bright imnortal lover Who is All! ' 

'This Air is the honey of all Beings, and all Beings 
Are the honey of this Sun . . . 0 bright irrarortal lover 
That ·is in the sun and is our Being's sight ·-
0 bright imnortal IDver Who is All 1 ' 

"This Thunder is the honey of all Beings, and all Beings 
Are the honey of this Thunder . . . 0 the bright imnortal I..over, 
That is in thunder and all voices - the beasts' roar -
Thunder of rising saps - the voice of Man! 
0 bright imnortal lover Who is All! ' 

This was the song that came fran the small span 
Of thin gold bodies shaped by the holy Dark. 

1. Max loppe:-:t: "Purcell Roan. Rainier at 75", Financial 
Times, 14.12.1978. 

2. N.K.: "Concert. Purcell Roan. Park lane Group", The Daily 
telegraph, 14.12.1978. 

3. .Ibid. 

4. Interview with Priaulx Rainier at· St. Ives on 14 .12 .1977. 
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1971 

36 gmQJE 

for harpsichord. 
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Duration: 12 ' Schott brochure ( 1983) . 

Dedicatee: Thana.s Sherwood. 

Ccmnissioned by: Thomas Sherwood. 
/ 

First perfonnance: 

london, Purcell Roam. 29 March 1974. Colin Tilney (harpsichord). 

Publication: Material on sale from Schott, london. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Soore 1: Pencil soore with list of additions since working with 
Colin Tilney sent to him June 2/72. Priaulx apparently worked on 
Quinque as soores 1 & 2 were at the Studio in St. Ives with oopies 
of the 2 pages of No. v. Bottom inscription says: "Much love, 
Colin." These were posted at Paddington on 17 September 1986 at 
2.45 p.m. (TO 88/36 88/498). 

Soore 2: Dyeline soore. Marked: "CMn Copy with oorrections 
P.R." April 1972. Further oorrections March 1974. 1st perf March 
29, 1974 Purcell Roam oorrected with Colin Tilney's playing soore 
August 1974 and transparencies. ('ID 88/36 88/496). 

Soore 3: New dyeline score. ('ID 88/36 88/156). 

Soore 4: Ink soore on transparency at Schott. 

_ ll:ite cx::mposition: 18 August- 1971. 

Reviews: 

1. D.A.W.M.: "Rainier 5-part wark for harpsichord", The Daily 
Telegraph, 30.3.1974. 

2. Buxton Orr: "First Performances and Corrunissions of British 
Music", CqrJposer, n 52:3. 

When the musicians were rehearsing The Bee Oracles, for some reason the 

harpsichordist _ who was supposed to play, could not attend the rehearsal 

and Colin Tilney stepped in. A#ter the renearsal"Rainier acoampanied him 

to the train and he said she had written beautifully for the harpsichord. 

A few days later Rainier· received a teleph"Jne call from Dr. Thomas 

Sherwood to ask whether she would join him, his wife and Colin Tilney for 

dinner, because they wishect - to discuss the question of carrrnissioning a 

piece for harpsichord. She went and the three of than had a most· 

exquisite dinner. 
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Dr. Shei\tJ'OOCi said he had cane into a little legacy and felt it was time he 

started supporting the arts. As he was very passionately interested in 

the harpsichord and knew Tilney very well, he wanted to ccmnission a work 

for harpsichord for Tilney to play. The only restriction was that the 

oamposition had to be for the 16th century harpischord without all the 

extended stops. The entire proceeding was a happy occasion. Eventually 

when OJ,inque was being recorded for broadcasting, one of the very gcxxi 

producers, Helen Cook was in the studio in charge. She wrote to Rainier 

afterwards and asked whether it would interest her to oollaborate over a 

series of six ooncerts of Rainier's work, because she thought Rainier had 

not nearly enough perfonnances. That was how the BBC series of 1976 all 

started. 1 

Quinque was first perfonned on 29 March 1974 by Colin Tilney in the 

Purcell Roan. other pieces on his programne were English· Suite No. 6 

(Bach), SUite No. 4 (Handel) the first English perfonnance of 'lWo pieces 

for classical ha!:psichord by the Singhalese harpsichordist Preethi de 

Silva and Five pieces fran Suite in D (R.ameau) . 2 

The next day The Daily Telegraph3 reported that Quinque 

CXJnbines the m::x:iern idian with skilful use of the capabilities of 
this ·particular instrument (a ropy of a classical instrument after 
Dulcken.) The result was a stimulating and thought-provoking essay 
in free-flowing music within a circumscribed frame of dynamics. 

/ 

Helen Brown perfo:rmed No. 1 of OUinque at a Recital at the Music Faculty 

of King's College, University of london at Strand4 on 19 June 1975. 5 

Colin Tilney believes Quinque "is .a great and idianatic oontd.bution to 

the harpsichord literature". 6 
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Prograrue note: 

Priaulx Rainier provided the following progranme note in 1971: 

I,...NcJtes: 

In writing this piece for harpsichord, its richness, as well as its 
limitations have been considered, bringing a contanporary idian 
within the powers of the instnnnent. 'Quinque' was cx:mnissioned by 
Dr Thanas Shel:WOOd. - an ardent harpsichordist - for COlin Tilney. 
It is in Five parts, hence the title. Tbe first part and the 
longest is in the manner of a fantasie or improvisation. The 
segmd is a slow dance-like movement ornamented throughout. The 
third, a lively quick-moving piece based on a variety of rhythms. 
With the exception of a few bars, NQ.._4 is written in one voice, 
changing registrations making answering phrases, moving together 
towards the close. ~ is a robust fast movement, the fullest in 
hanoony, with a· variety of textures and ornamentation. This piece 
has been contrived without the use of Lute, Buff or 16 foot steps 
by special request of the cx::mnissioner. 

1. Interview with Priaulx Rainier at St. Ives on 14.12 .1977. 

2. Programme in possession of author. 

3. D.A.W.M.: "Rainier 5-part work for harpsichord", The Daily 
Telegraph, 30.3.1974. 

4. Undated progranme in possession of author. 

5. Letter fran Priaulx Rainier dated 10. 6 .1979 to author. 

6. Letter fran COlin Tilney dated 5. 7 .1988 to author. 
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1972 

37 aGm GUlUANA 

for organ. 
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Dlration: 13' Schott brochure ( 1983) . 

Dedicateie: Barry Smith. 
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Ccmnissi.oned by: Barry Smith, St George's cathedral, cape Town. 

First perfonnance: 

london, Royal Festival Hall. · 18 June 1972. Christopher 
Bc:Mers-Broadbent (organ). 

Publication: Material on sale from Schott, london. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 
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Score 1: Pencil score with two inserts: 

(a) Article by Ralph Downes, "Church and Organ Music", The 
Musical Times (May 1953) 220-222. 

(b) List of corrections dated 1 April 1972 (ONn Copy). 
(TO 88/36 88/157). 

Score 2: Dyeline score. Marked "CMn Copy with corrections, P.R. 
April 1972. " Final corrections with registrations September 1972. 
(TD 88/36 88/158). 

Score 3: Dyeline score. Marked: "Corrected P.R. 5 November 
1972". (TO 88/36 88/159) . 

Score 4: Dyeline score. Marked: "2nd printing correct P.R." 
(TD 88/36 88/160). 

Score 5: Ink score on transparency at Schott. 

Date CX~IpJSition: 9 February 1972. St. Ives. 

·Reviews: 

1. "St. Ives-ccmposed music for Festival Hall" , The St. Ives 
Times and Echo, 16.6.1972. 

2. "Uraufflihrungen", Neue Zeitschrift fUr Musik, July 1972. 

3. Buxton Orr: "Notes", Cc::!rl}poser, Sumner 1972. 

In a conversation when Rainier and the author first met at St. Ives, the 

ccmposer mentione:ct that the Organ Gloriana was played "all over" - even in 

Spain.l Although ccmnissioned by and dedicated to Barry Smith, this 

ccmposition received its first perfonnance on 18 June 1972 at the Royal 

Festival Hall2 with Christopher Bowers-Broadbent at the organ. Rainier 

said this was a "piece in a grand manner" 3 and according to The St. Ives 

Times and Echo would receive a second perfonnance at Westminster Abbey on 

17 July 1972.4 Broadbent repeated his Royal Festival Hall programme at 

the York Festival at York Minster within a year on 4 July 1973.5 

Qpgao Gloriana was played by Anne Marsden Thomas on 22 March 1986 at St. 

Giles Cripplegate, Fore Street, Barbican, London EC1 in a Recital of Organ 
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MUsic by WOmen Gamposers. The other camposers represented were: 

Clementine Bourges ( d .1561) , Ethel Smyth ( 1858-1944) , Maria Theresia von 

Paradis (1759-1834), Elsa Barraine (b.1910), Florence B. Price (1888-1953) 

and Jeanne Demessieux (1921-1968). 6 

ProgJ:ame oote: 

For her first CXlllpOSition for the "King of Instruments", Rainier provided 

the following programne note: 

/ 

Nates: 

This piece, a:mnissioned by Barry Smith, the young organist of st 
George's Cathedral, Cape Town, is the first work I have canposed 
for the instrument. When the opportunity was presented, my first 
thoughts were concerned with the instrument's power of sculpture in 
sound, and the need of space to allow these gestures to resound 
without confusion of resonances; also with the importance of 
relationships in registration. With these major considerations in 
mind, I began to work imaginatively rather than technically, 
leaving the ultimate decisions regarding registration to be 
resolved later, fran colours and textures developed during 
canposition. 

-
Organ Gloriana is in three parts. The first of these is of an 
heroic nature. Full passages, often broken by short chords, use 
sane of the grand resources of the instrument. These passages ~e 
contrasted by delicate sections on a difference plane, ending on a 

· subdued chord leading to the second part, which is rem:>te and 
quiet. IDng continuous passages ·in two parts are characteristic of 
this section, and lead finally to a few bars of richer hanronic 
. resources, fading into a long chord which resolves into a single 
sOund. 

The third and final part opens with a tempestuous passage, 
occurring again towards the end of the piece. Between these lies a 
sustained section which utilises the organ's possibilities of 
closed and concentrated· tone. The piece ends with a sequence of 
chords - again making use of the organ's wide sculptural resources 
- to be echoed pp by two final chords. 

1. Interview with Priaulx Rainier in St. Ives on 12.12.1977. 

2. Progranme in possession of author. 

3. Interview with Priaulx Rainier in St. Ives on 19.12.1977. --
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4. "St. Ives-canposed. music for Festival Hall", The St. Ives 
Times and Echo, 16.6.1972. 

5. Programme in possession of author. 

6. Programme in possession of author. 
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1972-73 

38 PIDeRMEL 

for winds and percussion. 
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Instrumentation: 

2.2.2.2 - 2.2.2.1 - tirop, perc (bd, mba, xyl, ant cym, tri, cym, 
handbells, sl bells, tu bells, t-tam). 

turation: 

11 '44" Rerording National Syrrphony Orchestra of the SABC. Jan. 
1985. 
14' nlration sheet (Source UC!'). 

Dedicatees: Sir William and Lady Glock. 1 

Omni.ssioned by: BBC. 

First perfonnanoe: IDndon. The Round House. Seventy-ninth Season of 
Henry Wood Pranenade Concerts. 13 August 1973. IDndon Sinfonietta 
oonducted by Elgar Howarth. 

Unplblisbed. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Soore 1: Photocopy of full soore fran BBC Music Library. Marked: 
"Priaulx Rainier O..m Copy." Pencil markings inside. ('ID 88/36 
88/456) •. 

Soore 2: Pencil soore in large white paper bag. (TO 88/36 
88/457). 

Soore 3: Folder with notes. (TO 88/36 88/458). 

Soore 4: Very bad photocopy of the original manuscript together 
with perfonning material in oopyist' s hand at BBC. (Shelf No. 
25623). 

Date mtplSition: 1972-73. 

Reviews:. 

1. Joan Chissell: "Albert Hall/Radio 3/Round. House ", .l1le 
Times, 15.8.1973. 

2. R.M. : "Aooustics dampen Ploennel", The Daily Telegraph, 
15.8.·1973. 

3. 

4. 

Stephen Walsh: 
19.8.1973. 

"A victory of Miss Musgrave", The Observer, 

Desmond Shawe-Taylor: "Cor~certo of happiness", The SUnday 
Times, 19.8.1973. 

5. Brigitte schlffer: "Englische Finnen, englische Orchester 
und englische Festivals vergeben Kcmpositions auftrage", 

· Melos, 40. 
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6. 

7. 

Margaret campbell: 
1973. 

David Simnons: 
1973. 

"Editorial Notes", Th.e Strad, October 

"I.Dndon Music", Musical <&>inion, October 

8. Paul Griffiths: "Music in I.Dndon" , The Musical Tlines, 
October 1973. 

9. Adrian Jack: "Concerts", Music and Musicians, October 1973. 

10. A~A. ONen: "First perfonnances, a::mnissions", Cgnposer 
(IDn.don), n 74:49, Winter 1981. 

In a channing way Rainier asked the author in an interview: 

Ik> you want me to tell you the story of Ploennel? Well, I had this 
a:mnission fran the BBC to write a work for wind and percussion. I 
went for a short holiday in Brittany with Nella in a car .•. and 
arrived at this little Breton town called Ploennel. Naturally that 
night we stayed in an hotel. I got up very early and visited the 
cathedral, a very beautiful grey stone building. Through the east 
w.i.ndc:M the early morning sun was making most extraordinary patterns 
of light - cris-crossing - while the church bells were just 
ringing, ringing and ringing. And with the light and bells I got 
an idea for Ploennel. The sunlight seemed to me like trumpet calls 
cx::ming fran every direction and then there were always these bells 
peeling. That was the substance. The great stone building 
suggested the actual structure of the piece which is very heavy and 
strong. I dent often get ideas fran 'actuality" like that. For 
this one I did. 

In early years wanen made good novelists, sanetirnes painters too, but not 

a:rtpJsers. Joan Chissell remarked that since three of the four new \<JOrks 

a:mnissioned for the 1973 Prcm had cx:xne fran the fanale sex, the m::rnent to 

think again about this assumption had cx:xne. She thought that this 15 

minute a:rtpJsition "earned its place in an avant-garde progranme alongside 

sonic explorers like Varese, Ligeti and Gerhardt". 3 Even without a 

soore, "the patterns of events were not easy to define. But the music 

sounded solidly carq;x:>sed and of no small importance in this field, 

rhythmically ooherent: it was not just a mingled chime". 4 Stephen 

Walsh wrote that "it created a scmewhat cluttered .impression, a strident 

hubbub alleviated occasionally by more shapely solo lines". 5 The solo 
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lines acrording to Chis sell are "a memorable one for ror anglais" A 

tuba made a splendidly dignified effect in a recurrent slow motif in the 

depths" . 6 'Ib c::x:me back to Walsh. 7 He rontinued: 

The music was inspired by bells, and must probably be put down as 
impressionism, albeit of a quite fierce variety. Oddly enough it 
reminded me of Varese, whose 'Poeme eletronique' was on the same 
programme. 

The acoustics of the Round House seemed to dampen the actual impression of 

. Ploennel. The Daily Telegraph said: "At first hearing it sounded a 

little constricted, partly for want of more spacious surroundings, partly 

perhaps for want of more spacious writing ... a Desmond Shawe-Taylor9 

came to the same ronclusion, but said it in a different way! 

there were striking ideas here, notably the slowly stirring 
major tenths in the bass. But the dense textures and excessive use 
of tinkly percussion, in the stifling and darkened Round House, 
bemused gars that had perhaps been exposed to too many new sounds 
that day. 

Melos echoed the fact about the unfortunate acoustic in which this one 

movement work received its premiere: "Auch die Akustik des· Saales wirkte 

sich auf das StUck ungunstig .. aus, und unter diesen Umstanden war es nicht 

m6glich, sich ein verbindliches Urteil zu bilden" . 10 · 

The intention of the oamposer seemed to be successfully conveyed as it is 

clear that the oamposition "consists of substantial blocks of sound from 

which the 'melcxlic' material emerges. There were memorable moments in the 

·dense tapestry for tuba, cor anglais and percussion" . 11 

Ploennel was recorded in January 1985 for the SABC Transcription Series by 

the National SlllTlphony Orchestra of the SABC. The conductor was Brian 

Priestman. The reference number is LT 21666/7.12 
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P.rogtauue IXJt:e: 

Prepared by Rainier for the first perfonnance. 

Notes: 

:gJ,oermel is based prirnaril y upon the sound of bells and their 
resonances, in the Winds as well as the Percussion, and is -in one 
oontinuous movanent. Frequent changes of tanpi relate to the 
recurring musical material, such as the slCM exposed tenths in the 
bass which are a fundamental part of the piece. As the work 
develops, out of the earlier slCMer exchanges between the \VOOdwind 
and brass, fleMing passages appear, evolving into \VOCXiwind blocks 
of sound answered by the brass, ornamented by the percussion. 
There are also solo passages for oor anglais, bass clarinet and 
tnlirpets, between dense masses of sound building up fran the tuba. 
The marimba is used at times as a pool of extended close-woven 
sounds round which other instruments work out their patterns. 

The piece is named after the place where the oamposer's ideas were 
fonnulated. 

1. Sir William ·Frederick Glock, lx>rn 3 May 1908, London U.K. 
Musician, music critic and administrator. He was educated at 
Gonville and Caius Colleges at cambridge University. His 
music study was with Arthur Schnabel in Berlin. He is 
married to Anne Balfour Geoffry-Dechaurne. He was music critic 
for various newspapers fran 1934-59. His directorship of the 
SUmner Schools of Bryanston ( 1948-52) and later at Dartington 
Hall, Devon was important in shaping the talent of younger 
musicians, but as Controller of Music, BBC 1959-72 he 
exercised an immense influence on the development of British 
Music at that time. Since 1973 he has been the editor of the 
Eulenberg lx>oks on music. Various universities have bestowed 
h9norary doctorates on him: Nottingham (1968), York (1972), 
Bath ( 1984) • - Adrian Gaster, ed. , International Who's Who in 

. . Music and Musician Is Directm:y (cambridge: International 
Who's Who in Music, 1977), p.301; Who's Who 1987 (London: 
A+C Black, 1987), p.665. 

2. Interview with Priaulx Rainier in St. Ives on 19 .12 .1977. 

3. Joan Chissell: "Prans. Albert HalljRaclio 3/ROund House", 
The Times, 15.8.1973. 

4. .Ibid. 

5. Stephen Walsh: 
19.8.1973. 

6. .Ibid. 

7. See 5 above. 

/ 

"A victory for Miss Musgrave", The Observer, 
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8. R.M.: "Aooustics dampen Ploennel", The ·Daily Telegrnph, 
15.8.1973. 

9. Desmond Shawe-Taylor: 
~' 19.8.1973. 

"Concerto of happiness", The Sunday 

10. Brigitte Schiffer: "Englische Finnen, englische Orchester 
und englische Festivals vergeben Kcmpositions auftrage", 
Melos, 40. 

11. Margaret c:arcpbell: 
1973. 

"Editorial Notes", The Strad, October 

12. Infonna.tion obtained fran SABC Music Libracy, Sea Point. 

' 
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1973 

39 VISI<E AND PRAYER 

for tenor and piano. Text by Dylan Thanas. 
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3. John J. Randall: "University Concerts. New \tJOrk by Priaulx 
Rainier", The Lancaster Guardian, 26.10 .1973. 

4. Roland Fudge: "Re:IX>rts: Lancaster", The Musical Times, 
April 1974. 

5. Meirion Bc:Men: "RainierjLutyens", The Guardian, 7 .5.1974. 

6. M.C.: "Dylan Thanas Settings", Tbe Daily Telegraph, 
7.5.1974. 

The first perfonnance of Vision and Prayer was given at Lancaster 

University on 18 October 1973 at a 70th Anniversary Recital for Priaulx 

Rainier. The perfonners were Raimund Gil van (tenor) and Frederic cap:>n 

(piano)· to whan the work is dedicated. It was carrnissioned with the aid 

of funds- provided by the Arts Council of Great Britian. 1 A~rding to 

The Guardian Lancaster University carrnissioned the work, 2 but according 

to the Queen Elizabeth Hall programme3 of Gilvan and CaiX>n of 6 May 1974 

Vision and Prayer was written for and ccmnissioned by tharr. A note on the 

score reads: "this work was ccmnissioned by Frederic cap:>n and Raimund 

Gilvan with funds provided by the Arts Council of Great Britain." Fran 

the outset the press review did not really say much about the oamposition 

itself: "the only parts of the cycle one can recall are the first two 

m:>re reflective and hannonically conservative songs of the Prayer· 

section". 4 Gerald Lamer said: "It looked like a logical piece of 

musical thinking, well calculated in scoring, naturally inflected for the 

voice, decidedly unsentimental though not dry. 5 After the london 

recital, The Daily. Telegraph6 wrote that the Dylan Thanas settings 

are alm:>st savage in their intensity and they are enriched by a 
· florid often breathless, piano acccmpanirnent. This supports the 
voice by contrast · as much as syrrmetry, but also c:anplicates the 

· singer's task of making his words audible. 

'lb c:anplicate matters further, - on the evening of 6 May 1974 the london 

premiere of Vision and Prayer and the war ld premiere of Lutyens 's Plenum 

.III took place at the same time in adjacent halls. So the critics had to 
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choose which event they wished to attend. 7 Rainier recalled that when 

· Gilvan, then chief tenor at the Mannheirn Opera, and Frederic capon 

(piano) 8 who toured together as a duo, approached her to write a song 

cycle, she had great difficulty in finding the correct text. One day she 

opened a book of Dylan Thanas and saw that years before she had marked in 

pencil this Vision and Prayer as sanething she would like to set one day. 

She had no mem:>ry of it at all. 9 

Pmgtaaue ootes: 

1. An extract fran the programme note of the Lancaster University 

Concert by Edward Cowie4 reads as follows: 

Vision and Prayer is cx:mposed in the fonn of a cycle of 7 songs on 
texts by Dylan Thanas. Rather than ccmnent upon each song 
individually, it is probably more useful to consider the 
relationships which exists between the music and the text. 

With · the exception of songs 4 and 5 _the rate of change of pitch 
aggregations and rhythmic units is very rapid. This vividly 
expresses the conflicts which are implicit in the first · two 
'vision' ·songs. These fast-changing elements are contrasted with 
area of rhythmic and melodic unison, which have the effect of 
sounding like portentous bells, -or . distorted strands of 
ecclesiastical monody. In the final song the images of the sun and 
burning appear, and recall the feeling of perpetual change which 
figured in the earlier 'visions' . 

2. The Queen Elizabeth Hall Concert had the following progranme note 

written by the cx:mposer: 

Vision and Prayer is a _setting for tenor and piano of poems by 
Dylan Thanas. 'lb me they sean to represent nothing less than the 
irrmense thane of human creation; their visionary and tempestuous 
text cries out in great torrents of words, whose tanpo veers now 
this way, now that. These changes in the movanent of the words 
have governed the changes in the movement of the music. Such 
indeed is the basic conception of the music; sanetimes, as it 
were, the musical conception calls forth, and precedes, the verbal 
cx>nception; sanetirnes the musical conception seems to support, or 
to cx:mnent on, the verbal conception fran which i:t is derived. 
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Notes: 

The eight headings of the songs are not those made by the poet. 
They are sirrpl y taken fran those points in the text where full 
stops occur, or where there is a change of subject matter. Thus it 
cx:mes al:x:mt that each section has its own particular style and 
tanpo; now it may be flowing, now it may be in the nature of a 
recitative. The deciding factor is the text itself, which makes 
its own danands on the ccmposer. Occasionally it seans to me 
necessary to anphasise the meaning, and thus to allow the strange 
symbolism of the poans to be better realised by the listener 
through the clarity of the vocal line. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Programne in possession of author. 

Gerald lamer: "Rainier cxmcert in Lancaster", The Guardian, 
19.10.1973. 

· Progranme in possession of author. 

Paul Dewhirst: "Frenetic outbursts in song-cycle", The Daily 
Telegraph, 19.10.1973. 

See 2 above. 

M.C.: 
7.5.1974. 

"Dylan Thanas Settings", The Daily Telegraph, 

Meirion BcMen: "Rainier/Lutyens", The Guardian, 7 .5.1974. 

See 4 above. 

Interview with Priaulx Rainier at St. Ives on 15.12.1977. 
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1974 

40 PRJMliDIAL CANI'ICLES 

for organ. 
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Ccmnissioned by: The Redcliffe Concerts of British Music. 

First perfonnance: 

I 

'· 

London, The Redcliffe Concerts of British Music, Royal Festival 
Hall. 9 June 1974. Christopher Bowers-Broadbent (organ). 

Publication: Material on sale from Schott, London. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. Score 3 considered as manuscript. 

Score 1: Dyeline score. Marked: "CMn Copy" (no corrections 
indicated). Also Copy 5 given to H. van der Spuy January 1978. 
(TD 88/36 88/161). 

Score 2: Dyeline score. Marked: Copy 2. Copy 3 sent to Anne 
Marsden Thomas. (TD 88/36 88/162). 
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Score 3: Folder with pencil notes. Organ registrations given for 
Primordial Canticle I and III. No pencil score for Primordial 
Canticle II exists. (TD 88/36 88/163). 

Date ~iti.on: 

1. 10 April 1974. 
2. May 1974. 

Reviews: 

1. Christopher Dew: "SA works for organ. Differing idians in 
three", The Argus (Tonight), 4. 6.1980. 

2. Buxton Orr: "First Performances and Ccmnissions of British 
Music", CatpJser, n 52:3. 

Primordial canticles was cammissioned by The Redcliffe Concerts of British 

MUsic to be played by the organist Christopher Bowers-Broadbent during 

their lOth season of concerts. 1 He was specifically asked because of 

the great impression he had made on a previous occasion also in the Royal 

Festival Hall, ~:>n 18 June 1972, when in a programme consisting entirely of 

works by living ccmposers, he included three premieres - including Organ 

Gloriana by Rainier.2 

Shirlie Gie played Primordial Canticle I at a UCT Contemporary Music 

Society Concert in association with the cape Organ Guild in the Baxter 

Concert Hall on 30 May 1980. 3 

Rainier4 explains the following about the Primordial Canticles: 

I had written the Organ Gloriana which is a piece in a grand manner 
and was asked then if I would write a suitable piece for the next 
of these Redcliffe concerts. I had an idea having investigated the 
organ that there are many strange and beautiful sounds to be found 
on it. I also heard a strange record of Lcx:>ns (birds of canada). 
They have the most extraordinary cry. There was a recording made 
in a park of it which had every sort of primitive sound you could 
imagine from dripping water to various cries. I've heard that the 
organ had so many possibilities of strange sounds that belong to 
infinity, that do not belong to our modern world and that is what 
gave me the idea for the two pieces. 
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P.x:a;:p:atue note: 

written by Priaul.x Rainier for the first perfonnance. 

Nates: 

The canticles are a series of short pieces for Organ drawn fran the 
idea of Primordial Sound. 

The first canticle alternates between a kind of Chorale in block 
hann:my, and free, linear, song-like lines ccmbined against each 
other, interrupted often unexpectedly by the Chorale. 

The second is a pattern of sounds spaced widely between deep pedal 
notes ar~d small high-pitched patterns. The textures evolved by 
these cx:me slowly together towards the end of the piece. 

1. Buxton Orr: "First Perfonnances and Ccmnissions of British 
Music", Ccxuposer, n 52:3. 

2. letter fran Francis Routh dated 14.2 .1979 to author. 

3. Christopher Dew: "SA works for organ. Differing idians in 
three", The Argus (Tonight), 4. 6.1980. · 

4. Interview with Priaul.x Rainier at St. Ives on 19 .12 .1977. 
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1974-75 

41 PRAYERS FR!M mE ARK 

for tenor and harp. Text by Cannen Bernos de Gasztold. Tranf;)lated 
fran French by Rmnor Godden. 
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nrration: Unknown. 

Dedicatee: Peter Pears. 

First perfonnanoe: 

!Dndon, The Redcliffe Concerts of British Music, Queen Elizabeth 
Hall. 14 January 1976. Peter Pears (tenor), Osian Ellis (harp} •. 

Manuscript beld by: ucr. 
Srore 1: 
envelope. 

Transfers with four letters to Edward Craxton in brc:Mn 
(TD 88/36 88/308-09). 

Score 2: Ink score belonging to Osian Ellis. (TD 88/36 88/310}. 

Srore 3: Dyeline score of Prayer of the Lark (VI) and Prayer of 
the Qock (VII). (TD 88/36 88/311). 

Srore 4: Dyeline score. Marked: "Corrections in red ink 
(Rosancu:y Sturge} August 1975 P.R. II Additions after QEH ooncert 
corrections 14 January 1976 P.R. II Inside a programne note of the 
Prayers :frgn the Ark for Aldeburgh Festival 1975. ('I'D 88/36 
88/312}. 

Score 5: Dyeline score. (TD 88/36 88/313). 

Score 6: Dyeline score (loose pages) of canplete work in 
nm1uscript paper folder. (TD 88/36 88/314) • 

Score 7: Folder with notes. (TD 88/36 88/315). 

Date aEp)Sition: 

1. 13 October 1974. 
6. 28 October 1974. 
8. March 1975. 
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Revie.Js: 

1. Joan Chissell: "Pears/Ellis", Tbe Times, 15.1.1976. 

2. Ronald Crichton: "Elizabeth Hall. Peter Pears. Osian 
Ellis" , Financial Tfu\es, 15 .1.197 6. 

3. H.v.d.S.: "S.A. kanponiste in Landen. Priaulx Rainier se 
werk gewild", Die Burger, 27 .1.1976. 

Rainier said that she owed a lot to The Redcliffe Concerts of British 

Music, because they had done most of her ccmpositions at one time or 

another. 1 They were responsible for the recital of 14 Januacy 1976 when 

Peter Pears (tenor) and Osian Ellis (harp) gave the first _perfonnance of 

Rainier 1 s Prayers fran the Ark in the Queen Elizabeth Hall. 2 The 

cx:mposer utilised English translations of short French poans by Cannen 

Bernos de Gasztold. Various animals; cat, donkey, butterfly, owl, lark, 

c:ock and dove in turn made their own pleas after Noah 1 s o_pening prayer. 

Ronald Crichton3 wrote that 

EXcept for the Amens most of which have sanething of the animal 1 s 
cry or typical movanent, illustration is left for the harp. The 
voice part, with long sustained lines of declamation sanetimes 
broken by a· · fEM spoken words, mostly at a sedate, rather too even 
pace. 

The drier harp sounds of the Rainier cycle made an impression. 4 During . 

that period there was an exhibition of the life and \VOrk of Priaulx 

Rainier showing at the BMIC, 10 Stratford Place, London and on 4 Januacy 

19765 BBC Radio 3 broadcast the first of six programnes featuring the 

chamber music of Rainier. All these experiences led to a s~rt article in 

Die Burger.· by. the author on 27 January .19766 which .was actually the 

starting point of the present study. 

There were no programne notes in the programne of the first _perfonnance, 

only the text of the peen was given. 7 This cx:rnposition still awaits 

further _performances. 
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·Progl:ame note: 

Notes: 

Priaulx Rainier wrote the following programne note in February 

1975: 

These peens fran Prayers Frgn The Ark have a tender whimsical 
huroour, with an underlying religious seriousness always related to 
the possible visions of the birds or beasts ooncerned. These 
settings for voice and harp are descriptive and simple. The 
instrumental sounds are kept to a minimum to allow the words to be 
clearly heard. There are mcrnents when the impatience of the 
creatures shows through their prayers - Noah's prayer for 
instance: when clearly the old man, impatient and maddened by the 
uproar in the Ark, interrupts with asides. These are spoken or 
munnured unaccanpanied, ·adding to the drama of his predicament. 
For the same reasons this procedure is used in one or two other 
peens. 

1. Intervie~~~ with Priaulx Rainier at St. Ives on 14.12.1977. 

2. Programme in possession of author. 

3. Ronald Crichton: "Elizabeth Hall. Pears Pears. Osian 
Ellis", Financial Times, 15.1.1976. 

4. .Ibid. 

5. Infonnation sheet attached to The Redcliffe Concerts of 
British Music programme of 14.1.1976 in possession of author. 

6. H.v.d.S.: "S.A. karponiste in I.onden. Priaulx Rainier se 
werk gewild", Die Burger, 27.1.1976. 

7. Cannen Bernas de Gasztold, Prayers fran the Ark, trans. Rumer 
Gcrljen (london: Maanillan, 1967), pp.12-15, 28-31, 36-37, 
40-41, 44-45, 64-65. 
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1977 

42 OOE CANT! E FINAIE 

for violin and orchestra. 
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Instrumentation: 

3.3.2.2 - 2.2.0.1, tirnp, perc (bd, crotales, tri, cym, t-tam, b, 
mba, . bongos) - strs. 

Dlration: 23' Duration sheet (Source Ucr) and Schott brochure ( 1983) • 

Dedicatee: Yehudi Menuhin. 

Omnissioned by: Yehudi Menuhin. 

First perlormance: 

Edinburgh, Edinburgh International Festival, Usher 
Hall. 8 Septanber 1977. Yehudi Menuhin (violin) and the Royal 
Philhanronic Orchestra oonducted by Sir Charles Groves. 

Publication:· 

IDndon, Schott, Study soore (Edition 12132). Material on hire fran 
the publishers. 

Manuscript. held by: BL. 

Soore 1: Pencil short soore. Includes two versions of cantos II. 
The four sections present in the manuscript are numbered 1-3 and 
5. Reference number 64962 Autograph manuscript No. 2. 

Soore 2: Dyeline full soore. The movements are numbered 1-3 and 
5, but with a oontinuous paginatioq.. Reference number 64963. 

The foll0o11ing material is at ucr: 

Soore 3: Dyeline full soore (Schott) with red pencil markings. 
(TO 88/36 88/464). 

Soore 4: Photooopy of pencil short soore in BL. 
(TD 88/36 88/467). 

Soore 5: Photooopy of dyeline full soore in BL. (TO 88/36 468). 

Soore 6: 'IWo folders with notes and rough workings. 
(TO 88/36 88/465-6). 

Date oampasition: St. Ives 1977. 

Reviews: 

1. Johann Cilliers: "Premiere in Edinb~rgh. Rainier-Werk 
·. Uitgevoer", Die Burger, 20.5 .1977. 

2. "First Violin Concerto by Composer ( 7 4) " , The Natal Mercw:y, 
9.7.1977. 

3. · "South African work for Edinburgh Festival" , The cape Times, 
12.7.1977; 
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4. R.M.B.: "Rainier's new Violin Concerto", Music and 
MUsicians, August 1977, p.12. 

5. "Priaul.x Rainier: 
~' 3.9.1977. 

6. Serena Wadham: 
~' 4.9.1977. 

New ooncerto at Edinburgh", Classical 

"Composer on a shoe-string", The SUnday 

7. Conrad Wilson: "Persuasive send-off for new ooncert", .!he 
sootsroan, 9.9.1977. 

8. Brian Newbould: "RPO/Groves", The Guardian, 9.9.1977. 

9. William Mann: "RPO/Groves", The Tbnes, 10. 9 .1977. 

10. Peter Stadlen: 
10.9.1977. 

"RPO/Groves/Menuhin", The Daily Telegraph, 

11. Desmond Shawe-Taylor: 
11.9.1977. 

"The Arts", Tbe SUnday Tlines, 

12. Dirk de Villiers: "The Sounds of Zululand ooncerto", ~ 
Daily News, 16.9.1977. 

13. "Concerto praised", S.A. Digest, 23.9.1977. 

14. leslie East: "Concerts. Edinburgh Pranieres" I Music and 
Musicians, Decanber 1977, Vol. 26, No. 4, pp.39-40. 

15. Michael Hall: 
12.9.1978. 

"7.30 :pn (R3/4) Prams 78", Radio T.fm,es, 

16. David Murray: "Albert Hall/Radio 3. BBC Syrrq:>hony, Financial 
.Times, 13.9.1978. 

17. Nonnan Key: "Menuhin plays Rainier", The Daily Telegraph, 
14.9.197f3. 

18. Paul Griffiths: "BBC SO/Groves", The Guardian, 14.9.1978. 

19. Bayan Northoott: 
17.9.1978 . 

"Stock taking" , . The SUnday Telegraph, 

. 20. Arend Koole: "'Karp:mis aan die Woord'. Priaul.x Rainier in 
Kaap", Die Burger, 13.11.1979. 

Due eanti e Finale is a very special cx:mposition in the Rainier oeuvre. 

The c:atp>ser took a long time to write the work and the final 

orchestration and writing it out, took her three months, working seven 
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hours a day . 1 In the following letter to pianist Virginia Fortescue, 

Rainier gave a vivid description of the preparations and the excitement 

around the first perfonnance: 2 

St. Ives 3.10.1977. 

Dearest Virgirila 

This visit to your Haneland is always like going to a foreign 
country. Manners still exist and the beauty of Edinburgh is 
surprising on each visit. WELL! you know that I aJ.nost passed away 
fran exhaustion, terror and despair writing Menuhin's concerto 
which was eventually finished by contract time. Were you here all 
this sumner? Had I been almost extinguished with June in France? -
in an accident! So much pressed into these last 18 nonths I have 
lost count. At the end of July I had a wonderful go-through of 
concerto with Menuhin. He is a strange and beautiful character -
so simple and humble and was very excited by the work, though only 
in early stages of learning notes. Understood everything - then 
with Sir Charles Groves later, going over the score one whole 
evening. Finally on 3 Septanber the 1st of the 2 orchestral 
rehearsals - 11.30 to 1.30 - 2.30-4. I have never experienced 
before M's attitude of deep respect to a creative artist. He asked 
and considered me at every point. Was absolutely delighted with 
concerto, at last hearing the orchestral part. Finally the last 
1TDV[ement) fairly straight forward for orchestra he played through. 
with such vitality. All came off so well the orchestra burst out 
clapping with a cheer as did Menuhin and Sir Charles "a::mposer"! 
Nevertheless the anxiety for the perfonnance at Usher Hall was 
great. The morning rehearsal good but quiet. At night · M[ enuhin] 
played brilliantly, poetically and with tremendous vitality which 
brought the house down, but he would take no applause -went to 
entrance of platfonn having beckoned me, and waited to lead me on, 
putting me in front of him to take the 1st applause. It was all 
like a dream experience - the general excitement! Even Peter 
DianDnd [Director and Organiser of the Festival) asked to see me to 
say hC711 honoured they were for the Festival to have the 1st 
perf [ onnance] of my beautiful concerto. 

Menuhin had me to lunch after the Beethoven Concerto rehearsal 2 
days later. 'Ib go through the score and check where the orchestra 
was too loud (as they always are) "covering sane of my nost 
.beautiful passages". He is really excited about it and spoke only 
of the Concerto in a short BBC interview saying "the extraordinary 
thing is that PR is one of our senior canposers, but every note of 
the ex>ncerto is full of youthful exuberanre". It is so sad that it 
was · not broadcast for tho' he wants to get many perfonnances for 
it, there will never be the excitement of the 1st there at 
Edinburgh. I must now stop at this trumpet blowing! 
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In a letter to the author (dated 31 October 1977), Rainier3 writes 

enthusiastically about this premiere. 

The concerto was a fantastic success at Edinburgh - like a dream 
that could not happen! It will be done at the Prans 1978 on 
Septanber by Menuhin. No recording fran Edinburgh alas 1 which is a 
pity because though later performances may have more perfect 
detail, nothing will ever reach the state of excitement of the 1st 
performance, always terrifying to soloist and orch[estra]: 
therefore a pitch of intensity reached which is unrepeatable. 

Rainier said for a long time she thought that a violin concerto was the 

one piece of music she would never write, because she was a violinist 

herself and felt too close to the traditions. Because she played most of 

the great concertos at sanetime she feared that subconsiously she "WOuld be 

imitative and unoriginal, but the attraction of an invitation fran such a 

great player as Menuhin was too great to resist. 4 

Yehudi Menuhin5 explained how it came about that he ccrnnissioned Rainier 

to cx::rcp:>se this "WOrk: 

I CMe Priaulx Rainier's delightful violin concerto to my wife who 
read that this ·wonderful canposer, though a fonner violinist, had 
never written a concerto for the instrument and, with ·her usual 
infallible judgement, suggested I should ccmnission one. The 
result is a fascinating work, beautifully suited to the violin 
sound. 

Rainier6 remarked in a letter to the author 

Menuhin made the most fascinating and interesting oamment on the 
concerto which: 'I IDVE' he said and also an incredible perceptive 
understanding of the originality of my work, [and] had its springs 
fran all I absorbed in my African childhood, so that it is truly my 
own idian 'not learned as an adult and deliberate! y applied. 
However, brilliantly Benjamin . Britten applied the impressions he 
had of the Noh drama, or of the Indonesian garnelin in his music, it 
was still an intellectual achievement. But in the case of Priaulx 
Rainier these rhythms, these sounds, these natural noises, were in 
her Inaoo:ry; in her verj childhood environment . . . . 'chey are 
organic, Its her own organic style and it accounts for the 
extraordina:ry melodic expressiveness of the violin part with its 
infinitely varied and wonder ornamentation, which I find 
fascinating 1 ' 
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A facet of her 'NOrking process was revealed when Rainier explained that 

she did little more than think about it for same time when she starts with 

a new piece like the violin concerto. It was only after several months 

when she had sorted out her thoughts and ideas, and rejecting unsuitable 

ones, that she started to write. 7 

The basic charac'~er of the. composition which canes over clearly is the 

lyrical, songlike nature of the work. The title which neatly avoids ~11 

reference to the traditional concerto fo:rm, suggests that "the violin must 

sing". 8 The solo instrument is the centrepiece, not overshadowed by any 

excessive orchestral sound or elaborate percussion. The cx:mposer was 

dete:rmined that in one respect the concerto should be in the grand 

tradition. 9 The solo music is described as "brilliant full of 

brawra"10 and might even possibly be played as solo violin music "were 

' it not that its quality rests on the diamond-hard, diam:>nd-bright 

orchestral background which gives sustenance and enhancanent to the 

writing for the solo violin". 11 Shawe-Taylor cx:mnented on "the mainly 

song-like character of the solo part against a scmewhat more abrupt and 

discontinuous orchestral background" . 12 Leslie East also observed the 

fact that the 'NOrk is "dcminated by the soloist's rhapsodic, extended 

lines, but its internal organisation seans to be the result of cellular 

patterning, building on small melcrlic units" . 13 In cantos I the soloist 

plays "soaring U:pNard phrases with an agreeable tart flavour of sevenths 

and · :riinths" . 14 There is a "powerful manentum"15 and the "evolving 

melcxiic spans of the solo part ... continually carry matters fo:rward with 

only minimal recourse to conventional violistic figuration" . 16 The 

"spirited".· Interlude17 serves as a short bridge passage18 to cantos II 
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which "unwinds· to ... a single, long skein of song - the nnst direct 

and expressive writing in the whole work" 19 acoording to Nonnan Kay. In 

the Recitative, the violin "sang appealingly above a sustained 

accx::mpani.ment fran the cellos and basses"20 and marllnba.21. slaorly 

dropping in tenths. 22 The "drive and virtuosity"23 of the Finale 

"proceeds in a long elegiac sweep, dying CMay with what sounds like 

finality - only to be succeeded, disorientatingly, by a surge of fast 

music, a briefer slow reprise and a ooncluding spent" . 24 

This oamposition soored for a "classical symphony orchestra with p~ccolo, 

cor anglais and tuba (no tranbones) (and] five percussionists"25 

uses "plain intervals: a tritone, the rapid pair of sanitones, chains of 

thirds"26 as notable parts in the orchestral fabric. 

After . the ilrportant Edinburgh International Festival perfonnance, Yehudi 

Menuhin again performed Due canti e Finale in 1978 at a Henry Wood 

Pranenade Concert at the Royal Albert Hall with the BBC Symphony Orchestra 

conducted by Sir Charles Groves. 27 It was a direct broadcast on BBC 

· Radio 3 and 4 at 7. 30 p.m. 28 

Pnxjtataae OOt:e: 

The following prograrrme note, cx::mpiled by Bernard Jacobson, was used for 

both the Edinburgh. Jrestival and the Royal Albert Hall perfonnances. 

Priaulx Rainier's violin concerto is not so called on its 
title-page, which· describes it simply as "Due canti (two songs) e 
Finale for solo violin and orchestra" . There is perhaps a 
suggestion in the character of this schene of Stravinsky, whose 
violin concerto consists of two central arias preceded by a toccata 
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Notes: 

and follCMed by a capriccio, and in wham Rainier says she has been 
"always passionately interested", adding that she likes "his 
crystal-like presentation and also this sense that each piece seems 
to be a ritual in itself" o Ccmpleted this year, the concerto (to 
call it that for convenience) does have a strongly ritual quality, 
but its melodic style is roth more lyrical and rore involutedly 
chranatic than Stravinsky's usually was o 

Anthony Payne has accurately described the way Rainier's music 
depends "on the mosaic grouping of tiny cells, often of a tonal 
ha!m:>nic content and strongly propulsive cast", though, he adds, in 
juxtaposition the opposed rhythms and texture of different cells 
produce a kind of static energy" . Here the orchestral contribution 
largely consists of widely dispersed and often short cells of this 
nature. The violin, by contrast, speaks a passionately rhetorical 
language forged in much longer lines. This is a genuinely 
concertante opposition and, though Rainier's concerto postdates the 
heyday of the "classical" concerto fonn by even longer than Bach's 
predates it, it is noteworthy that she has not eschewed the use of 
a preludial orchestral tutti to set the stage for her soloist - an 
alm:>st universal classical practice abandoned by Mendelssohn and by 
rost ITDdern writers of concertos. 

Largely self-taught as a a:mposer, Rainier earned her living as a 
violinist before turning seriously to oarnposition at the age of 
33. The concerto's resourceful solo writing clearly shCMs her 
intimate understanding of the violin, though she once expressed a 
doubt about writing for it, because, she said "I think I would find 
it difficult to a:mpose in an orginal way for the instrument after 
all those years qf playing it myself. " But in that intrcxiuctory 
passage for an otherwise classically modest orchestra (double winds 
plus piccolo and cor anglais, with one tuba anO. no tranbones) , the 
evocative contribution of a fairly large percussion section hints 
at an important element in the early develoopnent of Rainier's 
creative ear. Though she has lived in .IDndon since 1920, she was 
bom - · of English-Huguenot parents - in Natal, South Africa. In 
her early childhocxi, she has said, "We lived in a rarote part of 
the country near · Zululand, where the language of the indigenous 
people, the birds and the wild animals left an indelible 
impression. The tam-tams sometimes went on for four or five days 
without stopping. Then there was the long-drawn-out sounds of the 
high Zulu voices. 'lb an attentive ear it was an extraordinary 
experience. " 

Here, perhaps, for all the difference in melcxiic idian, is a clue 
to her affinity for the ritual side of StravinskY. But, whatever 
the parallels, Rainier is her ·own oarnposer, and her concerto is an 
eloquent testimony to the imaginative gifts and crisp organising 
power. of a mind finnly contanporary, but unbeholden to any 
contanporary fads or received techniques. 

1. Serena Wadham: 
~' 4.9.1977. 

"Canposer on a shoe-string", The Sunday 
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2. Letter to Virginia Fortescue dated 3.10.1977 in possession of 
Virginia Fortescue. 

3. Letter fran Priaulx Rainier dated 31.10.1977 to author. 

4. "First violin concerto by canposer 74", The Natal Mercucy, 
9.7.1977. 

5. Michael Hall: 
12.9.1978. 

"7 .30 pn (R3/4) Prans 78", Radio Times, 

6. Letter fran Priaulx Rainier dated 6. 8 .1978 to author. 

7. Nonnan Kay: "Menuhin plays Rainier", The Daily Telegraph, 
14.9.1978. 

8. Paul Griffiths: "BBC SO/Groves", The Guardian, 14.9.1978. 

9. R.M.B: "Rainier's new Violin Concerto", Music and Musicians, 
August 1977, p.12. 

10. William Mann: "PRO/Groves", The Times, 10.9.1977. 

11. .Ibid. 

12. Desmond Shawe-Taylor: 
11.9.1977. 

"The Arts", The SUnday Tllnes, 

13. Leslie East: "Concerts. Edinburgh premieres"' Music and 
Musicians, December 1977, Vol. 26, No. 4, pp. 39-40. 

14. See 12 above. 

15. Bayan Northcott: 
17.9.1978. 

16. .Ibid. 

"Stock taking", The SUnday Telegraph, 

17. Brian Newbould: "RPO/Groves", The Guardian, 9. 9.1977. 

18. See 9 above. 

19. See 7 above. 

20. Conrad Wilson: "Persuasive send-off for new concerto", .llle 
Scotsman, 9.9.1977. 

21. Peter Stadlen: 
10.9.1977. 

22. See 12 above. 

23. See 7 above. 

24. See 15 above. 

"PRO/Groves/Menuhin", The Daily Telegraph, 
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25. See 13 above. 

26. David Murray: "Albert Hall/Radio 3. BBC Symphony", 
Financial Times, 13.9.1978. 

27. See 7 above. 

28. See 5 above. 
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for two winds (oboe and -ab clarinet) and orchestra. 
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Instrumentation: 

2.1.0.1 - 2.2.2.0 - timp, perc (mba, xyl, 2 tri, cym, susp cy.m, b, 
t - tam) - strs. 

nJration: 18' Schott brochure (1983). 

Dedicatees: 

David and Pat lewis, Ben Nicholson O.M., Dr. Felicitas Vogler 
and Janet craxton (oboe) and Thea King (clarinet) • 

Cbmliss.ioned by: 

Assisted by Funds fran the Arts COuncil of Great Britian. 

First perfonnaiKE: 

IDndon, BBC Pranenade COncert, Albert Hall. 7 August 
1981. Neil Black (oboe) and Thea King (clarinet) and the BBC 
Srottish Symphony Orchestra ronducted by Sir Charles Groves. 

Publication: 

IDncbn, Schott, Study srore (Edition 12082). Material on hire fran 
the publishers. 

·Manuscript held by: Schott. 

Srore 1 : Ink srore on transparenc:y. 

The following material is at ucr: 

Srore 2: Dyeline full srore (Schott Hire Material) in blue rover 
with pencil rorrections. · ('I'D 88/36 88/459). 

Srore 3: Dyeline ropy of solo part with two letters to Janet 
craxton regarding rorrections and additions. ('I'D 88/36 88/461). 

Date CXIIplSition: 13 January 1981. 

Reviews: 

1. "So~th African canposer 's IDndon debut" , The Daily News 
(Tbnight), 17.6.1981. 

2. Jeremy Lawrence: The auspicious career of SA-born canposer 
Priaulx (77)", The star, ·17. 6.1981. 

3. "TUning up at the prans", The Mercur:y' s 'Ibwn and Around 
Sqgglement, 24.7.1981. 

4. Meirion Bowen: "Groves/Srottish SO", The Guardian, 8.8.1981. 

s.· Paul Griffiths: '"!Win woodwinds' success", The Times 
Saturday Review, 8. 8 .1981. 
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6. Robert Henderson: "Neil Black, Thea King, BBC SO", Tbe Daily 
Telegraph, 8.8.1981. 

7. Desnx:>nd Shaw-Taylor: "Aix: a successful taste for 
experiment", The Sunday Times, 9.8.1981. 

8. Max I..oppert: "Albert Hall/Radio 3. Weekend Prans", 
Financial Times, 10.8.1981. 

9. Geoffrey Norris: "Frans" , The Musical Times, October 1981. 

10. A.A. <Men: "First performances, a:mnissions", Ccrtp:>ser, n 
74:49, Winter 1981. ., 

In 1979 the British Arts Council's third series of bursaries for oamposers 

included one of l 5 000 for Priaulx Rainier to enable her to write works 

for oboe (Janet Craxton) and clarinet (Thea King) and orchestra, for cello 

and piano (Joan Dickson and Joyce RathPone) and for the strings of The 

Yehudi Menuhin School.1 The canpositions Rainier cx:rrpleted, -were 

Ooncertante for two winds in 1981, Grand Duo for cello and piano in 1983 

and Celebration for violin and orchestra in 1984. 2 Thereafter she began 

to plan a ~sition for the students of The Yehudi Menuhin School3, 

but this sadly never materialised. 

The premiere of the Qoncertante was scheduled for 7 August 1981 at the 

Royal Albert Hall by Janet Craxton (oboe) , Thea King (clarinet) and the 

BBC Scx:>ttish Symphony Orchestra oonducted by Sir Charles Groves at the 

87th Season of the BBC Henry Wood Promenade Concerts. 4 Janet Craxton 

suddenly died shortly before the performance. Rainie~ wrote to the 
. 

author on 22 July 1981 about this unexpected ·event: 

Briefly I must tell you of the dreadful tragedy. of the last 7 
days: Janet Craxton for wham I wrote the ooncertante ·for two 
winds, had begun rehearsals with Thea King, all going happily, when 
last Friday night ( 17. 7 .1981] she died in her sleep ••• 

Perry [Hart] telephoned me Saturday to St Ives. I was c::x:npletely 
shocked. A double shock because of the Pram. I have known her 
since she was 2 and she was my student for 3 years and with the 
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craxton family a great part of my life . . . It's been a terrible 
week - the funeral yesterday. I came up Wednesday to be here. 
Thea King (clarinet] was a great help, also Sally (Groves]. Thea 
managed to get Neil Black a lovely player and a great friend, who 
~ned to be free for the date and the rehearsals in Glascx:M on 
3rd, 4th August. He said certainly he would do his best . . . And 
for me it will be a heartbreak to think of her all through the 
perfonnance which was for her specially. She was not ill. Just a 
cerebral haanorrhage in her sleep. So rare a person. Everyone 
loved her and she was a wonderful artist. I am thankful to have 
Quanta and the 'Triptych' recordings. You can imagine the blow it 
was to me and I am quite knocked out, but must pull myself together 
to go through with the Duo rehearsals and then Glascx:M, where the 
\rork is being recorded. 

The Royal Albert Hall pranenade concerts are important to expose new works 

because for two months 7 000 people attend nightly perfonnances. 6 

Robert I?onsonby declares: "The great glory of the prans is the very fact 

that the heart of the audience is made of people who have a genuine 

curiosity to hear music, new and old." 7 

The actual perfonnance of the Concertante was dedicated by the musicians 

taking part to the manory of Janet Craxton. 8 Meirion Bowen· wrote: 

"Both the solo parts and the orchestral contributions take time to reveal 

their true character and dramatic purpose. "9 In a BBC broadcast "One 

pair of ears" on 12 August 1981 he10 said: 

The opening of the piece was so sparce in its orchestral writing, 
sa canpressed in its melodic gestures, that I wondered whether it 
would yield any music with which I could and which afterwards I 
rould recall clearly. I needn't have worried. Ever so subtly and 
unobstrusively, the musical argument gathered manentum. 

In lrls review he wrote: II In the first of the three large novanents we are 

allowed only glimpses of the thanatic material of the music."11 A short 

cadenza-like interlude for the two solo-instruments, accanpanied by the 

occasional marimba triads lead to the middle, more pensive12 mov~nt in 

which "virtuoso and lyrical exchanges between the soloists are given a 
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shack:My undulating, rhythmic accx:mpaniment on the marimba and other 

instruments " 13 The "evocative phrases for the~ soloists and 

orchestra, slowly (moved] descending and ascending" .14 

In the last IOOVanent all the material is d~veloped rore aC}JI"essively15 

when the 

elements burst into life and produced a series of violent 
confrontations and exchanges it was indeed the soloists who 
d:minated the proceedings, dictating the pace and allowing the 
music briefly to unwind from its fast ~ernpo, and eventually 
propelling the music towards its conclusion. 1 

The orchestra is roderately sized consisting of strings, wind- (excluding · 

oboes· and clarinets) brass- and percussion instnnnents. 17 

The Concertante carved a special niche in the mind of Max I.oppert18 . He 

wrote: 

Seldan in my experience has a new Rainier piece disclosed at once 
quite so infectiously vital a personality as this: I longed for an 
imnediate repeat hearing. 

Robert Henderson19 is also aware of Rainier's quality as a cx::mposer. 

His cxmrnmication reads: 

For, as always with Miss Rainier's music, one very quickly becx:mes 
aware of a distinguished, creative mind at work behind the surface 
aJ;.pearance, a mind at once severely self disciplined and vigorously 
independent of every fashion or influence. 

June Opie20 who was present at the perfonnance, wrote about her 

impressions and observations to the author: 

It was a truly magnificent night! (wished, so much, you could have 
been there.) The CX>NCERTANTE a beautiful, exciting, and superb 
'NOrk. The textures Priaulx's imagination is able to conceive are 
literally, stunning, in this work, transcribed for music with 
faultless spill - it was absolutely technical so clear and exact -
so filled with colour; everything organised and balanced against, 
alongside, or in opposition, so consurnately - the solo instruments 
with one another, the orchestra with solo instruments. The 
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applause was tranendous and, one felt,· without the charismatic 
presence of Yehudi M(enuhin] all Priaulx's. Certainly for soloists 
and orchestra, and one could never forget the benign figure of Sir 
Charles - also, but mostly for Priaulx who looked disgracefully 
young as she sprang dawn the steps, along the red carpet, and onto 
the stage where after both Thea and Neil had embraced her with a 
degree of reticence, Sir Charles threw his anns wide for his 
congratulatocy embrace and the pranenaders roared and stamped and 
proclaimed with such enthusiasm I realized, suddenly, that 
conductors are not often afforded an opportunity to kiss the 
canposers of the works they conduct 1 

On 6 July 1983, in Rainier's 80th anniversacy year, the RAM, included the 

Concertante for two winds in the programme of the Chamber Orchestra 

Concert which took place in Duke's Hall. John carewe was the conductor 

and the soloists were Bridget Thorley (oboe) and Colin Honour 

(clarinet) • 21 . 

This cx:rnposition is dedicated to: 1. David lewis, writer, critic, 

designer and_ manber of the Penwith Society of Arts - and his second wife 

Pat, an American potter .. They lived in America (Pittsburgh) where Rainier 

visited them. 2. Ben Nicholson the famous-British artist was known for 

his geane~ical reliefs and as an exponent of Constructivism. 3. Dr. 

Felicitas Vogler, a distinguished SWiss photographer who was Nicholson's 

third wife. She published a book Greece in Colour (Thames & Hudson). 

Progtcmue note: 

The follc:Ming programme note prepared by Rainier for the first 

perfonnance, contains a misprin~. Please note the corrections indicated. 

This concertarite was 'written especially for Janet Craxton and Thea 
King. CMing to the grievous loss of Janet through her sudden 
death, Neil Black has generously, at the last minute, taken her 
part as oboist. 

Writing for fresh oambinations of instruments is always 
stimUlating. 'Ib my knowledge, the oambination of solo oboe and 
clarinet with chamber orchestra has never been used before. In 
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Notes: 

order to allow the solo instruments to stand out, orchestral olx:>es 
and clarinets have been eliminated, creating unexpected problems of 
balance between woodwind and brass. The strongly ex>ntrasted. tone 
ex> lours of the oboe and clarinet, instead of blending, have led to 
interesting oppositions between than. Both instnnnents' virtuosity 
is exploited, as is their hauntingly lyrical power of expression. 
The sex>ring is light throughout. 

The· five · parts of the ex>ncertante ex>nsist of three larger, 
ex>ntrasted. movements linked by two short interludes. Movanent I 
oould be described as a dialogue between the olx:>e and clarinet, 
ex>nstantly interrupting each other, eventually cx:ming together in a 
duet leading to m::>vanent II, a cadence where virtuoso and lyrical 
passages are exchanged between oboe and clarinet. In novanent III, 
slow descending and ascending phrases for soloists and orchestra 
have a persistent shadowy background of ex>r anglais and marimba, in 
oontrast to the rest of the work. Movement IV is an interlude for 
oboe and clarinet, broken by occasional chords on the marimba. A 
final rushing passage for the soloists leads straight into novanent 
V, where brilliant passages are exchanged between the orchestra and 
the soloists. The tension is broken by several changes to a slower 
tenpo; sane of these slower passages are for the orchestral wind. 
A final tutti builds up to the ultimate climax of the piece. 
[Should read: npyement II is an interlude ... xroyenent IV, a 
cadence ••. ] 

1. "Awards", Classical Music, 16.6.1979, p.l. 

2. See scores of relevant oampositions. 

3. Junie Opie I . 'cane and Listen to the Stars Singing' ; PRIAULX 
RAINIER: A Pictorial Biography (Pensanze: Alison Hodge, 
1988), p.84. 

4 ~ Prograrrme in possession of author. 

5 •/ Ietter fran Priaulx Rainier dated 22. 7 .1981 to author. 

6. Thelma Shifrin: "Talent is not enough", The Daily News 
(Tbnight), 17.9.1981, p.7. 

7. · "Tuning up to the prans" , The Mercu:r:y' s Town and Around 
Supplement, .24. 7.1981, p. 7. 

8. See 4 above. 

9. Meirion Bowen: "Groves/Sex>ttish SO", The· Guardian, 8.8.1981. 

10. Meirion Bowen: "One pair of ears", BBC broadcast, 12.8.1981. 

11. See 9 above. 

12. Geoffrey Norris: 
p.689. 

"Prams", Tbe Musical Times, October 1981, 
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13. See 9 above. 

14. See 10 above. 

15. See 9 above. 

16. See 10 above. 

17. Robert Henderson: "Neil Black, Thea King, BBO SO", The Daily 
Telegraph, 8.8.1981o 

18. Max IDppert: "Albert Hall/Radio 3. Weekend Prans II I 
Financial Times, 10.8.1981. 

19. See 17 above. 

20. tetter fran June Opie dated 29. 8 .1981 to author. 

21~ Programme in possession of author. 
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1982 

for cello and piano. 
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:Dlration: 21 ' 

Dedicatees: Joan Dickson and Joyce Rathl::x:me. 

Qmnissioned by: 

Joan Dickson and Joyce Rathbone with funds provided by the Arts 
Council of Great Britian. 

First perfcmnance: 

cambridge, Kettle's Yard, cambridge University, 12 May 1983. Joan 
Dickson (cello) and Joyce Rathbone (piano). 

Publication: 

Material on sale fran Schott, london. 

Manuscript held by: UCT. 

Score 1: Pencil score. (TD 88/36 88/530). 

Date mtp:>Sition: 1983. 

Reviews: 

1. Michael John White: "Wigmore Hall. Joan Dickson", ~ 
Guardian, 31.5.1983. 

2. Hilary Finch: 
31.5.1983. 

"Dickson/Rathbone. Wigmore Hall" , The Times, 

3. Dirk de Villiers: "Posthumous tributes for SA-born 
cx::mposer", The Daily News ('Ibnight), 22.4.1987. 

The Grand Duo had its first performance at Kettle's Yard, Cambridge 

University on 12 May 1983 (as Rainier1 wrote in a letter on 20 May 1983) 

to a packed gathering of mostly younger people and was received 
with great enthusiasm and prolonged applause. Many people a::ming 
to me to appreciate the work and the splendid addition to the 
cello-piano literature! 

Joan Dickson (cello) and Joyce Rathbone (piano) who a:mnissioned the work 

followed the cambridge premiere with performances in Wigmore Hall 

(30.5.1983) and in the Assembly Roams during the Bath Festival 

(3.6.1983). 2 After the Wigmore Hall concert Hilary Finch wrote: "It is 

a true .. duo, in its interfertilisation of forces ... and it is certainly 
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Grand: bold in its design, and passionate in its language. "3 Michael 

John White did not enjoy it, "craftmanlike and clearly organised though 

.the writing may have been" . 4 Other perfonnances were at the Dartington 

SUmmer School and a BBC recording session on 29 July 1983 which also 

included Barbaric Dance Suite and the SUite for cello solo "played again 

nost beautifully by Joan Dickson" 5 according to Rainier. 

Pmgtame note: 

The progranme note given, was the one used for the Wigrrore Hall concert. 

Notes: 

The Grand Duo was conceived as a virtuoso piece for cello and 
piano, rather than the conventional fonn relating to the sonata. 
It is in three novanents, of which the first is far the longest and 
is linked to the slow second novanent by a quiet passage in 
hanoonics for the cello. There is also a short break in the last 
novement to a slow, quiet section before the final impulse drives 
it to its end. · 

1. letter fran Priaul.x Rainier dated 20. 5 .1983 to author. 

2. Programmes in possession of author. 

3. Hilary Finch: 
31.5.1983. 

"DicksonjRathl::x:>ne. Wigmore Hall", The Times, 

4. Michael John White: "Wigmore Hall. Joan Dickson", ~ 
Guardian, 31.5.1983. 

5. letter fran Priaul.x Rainier dated 29. 7 .1983 to author. 
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1984 

45 . CEIEBRATI<B 

for violin and orchestra. 
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Inst:runert:.ation: 

3.2.2.2 - 2.2.2.1 - perc (tri, susp cym, cym, t - tam, xyl, glock, 
. tu bells, sd) - strs. 

Duration: 10'- 12'. 

Dedicatees: Yehudi Menuhin and The Jersey Youth Orchestra. 

Omniss.i.oned by: The Jersey Wildlife Preservation TrUst. 

First perfm:mance: 

Fort Regent, A Festival of Animals, Gloucester Hall. 5 October 
1984. Yehudi Menuhin (violin) and the Jersey Youth Orchestra 
conducted by Mel Davison. 

Publication: Material on hire fran Schott, !.Dndon. 

Manusc:ript held by: ucr. 

Score 1:: Pencil score. (TD 88/36 88/234). 

Score 2: Dyeline full score (faint) with pencil markings. 
(TO 88/36 88/235). 

Score 3: Dyeline full score (faint) with explanation of percussion 
"cymbals" on loose sheet. (TD 88/36 88/236). 

Score 4: Pencil score at Schott. 

Date ttttplSltion: st. Ives 1983-84. 

Reviews: 

1. Malcolm lawson: "Her wildlife background· is celebrated 
orchestrally", The Star ('lbnight), 4.10.1984. 

2. "TrUst receives triple accolade fran Royalty, science and the 
arts", Jersey Evening Post, 6.10.1984. 

'lhl.s is Rainier's last cx:xnposition. Since this is a recent werk and only 

perfonned once to date, further perfonnances will determine its real 

stature. . Acoording to cx:mductor Mel Davison, 1 Rainier "was very pleased 

with the final result". He also mentions that Rainier gave no indication 

whatsoever of tempo markings, and after enquiring into this matter, she 

asked his advice on the appropriate tanpos. 2 
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Notes: 

1. Letter fran Mel Davison on 26. 7 .1988 to author. 

2. .Ibid. 

r 
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4. CONCLUSION 

4.1 Preamble 

Although it is too soon to give an authoritative evalua

tion of Rainier's rightful place amongst English and in-
. 

ternationally recognised twentieth century composers, a 

brief description of the (a) influences, (b) certain 

trends regarding her compositions, and (c) her general 

sphere of activity will serve as a pointer for future con

sideration. 

Her year of birth corresponds with well known composers 

such as: Boris Blacher (19.1.1903) in Newchang, China; 

Lennox Berkeley (12.5.1903) in Boar's Hill, England;· Wal-

ter Goehr (28.5.1903) in Berlin, Germany; Flor Peeters 

(4.7.1903) in Thielin, Belgium; PAl Kadosa (6.9.i903) ii 

Leva (subsequently Levice), Czec~oslavakia and lesser 

known ones such as: Vittorio Gianninni ( 19.10.1903) in 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Vladimir Dukelsky (later 

known as Vernon Duke) (10.10.1903) in Parfianovska, Rus-

sia. 

By sheer co-incidence Rainier had contact in later years 

with Blacher who dedicated No .. 4 of his. Sieben Studien 

fiber variable Metren fftr Klavier (composed in 1950) to 
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her; Berkeley, with whom she became acquainted in London 

recommended her for the Collard Fellowship in 1953 and 

Goehr who financed the performance of her Sinfonia da 

Camera in 1947. 

Rainier received an orthodox musical education, first in 

South Africa and later in London at the best institutions 

from reputable teachers such as Leffler, Marx, Wessely and 

Woof. 

She considers McEwen the most important influence on her 

whilst she was a student at the RAM, because he taught and 

exposed her to II a hundred things" . Active English com

posers in her student days were: Bax, Walton and Elgar, 

but there is no trace of any influence of their composi-

tions in those of Rainier. Her career commenced as a 

·violinist and teacher and she only began to compose at 

the age of 33. Although trained as a violin teachet she 

only held a violin teaching position at a school for a 

short while, but had private pupils all the time. She did 

not earn a living as a solo performer, nor was she a mem

ber of an established professional ensemble or orchestra. 

Her quartet playing was for pleasure and performances were 

restricted to house concerts and II at homes II rather than 

that of the concert platform. These did not secure a 

regular income. In the 1920's and 30's and subsequent war 

years there was less opportunity for public performances 

than to-day. 
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She must have decided at an early age to remain in England 

after the completion of her studies. Nella, who also 

studied in England, returned to South Africa and taught at 

schools before accepting a position at the SACM. 

Rainier's career could have followed the same path, but 

-there were probably no opportunities attractive enough to 

entice her to return. In South Africa she could really 

only teach at a school or institution of higher education 

or accept a post in the Cape Town City Orchestra. 

Rainier probably thought that under these circumstances 

she might just as well remain in England and have the 

added stimulus of a more active concert life. There were 

also more opportunities for private lessons to pupils and 

other engagements. 

London offered many possibilities for her to enhance her 

career. During her lifetime she visited South Africa only 

in 1920 or 1921, 1963, 1979, and 1982 and 1985. 

Accidents changed her direction in life more than once: 

first she had to give up violin playing and many years 

later· she had to relinquish her teaching post at the RAM. 

To teach privately with an uncertain income was a 

precarious existence for Rainier for many years, espe

cially during the pre-war and early war era. Although she 

was not trained in composition in her formative years, the 
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contact with Nadia Boulanger was stimulating and spurred 

her on to complete the String Quartet. 

The appointment at the RAM in a teaching position as 

professor of harmony gave financial security in a time 

when it was desperately needed, but in later years the 

responsibilities attached to student training restricted 

her own productivity. 

Towards the end of the war she came into contact with 

musicians like Tippett, Glock and later Britten and Pears, 

who soon became friends and influenced, encouraged and 

supported her morally. She was an extraordinary teacher 

and throughout her life kept close contact with her old 

students e.g. Shirley Winfield, Christopher Small, Timothy 

Baxter, Avril Hermann, Elizabeth Thomas and Nigel Butter

ley. · Tippett said that she was always his first recommen-

dation as a teacher. Her contact with artists such as 

Barbara Hepworth, Ben Nicholson and later others like Ber

nard Leach in St. Ives broadened her own horizon as a com~ 

poser. She became deeply interested in both painting and 

sculpture and their influence on her work was perceived'in 

many ways. 
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4.2 Influences 

4.2.1 South African 

Rainier's childhood years in Natal brought her into con

tact with Zulu and Indian music and their characteristics 

subconsciously affected the rhythms and melody composi-

tions in later years. At first rhythm played the most im-

portant part in her music ~ compared to other elements 

like melody and harmony. The interval of the tritone is 

initially an important occurance in her early works. 

There is however a great difference between writing pic

turesque music - that is music which describes scenes and 

sounds realistically like African rhythms, birds sounds 

etc. - and music which evokes the emotions created by such 

elements. The writing of the latter kind of music is 

purely an unconscious process, which becomes abstracted 

through ·absorbing the realistic elements. Rainier ad-

mitted that this transmutation is a fundamental influence 

in her work e.g. the second Dance of the Barbaric Dance 

Suite. The quality and variety of veldt sounds have also 

influenced her orchestration and the choice and use of 

certain instruments. 

In her harmonic ordering she has a predilection for wide 

spacing, thus producing resonances which are not in the· 

nature of European harmony. Sounds of various drums and 

the African piano ("mbila") (third movement of Trio Suite, 
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Clarinet Suite) appears to be another source of influence. 

Added to her aural sources were the natural sounds of the 

high cloudless skies, sounds in nature (birdcalls, the 

bark of a baboon, a snake's rustle in the grass etc.), 

dramatic summer thunderstorms with flashes of lightning, 

as well as the sound of classical piano repertoire. 

The impact of sophisticated European music and the English 

music at that time (Bax, Vaughan Williams and Walton) 

smothered these early impressions for a while. 

4.2.2 St. Ives 

She was first draw~ to St. Ives through an invitation from 

Ben·Nicholson and Barbara Hepworth in about 1946. It was 

a great experience for her getting to know two artists 

with such absolute dedication to their work. Discussions 

with them influenced her own work. Nicholson made her 

aware of linear movements and the relationship of form and 

colour. Hepworth· stressed: "to say what one has to say 

with the greatest economy and, having said it, to let it 

stand on its own". 

The surging sea and the unusual lines of the hills at St. 

Ives always inspired her and never failed to bring ideas 

to her mind. There she also experienced a purity of life 
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and the identity with the natural as opposed to the 

hustle and bustle and artificiality of city-life. 

4.2.3 Other Composers 

According to Rainier, Bach, Debussy and Stravinsky were 

the most important composers who influenced her. Bach, 

for the structural and emotional power (perhaps the most 

perfect example of passion and intellect resolving into 

spirituality); Debussy, for his novel exploration of 

resonances, his poetry and his sensitivity towards the 

mysteries of Nature in sound and Stravinsky, for his 

reassesment of rhythm, melody and harmony, and the economy 

of his processes. 

Rainier met Stravinsky twice and was especially drawn 

towards his dynamic, more elemental textures. She felt 

that some of the primal rhythmic elements in his music 

seemed to be related to her own experiences with African 

music. Towards the 1950's performances and recordings of 

the compositions of Stravinsky, Schoenberg, Berg and 

Webern began to filter through to England. It was espe

cially the new approaches of the ~atter three, in par

ticular those ·of Webern, which attracted attention and 

made a great impact on the English musicians, even if they 

had no desire to use the new serial techniques. 
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4.3 Compositions 

The Rainier oeuvre of mature works is relatively small. 

The emphasis tends to be on chamber and solo compositions 

with a steadily increasing frequency of orchestral com

positions in later years. Only major trends are looked at 

in this category. 

4.3.1 General 

The technical possibilities of an instrument always stimu

lated Rainier's imagination. That is perhaps why she so 

seldom cared to repeat composing for a certain combination 

of instruments. New sounds always "fired" her, as she 

put it. Economy of material use dominated · her composi

tions·· and. dynamics were important. Rhythmic intensity, 

created by rhythmic diversity (not repetitions) is another 

general· feature. Her works reveal that she was a highly 

original and fastidious composer. She said: "I am a slow 

composer." This accounts for the few compositions while 

she was still teaching. There is no conscious system in 

her compositions. She did not use any key-system, 

experiment with specific techniques e.g. serialism, 

belong to any "school" of composers, and admitted to few 

influences from other composers. Up to 1955, with the ex

ception of the orchestral and film music, all her composi

tions are available in print or as dyeline copies. 
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They were seldom completely revised, although 

"corrections" after performances were scrupulously added 

to her "Own Copy". 

The compositions cannot really be divided in different 

style periods, but Quanta is definitely a prominent point 

of change in direction. The freedom to devote the major 

part of her working day to composing,· (at this stage 

available for the first time), accounts for the branching 

into new fields e.g. harmony and construction. 

4.3.2 Silences 

Silence was always an obsession of Rainier's it 

originated from her early childhood days in Africa~ She 

felt that silences allowed the ear to finish the full arc 

of sound and prepare them· for the next. This obsession 

with silence appears frequently in Rainier's work. Pas-. 

toral Triptych (first and last movements), Cycle for 

Declamation (with exactly timed silences between 

sentences) and the opening of Quanta (where the clustered 

harmonies die into silence several times) are examples 0~ 

the purposeful use of silences. 
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4.3.3 Pedal Points 

A number of pedal points can be listed to show that this 

was a useful construction aid for Rainier. The String 

Quartet (bars 5-15 etc.) and Viola Sonata (bars 1-3, 29-32 

etc.) are clear examples and in Quanta it is particularly 

noticeable. In Primordial Canticles II the pedal points 

developed into longer. pedal harmonies. These pedal 

points, or tonal pillars on which configurations and even

tually larger units are built are more successful in the 

chamber works than in the orchestral works where they 

produce a static quality. Rainier urged however that "You 

have to have posts!" 

4.3.4 Tonality 

Rainier was fully aware of the importance of strong 

relationships in parts in order to hold a composition 

together, but the concept of a traditional overall sense 

of diatonic tonality was not part of her idiom. She 

stressed emphatically that from the beginning the basis on 

which she worked was the relationships of sounds and the 

juxtaposition and disposition of sounds. 

There is evidence, however, of individual use of tradi

tional triadic formations in the Quartet. 
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Even as late as the Reguiem (.1955-56) she based a work on 

the "common chord", but at the same time also showed 

greater use of dissonance. Instead of triadic ha~monies, 

chords were now built up of 2nds, 7ths and 9ths. 

Phrygian effects suggest modal flavour in the Finale of 

the Viola Sonata and Pastoral Triptych. The use of the 

tritone is prominent in Cycle for Declamation, the opening 

of Three Greek Epigrams and in the String Quartet. This 

"diatonic" period, bordering sometimes on the neoclassic 

style, seen in Five Keyboard Pieces (1955) (later succes

fully adapted into another medium as Six Pieces for five 

wind instruments) also includes Dance of the Rain, which 

is mostly pentatonic. 

After 1961 the comp6sitions are still tonal, but more 

abstract. There are not traces of serial technique, ex~ 

periments with electronic media or other avant-garde ex

plorations in her music. Falling 9ths (Due Canti) and 

10ths (Plo~rmel and Due Canti) are obvious. recurring in

tervals. 

4.3.5 Form and Texture 

From the very beginning Rainier's compositions are cast in 

what seems to be classical forms with titles such as Quar

tet, Suite,· Sonata, Sinfonia, and even Concertante in 

1977. This statement is misleading however. Her use of 
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traditional titles as such was not a desire to produce 

classical structural models, but rather, as is· the case 

with Stravinsky, to demonstrate that these models could be 

reshaped without losing their essential identities. The 

fact is that, with the exception of short vocal 

compostions: Ubunzima and Dance of the Rain, Rainier 

created her own cyclic form varying from two to seven 

movements. (The majority are in three or four movements.) 

The various movements are sometimes linked with subor-

dinate passages - in a few cases even soloistic passages. 

Rainier2 explained as late as 1984: 

Fundamentally the works are built up through the jux
taposition of textures, in which colour plays a large 
part. This must make a sense of 'Form', because I do 
not think the works fall down through weakness of 
structure - which is often the case in what's called 
'Modern Music'. 

i.-

This statement re-inforces her approach to texture and 

colour. 

4.3.6 Ostinato 

Ostinato was an ~arly tradem~rk of Rainier. The use of 

this device was linked to her South African background, 

"primitive" African music and influences of BartOk, but 

she denied such conscious musical references or quota-

tions. 
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In her later works the use of a regular "stamping" pulse 

becomes less and the impulses "break up" and are more and 

more sophisticated. 

4.3.7 Melodic Line 

Simple melodies (often consisting of a few notes only) are 

created by rhythmic patterns used repetitively and cumula-

tively. There are scalelike melodies in Three Greek 

Epigrams and in the second movement of Sinfonia da Camera. 

Ubunzima consists of ·longer lines, this time developed 

from smaller units. A further extention is Cycle for 

Declamation of which strength as a composition rests on a 

more extended melodic line in declamatory style. In the 

Cello Concerto a solo line is developed for the cello, but 

it is not truly soloistic and virtuoso in the traditional 

sense·." In the other concertos the melodies are more 

decorative. Examples are the "bird calls" in Due Canti 

and in Concertante for two winds. 

4.3.8 Piano Writing 

Rainier complained that she found it hard to compose for 

the piano. The Concert Study is mostly in octaves and the 

accompaniment of Three Greek Epigrams mainly in octaves 

with added thirds and fifths. 
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Clarinet Suite was criticised for its unpianistic writing, 

but what Rainier had in mind for this work composed during 

the war was the use of the piano in a non-classical manner 

to create a non-European atmosphere. The keyboard is sel

dom used in conjunction with, but rather in opposition to 

the solo part. In Barbaric Dance Suite (where the first 

movement is written on three staves in order to clarify 

themes) the piano is used in a percussive texture and a 

propelling energy-is evident- the sound effect created by 

African marimbas could be a possible comparison. 

Keyboard Pieces is more abstract and of a reflecting na

ture. The use of the octave dominates and ornaments start 

to appear. She never regarded the piano as just a piano. 

In Vision and Prayer the piano is used as an instrument 

to create different moods. Generally the composer ex

plored the rhythmic possibilities more than the dynamic 

and technical possibilities'of the keyboard. 

4.3.9 Orchestration 

When Sinfonia da Camera for string orchestra was composed, 

it was. regarded as her most original w_ork to _that da:te. 

It resembles an enlarged string quartet, but with the big

ger gestures. 
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Many years later in 1961 this was followed by Phalaphala, 

the first work for full orchestra with its contrasting 

sections and contiriually changing rhythms. The 

ceremonial horn used by the African chief to summon the 

tribe, is of special significance. 

Aeguora Lunae is another abstract work. The orchestra is 

sometimes divided into two sections: the one half of the 

strings are grouped to the woodwind and softer percussion 

and the other half to the brass and hard-sounding percus

sion,. thus giving greater sonority opportunities. The 

number of solos for wind instruments is a feature, while 

the expansion of the percussion section with three steel 

plates and antique cymbals points at a further development 

of this section. In Plo~rmel the stri~gs are omitted and 

there is very little sign of a melodic line. The "key" to 

the piece (which holds the other parts together) are the 

three notes in the brass section. .The percussion section 

is now more fully developed with the inclusion of tubular 

bells,· hand bells, antique cymbals, sonagli,. high and low 

pitched gongs, xylophone and marimba. The marimba is 

again' employed in Concerta~te for two winds and a quasi

marimba sound is required in Celebration. 

· The fact that there were not sufficient performance and 

rehearsal opportunities for the orchestral works, could be 

reasons why Rainier did not really develop into a "full 

blown" composer of orchestral music. 
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Other factors could be that Rainier did not conduct her-

self and had to rely on conductors who were interested 

enough in her works to promote them. Conductor-composers 

have an advantage when it comes to the actual performance. 

She also did not have the necessary technical and finan-

cial assistance to produce modern professional scores. 

Manuscript scores are not favoured by orchestral 

musicians. Rainier, a reputable coach, was always willing 

to listen and advise musicians who performed her works. 

She was always present at rehearsals of the orchestral 

compositions. Rainier3 remarked: 

If you hear bad performances you are not clear as to 
the ultimate finality of what you have written. It 
is only when the performances are sufficiently 
familiar to follow up the composers exact markings 
that one is able to sum up the work and see that -
and hear that what comes out of it is clear without 
redundant passages or notes. 

4.3.10 Vocal Line 

The vocal music of Rairiier is declamatory (Dance of the 

Rain, Ubunzima, Cycle for Declamation). In Requiem, the 

only real choral work,. every nuance of the text is matched 

in the music. The choral writing is homophonic 'and the 

solo part partly integrated as if in a concertato style. 

Routh4 said: 

Requiem has a strange grandeur, and stands among the 
distinctive pieces of unaccompanied choral music of 
the contemporary period, and without any of the 
traditional English influences. 
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This again highlights at Rainier's originality. Rainier5 

said: "I work in relation with the words so that the musi

cal aspects stresses the meaning and the important words 

of a phrase." In The Bee Oracles the vocal line is based 

on syllabic repetition. 

4.3.11 Texts 

Rainier made use of a wide range of texts, ranging from an 

indigenous Zulu text, translations from Afrikaans, French 

Greek, to a specially created text (Reguiem), as well as 

those of established poets like John Donne, Sitwell and 

Dylan Thomas. 

4.3.12 Vocal Accompaniment 

The accompaniment of vocal works encompasses a wide 

spectrum- (unaccompanied), guitar, piano, harp, oboe 

quartet and harpsichord. 

4.3.13 Voice Types 

Higher voices such as soprano and tenor (or high baritone) 

get preference. She did not compose for the lower voices 

- alto, or bass or for a combination of solo voices. 
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4.4 Commissions 

After the first commission for Cycle for Declamation in 

1954 by Peter Pears it was actually the SABC that gave 

Rainier a commission for the Trio Suite in 1960. There-

after all her works were commissions: The last one was 

Celebration when H.R.H. Princess Anne attended the first 

performance. 

4.5 Music Festivals 

The various music festivals have different artistic aims 

and therefore attract different kinds of audiences: Bath 

(18th century themes at one stage), Aldeburgh (works from 

the "by-ways" and new compositions by Britten), Cheltenham 

(English musi~ by living composers), Edinburgh (standard 

international repertory), Worcester (Three Choirs) etc. 

It took some time, but Rainier had her share of participa

tion, among~t others in Aldeburgh (from 1954) and a major 

event was the performance ·of Due Canti e Finale at Edin

burgh in 1977. Her participation in Donne in Musica in 

Rome in 1982 was a result of her having been South African 

by birth. 
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4.6 Distinctions 

During her life-time Rainier received several distinctions 

from a variety of sources. 

4.6.1 Academic Awards 

She received the ARAM (1945) and FRAM (1954) distinctions 

from the RAM, London, but by far the most prominent award 

was the D.Mus. degree (honoris causa) from the University 

of Cape Town in 1982. 

4.6.2 Worshipful Company of Musician's Award 

In 1952 Rainier became the first woman to hold The Wor

shipful Company of Musician's most prestigious award - the 

John Clementi Collard Fellowship. In 1955, when she com

pleted her three years as a Collard Fellow, Rainier became 

a Freeman of the Company. However, at that time as common 

with most other Livery Companies of the City of London, 

the Musician's Company did not admit women to the Livery. 

This negative policy was only changed during the last 

decade, and it was thought appropriate that Rainier should 

become the first Lady Liveryman of the Company. 

"clothed" ~ith the Livery in October 1983. 
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4.6.3 "Ehrenurkunde" 

On 21 September 1961 at the Third International Competi-

tion for Women Composers at Mannheim-Ludwigshafen, Rainier 

received certificates of merit for Phalaphala and Six 

Pieces for five wind instruments. 

4.6.4 British Arts Council Grant 

In 1979 Rainier, aged 76, received a substantial financial 

grant from the Arts Council of Great Britain to enable her 

to complete three major compositions. To receive such a 

grant at an age when_most people are inactive or retired, 

is uncommon. 

4.7 Crystallization 

Since the Rainier compositions have been chronologically 

organized in the preceding catalogue, it is also necessary 

to organise the mature Rainier works chronologically ac

cording-to different genres. 

4.7.1 Vocal Works 

1937 

1947 

1948 

THRF.E GREEK EPIGRAMS for ·soprano or tenor 
and piano 

DANCE OF THE RAIN for tenor or soprano and 
guitar 

UBUNZIMA for tenor or soprano and gu~tar 
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1953 CYCLE FOR DECLAMATION for tenor or soprano 

1955-56 REQUIEM for tenor and a cappella choir 

1969 THE BEE ORACLES for tenor (or high baritone) 
solo, flute, oboe, violin, cello and 
harpsichord · 

1973 VISION AND PRAYER for tenor and piano 

1974-76 PRAYERS FROM THE ARK for tenor and harp 

4.7.2 Chamber Music for Strings 

1939 
I 

1943 

1960 

.1961-62 

1963-65 

1965-66 

1980-82 

STRING QUARTE~ for two violins, viola and 
cello 

SONATA for viola and piano 

TRIO SUITE for v~olin, cello and piano 

QUANTA for oboe ~nd string trio 

SUITE for solo cello or viola 

STRING TRIO for violin, viola and cello 

GRAND DUO for cello a.nd piano 

4.7.3 Chamber Music for Winds 

. 1943 SUITE for' clarinet and piano 

1957 SIX PIECES for five wind instruments 

1958-59 PASTORAL TRIPTYCH for solo oboe 

4.7.4 Music for String Orchestra 

1947 SINFONIA DA' CAMERA for string orchestra 

4.7.5 Film Music 

1944 FIRE IN OUR FACTORY: Music for the film 

1953 FIGURES IN A LANDSCAPE: CORNWALL AND 
THE SCULPTURE OF BARBARA HEPWORTH: 
Music for the film 

4.7.6 Keyboard Music 

1949 ', BARBARIC DANCE SUITE for piano 

1955 FIVE KEYBqARD PIECES for piano 
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1971 ~QUINQUE for harpsichord 

1972 , ORGAN GLORIANA for organ 

1974 ·.PRIMORDIAL CANTICLES for organ 

4.7e7 Orchestral Works 

1950 BARBARIC SUITE for orchestra 

1960-61 "PHALAPHALA" Dance Concerto for orchestra 

1966-67 AEQUORA LUNAE for orchestra 

1971-73 PLO~RMEL for winds and percussion 

1984 CELEBRATION for violin and orchestra 

4.7.8 Concertos 

1964 CONCERTO for cello and orchestra 

1976-77 DUE CANT! E FINALE for violin and orchestra 

1977-78 '. CONCERTANTE for two winds and orchestra 

Notes: 

1. Interview with Priaulx Rainier in London on 
16.6.1980. 

2. Letter from Priaulx Rainier dated 19.8.1984 to 
author. 

3. Interview with Priaulx Rainier in London on 
24.6.1980. 

4. Francis Routh,: Contemporary British Music 
(London: MacDonald, 1972), p. 347. 

5. Interview with Priaulx Rainier in London on 
18.6.1980. 
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APPENDIX A 

PRESS REV!EJ'lS OF fD1lll AFRICAN VISIT 

<X:lWER 1979 
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"Canposer in Natal for a brief visit", The Daily News (Tonight), 

12.10.1979~ 
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"The CcJntX>ser Speaks" , The Cape Times, 7 .11.1979. 

"Priaulx Rainier to speak on her music", The Argus ('Ibnight), 8.11.1979. 

"West Rand music teachers are hosts to South African convention II I west 

Band Times en Wesrander, 9.11.1979. 

Silvestri, Antionette: "Illustrious daughter", The ArgUs (Tonight), 

12 .11.1979. 

Koole, Arend: "'Kanponis aan die woord'. Priaulx Rainier in Kaap", Die 

Burger, 13.11.1979. 

I.anberg, Sim:m: "Rainier in front rank of to-day's ccmposers", The Cape 

Times, 13.11.1979. 

lawson, Maloolm: "Natal ccmposer hits at SABC 's apathy", The Daily News 

(Tbnight), 26.11.1979. 
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APPENDIX B 

CITA.Ti:CN D.Mus. (honoris causa) 
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IVY PRIAULX RAINIER 

The degree of ~r of Music 

honoris causa 

University of cape Town 

Degree oonferred on 25 June 1983 

It is not with any intention of being ego-centric that one campares 

oneself with distinguished recipients of honorary degrees today; but 

merely that by so doing one gains a clearer reoognition of the magnitude 

of their achievement and of the qualities that set them apart. In 

addition, I have a particular fellow-feeling for Priaulx Rainier, for our 

first steps at the piano were guided by the same hand. Here at once the 

difference shCMs itself, for while mine were taken at the age of ten, hers 

were taken when three years old. OUr joint teacher was her elder sister, 

Nella Rainier, for many years a tc:Mer of strength at the South African 

Colleg-e of Music. 

When Priaulx left her native Natal and came to cape Town, we shared 

another teacher, this time of the violin, in the person of Winifred 

I.effler, ·· who · · had been of the staff of the South African College of Music 

since 1912; but again, whereas I never got beyond playing the Bach double 

violin ooilcerto in the kitchen, or at best in Miss I.effler's drawing roc.m 

at Taunton Cottage, Priaul.x went on to perfonn it at the first ooncert 

given by College of Music students in oonjunction with the cape Town 

Municipal Orchestra, oonducted by Theo. Wendt. 

Her perfonnance earned the praise of Professor W.H. Bell; and this brings 
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further nostalgic memories. I studied oamposition with Daddy Bell, and 

thereafter never oamposed anything. Priaul.X did not study oamposition 

with him, and in due oourse became a oamposer of renown. 

And here our paths, which were never quite ooincident in time, also 

diverged in space. For, after further violin studies with Ellie Marx, 

then leader of the Ca:pe Town Municipal Orchestra, she was awarded the 

University of South Africa OVerseas Scholarship, and in 1920 proceeded to 

the Royal Acadany of Music in London, where she studied the violin with 

RDwsby Woof and oounterpoint with J.B. McEwen. 

After receiving her L.R.A.M. diplana Priaulx had' to earn a living. This 

she did by part-time teaching at a school in Gloucestershire, by taking 

private pupils in 'violin, and by much playing, es:pecially in string 

quartets. 

A serious m:>tor accident forced her to curtail these activities, and, with 

the enoouragement of Sir Arnold Bax, she resolved to devote herself 

seriously to oamposition. 

One of the first fruits was a Duo for piano and violin, which was 

perfonned by Harriet Cohen and Orrea Pernel at the Wigrrore Hall in May 

1936. We are told that "Priaulx sat in the baloony at the performance and 

was so shy that, during the applause, she lay down on the floor so that 

she 'WOUld not be seen" . 

On hearing of this tendency one felt slightly apprehensive as to her 
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stance today - but all sees to be well. 

A slCM but steady stream ot' works followed; and little by little an 

international reputation as a ccmposer was achieved. The first string 

quartet, of 1939, was played by the I..oewenguth Quartet at the Edinburgh 

Festival. It was recorded by the Amadeus Quartet, and later achieved the 

unusual distinction of being perfonned as a ballet, "Night Spell" . 

In 1943 she was appointed Professor of ccmposition at the Royal Academy of 

Music, and in 1952 was made a Fellow. Evidence of the estean in which her 

work was held is provided by the series of oamrnissions she has been asked 

to execute. In 194 7, the Sinfonia de camera [sic] , requested by Michael 

Tippett for the Morley College Concerts; 1954: the Cycl_e for Declamation 

for Peter Pears. In 1955: a Requian, a:mnissioned by the Purcell singers 

for the Aldeborugh [sic] Festival. In 1972 the Organ Gloriana, for Barry 

Sni.th, of St. George's Cathedral, Cape 'Itlwn, and· 1977 a violin ooncerto 

for Yehudi Menuhin and the Edinburgh Festival. 

Aioongst the better known of her recorded works, Quanta, for oboe and 

string trio, particularly attracts the attention of a physicist. 

Acoording to . the record oover, "the title of the piece relates to the 

Quantum theocy that energy exists in space inde~ndent of matter and is 

fonned by particules called Quanta". After listening to it, one has to 

admit that the piece certainly confonns to Heisenberg's Uncertainty 

Principle. 

With regard to the characteristics of her CXJltltX::>Sitions, it seans to be 
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IX>intless to try to convey anything by mere verbal descriptions. Music 

has to be heard to be believed, and not least that of Priaulx Rainier. 

Suffice it to say that she is internationally recognised as one of the 

leading wanan canposers of tOOa.y, and is still actively engaged in 

creative work, to such effect that at the age of 78 she was granted a 

bursary by the Arts COuncil of Great Britain. Her style is cx:rrpletely 

individual, and she herself has attributed sane elements of it to the 

lasting influences of her early days in Hawick, Natal. In her own words: 

"The liquid language of the music of the peoples, the sounds of the wild 

animals and birds cx:ming fran a great distance, yet still clearly 

audible. All this made an unforgettable impression" . 

Despite her long absence fran this country, Priaulx Rainier has never 

forgotten this inspiration and these associations; and she is rightly 

referred to in nost of the important reference works, as not only a 

di_stinguished cx:mposer, but also a distinguished South African canposer. 

Orator: Prof. John Juritz 
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. 1936 

1 ~ PREiliDE PER TAG PER IS'!' 00 FREUDENREIOI 

by J. S. Bach, arr for piano by Priaulx Rainier. 

Duration: 19 bars. 

Unperfonned. 

UnplblishB:i. 

Mmmscdpt held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Ink score. (TD 88/36 88/136). 

Date mtp>Sition: 25 Decanber 1936. 
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1936 

2 CmAL PREIDDE IOI RUF' ZU DIR, HERR .JESU rnRIST 

by J. S. Bach arr for cello and piano by Priaulx Rainier. 

(----) 

\. 

length: 19 bars • 

Unperfonned. 

Unpublished. 

t 
~~~ 

? -
{t ~ + ... 

Manuscript held by: UCT. 

f_ ... _i~ ... -"'-'- -~ 

-. . -----... 

• • ' 'lor . . "11"1' 

Score 1: Ink full score. (TD 88/36 88/335). 

Date CX~tpCSition: December 1936. 
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1936 

3 aamL PREI1IDE DAS ALTE .JAHR ~ IST 

by J. S. Bach, arr for piano by Priaulx Rainier. 

-
I . 

~ r t ,)i ~r 
it: ..___.. 

I..ength: 12 bars. 

Dedicatee: Merete SOO.erhjelrn. 

First perfomanoe: 

"' 

t!J 

~4 -·--

~----

.. 
~ -;=t~C5t ..... ..i 
1 !'....-- -bi .1 ,i , ........... [ 

..... _ 

... 

··---~ u 

-. 
' 

I.Dndon, Wigmore Hall. December 1936. Merete Sooerhjelrn (piano). 

Unpublished. 

ManUscript held by: MS (MerSoo). 

Score 1: Photocopy of ink score. Marked: Copy 1. 

(TO 88/36 88/334). 

Date <ntp>Sition: December 1936. 

The three arrangements of the Bach Choral Preludes seem to fo:rm a group 

and they may have been perfonned as such at the Wigmore Hall in December 

1936 by the Finnish pianist Merete Sooerhjelm. 
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1938 

4 F'CJU{S(N; ALL MEIN GEDANKEN I DIE ICH HAB 

arr for lute and voice by Priaulx Rainier. 

(----) -
( 
• .. t .. I 

:! 
Q 

length: 13 bars . 

Unperfonned. 

Unpublished. 

' 

~ 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

.: 
~ "6 j 

Score 1: Ink score. (TD 88/36 88/319). 

Date CXI'Cp)Siti.on: 24 Decanber 1938. 
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1951 

5 'lRIO ~ NO. 1 

by J. S. Bach transc for viola and piano by Priaulx Rainier. 

·---- . .-.,...--....... .. !.t.J • -: ... ' 

I 
I 

' 
.,v 
' 

....___ -- + 

Length: I = 50 ~s; II = 30 bars; III = 64 bars. 

First perfonnance: 

~:. ~\. .11. 

, 

_._---. 

I 

- -

Place unknown. William Primrose (viola), pianist unknown. 1953. 

Unpublished. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Ink score. (TD 88/36 88/473). 

Date CDI~X>Sition: 1951. 
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1951 

6 'IRIO s:H\TA :00. III 

by J. S. Bach transc for viola and piano by Priaulx Rainier. 

(----) 

. "" ,, - • .. .£ ... • .-.. 
1 

p , . 

. 
• 

Length: I = 113 bars; II = 30 bars; III = 180 bars. 

First perfonnance: 

-
-. 

Place unknown. William Primrose (viola), pianist unknown. 1953. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Score 1: Ink score. (TD 88/36 88/473) •. 

·Date mlp>Sition: 1951. 
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}.951 

1 '!RIO ~m. v 

by J. S. Bach transc for viola and piano by Priaulx Rainier. 

'(----) . 

.&.• '- ,L_..&. ·J. a- lr l f;t~ ;; !.!..:! ~~~· 
-
f 

.... 
. 

I 'I .. . 
·~· +'i+ 

I f. .. . .. . 

.;. + ~ :J 

Length: I = 155 bars; II = 70 bars; III = 163 bars. 

· First perfonnance: 

Place unknown. William Primrose (viola), pianist unknown. 1953. 

Unplblished. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Sco,re 1: Ink score. (TD 88/36. 88/473). 

Date cnuposition: 1951 •. 
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1951 

8 'IRIO ~ :00. VI 

by J. S. Bach transc for viola and piano by Priaulx Rainier. 

(----) ..... ;.;;. 

-
" 

• • T • • (-) 

• :> 1 :i 
.. .. ... . -

Length: I = 180 bars; II = 38 bars; III = 77 bars. 

First perfonnance: 

• 

~- :f;:jt.l.. ... 2' 

... ... ... . .. . 

Place unkrJ.or..m. William Primrose (viola), pianist unknown, 1953. 

Unpublished. 

Manuscript held by: ucr. 

Soore 1: Ink soore. ('ID 88/36 88/473) .. 

Date <X.~~p>Sition: 1951. 
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